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Foreword (from 2010 edition) 

It’s been over four years since Doctor Who: The Legacy came to an 
end… 

Millions of  fans of  Doctor Who cover our globe. Our minds have 
replayed the heroic exploits of  our favourite Time Lord since 1963, 
from television through novels and comic books. Among these fans, 
some have dared to further the tales of  the Doctor, penning new 
adventures, creating strange worlds, filling them with nightmarish or 
wonderful creatures, and giving us a chance to tag along with old 
companions. The best of  these combined adventure with intriguing 
notions of  the future, mixing the comic with the tragic, making us 
gasp and guffaw at quick turns, bringing smiles… and the occasional 
tear. 

Along with new worlds, some writers have given us new 
companions. And during the programme’s hiatus as a regular series, 
some authors, and indeed some actors, have regenerated our Doctor 
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past his seventh or eighth personas, always biding their time, until the 
BBC regained their senses and went back into regular production 
with their own, official, ninth Doctor. 

During this time, a small group of  writers, led by Andy Frankham-
Allen, saw another avenue for the Doctor. Perhaps spun from their 
own sense of  loss, from the abrupt cancellation of  Doctor Who from 
the airwaves, from the uncertainty of  his possible return, the 
Frankham-Allen team wrote of  a Doctor whose known existence 
would not only be at risk – it would be obliterated. 

But the Doctor would always be The Doctor, yes? Even at the worst 
of  times, he could regenerate. We had seen him regenerate seven 
times already. 

Indeed, under Frankham-Allen, travelling through Time has never 
been messier. And being The Doctor is no longer a guarantee of  
Good triumphing over Evil, of  success, even of  survival. 

What if  the Doctor hadn’t regenerated those seven times? What if  
even his erratic, convoluted time-line fell victim to his greatest 
enemy’s plans? What if  the Doctor’s time-line was thrown off  
course? What then of  all those civilisations he had saved, of  all those 
wrongs he had set aright, of  history itself? 

Imagine… 
Your favourite uncle suddenly disappears. Your favourite holiday 

destination blinks out of  existence. That turning point in history 
skips by without ever occurring. In fact, you yourself  stand on the 
precipice of  annihilation. 

A hundred people gone. A few thousands. Several millions. An 
entire race winks out of  History. A planet. Now, each and every 
choice has dire consequences. Or, perhaps each choice always did, but 
now the ramifications take mere moments to emerge rather than 
years. And the slightest misstep can begin the onslaught of  
irrevocable disaster. 

Much better to leave things as they are and to tread carefully. 
Much less trepidation to simply spin-off  a new story rather than 

tinker with the old. 
Yet, everyone seems to be doing that these days. 

Hollywood is now doing what the Comics Universe has done for 
decades. Re-imagining those wonderful, glorious, epoch-making 
moments from our childhood, throwing caution to the wind, and 
risking it all in their attempts to retell classic tales. Tales so ingrained 
in our collective minds and hearts that the obvious consequences will 
be masses swelling to deride any such trickery, and to picket for some 
sort of  a National Protection Act. 
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Yet, the Batman, Hulk, and Star Trek movies are only a few 
examples of  Hollywood grabbing a new audience while hanging on 
to their established fans, though they’ve tinkered with origin stories, 
ignoring earlier releases, or, in the case of  Star Trek, wiping out all 
known and beloved history of  its series. Sanctity meets the Recycle 
Bin. 

Nevertheless, the gamble has worked. And now even more movie 
series like Spider-man and Superman are preparing to ‘re-start’ their 
franchises not a generation after their last entries. The secret of  their 
success has been an underlying respect. 

So what lies within these pages may no longer be unacceptable – but 
certainly no less shocking. 

The most important ingredient remains, however: love for the 
adventures of  The Doctor. And each writer here takes on the holy 
mantle to lead you through a maze of  stories: sometimes harrowing, 
sometimes comical, fraught with emotion and danger, and revisiting 
classic moments, then twisting them without remorse; edging us 
closer to a Doctor who must redefine himself  as the entire Universe 
is redefined around him. 

Thanks for rejoining us for the adventures that lie ahead. So here we 
go with the first five years of  the universe-shattering saga… 

Avery Montacruz, San Francisco 2010 
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Prologue 
By Andy Frankham-Allen 

Some called him the Lonely God, but he was no god. I knew him, travelled with 
him from the beginning. It was I who called to him, encouraged him to leave his 
home world. Back then I was barely sentient, but when things changed… well, 
everything changed. Including me. Although I didn’t really know it at the time I 
had been waiting for a soul like his, a crusader. He was a force of  nature waiting 
to happen. A catalyst for great change. 

To some he was simply the bohemian wanderer in the fourth dimension. Some 
worlds, those that belonged to the monsters, feared him; they knew that if  ever he 
visited their worlds the threat represented by them would be destroyed. Even the 
Daleks, those most evil of  creations, called him the Ka Faraq Gatri, the Bringer 
of  Darkness. 

Oh, you have never heard of  the Daleks? Of  course, I keep forgetting, they 
never existed in this universe. At least not yet, anyway. 

That was his fault. His timeline got altered and reality itself  was reshaped, 
just to fit around him. Entire worlds were destroyed; species once destined for 
greats things now amounted to nothing. Everything in flux because just one man’s 
future had been altered. 

And although the universe was altered to fit him, he found it hard to fit into 
this new reality. His home was gone, his path unclear, and yet still he went out 
there, doing what he did. Finding the wrongs and putting them right. 

I guided him, my awareness altered by the planar shift. It was like waking 
from an eternal sleep. All those years I had been with him seemed like a dream, 
but suddenly, like him, I was awake, truly aware of  the nature of  the universe 
for the first time. 

That was then. 
He is gone now. Some say he is dead, others think he is just lost. Most say his 

work is done, that the universe no longer needs him. I say they are wrong. He has 
changed so many, left behind so much. 

His legacy lives on in me. I’m here, waiting, for I know he shall return. He 
always does. 

His name is legend. 
He is the Doctor. 
And this is his story. 
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Chapter One 
‘Catalyst’ by Andy Frankham-Allen 

Historian’s note; this story takes place directly after the 1989 adventure 
‘Survival’, and during the 1970 adventure ‘Spearhead from Space’. 

If  there was one thing Ace hated, it was Sundays in Perivale; 
boredom city! She hated it even more when the Doctor sodded off  
and left on her own with no access to the TARDIS. The police box 
shaped time machine stood on the corner of  the street behind her, 
while she sat on the curb, her legs safely stretched out on the road, 
crossed at the ankles. Safely, because there was little traffic passing 
through the streets of  Perivale on a Sunday; in fact, there was little of  
anything. 

It seemed, when she and the Doctor had left Horsenden Hill arm 
in arm, that they were going to be leaving Perivale straight away, off  
on their travels through time and space. The Doctor had even 
suggested they go to Ancient Mesopotamia, an idea that made Ace 
laugh. She vaguely remembered learning something about it in junior 
school, but it hadn’t impressed on her any desire to visit there. As for 
the Doctor, he had never really shown much of  an interest for 
delving into history before, unless it was Ace’s history, of  course, 
then it was almost impossible to stop him from sticking his nose in. 

There was too much history for her in this suburb as far as she was 
concerned. She had thought it’d be fun to catch up with her old 
mates, but things hadn’t quite worked out that way, what with the 
Cheetah Planet working its way into her system, bringing out her 
baser instincts, not to forget, of  course, the Doctor almost being 
killed by another Time Lord, calling himself  the Master. Yet another 
nutter that the Doctor knew. Still, things had worked out okay… for 
most of  them. 

Midge was a gonner. She had always fancied him back in the day, 
and she felt an ache in her heart knowing she’d never see him again. 
But at least the others were okay, even that twat Patterson. Personally 
she was looking forward to leaving Perivale, leave all the crap behind. 
Once again. 

How many times did she need to leg it from this place before she 
learned not to come back? Just walking the streets on the way back to 
the TARDIS, now the trouble had gone, was enough to bring back 
unwanted memories. Manisha, the fire… Nah, she didn’t want to go 
through that again. And then there was her mother. Probably still in 
the same old flat. When Patterson had told Ace that her mum had 
listed her as a missing person, Ace had momentarily considered that 
perhaps the old cow actually cared after all. But that feeling didn’t 
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last; it was more likely Audrey McShane was just looking to cause 
more trouble for ‘Dotty’. 

‘Don’t you get bored just sitting there?’ a voice asked her from 
behind. 

Recognising the Doctor’s voice, Ace jumped to her feet and span 
around. He was leaning against the TARDIS, one hand resting on the 
red handle of  his umbrella, the other patting the TARDIS 
affectionately. ‘Bored ain’t the word, Professor,’ she said. ‘Where’d 
you go?’ 

The Doctor frowned and started fishing in the pockets of  his dark 
jacket. ‘Unfinished business. When I returned from the planet I came 
here,’ he said, nodding at the TARDIS, ‘so it follows that the Master 
must have gone to his own ship.’ 

‘If  he escaped, you mean. I touched his mind; he was pretty far 
gone.’ 

‘Hmm,’ was the only reply to that. With a flourish the Doctor 
pulled the TARDIS key out of  his pocket and inserted it into the lock 
of  the police box door. He pushed the door open and allowed Ace to 
enter first. ‘Never underestimate him, Ace; he’s as cunning as he is 
mad. I’ve never quite understood why,’ the Doctor added, crossing 
from the double doors to the hat stand that stood in one corner of  
the console room. 

‘Yeah, right! Like you know nothing about cunning,’ Ace pointed 
out with a laugh, glad to be back in the safety of  the TARDIS. 
Although Perivale stood just beyond the dimensional threshold of  the 
TARDIS, it was still far enough away to not play on her mind any 
more. She looked around the brightly lit control room, at the 
comforting roundels of  the walls, and the hexagonal console in the 
centre of  the room. This was her home. Always would be. 

The Doctor let out a playful growl. ‘I was talking about his 
madness.’ 

‘Oh. But what is it you said about all interesting people being mad 
in some way or another?’ 

‘Yes, I did say that, didn’t I?’ 
‘Yeah.’ 
The Doctor nodded. ‘Which proves my point. In spite of  all he’s 

done, the Master is certainly interesting.’ 
‘Suppose that’s one way of  looking at it, if  you’re off  your head.’ 
The Doctor grinned. ‘Quite.’ 
‘Where to now then?’ Ace asked, once the Doctor had closed the 

doors and set the TARDIS in motion. 
For a moment the Doctor didn’t look at her, he simply regarded 

the closed shutters covering the scanner screen. ‘Remember what I 
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said to you, about you always being part of  the Cheetah Planet; it 
lives on inside you?’ 

‘Yeah..?’ 
‘Well, it also lives on in the Master. And he was much further gone 

than you. We need to find him, stop him once and for all.’ The 
Doctor let out a large sigh. ‘I’ve ignored my responsibilities long 
enough as far as he is concerned.’ 

‘How are you responsible for him?’ 
‘Because, Ace, there was a time when we were friends. And I 

should have helped him back then, steered him off  the dark path he 
had stepped on.’ 

Ace shrugged. ‘Bit late now, though. That bloke’s gone; lost it.’ 
‘Even more reason to find him.’ 
Ace wasn’t sure she liked this side of  the Doctor. She’d seen him 

manipulate people, including her; beat the worst kind of  enemies, but 
never had she seen him take anything so personally. Still, if  they did 
find the Master that worked out fine for her. She had her own 
personal score to settle with that nutcase; she owed him one for both 
Midge and Karra. 

‘Alright, then. What we gonna do?’ 
The Doctor smiled, but Ace didn’t like the emotion behind his 

grey eyes. He was about to ask her to do something she wasn’t going 
to enjoy. ‘Well, you are going to be plugged directly into the telepathic 
circuits, and then with the remaining connection you have with that 
dead world, we should be able to pick up a trace on the Master, no 
matter where he is in time or space.’ 

‘Oh come off  it, Professor, if  you think I’m going to allow you to 
put wires into me head, you’re off  your rocker, too.’ 

‘Ace!’ the Doctor hissed, using his best ‘disappointed’ tone. ‘This is 
my TARDIS we’re talking about; one of  the finest time ships ever 
grown in the bio-engineering plants of  Western Gallifrey. Wires in 
your head will not be necessary. No no, all you have to do is simply 
place your hands on these two pads.’ 

Ace looked at where the Doctor was pointing. Just adjacent to the 
red door lever were indeed two palm sized pads, pads she had never 
seen before. She narrowed her eyes, regarding the console with 
suspicion. She had lived in the TARDIS long enough now, and she 
knew for a fact that those pads had never been there before. ‘Okay, if  
you say so.’ 

She approached the console and gently placed her palms down, 
feeling the cold gel like substance of  the pad squirm between her 
fingers. She felt the urge to pull her hand away, but was encouraged 
on by the Doctor’s smile. Even then, he still looked grim, as if  he 
expected… 
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The console room flipped over. 
Ace groaned, rubbing the small of  her back, and looked up. From 

above, the Doctor was hanging on to the edge of  the console with 
one hand, the other reaching out for the controls. Ace shook her 
head. ‘Professor, what the hell just happened?’ she asked, standing up 
on the ceiling. 

‘Ace,’ the Doctor said through gritted teeth. ‘Brace yourself.’ 
‘For what?’ she started to ask, but before she got the words out the 

TARDIS flipped over again. But she didn’t land on top of  the 
console as she would have expected. Instead she found herself  being 
tossed about like some kind of  doll; the entire room was spinning, 
the walls warping in and out. She tried to find a hand hold on a 
roundel, but her fingers kept on slipping off  the smooth surface, the 
previous indented wall now as flat and slick as a sheet of  metal. 
‘Professor!’ she yelled. 

‘Ace! Relax,’ the Doctor called back, still gripping frantically to the 
console, smiling like a maniac. ‘We’re slipping directly into the 
Master’s time track. The TARDIS is attempting to time ram his; this 
could end badly! Hold tight!’ 

‘To what?’ she shouted, as she slammed once again into a flat wall. 
Abruptly the turbulence ceased. Ace collapsed into a heap on the 

floor, and for a moment remained as she was, gathering her senses 
back together. She looked up slowly. The TARDIS might have 
settled, but her head hadn’t. It still spun crazily. 

She struggled to her feet and crossed over to the Doctor, who was 
intently studying the readings on the console. ‘Hmm, that was no 
time ram,’ he was saying. ‘His TARDIS isn’t even in the vortex.’ The 
Doctor peered at the console more closely, his nose almost touching 
the little screen. ‘The vortex is out of  shape, something else pushing 
into it. Aha!’ he added, with a snap of  the fingers. ‘Of  course, of  
course!’ 

Without another word he rushed around the console and starting 
flicking switches on another panel. 

Ace just watched him, forcing herself  to keep her mouth shut. She 
had seen him like this before and knew that getting any sense out of  
him was not going to happen. It was best to just let him ride the wave 
of  mania, and then bombard him with questions when he had settled. 
Plus, just standing there, arms folded, helped her to regain her inner 
equilibrium. 

The Doctor pushed her out of  the way so he could work on the 
panel before her. Ace shook her head; she had had enough. She 
forced herself  between him and the console. ‘I ain’t moving until you 
explain.’ 
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The Doctor narrowed his eyes, and attempted to get around Ace, 
but she refused to be budged. He let out a growl. ‘Fine. The end of  
the universe is upon us. Now, if  you’ll just let me work, I might be 
able to prevent it.’ 

Taken aback Ace stepped aside. ‘Hang on,’ she said, slowly, ‘how is 
that possible? All we were doing was following the Master. We didn’t 
cause it, did we?’ 

‘No,’ the Doctor replied, not looking up, ‘the Master is causing it 
somehow. Whatever is happening to the vortex originated at the point 
in time the Master now inhabits. Oh.’ The Doctor pulled up short, 
and blinked. ‘He’s on Earth, in a place called Ashbridge, Earth year… 
1972.’ 

‘That bad?’ 
‘Yes, Ace, very bad.’ The Doctor’s whole body slumped against the 

console, and he placed his head in his hands. ‘The idiot has gone back 
on my own personal time stream, attacking me at my weakest. Of  
course, I bet it didn’t occur to him that by doing so he’s also gone 
back on his own time stream. Our lives have been interconnected for 
so long now; whatever affects me will affect him.’ 

‘Then we need to go and save you. Stop him, right?’ 
The Doctor looked up briefly. ‘It’s not that simple, Ace. If  he’s 

killed me then my entire time line is erased, impacting thousands 
upon thousands of  lives. The things I’ve done since then, the lives 
I’ve saved, the planets freed. Even the Daleks; their entire history 
altered by my absence. The universe won’t be able to survive such a 
cataclysmic alteration.’ 

Ace grabbed the Doctor by his arm, pulling him from the console. 
‘Then we have to change that, prevent him from killing you. The 
TARDIS is still a time machine.’ 

‘Yes, one that can’t travel down its own time path.’ 
‘Yeah, but…’ 
‘The personal stream of  a Time Lord is time-locked, travel through 

it is impossible.’ 
‘But the Master has done it, and you just said we’ve followed his 

path.’ 
A light flickered in the Doctor’s eyes. ‘Yes, yes, you’re right!’ He 

spun back to the console. ‘This old girl has a few tricks up her sleeve 
yet.’ He patted the console and offered Ace a reassuring smile. ‘Next 
stop 1972… I hope.’ 

Either side the green foliage rushed past; he had to get away. Both 
from the soldiers and from those men who had tried to bundle him 
into the ambulance. Exerting his new body more than it approved of, 
the Doctor span the wheels on the wheelchair even faster. 
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The TARDIS was out there somewhere, waiting for him. His 
watch was still bleeping, indicating the proximity of  his ship. He had 
to get home, try and convince the High Council to restore Jamie and 
Zoe to him. Even now, his head still confuzzled by his regeneration, 
he remembered what his people had done to him. 

Trapped him, put him on trial for interfering in the affairs of  other 
planets, and finally agreeing that he did have a role to play in 
preventing the evil that subjugated others. They had forced him to 
regenerate, sent his TARDIS to Earth where he would live his life in 
exile until the Tribunal saw fit to release him. But if  he could get the 
TARDIS working again, find his way home, then maybe he could 
convince the High Council to overrule the Tribunal. He used to hold 
some sway, before he fell out of  favour, and there had to be some 
people left that he could swing to his side. 

The watch let out almighty screech, causing the Doctor to twist the 
wheelchair into a dangerous left turn. The chair fell over and, with a 
physical dexterity that impressed him no end, the Doctor rolled out 
of  the wheelchair and back onto his feet. For a second he stood 
there, the cold air wafting through the back of  his hospital gown. He 
smiled beneath the tape over his mouth. Oh yes, he was going to like 
this new body of  his. 

He span around, alerted by the sound of  shouting coming from up 
the lane. UNIT soldiers barking out orders, trying to pinpoint his 
location. He remembered UNIT as allies; they’d helped him against 
the Cybermen in London. But right now getting to the TARDIS was 
more important. 

He rushed through the trees, checking the readings on his watch. 
‘Who’s there?’ a voice called out before him. The Doctor looked 

up just as the trees gave way to a clearing. Two UNIT soldiers stood 
between him and the TARDIS. But before he could enjoy the happy 
sight the blue box afforded, he heard a click and barely registered the 
sound of  a rifle firing before he felt a sharp pain in his head. 

Then, just blackness. 
* 

‘Professor, that was gunfire!’ Ace pointed out, following the Doctor 
through the dense clump of  trees. 

‘Yes, an inexperienced UNIT private using my head target practice.’ 
With that the Doctor’s quick pace turned into a run. ‘Come on,’ he 
shouted over his shoulder. 

Ace didn’t need any further encouragement. 
She almost bumped into the Doctor, so sudden was his stop. They 
stood at the edge of  the clearing, watching as events unfolded before 
them. 
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A UNIT soldier stood near the TARDIS, his pistol pointed at the 
Master, who was kneeling next to the body of  a tall man in a hospital 
gown. Ace guessed that had to be the Doctor’s earlier self; it was odd 
to think that he had once been an older man, someone who looked 
so different from the man she had come to respect and love so much. 
She wasn’t too keen on the blood covering his chest, though, nor the 
way the Master was looking down at him, a frenzied grin plastered on 
his bearded face, rifle hot in his hands. 

‘Professor,’ she said, urging him forward. 
‘What?’ the Doctor asked, blinking, clearly shook up by what had 

happened to him. Seeing yourself  dying couldn’t have been easy. 
Still… 

‘We have to stop this, remember.’ 
‘Yes.’ The Doctor nodded and stepped out of  the trees. Ace held 

back, and watched him, smiling. This was more like it; she knew that 
walk. It spoke of  authority, and danger. The walk that had the 
monsters shaking in fear.  

When he spoke his voice was low. ‘This ends now.’ 
The Master looked up, and Ace shuddered at the amount of  blood 

around his mouth, the dark viscous fluid dripping off  his canines. He 
was even more feral than when she had last seen him, when he had 
brutally killed Karra. His yellow cat’s eyes starred at the Doctor with 
hatred. ‘No,’ he growled, ‘it ends when I say so. I told you, Doctor, I 
now have the power to kill you.’ 

‘You think you control that power? No, that power has you. You’re 
becoming an animal.’ 

The UNIT soldier looked from the Master, his gun wavering. The 
Doctor noticed. ‘Captain Munro, radio for assistance.’ Munro looked 
at him blankly, and Ace grinned. He was probably trying to work out 
how the Doctor knew him. ‘Now!’ the Doctor snapped. 

Still keeping the gun trained on the Master, Munro reached into his 
pocket and pulled out a silver radio. The Master didn’t acknowledge 
the exchange. He simply continued to stare at the Doctor, his tongue 
licking the dripping blood. 

‘Yes, an animal that has killed you,’ he said. 
‘Not yet you haven’t.’ 
The Master glanced down at the long body lying before him. The 

old looking younger Doctor, despite the severity of  the wound in his 
chest, was still breathing. Although only barely. The Master’s lips 
curled into a smile, his yellow eyes roaming the woods. ‘It’s a start,’ he 
said, and slowly rose to his feet. ‘You might survive this, but the 
universe won’t. Good hunting, Doctor,’ he added, and moved 
suddenly and quickly. 
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Ace saw it too late, but rushed forward nonetheless. A small black 
cat was watching nearby, but it was no normal cat. Ace cursed herself  
as she tried to cut the Master off. She should have sensed the Kitling 
before; the planet lived on in all three of  them. Her, the Master, and 
the Kitling; they were all connected and she should have felt it. Out of  
the corner of  her eye she noticed both the Doctor and Munro also 
moving, but they were too far away to be of  any use. She was the 
only one who could prevent the Master now; all she had to do was 
call on the reserves left over from the Cheetah Planet. 

The Master reached the Kitling seconds before she, and with a 
blinding flash both Time Lord and cat vanished. For a moment Ace 
stood there, looking at the now empty spot, feeling robbed of  her 
chance to get revenge. 

That bastard had to pay for Midge and Karra. 
She turned sharply as a hand came to rest on her shoulder. 
‘Ace!’ the Doctor hissed. ‘Come back.’ 
Such dark feelings were running amok in her; she could feel the 

blood pumping through her veins. She recognised this feeling; she 
hadn’t felt it since all those blokes were heading towards her on 
Horsenden Hill, about to attack her before Karra had come to her 
rescue. It was the call of  the hunt. 

She shook her head and closed her eyes. When she opened them 
again the Doctor nodded at her grimly. ‘That’s better. Now,’ he added, 
turning back to Captain Munro, who was looking around confused. 
‘Captain, you need to get this man back to Ashbridge Cottage 
Hospital immediately.’ 

Munro opened his mouth to ask something, but changed his mind. 
He looked back at the barely alive Doctor in the grass. ‘He’ll live?’ 

‘Yes,’ the Doctor said, walking past Munro and over to his other 
self. ‘If  I act fast.’ He stopped, looking around. ‘Oh dear.’ 

Ace followed him and saw the severed head lying in the grass. The 
body lay nearby. Never one to shy from blood, Ace still felt a little 
sad. Whoever it had been was young. She turned away and looked 
back at the Doctor. ‘What are you going to do?’ 

‘What I need to do.’ The Doctor knelt in the grass, and touched 
the temples of  his younger, yet oddly older looking, self  and closed 
his eyes. ‘Contact,’ he whispered. 

Nothing more happened, and so Ace glanced over at Munro, who 
was helping another UNIT soldier to his feet, a dark bruise forming 
on his head. After checking to make sure the corporal was okay, 
Munro started issuing orders, and the corporal went away to guide the 
medical team into the clearing. Munro took a deep breath, and walked 
over to Ace. ‘Would you like to explain to me what just happened?’ 

‘Nah, mate, sorry, not my place. That’s down to the Doctor.’ 
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Munro looked at the two Doctors, a frown appearing. ‘Another 
one? The Brigadier said that fella is the Doctor.’ 

‘Yeah, they both are.’ 
‘From the hospital?’ 
Ace laughed. ‘No, same bloke.’ 
Any chance for further needling was frustrated by the Doctor, who 

removed his hand from his former self ’s head. He glanced up at Ace. 
‘Get me back to the TARDIS,’ he said, his voice barely a whisper. 

Ace helped him up, not liking the pallor of  his skin. ‘Erm, sure, 
right. What about him?’ 

‘I’ll live,’ the Doctor said. ‘But we’ve got much work to do.’ 
Ace looked at Munro over her shoulder, and gave him a wink. 

‘Sorry, soldier, you’re on your own. Give me love to Colonel Blimp, 
though.’ 

He should have been dying; this fact was immutable. Yet somehow 
the change was coming on him again. He had survived it twice 
before, his entire person becoming someone new. The memories, the 
thoughts, they all belonged to the same man, but each time he 
became someone different. Back home a life could last thousands of  
years before giving way to a new one. His own first body had lived 
longer than he liked to let on, but his second life had seemed to pass 
him by so quickly. Compared to his third incarnation, of  course, his 
second had lasted an infinity. Such a shame, he had been looking 
forward to seeing what this new persona would become; he suspected 
a bit of  an adventurer, if  his agility was anything to go by. 

He would never know now. 
The change was beginning. The internal organs were healing 

themselves, as the body reformed outwardly. The bones were 
expanding in places and constricting in others. 

As the pain overwhelmed him he became aware of  a presence, a 
hint of  his future. No, not a hint, a message. No words, just a sense 
that he had to live, to change the universe, put things right. But what 
things? Somehow he should know, but the knowledge was slipping 
from his mind. Regeneration was winning out, erasing his last life. 

At the same time mental blocks were being released. Blocks that 
had been forced on his mind by the Time Lords. Time travel 
theory… Dematerialisation codes… 

He opened his eyes for the final time in his third life. 

Munro looked down at the Doctor. They were in the back of  the 
ambulance, being rushed back to Ashbridge Cottage Hospital. The 
Brigadier and Doctor Henderson would be waiting for them. 

The Doctor’s eyes snapped open. 
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Munro attempted a smile. ‘Everything is going to be all right,’ he 
told the man, although he doubted his own words. The Brigadier 
hadn’t believed a word of  Munro’s report. Munro wasn’t sure he 
believed it himself. There was much more going on in Ashbridge than 
meteors falling from the sky. 

‘No, it isn’t.’ The Doctor attempted to smile. ‘Sorry, old chap, but 
this is the end… Still, where there’s life…’ He closed his eyes. 

For a moment there was silence, as the ambulance rocked its way 
up to the hospital, but the silence was suddenly broken by a yell of  
pain issuing from the Doctor. 

Munro watched him, his concern mounting. That concern turned 
into wide-eyed horror as the most amazing thing happened. 

The Doctor began to change. Not his clothes, but his entire body. 
It only took a minute, and then there was a new man in the Doctor’s 
place. He was much the same height, but bulkier. Where his hair had 
once been a greying brown, it was now so dark as to be almost black. 
The face was the face of  a much younger man, with a thick full 
brown beard. 

Munro peered at the man closely, unable to really believe what he 
had just seen happen. The man opened his eyes and winked at 
Munro. 

‘Told you, didn’t I?’ The new Doctor yawned. ‘Well, now to begin 
something completely different. First a nap, though. Goodnight,’ he 
added and promptly fell asleep. 

Ace was worried about the Doctor, since leaving his earlier self  in the 
wood clearing he’d got steadily weaker, as if  his contact with his past 
had taken something out of  him. He now stood by the console, his 
eyes closed, hands resting on the pads, connecting him directly to the 
TARDIS’ telepathic circuits. 

She wanted to say something, to offer some kind of  support, but 
she had never seen the Doctor look so ill, and didn’t know what to 
say. She often told people that looking after the Doctor was her job, 
but playing nursemaid was beyond her skill base. 

With a familiar wheezing and groaning, the time rotor in the centre 
of  the console began to rise and fall. The TARDIS was leaving 1972 
Earth; without the Doctor pressing a single button. Ace guessed that 
he was piloting the TARDIS directly with his thoughts. 

She shrugged. Never knew that was possible, but nonetheless a 
good thing when needed. 

The Doctor removed his hands from the console and looked at 
Ace. He offered her a reassuring smile. ‘I’ll be okay after a rest; giving 
up a piece of  my life force has drained me.’ 

‘Is that what you were doing with the other Doctor?’ 
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‘Yes, he was dying. But I saved him; a sacrifice I feel most keenly 
right now. I also passed on a message to him, sent him a path to 
repair the damage done by the Master.’ 

‘How?’ 
‘The universe should survive if  I’m… he is out there, getting 

involved. Three years on Earth will not serve the universe well, sure 
he might protect the Earth, but the rest of  the universe will continue 
to collapse.’ 

‘Hang about, though, if  he’s not there to help the Earth, then what 
about Earth? How will it survive?’ 

‘It’s protected, Ace. UNIT is there; they’ll cope.’ 
‘Yeah, but what if  they don’t?’ 
The Doctor frowned, and shook his head. ‘You’re here, Ace, proof  

that the Earth survives.’ He staggered back onto the console. ‘It’s only 
a suggestion, but enough to make sure my earlier self  leaves Earth, 
restores my timeline.’ 

Ace nodded, not entirely convinced, but right now the Doctor’s 
health was more important. ‘Okay, then we need to get you to bed, 
Professor.’ 

The Doctor agreed and allowed himself  to be led out of  the 
console room. ‘But we must try and find the Master ourselves; he’s a 
danger from my present. With two of  me on the case we should be 
able to achieve both. Restoration of  the universe, and stopping the 
Master.’ 

Ace said nothing. Life force sharing or not, last she’d seen of  the 
other Doctor he hadn’t looked so sharp, and neither did her Doctor. 
She hoped he was right, but something told her that solving these 
two problems wasn’t going to be as straightforward as the Doctor 
liked to think. 
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Chapter Two 
‘Bailing Out’ by Andy Frankham-Allen 

The Doctor, fresh from his sleep, stirred in his bed at Ashbridge 
Cottage Hospital. He wasn’t quite sure how long he had slept, but he 
felt much better for it. He had heard many horror stories about 
regenerations gone wrong. He had been lucky so far to have been 
saved from post-regeneration psychosis, which was known to be a 
potential risk, especially when regenerating multiple times in close 
proximity. The Doctor had always pitied the fools who engaged in 
such an endeavour, since it was ultimately little more than a vain 
glorious attempt at self  improvement. Forcibly regenerated by the 
Tribunal, and then due to… what? Eyes still closed, not quite ready to 
face the world with his new eyes, the Doctor pondered what had 
happened. 

Being unconscious had not helped, although he was pretty sure 
that the bullet from the young UNIT soldier’s gun had barely grazed 
his head. Certainly it wasn’t enough to trigger a regeneration. And 
there was something else there, a memory of… 

His future, touching him in the now. 
Yes, he could see him; his future self, several incarnations down the 

line, was a little man in a dark jacket, wearing a straw hat on his head. 
A man with a mind open to the many truths he had chosen to block 
from his memory when he ran away from his people. Truths he 
would rather not share with the universe. This future Doctor had 
shared something with him. He had known it, but now the 
information escaped him. 

There was something he had to do, something his future needed 
of  him. 

Food! 
The Doctor snapped his eyes open. He was hungry. No, not just 

hungry; famished! 
He looked around the grey room he was in; no one else was about. 

Just a desk opposite the bed, upon which sat a bunch of  notes and a 
pair of  glasses. That was good; he didn’t wish to be disturbed. He had 
things to do. Find the TARDIS, fix it, and get off  Earth and head for 
Gregoramani. He hadn’t been there in such a long time, and they 
provided the most excellent buffets. 

The Doctor jumped off the bed and was about to leave the room 
when he noticed his bulk. He’d always been a thin man; he’d been 
old, relatively young, and, well whatever he had been briefly in his 
third life (something, the Doctor thought with a sigh, he would never 
know), but always thin. He had seen his previous face briefly, in the 
mirror loaned to him by that red-head who had accompanied 
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Lethbridge-Stewart, and he knew from his almost-escape to the 
TARDIS that he had been quite tall, probably about as tall as he was 
now. 

He rubbed his chin, pondering his lost life, and frowned. That was 
new, too. Facial hair. He remembered experimenting with it when he 
was a young man of eighty-nine, but it had always been more 
Koschei’s thing than his. Still, change was as good as a rest, and he’d 
rested enough. 

Now he had things to do. He could ponder his missing life later, 
first he needed to get out of the hospital. And a large, bearded man in 
a white hospital gown might attract a little too much attention. 

Plus, there was a draft going up his back. Where was the sense in 
having them open at the back like that? Well, that decided it for him. 

Clothes were needed. 
And a mirror. 

He turned around and looked at his reflection. Not too great, but it 
would do until he found the TARDIS. He had found his clothes in a 
locker, but they had been way too small for him, which came as no 
surprise really. This was a pity, since they had a certain style about 
them that the Doctor found charming. His second incarnation was 
such an elegant dresser. 

He was still dressed in his hospital gown, but he had found a great 
big brown coat to wear over the gown. It was quite warm, and fitted 
his new girth well. Only he needed something with which to keep it 
closed. It would not do to wander around England looking for the 
TARDIS with the cold wind blowing against his Time Lord 
delicacies. 

He looked around the room, and his eyes alighted on a piece of  
rope. The Doctor smiled, and stroked his beard. It felt quite a natural 
thing to do, beard stroking. He could barely imagine how he had 
survived without a beard for all those centuries past; maybe Koschei 
had been onto something after all. 

He wrapped the rope around his waist, twice over, and tied it in a 
slipknot, then turned back to the mirror. 

‘Oh yes. Quite nice.’ The Doctor bellowed out a deep-throated 
laugh, and immediately clamped his hand over his mouth. Grief, that 
was terribly loud. No doubt such a vocal range would come in quite 
handy when trying to advise his companions, but it would not do to 
have the hospital staff  finding him so soon. 

The thought struck a chord. Companions. 
He had been rushing to the TARDIS in the hope of  persuading 

the High Council to help him return Jamie and Zoe, but now he 
wasn’t so sure it was such a good idea. They were home, happy again, 
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without the added danger a life with him brought. He would miss 
them, of  course, but he was a new Doctor, and he needed new 
companions now. 

The life of  a Time Lord, always on the go. 
He counted off  two fingers. Item one, find the TARDIS. Item two, 

find some companions. 
He sat on the bench and slipped his feet into the shoes he’d found 

in a locker. Socks and trousers would have been nice, but the coat was 
long enough to cover most of  his legs, so at best he’d look like some 
kind of  tramp roaming the hospital corridors. The Doctor sighed; 
he’d sort some proper clothes out once he got back to the TARDIS. 

He removed all the items from the pockets of  his old clothes and 
stuffed them into his new coat, then walked back over to the door. 
He stopped; his hand on the knob. There were voices coming from 
the corridor. He listened in. 

‘What are all those toy soldiers playing at?’ asked a voice that was 
both dignified and self-important. 

‘They found the patient,’ a younger voice returned. The Doctor 
recognised that voice; that of  the doctor who was looking after him. 

‘And shot him, eh?’ 
Before his doctor could reply, the Doctor ripped the door open 

and pointed a finger the owner of  the pompous voice. ‘Yes they did!’ 
he snapped, not much caring for the man’s flashy cape and fedora hat. 
‘Flaming cheek of  it.’ 

Both men looked at him, their mouths open in surprise. The 
Doctor reached out a hand and shook the hand of  his doctor heartily. 
‘Thank you for your administrations, but I shall be on my way now. 
Places to do, things to see.’ He beamed a smile at both and them, and 
nodded. ‘Capital! Goodbye.’ 

Taking advantage of  their confusion, the Doctor pushed past them 
and headed down the corridor. He heard his doctor call after him, but 
chose to ignore it. It could not have been anything important. It 
never was with humans. 

The Doctor reached the doors leading out of  the hospital and 
noticed two uniformed soldiers outside. He pulled up short and 
considered the situation, peering through the glass. 

Clearly the events outside the TARDIS that led to his regeneration 
had made an impact on UNIT; the Brigadier himself  must have given 
the order to keep the hospital secure, check on anyone coming in and 
out. Safeguard the freak inside. Lethbridge-Stewart had seemed very 
puzzled and let down when he had visited the Doctor in the hospital 
before, obviously expecting to find the short man he knew from the 
trouble with the Yeti in the Underground and the Cyberman crisis at 
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International Electromatics, but instead he had found some lanky 
man lying there who didn’t look even remotely similar. 

The Doctor laughed at this. Poor old Lethbridge-Stewart; the 
military mind was not known for its imagination. He could only begin 
to wonder how the soldier would respond to his new persona. The 
Doctor smiled to himself; maybe he would have to find out. 

He looked back out the window in time to see the two soldiers 
approaching the doors. His laughter had brought him to their 
attention. 

Oh well, he would do what he had always done no matter what 
body he wore. He would brazen it. So thinking, he stormed out of  
the doors and over to the two men. 

‘The man you have been left to protect is loose inside. Doctor… 
erm…’ The Doctor looked around, trying to remember the name of  
the man who’d been attending to him. He must have heard it. ‘They 
need your help!’ he decided on instead. The two soldiers looked at 
each other, not too sure. Stupid military men, the Doctor thought. 
Only responded to one thing. ‘Get on with, then! The Brigadier wants 
him unharmed! Now jump to it!’ he bellowed. 

The two men snapped to attention and rushed into the hospital. 
The Doctor watched them go and smiled to himself. Very useful 
thing, this bellowing he had inherited since his regeneration. Very 
useful indeed. 

Now all he had to do was find the TARDIS. 
He had left it in the woods; that much he remembered for sure. 

Indeed, he had almost reached it last time. But which way? He had 
feigned sleep when those men had tried to kidnap him, and then his 
escape was such a blur, befuddled even further by the usual fogginess 
that came as a result of  regeneration. 

Still; means and ways. He consulted the watch tightly wrapped 
around his wrist – too tightly! The strap was meant for a much 
thinner wrist than the one he now owned. Oh well, something to sort 
out later. 

Or not, he decided, once he noticed the crack in the glass covering. 
The insides were ruined too, no doubt a result of  the fracas in the 
woods earlier. 

He looked around. He would find a way to locate the TARDIS, in 
the meantime he couldn’t just stand there dillydallying. UNIT would 
soon be on to him. 

He rushed down the steps and checked out the cars parked in 
front of  a small sign that said Reserved For Doctors. The Doctor 
smiled; seemed quite apt. He briefly considered the dark red roadster, 
but decided against it in favour of  the small MG next to it. It was the 
work of  moments to get the door open, once he’d found the sonic 
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screwdriver in his coat pocket. Getting into the small car was more 
problematic though. 

As it turned out the Doctor didn’t need his homing device; he could 
almost hear the TARDIS calling out to him. It was a strange feeling. 
He’d developed a strong bond with his time ship over the years, 
which was a common place thing with his people after much usage of  
the same ship. TARDIS’ were grown after all, and they were alive 
after a fashion, but this was different. He could almost hear a voice in 
his head. 

He had a long and uncomfortable drive to London, cramped in the 
confines of  the MG sports car; perhaps the roadster would have been 
a better choice. Although it was a bit flash for him, and probably not 
as fast as the MG. It would have been liked him choosing a SIDRAT 
over a TARDIS. 

UNIT HQ existed in the heart of  London, the entrance 
underground. The guard at the gate tried to object, maintaining the 
facade, but the Doctor knew better and demanded he see Brigadier 
Lethbridge-Stewart at once. His property was inside the building, and 
he intended to leave with it. Or it leave with him. Either worked. 

Eventually, he was escorted through the building, but soon gave his 
guide the slip. He wasn’t sure where he was being led, but it was away 
from the location of  the TARDIS. Clearly the Brigadier wished to see 
the Doctor as far away from the ship as possible. Well, tough! 

The Doctor barged through the door, and came into what was 
probably once an open hall, but it had been partitioned off  by 
boards. He walked around the boards, finding an entrance, and found 
himself  in what seemed to be a quickly assembled lab. Assembled by 
someone who had never actually worked in a laboratory before. 

The Brigadier was approaching him, a forced smile on his face, 
arm outstretched in greeting. Behind him, at a bench, was the red-
head, now wearing a lab coat, mixing two chemicals into a phial. She 
looked up briefly, but returned to her work. Pretending that the 
arrival of  the Doctor was none of  her business. 

In the corner of  the lab stood the TARDIS. The Doctor beamed, 
stepping past the Brigadier, and walked over to the blue box. He 
patted her affectionately. ‘There we are, old girl, soon have you out of  
here.’ He looked over at the Brigadier. ‘Key, please.’ 

Lethbridge-Stewart regarded him with suspicion. ‘Not until I know 
for sure you are who you claim to be.’ 

‘Claim to be? My dear, Lethbridge-Stewart, I haven’t claimed to be 
anyone. I know who I am, and all the evidence before your eyes 
should be confirmation enough. And besides, consult with that 
captain of  yours, he was there, he saw me regenerate.’ 
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‘Yes,’ the Brigadier said, with more than a degree of  scepticism. ‘I 
read Captain Munro’s report. Unbelievable.’ 

‘And yet it happened.’ The Doctor approached the Brigadier. 
‘Listen, I really do not have time for this. I have much more 
important things to deal with.’ 

Lethbridge-Stewart raised an eyebrow. ‘Then I suggest you make 
time, Doctor, if  that is who you are. There are many questions I wish 
to have answers to; like how is it your arrival coincided with a shower 
of  meteorites?’ 

The Doctor shrugged; he knew nothing of  this. Nor did he care. 
He had something much more pressing to concern himself  with, if  
only he could remember what it was. Beyond food, of  course. ‘I think 
you answered your own question there. Coincidence.’ 

The Brigadier was about to answer, his body tensing. The Doctor 
wasn’t sure he much cared for Lethbridge-Stewart anymore; his old 
self  was more suited to the military buffoon. He had no time for 
such closed minds. Changing tact, the Doctor turned from 
Lethbridge-Stewart and walked over to the young woman at the desk. 

He offered his best smile. ‘And who might you be?’ 
The woman looked up from her experiments and offered a hand. 

‘Elizabeth Shaw,’ she said, shaking his hand as firmly as she could. 
‘Liz, I may call you Liz, yes?’ Liz nodded, and the Doctor 

continued. ‘Would you please explain to your employer that I need 
the key to my TARDIS.’ 

Liz looked over at the Brigadier, and the Doctor spotted 
something in her eyes. At first she had seemed bemused by the 
exchange, but for a brief  second he noticed the contempt. She wasn’t 
happy about being here. A thought started to form in the Doctor’s 
head. 

‘Well, for one thing, Doctor, I’m afraid it is none of  my business, 
and for another I was not employed by UNIT. I was drafted.’ 

The Doctor nodded. ‘Then you have my eternal sympathies, to be 
conscripted into such a blinkered organisation like UNIT.’ He 
suddenly clapped his hands, making Liz jump. He placed a hand on 
her shoulder. ‘Sorry, my dear. I really must be going,’ he said, turning 
back to the TARDIS. ‘And I think she agrees.’ 

As if  to prove it, the police box door opened. The Doctor nodded 
to himself. He had a feeling that would happen; the TARDIS 
wouldn’t have called him unless she wanted him inside. 

‘Well, nice meeting you again, Brigadier. Good luck with your 
meteorites.’ The Doctor stopped, one foot inside the police box, and 
glanced back at Liz. ‘Come with me,’ he said, ‘I could show you 
science that would boggle your mind. The planet Delphon for 
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instance… A wondrous place; they communicate with their eyebrows. 
Quite fascinating.’ 

Liz almost laughed, but shook her head. ‘I don’t think so.’ 
‘Oh.’ The Doctor was sure she was going to say yes. ‘Then perhaps 

we shall meet again,’ he said, and stepped into the TARDIS, closing 
the door behind him. 

He walked over to the console, and placed on a hand on the pale 
green panel. It was good to be back home. He flicked a switch and 
watched as the time rotor began its oscillation. 

No co-ordinates had been set, but that didn’t matter, for now all 
that mattered was leaving Earth behind. He had to move on. Still 
there was something niggling in the back of  his mind, a feeling that 
his future required something of  him. 

For now though he intended to just drift in the time vortex, let his 
new body settle down a bit. Perhaps pop to Gregoramani and stuff  
himself  silly. Yes, that might be the distraction his mind needed. 
Once his appetite was satiated he could put his mind to other things, 
drift around for a bit, see if  he could find himself  a new companion. 
The life he lived could be awfully lonely without friends to share it. 

With that in mind, the Doctor started whistling to himself  and set 
the co-ordinates for Gregoramani. 
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Chapter Three 
‘Urban Decay’ by Christoph Lopez 

The Doctor walked at a sedate pace through a tree lined avenue in an 
unfamiliar city. Eventually, after stuffing himself  solid on 
Gregoramani, he’d settled on an arbitrary point in time to land. 
Without premeditation, the TARDIS arrived on Earth once again, in 
the first year of  the 21st Century. 

Spring was in its budding process and the weather was struggling 
with itself. The Doctor was humming a ditty to himself  about what 
he may or may not have seen in the middle of  May. As he strolled 
through a downtown park block, he was beset successively by chilling 
wind, the onset of  dusk, and hail. 

His brow, cheeks, and nose felt quite abraded. The Doctor turned 
up the collar of  his brown twill coat and grumbled. Spots of  his 
white linen shirt and polka dot tie were becoming rather damp. 

Yellow sodium arc lamps dotted the distance and he continued 
onwards in his journey towards nowhere in particular. The gloaming 
sky, while partially obscured by firs, pines, oaks, and buildings, was 
turning a bruised shade of  gold, russet and purple. A dozen metres 
ahead trudged the figure of  a man obviously in an advanced state of  
inebriation. 

Belching and stumbling, this man stopped and placed both arms 
against a nearby wall and expelled the oily contents of  his stomach. 

Quite put off, the Doctor quickly strode off  down Everett Street. 
Another spate of  hail stones descended. The Doctor grew decidedly 
more uncomfortable when he realised he had no idea where he was 
going… again. 

* 
Elsewhere in the Rose City of  Portland, Brad DeMars was feeling the 
depths of  despondency. Naturally so, since he’d just attended the 
funeral of  his best friend. 

Jacen Lewis had succumbed to a brain tumour after months of  
intermittent seizures, radiation therapy, and patronising medical 
practitioners. Brad was very close to his friend and it did not help that 
the death of  Jacen precipitated the dispersal of  the band. To add 
injury to insult, ‘Philosopher’s Stone’ had only been gigging for less 
than a year. 

Brad opted to linger behind at Riverview Cemetery and 
Crematorium for a little while after the service. He had been hoping 
to be able to play the last composition of  the band at the graveside 
service. He was thwarted in this, of  course, since he had neglected to 
bring an amplifier or, indeed, a power source for his synthesiser. For 
some reason, the other members did not show up. 
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Brad DeMars was very angry at them. 
Why were things so off-kilter lately? 
Progressive alienation and disappointment was wearing away at his 

hopes to fend off  a state of  jadedness for another year. 
He eventually drove towards his studio apartment long after the 

rest of  the funeral party left him. Dusk was not dusk any longer. 
Night was settling in after the day’s struggle with the weather. 

Brad cruised in his green Volkswagen Sirocco down Burnside 
Street. He was absorbed and feeling harsh. The blaring of  the car 
stereo assuaged little of  what he was feeling. 

Understandably, he was quite suddenly alert when his brakes 
locked up. The car spun and skidded, finally stopping dead mere 
centimetres from a fire hydrant. The twenty-six year old synthesiser 
player with a black mop of  hair tipped in nuclear red, lost 
consciousness as his forehead struck the steering wheel. 

Kinetic force had to go somewhere. 

‘Oh, Doctor, you’re bound to get lost if  you keep weaving in and out 
of  these blasted side streets!’ The Doctor bemoaned his lack of  
planning again. 

It could not have been so late in the evening that every person had 
gone home, could it? After all, he was still relatively close to the 
downtown area wasn’t he? This excursion was revealing itself  as quite 
dreary indeed, despite the greenery and quaint mix of  architectures. 

With a sigh, the Doctor settled his girth onto a nearby bench to 
gather his thoughts. He withdrew his pocket watch in an attempt to 
regain his bearings. Apart from being a compact and sophisticated 
time piece, it was also a wide range scanner capable of  detecting 
temporal variations and geophysical positions. To the Doctor’s 
chagrin he saw that the readings were unsteady – indeed they were 
fluctuating wildly. 

‘Why should this be?’ he murmured aloud. 
Another piece of  evidence revealed that something was not as it 

should be. Many certain some things were decidedly amiss. Ever since 
the Doctor left UNIT HQ he had periodically been assailed by a 
sense of  disassociation; that a matter of  urgent importance was 
manifestly out of  order was clear. 

Rubbing his beard momentarily, he replaced his pocket watch to its 
home. He brought out of  another pocket a deck of  playing cards he 
had found when he commandeered the coat. He tapped the deck 
against his forehead and thought. 

With eyes closed, he withdrew a card.  
Ace of  Hearts. 
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Gloomily wishing for a good game of  Blackjack, the Doctor stood. 
Perhaps he could find some answers if  he returned to the TARDIS. 
The watch might simply need recalibration. Also a good nap in the 
Zero Room would do worlds of  good. The sense of  displacement 
could possibly be a side effect of  his recent regeneration, he 
reasoned. 

Once again steeling his resolve to get to the bottom of  matters, the 
Doctor attempted to retrace his path. 

Brad awoke with his temples throbbing. ‘Oh, ow. What the…’ 
Not a car or pedestrian was near. No ambulance, no fire truck and 

certainly no paramedics had come to investigate. Where were the 
sirens of  the law? 

The synth player gingerly touched his face and fortunately found 
no blood. He checked himself  out in the rear view mirror. An angry 
looking bruise was forming in a line on his forehead. 

There should have been plenty of  traffic for the time of  day. In a 
quiet and orderly array, an average number of  vehicles were parked as 
usual. Yet there was no motion signalling the end of  day. It was as if  
every single person in the city, as far as one’s eye could see, had 
tucked themselves in for the night and turned the lights out. 

The yellow nimbus of  sodium arc lamps still stood their vigils. 
From what Brad could see, the city became cloaked in a brooding and 
mutely subdued mystery. He shook the tangles of  his black and 
nuclear red hair out of  his field of  vision. Getting out of  the dead 
car, he set out on foot towards home. 

A humanoid shape like a semi-collapsed marionette lowered itself  
from a tree. 

‘Tick tock,’ said the plaintive voice of  the Dommervoy. 
Across the lane, another featureless mannequin lowered itself  

down to a height matching that of  its counterpart. 
‘Tick tock.’ A tittering sound followed, neither here nor there. 

* 
The stout and bearded Doctor stopped in his tracks, 
uncharacteristically startled. 

He could only just make out the indistinct forms ahead. 
He looked closer, and indeed a few blocks away he could see that 

there were several humanoid shapes milling about like extras in a film. 
On the West Hills, two kilometres away, the lights of  the broadcasting 
towers flared brightly in a syncopated pulse. The surrounding hills 
were intermittently bathed in light crimson ambience. The 
surrounding hills were for a while briefly bathed in the glow. Then 
they winked out for good. 
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The Doctor stole quietly west on Glisan Street, then bolted down 
Sixteenth Avenue. He gasped for breath on the corner of  Flanders 
Street and finally slumped onto a concrete bench before an old blue 
apartment building with red trim. Nearby was a sign marked ‘18th 
Ave.’. 

He really had to remember that his new body was not half  as agile 
as his previous lanky form. 

Just as he was preparing to open the fob of  the newly constructed 
homing locator linked to his homely time ship, a small gale blew past. 
For this reason, the Doctor looked upwards. 

A vast ring of  angry black clouds formed an icy nimbus around 
the moon. Lambent violet arcs of  energy strobed through the 
adjacent sky. Then the moon blatantly vanished. 

Some type of  dimensional ‘storm’ was wrenching open the vaults 
of  local space/time. This the Doctor knew intrinsically and viscerally. 

Considering his unusually graceless size, he made rather good time 
south and found himself  on a broad road: Burnside Street. On the 
intersection was a small green car parked askew to the curb. Its 
tapered nose was scant centimetres from a fire hydrant. The driver’s 
side door was wide open. Yet the Doctor could clearly see a man 
walking about a block and a half  away, hefting a large something on 
his shoulder. 

On a gossamer thread of  scintillating colour, dangling ten meters 
above the street, hung a blank faced caricature of  a person wrapped 
in what looked like black packaging material. Its black button eyes 
glared towards the receding figure in a brown wool overcoat. It 
tittered and without moving its poorly drawn-on line of  a mouth, 
said; ‘tock.’ 

The Dommervoy quivered slightly and jerked upwards, promptly 
vanishing. 

Brad DeMars was rightly upset and was experiencing the onset of  a 
cold sweat and a peculiar knotting in the bowels, when he felt the 
wind and saw the sky swallow itself. He found himself  standing stock 
still and gawking at the impossible. 

Many of  the buildings of  downtown Portland that were usually 
visible from this stretch of  road still were. They were also 
somehow… changing. ‘Big Pink’, the massive banking tower which 
was done up years ago in Bauhaus style copper collared glass and 
steel, was wavering and undulating. Now it appeared that its 
foundation was set anywhere between thirty five to forty five degrees 
to the elevation of  the surrounding ground. The process continued 
to approximately nine storeys below the structure’s apex. 
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It was happening as far as the musician’s eyes could scan. 
Trembling, he may well have stood there forever until he felt a hand 
on his shoulder. 

‘Hello, I’m the Doctor, are you all right there?’ 
A sturdy looking and burly man he was. Brad was nearly too 

shocked to respond but clasped the stranger’s proffered hand 
instinctively. Dumbly, Brad managed a nod and closed his gaping 
mouth. 

He swallowed and replied. ‘This isn’t supposed to be happening, is 
it?’ 

He found himself  regaining control in spite of  the reeling and 
spinning sensation. Somewhere in his subconscious mind, the idea 
was gestating. 

‘I don’t know what it is, but I’ve got to put a stop to it,’ said the 
wide girthed man. 

The bearded stranger appeared like some kind of  archaic sea 
captain. Although he was smiling, this Doctor could not conceal his 
grave concern. At any rate, his manner suggested some degree of  
confidence and weird professionalism. Brad was vaguely aware of  
being embarrassed. 

‘Believe me, young man, you are not going mad. I’m surprised 
you’re even here at all. Surely some kind of  anomaly within an 
anomaly has spared you? We’re standing in a city’s ghost, after all!’ 

He seemed almost pleased, like a child with a brand new book that 
came with a funky stain on it. ‘Never mind that for now. If  you’re 
willing to trust me, we can find shelter from the quantum storm.’ 

What a mouthful! Still, he seemed far less crazy than whatever was 
happening to the city. 

Gradually, while both of  them watched on, the entire vista gained the 
aspect of  becoming somehow digitised. It was as if  the place was an 
environment created for a first-person perspective computer 
simulation. Pixels and stilted looking patterns appeared in formerly 
natural patterns. The improbable pair of  men ambled off  at a pace 
towards the Holocaust Memorial a short distance away. 

‘I’m, uh, Brad DeMars. I was in a car accident. Um… My friend 
died last week. I’m a musician. Do you… How…? What the hell did 
you say was going on?’ 

The Doctor’s booming laugh was like a war cry against the 
poisoned architecture. Even over the keening of  the wind and the 
thrumming of  the shifting non-linear planes of  reality, he could be 
heard clearly. 

‘There’ll be time enough for that when we get inside. Let’s go!’ 
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Brad and the Doctor made good time in reaching the Memorial 
grounds which were a mere fifteen blocks from where the two 
initially met. The young keyboardist was noting his unusual 
companion’s endurance. Whoever he was, this man had not even 
began to sound winded in the slightest. 

‘There we are!’ exclaimed the Doctor. A meaty finger gestured to 
an object behind a copse of  alders and cedar trees just off  the inlet 
road to the Memorial; an object Brad had never seen before in his 
north-western American state. He could just make out the markings 
on it which read, ‘POLICE Public Call BOX’. 

‘Hey, man, where are we going?’ he asked, now totally out of  
breath. 

‘Why, right in there, of  course! Unless you’d rather stay out here 
and contend with that!’ 

‘This is too much. I think I’ll bail out towards my place. Nice 
meeting you, man.’ Brad turned away and tried to trot off, readjusting 
his gig bag containing his portable synthesiser. He made it back to the 
main road and saw… next to nothing. 

Brad DeMars spun on his heels and sprinted apace back towards 
the Doctor’s blue Police Box thing and banged on its narrow double 
door with both fists. 

‘All right! I believe you! Talk to me, Doctor!’ 
The right hand door opened silently inwards, an arm clasped Brad’s 

forearm and pulled him inside and shut again. 
* 

The world turned abjectly grey while a gang of  sawdust filled figures 
converged on the spot where the TARDIS once sat… 

In a white control room, intensely scanning over a console, the 
Doctor gravely looked at Brad. 

‘Well, I don’t have your answers. What I do know is that the place 
we have just left was not Portland. Your survival is a… miracle. That 
place was a sort of  analogue to your home. A great force has wrested 
an entire temporal and spatial nexus out of  its proper place. For what 
cause or reason, I just don’t know. I don’t know. But I intend to find 
out.’ 

Fields distended and Brad DeMars lost consciousness. For being 
such a hard bohemian kind of  guy (at least in his own estimation), 
this turn of  events was too much. The consciousness as a whole had 
to find a way to compensate for the sudden and somewhat violent 
wrenching of  expectations… 
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Chapter Four 
‘In the Blood’ by Andy Frankham-Allen 

‘Brad?’ 
Brad rubbed his head and opened his eyes. Looking down at him 

was the strange man with the beard. The Doctor? Yeah, that was his 
name. Well, he said name… What kind of  man went about with a 
title? 

Brad sat up and looked around. He was sitting on a bed in a large 
white room. The chairs and tables seemed to be made of  some type 
of  mouldable plastic – it reminded him of  those ‘50s B-movies, the 
type that looked towards the future. Oh yes, very 21st Century – not! 

‘Do you know Blackjack?’ 
Brad looked back at the Doctor. ‘Huh?’ It was the best he could 

manage. The Doctor’s face crumpled into disappointment, so Brad 
tried a little bit better. ‘Black who?’ 

‘Blackjack.’ 
‘No,’ Brad said slowly, thinking it was probably best to humour the 

large man, ‘don’t think so. Friend of  Black Beard?’ 
The Doctor waved a set of  playing cards in front of  Brad’s face. 

Brad just shook his head, causing his nuclear red bangs to fall down 
in front of  his eyes. ‘Oh,’ the Doctor mumbled. He looked around 
the room, then back at Brad, smiling. ‘Poker?’ Again Brad shook his 
head. ‘Oh,’ the Doctor reiterated. ‘Oh. Well, not to worry.’ He stood 
up and walked to the door at the far end of  the room. He looked 
back. ‘There is a bathroom through there.’ He pointed at an alcove in 
the corner of  the room. ‘Once you have freshened up come and meet 
me in the console room. I have something to show you.’ With a final 
smile, he left the room. 

Brad sat there for a few moments.  
Had he really fainted? How uncool was that? 
Deciding to ignore the sadness of  such a reaction, Brad got off  the 

bed and walked over to his big black bag. He had noticed it next to 
the table before. Nice of  the Doctor to bring it in with him. 

He opened the bag and took a look in there. Nothing had been 
taken as far as he could see. His synthesiser was still there, complete 
with electrical cables. He glanced around the room, but could see no 
sign of  a plug socket. 

He returned to the bag. The suit he had worn at the funeral was 
still in there, although it did not seem likely that he would be 
changing into that. Not that it was a major deal, of  course, all he had 
to do was freshen himself  up and then head back home. 

Home? Just thinking about that sent his mind reeling. Images of 
Big Pink tilted at an improbable angle, the ripple surging through the 
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grounds west of Willamette River… He shook his head. Had he been 
on some whacked out trip or had it been real? Well, the Doc was 
obviously real, but it was feasible that he remembered the Doc from a 
calm moment in-between trips. Of course, the only dumb thing about 
that reasoning was that Brad knew he had not taken any drugs for a 
few days. 

He walked through the alcove and found himself  in the bathroom. 
Well, that is what the Doc called it. There was a basin that was 
obviously the toilet, and there was some kind of  cubicle. He opened 
the cubicle. Apart from a switch the cubicle was empty. He flicked the 
switch, and immediately jumped back, his arm and the front of  his 
sweater all wet. He glanced at the cubicle with a grin. Okay, so that 
was the shower. 

He closed the door, and figured it best to ignore the fact that there 
was nowhere that the water could have come from. 

Brad looked around the bathroom as he began to get undressed. 
There was bunch of  clothes piled in the corner, including what 
appeared to be a skirt. The Doc had put him in some chick’s room? 
Great, thanks for that. 

Only there was something familiar about it; the pattern. It 
reminded him of a trip he’d taken to Scotland with Jacen some 
time ago. It was a kilt, not a skirt. 
Brad grinned, and wondered if  he should wash it. There was 

something sexy about a man in a kilt, and he’d always wanted one 
himself. Continuing to remove his clothes Brad decided that he’d ask 
the Doc about a washer later. 

The Doctor sat on the floor of  the console room, playing cards laid 
out before him. It was a simple game, but one that helped him to 
focus. A technique he had been taught during his recent trip to 
Gregoramani at the turn of  the First Quarter. Not that it was 
working too well at the moment. 

He glanced up from the cards as the inner door opened. Framed in 
the doorway was Brad. Still dressed in his jeans and trainers, but now 
with a black leather jacket worn loosely over a white t-shirt. His black 
hair was still a little wet, but it was brushed back, making the red tips 
merge with the black of  his crown. 

‘Hello,’ the Doctor said cheerfully, and got to his feet, feeling a lot 
more nimble now. His run around the Portland construct had done 
wonders for settling his body. He felt ten times fitter than he when 
he’d arrived in that construct. ‘Feeling better?’ 

Brad walked into the room. ‘Yeah, kind of, thanks.’ 
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‘Good.’ The Doctor nodded and went over to the console. ‘Good. 
Kind of  is actually excellent considering your survival rate.’ He hit a 
button on the console and turned back to Brad. ‘Wouldn’t you say?’ 

Brad thought back to the car crash. ‘Yeah, if  you say so, Doc.’ 
‘I would indeed.’ The Doctor bellowed out a laugh. ‘Indeed I 

would.’ His laugh stopped abruptly, and with a meaty finger he 
pointed behind Brad. ‘What do you make of  that?’ 

Brad turned. There was something a little like a television set up in 
the top corner of  the wall. On it was the strangest thing Brad had 
seen. Well, not strictly true. Portland being turned into some kind of  
cyber-induced landscape rated as the strangest, but this was a close 
second. Some kind of  dark tunnel made of  red triangles. No, not red. 
The colours were changing. Reds, blues, greens… And it was no 
longer triangles. Shapes of  all kinds. Brad stepped back, dizzy all of  a 
sudden. 

‘Sorry,’ the Doctor said behind him. ‘Some of  those shapes aren’t 
made for human perception. What do you make of  them?’ 

‘What, apart from a great cause of  epilepsy, you mean?’ The 
Doctor nodded, seemingly oblivious to Brad’s sarcasm. ‘Nothing. Just 
shapes in a tunnel.’ 

The Doctor’s face fell. ‘Oh.’ He smiled. ‘Oh. Well the human mind 
will catch up one day. It is, in point of  fact, the causal nexus of  the 
universal quantum reality. And it is greatly in flux.’ 

‘And that is bad?’ 
‘Very.’ 
‘The temporal and spatial nexus?’ Brad asked, remembering 

something the Doctor had mentioned before he had drifted off. The 
Doctor nodded, quite pleased. ‘And it is breaking up?’ Again the 
Doctor nodded. Brad thought some more, but he had no idea where 
he was going with this conversation. So he gave up. ‘Means nothing 
to me, Doc. Sorry.’ 

‘Not to worry.’ The Doctor pressed a button and the screen went 
off. ‘I’m sure we’ll get to the bottom of  it one day.’ 

‘We?’ 
‘Yes, we.’ The Doctor placed an arm around Brad’s shoulders. ‘You 

do realise that you should never have existed in that echo of  
Portland? It was not mere chance that allowed you to exist, you know. 
And neither was it mere chance that allowed you to meet me. We are 
destined for great things. Great things.’ 

For a moment Brad almost believed him. Almost. Hell, it was a 
nice thing to believe. After the disasters of  late it would be nice to 
have some kind of  hope. But Brad was not much of  an optimist 
these days. ‘Okay. So what do we do now?’ 

The Doctor laughed. ‘We explore, Bradley.’ 
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Brad chose to ignore the Doctor’s use of  his full name; normally 
only Jacen used it, but somehow it sounded right coming from the 
Doctor’s mouth. ‘Explore? Explore what?’ 

The Doctor walked past the console and pointed at the central 
column. ‘When the TARDIS is in flight – for want of  a better word – 
the time rotor there oscillates. As you can see, it is quite still now. It 
means we have arrived somewhere.’ He climbed into his big brown 
coat. 

A load of  questions entered Brad’s mind, but he never got the 
chance to ask them. Before he could even open his mouth the 
Doctor was walking through a pair of  double doors. 

‘Hey, wait up, Doc,’ Brad called and followed. What else could he 
do? 

Yet again Brad shook his head, clearing the wet bangs from his eyes. 
Wet? Ha! Soaked more like. 

‘Nice spot, Doc. Couldn’t you have found somewhere a little 
warmer?’ The Doctor seemed to ignore Brad, being quite content to 
just continue with reading the stained newspaper he had found on the 
deserted road. Again, Brad shook his head. ‘You know, allowing me 
back into the TARDIS would have been nice. I mean, it’s all right for 
you. You have that bear of  a coat keeping you dry. And what do I 
have? A jacket, not exactly rain wear.’ Brad growled at the Doctor’s 
back, and took a step forward. 

The Doctor spun around, nearly knocking Brad over. He shoved 
the paper at Brad. 

‘What do you think of  that?’ 
Why was it always questions with the Doc? Brad took the soggy 

paper and began to peruse the front page. ‘Not a lot. Nothing 
familiar.’ He glanced at the date, but the digits made no sense to him. 
‘Where are we, Doc?’ 

‘Don’t know. Can’t say I have been here before.’ 
‘Great,’ Brad muttered. ‘Just goddamned great.’ He sighed and 

threw the paper onto the sodden grass by the side of  the road. ‘Are 
we in England? Looks dirty enough to be England. And wet enough. 
Went to the UK not so long ago, and it rained a lot.’ 

The Doctor jumped into the air. For his bulk it was quite a big 
jump. ‘Nope. Not England. In fact, Bradley, not even Earth.’ 

‘Excuse me? What do you mean, “not even Earth”?’ 
‘The gravity is all wrong for Earth.’ The Doctor jumped into the 

air once more and smiled. ‘Besides, there is much more to the 
universe than that one small planet. So much more to see.’ He put his 
arm around Brad’s shoulder. Brad squirmed. As if  he was not wet 
enough. ‘Do you know how much I have been to Earth, Bradley?’ the 
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Doctor asked in a whisper. All Brad could do was offer him a blank 
look in response. ‘Hmm. Nor me. But I do know I have been to 
Earth more times than any other one planet. I think it is time the 
Earth looked after itself  for a change, don’t you?’ The Doctor 
winked, and removed his arm. 

Brad was stumped. He watched the Doctor for a while, allowing 
the big man to walk away from him. ‘Now wait a minute there, Doc.’ 
Brad ran up to the Doctor. ‘What do you mean “not even Earth”? I’ll 
admit, your TARDIS is pretty cool, and yes, even that Portland went 
all trippy. But are you trying to tell me we are on another planet?’ 

‘That is exactly what I am saying. Yes, I know it is quite a concept, 
but your human mind will soon get used to it.’ The Doctor noticed 
the offended look on Brad’s face. ‘Don’t be hurt. In my time I have 
had many companions, and most of  them have been humans. And 
each of  them was a little shocked about being on planets other than 
Earth. But they adapted well, as I am sure you will.’ 

Brad swallowed. Well, he had to admit this got him away from all 
the crap that had been going on in his life recently. ‘You know, Doc, I 
wonder if  I am still on a trip, or if  this is some dream.’ 

‘Oh no, no dream, Bradley.’ 
‘No? It was a nice hope.’ Brad smiled, despite the cold. ‘But, hey, I 

will get used to it. I’m nothing if  not adapt –’ 
A screeching interrupted Brad’s eulogy. The Doctor looked down 

at Brad and smiled. ‘Aha. Sounds promising. Come on.’ 
Brad blinked and the Doctor was away. Brad ran behind, and called 

out. ‘Promising? What?’ 
The Doctor looked back, but did not stop running. ‘That sound 

means someone is in danger. Which means I can help.’ 
Brad was not so sure. That screech was not the sound of  someone, 

more the sound of  something. Something pretty crazed, and… 
inhuman. The Doctor’s voice drifted back. 

‘Come on; adventure, excitement. It’s waiting around the corner!’ 

Once they had turned the corner they came to a stop. Before them 
was a woman holding her arm, screeching in pain. Brad could not say 
he blamed her, after all the fire raging around her arm must have 
killed. There were four other people behind the woman, protecting a 
dog from the man with the flaming torch. 

The man holding the torch out looked quite mad. Wide eyed, 
looking as if  he had had no sleep in decades. A patchy beard, 
evidently not big on the shaving, either. A sword lay abandoned on 
the ground beside him. The man took another swipe with the torch, 
and the flame spread from the woman’s arm to the rest of  her body. 
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Brad blinked, shocked at the Doctor’s speed. Within moments the 
Doctor had intercepted the crazed man, taken the torch off  him, and 
pushed the man onto his back. 

‘Wow,’ was all Brad could manage. 
The Doctor turned to Brad. ‘Quick! We must get some water!’ 
Brad shook his wet bangs. ‘Are you shitting me, Doc?’ He waved 

his arms around. ‘Don’t you think we have enough water here all 
ready?’ 

The woman screamed and dropped to the ground. The flames died 
abruptly. All that remained was a burnt out carcass. Her fellows 
looked at each other, and Brad felt a sting of  sympathy for them. 
Losing someone was not an easy thing. Seeing the burnt corpse 
reminded him of  Jacen lying in his coffin. Brad took a step forward. 

‘Hey, it will all be…’ His voice tailed off. 
The four people snarled and looked at Brad. He gulped. They were 

not people. They were vampires. The teeth and the yellow eyes were a 
dead giveaway. Ragged vampires, perhaps, but vampires nonetheless. 
As one they advanced on Brad. He tried to move but could not. All 
he could do was look at the eyes of  the tallest man. 

‘Erm, Doc!’ he yelled. 
Two of  the vampires looked away from Brad to where the Doctor 

was standing. Brad forced himself  to look. It killed his neck, but he 
could just make out the Doctor from the corner of  his eye. The 
Doctor stood there, arms behind his back, face set in a sad frown. 
The two vampires advanced on the Doctor. 

He shook his head and stepped forward to meet them, revealing 
the sword in his hand. The vampires did not get a chance to react. 
The Doctor moved swiftly and finally. Within seconds the first 
vampire was dust. 

‘Go Doc!’ Brad heard himself  saying, but soon shut up when the 
Doctor threw an angry look at him. 

The second vampire growled, but the Doctor showed not one iota 
of  fear. The vampire launched itself  at the Doctor, and soon that 
vampire was a pile of  dust, too. The Doctor coughed and brushed 
the dust off  him. He looked at the two remaining vampires, and so 
did Brad. They looked pissed. 

‘Um, Doc…’ Brad began. 
‘Don’t worry, Bradley.’ The Doctor walked through the dust piles 

towards the two vampires, and glanced down at the remains, a look 
of  distaste on his face. ‘Are you going to leave us, or do I have to 
dispatch you as well?’ 

The two vampires looked at each other, then the tall one stepped 
up to the Doctor. ‘How dare you interfere? You will be like us.’ He 
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grabbed the Doctor by the throat, causing the sword to fall to the 
ground, and pulled the Time Lord closer to him. ‘Or die.’ 

The Doctor laughed in his face. 
The head vampire snarled at the Doctor. ‘It is not wise to laugh at 

me, mortal. I am Lord Cheng, and I am not to be trifled with.’ 
‘You know, I have other enemies who like to say such nonsense to 

me. And they are so much nastier than you.’ The Doctor grabbed the 
vampire’s wrist and twisted. Cheng released the Doctor’s throat and 
fell back. 

Brad blinked the rain out of  his eyes and saw the vampire holding 
his broken wrist aloft. Brad laughed. ‘Way to go, Doctor,’ he 
whispered, not wishing to receive another of  the Doctor’s glares. 

The Doctor continued looking at the remaining vampires and 
bellowed: ‘Now go!’ 

They went. But not before Lord Cheng said; ‘There will be a 
reckoning with you! I promise it.’ 

Once they were out of  sight Brad stepped up to the Doctor and 
patted the large man on the back. ‘Wow, Doc, I’m very impressed. 
Last time I saw something that cool was on Ang-’ 

The Doctor turned on Brad and said through gritted teeth; ‘It is no 
laughing matter, Bradley, taking a life never is.’ 

Brad laughed, nervously. ‘Yeah, but they were vampires, right? 
Demons and all that. Evil.’ 

‘Life is life. Sometimes I have to fight evil with evil, but it doesn’t 
mean I have to like it.’ The Doctor took a deep breath, sighed, and 
looked at Brad. He placed a large hand on the young man’s shoulder. 
‘Don’t worry about it, Bradley, you’ll get it one day. Now then,’ he 
added, and looked down at the man they had saved. ‘What say we get 
this fellow indoors, eh?’ 

The sun was shining and they stood outside the TARDIS. The man, 
Ori’en, did not look so crazed now. In fact he looked quite relaxed. 
He had explained to the Doctor and Brad that he had not slept in 
weeks, not since he had realised that he was the last person alive on 
this planet. It seemed that the whole planet had been infested with 
some kind of  vampire virus, and Ori’en was the only one not to have 
turned. Yet. He expected it would happen soon, but in the meantime 
he intended to see if  he could find a cure. The Doctor offered to 
help. 

‘Thank you, Doctor. But this is my problem. The longer you and 
Brad stay the more likely you are to become infected.’ 

This suited Brad fine. Staying on a vampire-infested planet was not 
his idea of  fun. So now they were at the TARDIS saying goodbye. 
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‘Well, best of  luck, Ori’en. I daresay the vampires will give you a 
little breathing space. At least until they realise that I have gone.’ 

Ori’en smiled. ‘Let’s hope that it is enough time, Doctor. And 
thank you, again. I needed a good rest.’ 

The Doctor just laughed and opened the door of  the TARDIS. He 
ushered Brad inside, then looked back at Ori’en. ‘Take care of  
yourself.’ The two men shook hands and the Doctor entered the 
TARDIS. 

Ori’en stood there and watched the TARDIS fade from sight. He 
looked down at his torn hand, at the infected blood. His eyes glowed 
with a yellow hue. ‘I will take care, Doctor. I hope you do, too.’ As he 
walked away he could feel his infected blood mingling with that of  
the Doctor. 

Brad glanced back at the closed doors. ‘That was really weird, Doc,’ 
he said, removing his wet jacket from his sodden shirt. He glanced 
down at his jeans, now darker than usual and clinging uncomfortably 
to his skin. ‘You got a washer?’ 

The Doctor wiped the blood off  his hand, and noticed the slight 
cut. ‘Oh dear… I wonder how that happened? Must have been the 
sword. Oh well, it’ll heal.’ He glanced up at Brad. ‘A washer, did you 
say?’ The Doctor reached into his pockets and pulled out all kinds of  
metal bits. ‘Washers, nuts, screws, bolts, nails; I have them all. A 
handyman’s dream!’ 

Brad shook his head, smiling out of  the corner of  his mouth. 
‘Yeah, that’s really neat, Doc, but I was thinking of  washing my 
clothes, not attaching moving parts to them.’ 

‘Oh! A washing machine? Why didn’t you say so?’ 
Brad rolled his eyes. ‘What’s this, the start of  a lecture on the 

Mother Language?’ 
The Doctor tutted. ‘Not mine, Bradley. I don’t even come from 

Earth, and you can only understand me because…’ 
‘You’re an alien?’ Brad blurted out. 
The Doctor narrowed his eyes. ‘To you, yes. Is that a problem?’ 
‘Um…’ The Doctor waited as Brad gave it some thought. The 

young man smiled. ‘No… Pretty cool, actually.’ 
‘Good. Capital, in fact!’ The Doctor clapped his hands suddenly. 

‘Now! I think we need to find you some new clothes.’ 
‘Well, I saw this kilt earlier; I could maybe try that on?’ 
The Doctor’s brow furrowed. ‘No, fresh and new is the way to go. 

Believe me, Bradley, I speak from experience.’ 
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The Doctor led Brad through the inner door. ‘Is this what your 
alien life consists of, then, Doc? Whizzing in and out of  peoples’ lives 
with barely a hey and bye?’ 

The Doctor laughed. ‘Dear me no! I usually tend to get a little 
more involved, but since my regeneration… I don’t know. I feel this 
need to move on, as if I’m looking for something.’ He shook away 
these obviously disturbing thoughts. ‘Enough of this, let’s see if we 
can find you a washer,’ the Doctor said with a beaming smile. Brad 
couldn’t help but return the smile. Somehow being stuck with the 
Doctor didn’t seem such a bad thing after all. It sure beat being stuck 
in Portland… 
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Chapter Four 
‘Reality Bomb’ by Niall Turner 

‘I feel,’ said Brad, with careful emphasis, ‘sick.’ 
‘Sick? Sick! Nonsense!’ The Doctor spread his arms wide and 

laughed a life affirming laugh. He knelt beside Brad on the floor of  
the lift as it continued its rapid ascent. 

Brad was sure he had left his stomach several floors below. If  the 
Doctor was not careful he was going to find the contents of  Brad’s 
stomach all over him. 

‘Probably still acclimatising,’ said the Doctor, clambering back to 
his feet. He reached out a great paw of  a hand. Weakly Brad took it. 
‘You see?’ The Doctor’s grin sparkled. ‘Feeling better already eh?’ 

Fighting the giddy surge of  nausea threatening to poleaxe him, 
Brad attempted to take in their surroundings. Not a good move. They 
were blurring past at a rate of  about two hundred feet a second. The 
rapid ascent, the unusual gravity and a hefty tankard of  Ossoban Soul 
Killer were putting a whole new perspective on drowning your 
sorrows. 

Abruptly the lift halted. Brad leaned back against the smoked glass, 
fighting the urge to retch. ‘So what are we here for again?’ 

The Doctor was off  ahead of  him and he had to run to catch up. 
‘Professor Sixela Capricornn,’ came the reply. The Doctor 
disappeared round a glaringly antiseptic corner. 

Brad paused, shaking his head. The air was sterile and mint fresh 
and seemed to be taking the edge off  his nausea. 

‘The antitoxicant filtration works best if  you remain still, sir,’ piped 
a high pitched voice from behind him. Turning, Brad saw a blue 
skinned octopus headed creature in official uniform. Its one eye 
blinked hugely at him. 

‘Uh, thanks for the information,’ said Brad cautiously. Was he in 
some kind of  trouble here? 

‘Information dissemination is my duty, sir,’ returned the creature 
primly and moved lightly away. Brad stared. Its lower half  tapered to 
a point like an ice cream cone and seemed to be hovering a few 
inches above the floor. 

‘Brad!’ boomed a distant voice. 
‘Coming,’ said Brad and realised with a shock that his nausea had 

completely vanished. He stared at an illuminated sign on the far side 
of the plaza: LEVEL 337 – RESEARCH & PSIONICS – 
AUTODETOX ZONE 

‘Great,’ he said, spying the Doctor in the distance. ‘Don’t go 
getting totalitarian on me will you?’ There had to be a shop where he 
could buy an ‘I Love the Future’ badge. With resignation he saw the 
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Doctor was waiting for him by another of  the streamlined lifts. This 
was not good. Sober, the prospect just filled him with alarm. 

The Doctor was looking at himself  in profile in the mirrored panel 
to one side of  the lift. 

‘Doctor?’ ventured Brad. 
‘This beard…’ The Doctor wheeled around and faced him 

seriously. ‘What do you think?’ 
‘It’s a good one,’ said Brad, wondering if  this was going anywhere. 

Something small and silver flashed past overhead at high speed. Brad 
stared after it. 

‘Carrier chip,’ murmured the Doctor distractedly. He laughed. 
‘Excellent, excellent, I thought as much myself  but a second opinion 
is always valuable.’ 

‘Glad to be of  service,’ said Brad with a smile so unsure of  itself  it 
threatened to walk off  the other side of  his face. 

The Doctor guffawed with alarming good humour and clapped 
him about the shoulders. ‘Like the hair,’ he confided with a glance at 
Brad’s red bangs, ‘it’s very you.’ He stabbed at a button and the lift 
doors slid silently open. ‘Shall we?’ 

* 

After three more upward journeys, they reached their destination: 
LEVEL 2876 – ADVANCED DIVINATION – AUTODETOX & 
AUTOSEC ZONE 

‘This is where we’ll find hir,’ breezed the Doctor. ‘One of  the 
finest minds of  hir or any era, present company included.’ 

Brad sighed. 
They were in a functional grey corridor, lit imperceptibly from 

overhead. The Doctor set off  to the right with the air of  one who 
knew where he was going. They passed a reception area with another 
of  the octopus creatures in clerical uniform. 

‘Good afternoon,’ blasted the Doctor and walked straight past. 
With an apologetic smile Brad hurried after him. 

A good half  hour later they were back at the reception desk and Brad 
had seen enough grey corridors to last a lifetime. True, they were 
futuristic grey corridors but that really was not cutting much mustard 
with him. 

‘Infallible sense of  direction?’ asked Brad with a pained look. 
‘Exception that proves the rule.’ The Doctor ignored him and 

beamed at the receptionist. 
‘Don’t tell me,’ said Brad. ‘Information dissemination is your duty, 

right?’ 
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‘That is correct, sir. I would remind you that, were you to ask me 
my function, I would be unable to withhold that information under 
the statutory protocols.’ 

‘Right,’ said Brad slowly. ‘Nice.’ 
‘Professor Sixela Capricornn?’ interjected the Doctor before the 

conversation could take a further down turn. 
‘The professor is currently lecturing in the holo-suite, shim will be 

free at the forty seventh segment,’ said the creature. Its one eye 
blinked slowly and changed colour to a shimmering opaque blue. The 
image of  a similar creature in some kind of  high tech lecture hall 
appeared. 

‘Thank you very much,’ said the Doctor. ‘We’ll follow the signs for 
the holo-suite.’ He glanced at his wrist as they moved off, which 
showed the notable absence of  a watch. ‘Segment forty seven, which 
gives us, ooh, two and a half  segments to spare. Fancy taking in some 
more corridors?’ 

Brad was not listening. ‘Who are these TV set tentacle heads?’ 
‘Fourth Ossoban Republic. I told you that when we arrived,’ 

chided the Doctor. 
‘Sorry, it slipped my mind,’ said Brad. While the Doctor had set 

about ascertaining the location of  the Data Tower he had had his 
Soul Killer moment in one of  the lower level IntoxiKafs. And had 
promptly forgotten where and nearly who he was for a good two 
hours. Or was that segments? 

Brad sighed again. 
‘Here we are!’ The Doctor’s enthusiasm was palpable. They had 

arrived outside a set of  silvered double doors. A small wall mounted 
screen showed a gowned Ossoban lecturing to a good four hundred 
plus students. ‘This is the one person, the one person,’ the Doctor 
pummelled the air with his fist for emphasis, ‘who might be able to 
help us. Temporal anomalies are her speciality!’ 

‘As in Portland disappearing into the wild blue yonder?’ said Brad. 
‘You think that’s where it went?’ The Doctor considered. 

‘Dangerous place the Yonder, especially in the blue phase. No, I can’t 
agree. It doesn’t even exist within linear time.’ 

Brad wondered whether to slap the Doctor or himself. He had 
come down in favour of  the latter when he noticed the Doctor 
heading for the doors. 

‘Hey, what are you doing?’ He caught the Doctor by the arm. 
‘Might as well sit in,’ said the Doctor. ‘I think shim’s doing singular 

occlusion in fringe timelines.’ He grinned. ‘I’ll meet you out here?’ 
‘Good call,’ acknowledged Brad. 
The Doctor vanished inside the hall with a pneumatic hiss of  air. 

Brad watched the Doctor on the wall screen, as he found his seat, and 
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then he set himself  down on one of  the low couches opposite. He 
glanced idly up and down the corridor. Away to the right the corridor 
turned a corner by another, internal, lift. To the left were a number of  
alcoves. The corridor itself  disappeared into imperceptible distance. 
For want of  something better to do, Brad wandered up to the first of  
the alcoves. He stared in amazement. 

Turning slowly in a beam of  turquoise light was the most beautiful, 
well… He did not know what to call it. It looked like some perfect 
hybrid of  guitar and synthesiser, fashioned from ebony black and 
silver. Four crystalline strings ran the length of  the instrument, from 
body to elegantly fluted neck. The neck was interesting because there 
did not appear to be any keys for the ‘strings’. It simply tapered to a 
sleek crystalline sphere which seemed to glow with an inner 
luminescence. 

Brad looked up and down the corridor. It was no good. He could 
not resist. Tentatively he plucked at one of  the ‘strings’. He jerked his 
hand back as a sharp electric shock ran up his arm. 

‘Ow!’ 
Damn thing must be security tagged in some way. Not surprising, 

it was a pricey looking item. 
‘Do you wish communion with the host?’ 
Brad looked about himself. ‘Who said that?’ 
Maybe the Soul Killer had some kind of  audio flashback effect. 

With a start he realised the guitar synthesiser had drifted 
imperceptibly towards him. ‘So you’re a speaking guitar, right?’ 

‘We are the Atrexian Host. We are in communion with the Host 
world and existing here as a cultural exchange. You wish for 
communion, yes? Mind meld can cause much pain to inferior species 
but is permissible nonetheless.’ 

‘No, no communion. It’s a mistake,’ said Brad. Under his breath he 
added: ‘I’m here as a cultural ambassador from planet cock-up.’ 

The guitar seemed to turn on its axis. ‘Please forgive this 
misunderstanding.’ 

‘The apologies are all mine.’ 
As cultural faux pas went, this one had been pretty hot. 

Observing this exchange from the lift away to the right was a spindle 
limbed figure. It stared with night black eyes, letting a placard it 
carried swing idly from hand to hand. To the left it read ‘Tick’, back 
to the right and it said; ‘Tock’. 

The Dommervoy grinned a needle grin and snickered to itself. 

Brad shivered as he made his way back to the couch. The lift doors at 
the turn of  the corridor were sliding closed. He had not seen anyone 
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get in or out. There was movement on the wall scanner. The Ossoban 
holo-students were winking out of  existence. The Doctor and 
Professor Capricornn emerged. 

‘Professor, this is my good friend Bradley DeMars.’ 
‘Or just Brad,’ Brad suggested. Having the Doctor calling him 

Bradley was one thing, but he didn’t want to be introduced as such. 
‘Sorry to have kept you waiting so long,’ trilled the professor. 
‘No problem,’ said Brad, a little uncertain. ‘It’s been no time.’ 
‘You are very gracious,’ said Professor Capricornn. ‘I overran 

terribly but it is rare to have such an esteemed guest.’ 
The Doctor attempted to look modest and failed. 

‘So you see my problem, Professor,’ finished the Doctor. He had 
been explaining how he had met Brad and something of  subsequent 
and previous events as they sat around the professor’s hexagonal desk 
in her office. 

The professor nodded imperceptibly, her one eye blinking. ‘Where, 
or indeed when, to begin.’ 

‘Exactly!’ The Doctor was nodding furiously. 
‘Of  course,’ continued the professor, ‘the primary consideration 

must be the so called First Law of  Time, plus a recognition of  those 
who do not subscribe to the theory.’ She paused significantly. ‘In both 
principle and practice.’ 

Great, thought Brad. That’s made everything really clear. He stared 
distractedly out of  the window, wondering why his teeth were itching. 

Outside the window, an invisible paste white figure floated impossibly 
thousands of  feet above the ground. It held twin balloons. One said 
‘Cause’, the other ‘Effect’. The balloons burst soundlessly. 

The Doctor was excitedly pacing the office. He had already done 
three circuits of  the table. ‘So what you’re saying is it’s a matter of  
narrowing the field of  suspects.’ He paused. ‘Still leaves a pretty vast 
field.’ He patted his ample stomach. ‘All this application has given me 
an appetite. Sixela?’ He looked expectantly at the professor. 

‘I don’t think she’s listening,’ said Brad. 
The Doctor stared. Professor Sixela Capricornn was clearly 

speaking but no sound was emerging. She also appeared to be fading 
away before their eyes. 

‘Oh good grief!’ The Doctor looked anguished. He found he could 
pass a hand clean through the professor. ‘Reality bomb. It must have 
been primed and waiting for the trigger… Some form of  nexus 
point.’ He looked at Brad in horrified realisation. ‘Me, Brad, me! I’m 
the trigger!’ 
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The effect was now spreading. Table, walls and floor were fading 
out. Snaking lines of  nothing ran into one another, widening the 
void. Brad stumbled away from the table, or what remained of  it. The 
professor had completely vanished. With mounting concern Brad 
noted the walls and corridor outside were vanishing as well. He 
stumbled towards the window. 

‘What the hell do we do?’ He was not sure if  he sounded or felt 
more alarmed. 

‘We don’t panic in the face of  adversity,’ announced the Doctor 
passionately whilst also backing towards the window. ‘We shall face 
this thing together, Bradley!’ 

‘That’s made all the difference,’ said Brad. He looked desperately 
about himself  and noted a softly glowing panel on the wall by the 
window. ‘What’s that?’ 

‘What?’ 
‘That!’ 
‘Oh, call panel for the external lift,’ said the Doctor blithely. 
They stared at one another. 
‘Try the lift?’ wondered Brad. 
‘A superb choice! And perhaps the only one left to us.’ The Doctor 

gave his companion a thoughtful look. 
Brad shook his head in disbelief, and leaned past the Doctor and 

hit the panel. 

It had taken agonising seconds for the lift to arrive but arrive it did 
and they had tumbled inside, the Doctor hitting the descent button. 
There was no sign of  the work of  the reality bomb yet but Brad was 
not counting his chickens. 

‘So what is a reality bomb exactly?’ he asked to pass the time. 
‘Oh, terrible things,’ replied the Doctor. ‘Outlawed by all the major 

conventions. The field of  effect can be cosmic or very localised. They 
level the playing field geographically and temporally. Once they’ve 
activated physically there’s a kind of  mental wipe out for anyone 
within, but not physically destroyed by, the immediate zone of  
effect…’ He tailed off  as the lift came to rest with a gentle bump. 

‘What was I talking about?’ he asked with a frown. 
‘Don’t know,’ said Brad, shrugging. ‘Something about talking 

guitars… No.’ He winced. ‘I feel terrible. I knew I shouldn’t have 
tried that Soul Killer stuff.’ 

‘Oh, you’ve tried the Soul Killer have you?’ The Doctor threw back 
his head and laughed a life affirming laugh. ‘Come on, let’s get you 
back to the TARDIS. You might want to sleep this one off  in the 
Zero Room!’ 
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The Doctor frowned again and shook his head. ‘I can’t think what 
we’re doing on Ossobos for the lives of  me…’ 
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Chapter Five 
‘Once Upon a Memory’  

by Andy Frankham-Allen 

The haunting melody echoed throughout the corridors of  the time 
ship. 

In the console room the Doctor sat to one side of  the console, the 
steady hum of  the TARDIS engines keeping a continuous rhythm 
with the steady rise and fall of  the time rotor. He was sitting in his 
shirt sleeves, legs crossed, a deck of  cards laid out in a tableau before 
him. He was playing Accordion Solitaire and making good time with 
it, pondering the oddness of  his recent trip to Ossobos. He still 
couldn’t work out why he had taken Brad there, but he was sure it 
was something a little more important than to sample the local 
amenities. The music wafting through the room, however, continued 
to distract him from both his cogitations and his game. 

Music was not a common occurrence in the TARDIS, and 
certainly not something she tended to play through the 
communication circuits, but then his ship had been acting oddly in 
many ways recently. Not unlike the universe itself, come to think of  
it. 

Still, he had to admit, it was a lovely tune. Made him feel all 
thoughtful and relaxed inside. Mellow. Reminding him of  times past, 
and friends lost. 

He got up and walked over to the console. ‘Well, old girl, where did 
you get this tune from?’ 

In answer the scanner screen activated. It was an internal image 
that showed Brad in his room, sitting on the bed, wearing the kilt he’d 
become so found of, playing his keyboard. 

The Doctor smiled. ‘Ah, Bradley.’ 
He left the scanner on, and turned up the volume, then returned to 

his card game, mindful of  his own thoughts. 

Brad closed his eyes, and let the music surge through him. It was like 
a journey through time, the melody carrying him right back to the day 
he and Jacen had first composed the tune. 

… Brad finishes playing the overture, and looks up at Jacen, who is sitting 
opposite. ‘What do you think?’ 

Jacen opens his eyes and nods. ‘Sweet, man, yeah.’ He takes a puff  of  the 
joint. ‘What you calling it?’ 

‘Not sure yet, but I was kind of  thinking Requiem. There’s something 
haunting about it.’ 

‘The repose of  the souls of  the dead.’ 
‘Dude, that’s pretty sound. Where did you get that?’ 
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‘Catholic upbringing, man. A requiem is a mass for the repose of  the souls of  
the dead.’  

Brad nods knowingly, not that he has ever been a church goer. ‘That’s perfect,’ 
he says, accepting the joint off  Jacen and taking a deep drag of  it. 

Jacen reaches down and picks up the bass guitar. ‘Play it again, man.’ 
Brad does so. And while he does, he never once takes his eyes off  Jacen.  
Jacen closes his eyes and starts swaying his head to the tune. He strums the 

bass then lets the music take over. Within moments they are both playing in 
unison. As the key changes they both adapt, taking the tune to the next level. 
They do not need words, nor do they need eye contact. Making music together is a 
deeply spiritual thing for both of  them. 

For Jacen it is a sign of  total unity of  friendship, but for Brad it is a time of  
intense love. He knows that he can never have Jacen, so the union through making 
music is the nearest thing he ever gets to truly being one with Jacen, and Brad 
knows it will have to be enough. 

With his eyes closed Brad continued to play, remembering the 
good times. 

The card game was forgotten by the Doctor who now sat there with 
his eyes closed. He was remembering something important, only he 
didn’t know where it’d had come from. 

… ‘This ends now.’ 
The small man steps out of  the trees, and approaches the scene. One soldier 

lays in the grass, unconscious, a second stands nearby, pistol pointing at a man 
who is kneeling by the unconscious body of  a fourth man. 

The Doctor recognises this lanky man; it his him, in his third body, a scar on 
his head from where the soldier’s bullet had grazed his skull. There is much blood 
over his chest, spreading across the useless hospital gown. He doesn’t think the 
soldier did that; rather it was the man kneeling next to him, holding the rifle. 
There is something distinctly familiar about that man. Not his form, for the 
Doctor is certain he has never seen the man before. Time Lords have a way of  
recognising each other no matter the incarnation, and this one is known to him. 

His old friend Koschei. Only he seems so dark now; eyes as yellow as a cat’s, 
sharp canines dripping with blood. What had happened to him since the Doctor 
last saw him?  

Koschei looks up; hatred for the Doctor dripping from his pores. ‘No,’ he 
growls, ‘it ends when I say so. I told you, Doctor, I now have the power to kill 
you.’ 

‘You think you control that power?’ the Doctor’s diminutive future self  asks. 
‘No, that power has you. You’re becoming an animal.’ 

Koschei licks the blood off  his teeth, and smiles. ‘Yes, an animal that has 
killed you,’ he says. 

The Doctor’s eyes snapped open. 
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Things were becoming clear now. That version of  Koschei was 
from his future, the same future that had brought the other Doctor to 
him. But why? What had happened to twist Koschei in such a way 
that he’d travel back along his own time stream to kill the Doctor? 

Koschei had always been a slightly off-kilter character, never quite 
playing with a full deck, the Doctor thought to himself  ruefully, 
glancing at the cards on the floor. Even his nickname, Koschei, was a 
hint to his less than noble principles. Koschei was a man from Slavic 
mythology, often called Koschei the Deathless, an evil person who 
menaced young women. It was the name his classmates had chosen 
for him during the early days of  the Academy, and he’d happily taken 
it on as his real name after graduating, a final insult to his noble 
family who represented everything Koschei hated about Gallifreyan 
society. Although the Doctor had agreed with much of  what Koschei 
said, he at least held to some of  the strictures of  Gallifreyan law. 
Throughout their time at the Academy they became fast friends, 
drawn to each other by their inherently rebellious natures. 

Until the war planet. 
It was his reunion with Koschei there that precipitated the events 

leading to the Doctor’s forced second regeneration and exile by the 
Time Lords. Koschei had allied himself  with an alien race intent on 
creating the strongest army ever, by kidnapping people from various 
Earth wars, watching them fight until only the strongest survived. 
Koschei had been the alien’s war chief, giving them time travel 
technology so they could kidnap and brainwash the humans. It was a 
despicable plan, one the Doctor had to stop, even if  it meant 
betraying Koschei in the process. The last the Doctor had heard, 
Koschei had been gunned down by the aliens, presumably dead. But 
no, it seemed he had regenerated and escaped. Surely that was not 
enough to bring this thirst for the Doctor’s death? He felt sure that 
somehow this other Doctor was several regenerations ahead; so much 
time had passed. But how much time? Did it matter? 

The Doctor needed to know. 
The Doctor let himself  relax and sink into the music. His future 

had touched his present, and somewhere in his memories was the 
information he needed. 

He was no longer aware of  his hands moving across the keys. It was 
pure instinct. The music continued, and Brad found himself  standing 
beside Jacen’s grave. 

… The wind blows his hair into his eyes as he stands there all alone. The 
sexton has just left, having covered the hole with dirt and mud. Brad shakes his 
head, at his own inability to face the facts. Hole, indeed. Why he could he not just 
admit it? It was not a hole it was a – 
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He looks up, hearing the music. Requiem, the final piece played by the band, 
and the one tune Brad had so wanted to play while they lowered Jacen Lewis into 
the ground. 

It is a sad touch of  irony, that they had composed such a moving tune only a 
week before their last gig, just before Jacen’s ‘accident’. 

Again Brad scolds himself. Such pointless words; hole and accident. In his 
mind he can hear Jacen singing the last words of  Requiem, like it is some kind 
of  coda of  his own life. 

We all choose our time to go. 
And none went as well as I, 
Eternity open up for me. 

He kneels down and places a hand on the dirt. A tear lands, muddying the 
dirt between his fingers, and he squeezes his eyes shut. ‘Goodbye, Boo,’ he says, 
using his private name for Jacen, a name that even Jacen never knew. 

He swallows hard, stands and turns away from Jacen one final time. He takes 
his first step on the long journey to his destiny… 

A month later and once again a single tear fell from Brad’s eye, this 
time hitting the ersatz-ivory key between his fingers. 

The Doctor opened his eyes as soon as the music ceased. He 
frowned. 

The little insight gave him some clues. The future Doctor had 
saved him, stopped the future Koschei from killing him. It had 
brought on regeneration, but he had lived nonetheless. His future had 
wanted something of  him, but the what still escaped him. The 
Doctor shook his head; it didn’t matter now. All he knew for sure was 
that he had to find that dark twisted future version of  his old friend. 

He got up and walked over to the console. Since the TARDIS 
seemed to like that tune so much the chances were that she had made 
a copy of  it. The Doctor accessed the TARDIS’s memory and sure 
enough there it was. 

He put the tune back on and closed his eyes. He would find his old 
friend somehow. 
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Chapter Six 
‘Three Night Engagement’  

by Christoph Lopez 

‘Look at me 
I opened a door I cannot close 

I feel strange winds 
Walk into here, open your door. 

This is an introduction…’ 

Another night offered Brad a chance. ‘Philosopher’s Stone (or Lapis 
Philosophorum)’ was about to set up for their first night’s 
performance at Dante’s. Formerly a Mongolian grill, Dante’s was a 
very small bar and musical venue. A plain bar counter, a stage raised 
about two meters, and about a dozen tables comprised the 
establishment. 

The group was just about getting their drink on. Jacen was a 
whiskey sour man, Tobias a White Russian swiller. Brad didn’t sit well 
with hard liquor since he was in fact a dark beer and cannabis 
aficionado. Jessene, the sessioning violinist, didn’t show. 

‘Guess what, man?’ Jacen chirped suddenly over the subdued din 
of  the early bar crowd. 

‘What?’ groaned Brad who was pretending to be dim for the 
moment. 

‘I’m a whale!’ Jacen sprayed a mouthful of  whiskey all over the 
table through his pursed lips. 

Tobias slugged him forthwith in the bicep. 
‘You want me to smack you in the ass, man?’ Jacen leered. 
‘Oh, you wish!’ 
‘Yeah, well screw you, people. Jessene ain’t here and we’re going to 

have to do an improv show. Bitch’s probably tweaking anyway.’ 
Bradley was on fire and he didn’t care one whit. This was it. He 

swallowed the last of  his beer and cruised over to the bar to check 
the time. 

The flimsy curtain parted. With much gravitas stood Jacen with bass 
strapped on. 

‘It’s so nice to see so many faces. Good evening,’ he drawled, 
resplendent in his pressed business suit and neatly coiffured platinum 
blonde hair. His handsome features creased into a scowl behind the 
microphone as he began. 

‘One thing I have to ask. Is it loud enough for you?’ The question 
was asked as a shrieking exclamation delivered in his baritone voice. 

Thus commenced ‘Philosopher’s Stone’s’ first night at Dante’s. The 
set began with the stage being bathed in a lunar blue light which 
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seemed to cool the feverish and smoke filled club. Jacen began with a 
droning yet staccato series of  electronically processed chords. Then 
he began a simple Latin chant. 

‘Ignit Natura Renovatur Integra.’ 
Brad initialised a short series of  pre-programmed samples as he 

also began an improvised synth fugue. Tobias did his part in the 
proceedings by commencing a shamanic drum beat interspersed by a 
mighty gong strike. Later, he would try out his set of  Tibetan singing 
bowls. 

Tobias was rude and often painfully surly in his interpersonal 
dealings. On stage, his peculiar brand of  magic was expressed in his 
percussion. Brad and Jacen, however, manifested total sublimity – 
something that pleased Brad no end. 

‘Look at me. 
I opened a door I cannot close. 

I feel strange winds. The path I chose 
This, but an introduction, no more. 

Walk into here, open your door. 
This is an introduction…’ 

Brad sang one of  his own songs that first night as well. 
‘What dream has come 
Where time has gone? 

Stunned, unsummoned and still 
Again, I tried to lift up my eyes 

And not shield them from the sun, 
Again…’ 

A fetching and somewhat muscular young woman in an overly 
decorated bomber jacket turned to speak to her companion. 

‘Professor!’ She had to shout over Dante’s PA system as the band 
played through a delirious second night. ‘Can I get a drink?’ 

‘Ace, I didn’t procure your ID so you could “catch a buzz”, or 
whatever you’d call it! Keep a clear head, please.’ 

Ace glowered at the Doctor. A thought came unbidden to her of  
chucking a bar ashtray at him. It would serve him right just to knock 
his silly hat off  his head. The Doctor had been so maudlin recently, 
ever since giving that little bit of  life force away to his past self. 

‘What are we looking out for, anyway?’ she asked. ‘I thought we 
were tracking the Master.’ She looked around at the dancing crowd. ‘I 
don’t think this is his scene, Professor,’ she pointed out with a smirk. 

The Doctor passed Ace a napkin with something scribbled on it. 
Two names stood out in the message, whatever it had been. 

Brad DeMars and Jacen J. Lewis. 
‘What’s this, then?’ 
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‘I’ve no idea. I found it a few hours ago before we got on that Tri-
Met bus. It’s coated in temporal residue.’ 

‘But who are they?’ Ace had to shout again over the chorus of  
electronic damnation. The Doctor simply pointed at the stage in reply 
to Ace’s question. The one with the dark hair caught Ace’s eye. A 
corner of  her mouth twitched into a half-smile. That familiar feeling 
went through her body again. He was cute. It had been such a long 
time since she… 

‘Can we meet them later, Professor? After the show maybe?’ 
‘That’s what the intention is. Not that I really enjoy this sort of  

music, Ace.’ The Doctor’s tone was that of  one discussing a 
particularly messy surgery. ‘It reminds of  me a Ninhana symphony 
orchestra. It’s like an incompetent dentist attacking a cavity with a 
rusty nail,’ he added while gritting his teeth. 

The ambulance arrived at half  past two in the morning. The stressed 
out bar staff  had been looking forward to going home for drinks and 
bed. But Jacen had ‘collapsed’ while descending the stage steps. 

‘I just tripped, man!’ Jacen screamed at a paramedic. ‘No! I don’t 
have any damned insurance! Let me be!’ 

In the narrow alley behind Dante’s, a pool of  turgid shadows formed 
in defiance of  the nearby streetlight’s attempt to stand sentry against 
such things. 

‘Tock tock tick,’ said one Dommervoy to its featureless mates. In 
unison they softly clapped their stiff  semblances of  hands together 
and disappeared back into that portable umbra of  theirs. A solitary 
thread of  violet tinged blackness congealed into the receding 
anomaly. 

A homeless man, who happened to be crouching behind the 
dumpster, simultaneously went blind. 

‘What the hell was that?’ 
The Doctor narrowed his grey eyes, and stepped gingerly into the 

alley, holding a hand out before him. ‘Temporal disturbance of  some 
kind.’ 

‘And those puppet things?’ Ace asked. 
‘I’m not sure,’ the Doctor growled, pulling his hand back sharply, 

as if  stung. He sucked his fingers, and said around them; ‘thhs pase ss 
ahive wff  tempul ennery.’ 

‘Come again, Professor?’ 
The Doctor removed his fingers. ‘This place is alive with temporal 

energy. Those things must feed off  it.’ 
‘Are they following the Master, too, then?’ 
‘I have no idea, Ace! Will you stop asking all these questions!’ 
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Ace stepped back in shock. She hadn’t heard him sound so angry 
since the army barracks in 1941. ‘Sorry!’ she snapped back, and 
noticed the homeless man stumble from behind the dumpster at the 
other end of  the alley. She pushed past the Doctor. ‘I’m going to help 
that poor sod over there,’ she said and made her way to the blind 
tramp. 

The Doctor watched her, and raised the handle of  his umbrella to 
his lips. ‘Bradley DeMars, he’s at the epicentre. We musn’t get too 
close to him again.’ He turned from the alley and called back. ‘Come 
on, Ace, we need to find the Master another way.’ 

‘I can’t believe this… sea-change,’ groaned Jacen, sprawled on his 
studio day-bed. 

His head had been shaved by the neurosurgeon’s nurse. He wore 
an eye patch since he’d lost muscular control over his left eye. During 
the past four months, he had suffered from several more seizures. An 
MRI scan revealed that a tumour the size of  a golf  ball was resting 
on his brain. Subsequently, Jacen endured radiation therapy and 
ultimately surgery to excise most of  the growth. 

Brad’s mouth was painfully dry. He had to say what was on his 
mind. 

‘I just want you to know that I love you. You’ve been my greatest 
friend and collaborator.’ A bead of  sweat trickled behind his ear as he 
spoke. 

‘I know, Bradley Boy. I know. Sorry I can’t return it. Shit, I had 
enough of  a time dealing with Jessene before she went to rehab. God! 
You need to give it up. I hate to see you so frustrated and pissed all 
the time, man.’ 

They locked eyes and Brad took Jacen’s weak hand in his own. 
Brad knew exactly what Jacen was referring to. The love he held 

for Jacen was so much more than platonic, sometimes it hurt, and 
sometimes it lifted him above the clouds. But most of  the time it just 
hurt ‘cause Brad knew that he could never have Jacen, but at the same 
time he didn’t want anybody else, either… it was a tough path Brad 
walked down. 

‘It’ll be all right. You’ll be back to your old self  soon. Look…’ 
Brad stopped speaking and took a deep breath in a concerted effort 
to slow his heart down a little. ‘I have to go before I break down 
again.’ 

His chest began to heave as the tears came. Jacen tousled his hair 
and rested his good hand on Brad’s shoulder and said; ‘Remember, 
Requiem; Ignit Natura Renovatur Integra. The whole of  nature is 
regenerated by fire.’ 
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Almost two months later, in the TARDIS, Brad opened his eyes. 
Regenerated? Yes! He had it… 

The Doctor looked up from the console just as the inner door flew 
open and Brad entered the console room. He couldn’t help but notice 
that Brad had been crying. 

‘Doc, I need your help. I have an idea about how to save Jacen.’ 
The Doctor was, not for the first time today, quite puzzled. ‘Jacen? 

And just who is Jacen, Bradley?’ 
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Chapter Seven 
‘70s Cutaway’ by Niall Turner 

Not for the first time that afternoon, Doctor Langton found himself  
wondering about drugs. He’d already seen two of  his regular 
methadone patients and had handed out the usual scripts. The man 
sitting in front of  him now wasn’t obviously asking for methadone or 
anything like it, yet his behaviour certainly mirrored that of  someone 
experiencing a chemical come down. 

‘You don’t understand,’ said the man for the umpteenth time. 
Yes, thought Doctor Langton, he’s finally going to come right out 

and say it. 
He leaned forward expectantly, fascinated to see that his patient 

did literally appear to be wringing his hands. A drop of  sweat fell 
heavily onto the blotter pad on top of  the desk. 

‘I can’t go to sleep you see,’ continued the man. 
Okay, so maybe he wasn’t going to bare all, at least this was getting 

somewhere. 
The man fixed him with an unnervingly intense stare, now 

speaking slowly and deliberately. ‘You don’t have to look at me like 
that, I know what I’m doing, you know? Doctors…’ He laughed, a 
short, harsh sound. ‘This decade is so lame, I’m glad I missed it first 
time round…’ He stopped dead, aware of  what he’d just said. 

Scratch the drugs, thought Doctor Langton, definite mental health 
case. Or maybe both. And I’m in here alone with him. Fantastic. 

The man sighed heavily, looking distractedly at one of  the 
watercolours on the office wall. Doctor Langton took the 
opportunity to ease his chair back a few inches from the desk. 

‘Look, forget that,’ said the man, noticing the movement. 
‘It’s okay,’ began Doctor Langton, in what he hoped was a calm 

and reassuring tone. ‘Can you tell me how long you’ve been having 
trouble getting to sleep?’ 

‘What?’ snapped the man fractiously. 
‘You said you’d been having trouble sleeping.’ 
‘No, no, I don’t want to go to sleep. Sleeping is the problem.’ He 

fixed Doctor Langton with an impassioned look. ‘I can’t sleep. Not 
now. If  I do, I’m as good as dead. You’ve got to help me!’ 

Doctor Langton cleared his throat, trying to think of  an 
appropriate response. None came immediately to mind, beyond 
notifying social services. 

The man stood up abruptly, coming round the desk to lean over 
the doctor. Without meaning to, Doctor Langton also stood up, 
backing his chair noisily into the wall. 
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‘Oh, come on!’ His patient was looking at him petulantly, and his 
eyebrows rose archly. ‘You think I’m crazy, don’t you?’ 

Before Doctor Langton could respond, the young man appeared to 
slip rapidly back into quite floridly psychotic speech. 

‘They’ve probably got the Doctor already. I’ve got to do something 
and I can’t afford to go to sleep. Do that and they’ve got me.’ He 
looked up abruptly. ‘You must have some kind of  one-shot system 
stimulant?’ 

Doctor Langton could only shake his head by way of  reply. He 
wondered what age the man was. Early to mid twenties? It was a sad 
case. ‘I can see you’re under considerable stress,’ Doctor Langton 
heard himself  say eventually. 

‘Oh go on, say it,’ muttered the man in a dejected tone. 
‘Say what?’ wondered the doctor. 
‘I’m mad,’ said the man, running a hand through his black hair. ‘I 

am, you know.’ And he smiled, a little unnervingly. ‘If  I understand it 
right, I go to sleep now and the whole of  reality buys the farm. Me 
too, come to think of  it,’ he finished a little disconsolately. ‘Oh well.’ 
He held out his hand, which Doctor Langton took a little uncertainly. 
‘It’s been fun. Have a nice life.’ With that, he turned on his heel and 
was gone. 

‘Yes, well…’ Doctor Langton continued to lean against the wall for 
a moment, regaining his composure. Eventually he sat down and 
pressed the intercom on his desk. ‘Jean, could you come in here a 
minute?’ 

A few seconds later his secretary, Jean Brooker, entered the room, 
smiling enquiringly. 

‘Is everything all right, Ian? We could hear raised voices in 
reception.’ She lowered her voice confidentially. ‘He left in ever such a 
hurry you know.’ 

‘That’ll be reality running out,’ said Ian Langton, nodding sagely to 
himself. 

‘Oh.’ Jean looked flummoxed. 
‘I’m sorry, Jean.’ He rubbed his eyes tiredly, aware he still had 

another six patients to see. ‘Chap was definitely a few cards short of  a 
full deck. I need to put a call through to social services before I see 
anyone else. What was his name again?’ 

‘DeMars,’ said Jean with a frown. ‘American I think. He didn’t give 
a first name.’ 

‘Okay, thanks, Jean.’ 
‘No problem.’ 
As he began to dial, Ian Langton smiled wryly to himself. He’d 

only agreed to see the chap as a favour; he wasn’t even on the books. 
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Ah well, no peace for the wicked. He stared out into the reception 
area. 

Unseen by Doctor Langton, Jean Brooker or the bored patients in 
reception, a needle limbed creature hung upside down from the 
reception’s wall mounted clock by its feet. Button eyes stared as it 
mouthed a soundless ‘Tick’ then ‘Tock’ in an absurd call and 
response. Swinging serenely to and fro, a malignant pendulum, it 
grinned a rictus grin. 

Mooching dejectedly down the road Brad reflected that his doctor’s 
appointment could, on the whole, have gone better. Trouble was he’d 
never particularly liked or trusted doctors, with the one honorary 
exception. So why he’d actually come up with such a stupid plan in 
the first place was a moot point. Desperation perhaps? Yep, he 
thought that pretty much covered it. Those last minutes in the 
TARDIS had been pretty surreal. Well, more surreal than usual. 

He’d been headed for the control room, intent on talking to the 
Doctor about Jacen. In fact, he’d got to the control room, he was 
sure of  it. The Doctor had grinned a greeting, no, scratch that, they’d 
even started talking. 

Then it had happened. 
There was an ear-splitting shriek and buzzing globules of  what 

looked like TV static had started spilling from the scanner. Operating 
controls frantically the Doctor had engaged ‘Emergency 
Materialisation’, stuffed a bag of  unfamiliar notes and coins into 
Brad’s hands and literally bundled him out of  the doors. 

‘Construct bounty hunters,’ he’d said in a stage whisper, then raised 
a theatrical finger to his lips. 

‘Construct what? Doc, what the hell’s happening here?’ 
‘Construct bounty hunters, they’re trying a time jump.’ He’d 

paused, looking up and down the unfamiliar street. ‘I’ll try and put 
them off  the scent.’ Then he had given Brad the ‘deadly serious look’. 
It was so absurdly pretentious it couldn’t be anything but deadly 
serious. ‘Whatever you do, don’t go to sleep. Reality’s liable to break 
down without you and I’ve not got the leads for a jump-start.’ 

‘What?’ 
The Doctor just grinned his enormous half-moon grin. ‘You’ll be 

magnificent, Bradley, I know you will!’ With that he was gone, the 
TARDIS vanishing with its familiar asthmatic trumpeting. A final 
sentence seemed to hang on the air. ‘I’ll be back!’ 

And that had been it. Now, having spent nearly forty-eight hours in 
London, 1975, Brad had had enough. 
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Who were these bounty hunters? Would they be coming for him 
too? 

Finding himself  standing outside a newsagent, he rummaged in his 
pockets, stuffed with various denominations of  legal currency. Plus, 
he noted forlornly, a TARDIS homing device. Much good it would 
do him. 

Locating a crumpled one pound note he pushed open the shop 
door. 

Inside it was dark, cool and blissfully quiet compared to the street 
outside. Garish racks of  confectionery jostled for space alongside 
newspapers, magazines and sundry household items. Wondering 
vaguely how a packet of  dusters might help him save reality, Brad’s 
gaze settled on the rows of  chocolate bars with their various unlikely 
names. 

‘You got ten pence mister?’ Looking down Brad saw an Afro-
Caribbean kid in denim, all of  six years old, staring hopefully up at 
him. 

‘Hey you!’ growled a white haired old shopkeeper from the back of  
the store. ‘I’ve warned you before. Hop it!’ 

‘Hey, it’s cool.’ Brad raised his hands in a placating gesture, found a 
coin and gave it to the boy. 

‘You shouldn’t encourage ‘em,’ the shopkeeper rumbled. 
‘Hey, seeing as he’s going to spend it in your shop, I don’t see why 

you’re complaining,’ Brad said tartly. 
‘Smartarse.’ 
‘Yeah, right, whatever,’ Brad muttered as the shopkeeper 

proceeded to serve the boy. 
He grabbed himself  a random handful of  chocolate. Definitely 

needed the sugar. Coffee would be good, too. ‘Hey, do you sell…’ He 
tailed off. 

The shopkeeper had the boy’s coin and was inserting it into some 
sort of  indentation on top of  the cash register. Weird looking cash 
register come to think of  it. A look passed between the boy and the 
man. 

‘Definite match?’ the boy asked. 
‘Definite.’ The shopkeeper nodded. ‘DNA strand’s unmistakeable.’ 
They both turned to face him, eyes glowing a luminescent green. 
Brad dropped the chocolate. 
How come it was he who got to walk into the only trapped alien 

newsagents in the whole damn world? 
‘Hope you’re not thinking of  going anywhere,’ said the 

shopkeeper, turning a weirdly glowing ball of  energy in his hand. 
‘Big price on your head, man,’ added the boy nonchalantly. 
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‘You’re Construct bounty hunters, right?’ Brad saw a grin pass 
between them. 

‘Well,’ said the old guy, tossing the ball from hand to hand. ‘We are. 
But the contract’s changed.’ 

Brad didn’t need to hear the rest. As the ball of  light hurtled 
towards him he wrenched at the central rack of  shelving. Stumbling 
backwards out of  the door he saw the middle of  the store was now a 
mess of  items encased in a web of  viscous light strands. He ran. 

Soon he was aware of  shouting from behind him. The old man and 
the boy were in pursuit. In the middle of  the air, balanced like surfers 
on futuristic skateboards, zipping in and out of  the traffic. They were 
gaining fast. Brad went to catch at the arm of  a traffic warden, but his 
hand went straight through the warden. 

‘Don’t know you’re there, man,’ mocked the boy. ‘Playing by 
different rules now.’ 

Brad stared wildly from side to side. The boy swooped overhead, 
turning for an attack, another ball of  energy to hand. Brad ducked 
sharp left, into the stairwell of  a multi-storey car park. The familiar 
smell of  urine and rubbish hit him. Lifts or stairs, lifts or stairs? One 
of  the lifts was opening. Brad stared. 

It was the Doctor. 
‘Well, come on!’ his friend boomed. 
Brad needed no further encouragement. 

Inside the lift he turned to the Doctor and stared again. He was in the 
console room. The Doctor grinned triumphantly. 

‘Yes, the chameleon circuit’s operational!’ He nodded to himself. ‘I 
would have done it sooner but necessity often proves the mother of  
invention.’ He grabbed Brad by both hands. ‘It’s good to see you, 
Bradley!’ 

‘You too, Doc, you too. Now can you please tell me what’s going 
on?’ 

The Doctor beamed, plucking the homing device from his jacket 
pocket. ‘A small matter of  splitting our resources. I had to throw the 
Construct off  the scent, so I dropped you off  and –’ 

‘You did what?’ 
‘I dropped you off  and –’ 
‘You were using me as a decoy!’ 
The Doctor nodded, eyes gleaming. ‘If  you like, yes. And a very 

good one too! Well done, Bradley!’ 
Brad sighed. ‘Great.’ He noticed the central column was moving. 

They were in flight again. ‘So what are the Construct again?’ 
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The Doctor waved a hand. ‘Oh, creatures of  pure causality. With 
the causal nexus unravelling, and me being at the centre of  it, those 
that watch such things have doubtless declared open season on us. 
The two you just met are Bartholomew and Anotyne. Very dubious 
company.’ 

‘It just gets better,’ said Brad. 
‘Yes, yes.’ The Doctor grinned in delight. ‘It’s wonderful to feel 

wanted, isn’t it?’ 
‘No,’ said Brad pointedly. 
The Doctor gaped. ‘I’m sure you can’t mean that. Oh, that’s 

interesting.’ 
‘What is?’ 
‘We’ve arrived somewhere else already.’ The Doctor operated the 

scanner. They were on top of  a multi storey car park. In 1975 judging 
by the two figures hovering a good ten feet above the roof. 

‘Tranquillisers,’ said Brad. ‘I should have asked that guy for 
tranquillisers.’ 

‘Bradley, be a star and distract them would you?’ the Doctor asked. 
He was staring thoughtfully at the central column. ‘If  they’re 
operating a linear inductor the only option’s to bypass it with a 
randomiser.’ He met Brad’s gaze. ‘It’ll take a minute. It won’t take 
them too long to get in here and I hate interruptions when I’m 
working.’ 

‘Right,’ said Brad. ‘I’ll go and do the distracting thing.’ 

He found himself  getting out of  the passenger seat of  a chrome blue 
Land Rover. This chameleon thing seemed to be working. Turning he 
saw the bounty hunters hovering over the far wall of  the car park. 
Brad backed around the Land Rover and looked over the rim of  the 
wall. At least a hundred and fifty feet down. The boy was 
approaching at alarming speed, a shimmering ball of  energy crackling 
in his hand. 

‘Hey, so who are you?’ called Brad weakly. ‘Bartholomew or 
Anotyne?’ 

A grin was all he got by way of  reply. The skateboard sped closer. 
Heart pounding Brad took a step forward. The boy brought his arm 
up, bowling underarm. Brad grabbed for him. 

Confusion. 
Brad fell heavily, very heavily, at first he thought the kid was on top 

of  him but it was the skateboard thing. It was incredibly heavy for 
something so small, an absolute deadweight. Struggling up Brad saw 
the boy prone against the wall. The light ball had exploded around 
him. A tracery of  luminescent lines seemed to be eating in to him. 

With an electrical fizz, boy and light disappeared. 
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‘You got Anotyne! You’ll pay for that!’ The old guy was 
incredulous. 

So was Brad to be honest, but his shoulder and side were aching 
too much to think clearly. Now white hair was coming for him. The 
driver’s side door was opening. The Doctor leaned out. 

‘Bradley, strap yourself  in!’ 
Brad stumbled to the passenger door. Buckling himself  in, his 

stomach lurched as the Doctor performed what felt like a three 
hundred and sixty degree turn. Bartholomew was very close now; 
Brad could see him in the wing mirror. 

‘Time for the unstoppable force to meet the immovable object!’ 
announced the Doctor. And drove straight for Bartholomew. Head 
on. At the last minute Bartholomew seemed to realise the Doctor was 
serious and tried to swerve. It was too late. There was a clang of  
impact from the roof  and the bounty hunter went sailing over the 
edge of  the car park, complete with skateboard. There was an 
unnatural silence. Brad shook his head. He wasn’t sure if  he felt like 
crying or laughing. The Doctor placed a hand on his shoulder. 

‘What the hell is happening?’ said Brad. ‘Did we kill them?’ 
The Doctor shook his head. ‘Not a chance. They’ll have reverted 

to causal particles. They were over confident, that’s all. We were 
lucky.’ 

‘Right.’ Brad became aware he was sitting in the front of  a Land 
Rover. ‘Hey, the TARDIS?’ 

‘Emergency reconfiguration,’ said the Doctor simply. ‘Inserting a 
randomiser is a devil of  a job, Bradley. We need to lie low for a while, 
let the temporal trail go cold.’ Gunning the engine he headed for the 
exit ramp and the next level. ‘So,’ he said, his eyes sad and his smile 
serious. ‘Tell me about Jacen.’ 

Brad looked down, noticing a newspaper in the well by his feet. He 
picked it up and looked it over; apparently something called UNIT 
was due to make a world shattering announcement tomorrow. 

‘Bradley?’ 
Brad squirmed in his seat. Before the Doctor had chucked him out 

to be decoy, Brad was all for telling the Doctor about Jacen; he even 
had a plan of  how to save his friend. But now… He sighed. The 
Doctor wouldn’t let this one go, he had that look on his bearded face. 

‘Okay,’ Brad said, and began talking. 

Brad talked and the Doctor listened. As he talked, he felt a weight lift 
from his mind. Nothing changed but he felt easier just for having 
talked it through out loud. 
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A good two hours later they were parked high above the suburbs 
to the south west of  the city. The Thames sprawled lazily far below 
them. 

‘You know, it’s weird,’ said Brad, ‘I can’t even remember the sound 
of  his voice, y’know, what he was like. That’s got to be wrong.’ 

The Doctor seemed to smile at a private memory. 
Brad sighed. ‘You can’t take me back can you?’ 
The Doctor shook his head. ‘I might be able to take you back in 

the normal course of  things but I still couldn’t change what 
happened.’ 

It was Brad’s turn to shake his head. ‘But look what’s happening to 
you. I mean, if  that isn’t someone messing around with time…’ 

The Doctor laughed a short, uncharacteristically mirthless sound. 
Brad looked closely at his face in profile. There were anger and 
passion and questions there to match his own. 

The Doctor continued to stare ahead, into the dying evening. 
Neither of  them spoke again for a long time… 
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Chapter Eight 
‘The Ugly Bug Ball’ by Greg Miller 

Brad sighed. 
Ahead of  him, the world was brown. 
There were different shades of  brown – the sand, kicked up by the 

wind, was a kind of  rusty colour, the sky was beige – but it was all 
brown. A brown desert wasn’t exactly his idea of  an alien vista of  
scenic beauty. 

Brad sighed again. 
Turning his head to the left, he rested his cheek against the ravaged 

marble wall of  the party pavilion. It was an impressive building, and 
probably would have been more so back in the day. It was a great pity 
the Doctor hadn’t managed to steer the TARDIS to an earlier time, 
when the place was a bit livelier. 

It was a funny thing about travelling with the Doctor: things never 
seemed to be half  as good as he promised, and were usually twice as 
dangerous… 

‘Ah, Bradley! Awake at last!’ 
‘Almost.’ Brad shook his head, the dyed-red tips of  his hair tracing strange 

patterns in the air. ‘Next time you want me to stay awake for an unspecified 
period, let me pick the location. The back-streets of  London in the ‘70s weren’t 
my cup of  tea. Especially when what I need is coffee.’ He stifled a yawn. ‘Any 
chance of  a coffee, Doc?’ 

‘Coffee? No time for anything quite so prosaic! While you were sleeping, I 
took the liberty of  steering the TARDIS far away from 1975 Earth in both 
time and space, and have been seeing what we can do to relax. We’re just coming 
in for a landing for one of  the gala social events in this sector of  space!’ 

‘Gala social event? Am I dressed for it?’ Brad looked down at his black 
leather jacket, midnight blue shirt with red flecks, black jeans and Doc Martens 
with red laces. 

‘Of  course, dear boy! And you’ll be with me, so any minor sartorial faux pas 
you might embody will be overlooked!’ The Doctor pirouetted, displaying his usual 
ensemble of  white linen shirt, polka dot tie, navy trousers and brown twill coat. 

Brad half-smiled in wry amusement. ‘Oh, yes. Très chic.’ 
‘Thank you, Bradley. However, sadly, we don’t have time for me to pass on 

any fashion tips as we’ll be materialising as quick as you can say “boiled 
asparagus”!’ 

The Doctor pulled the TARDIS doors closed. ‘Just remember, it’s this set of  
doors that is the TARDIS. The first set down from that corner.’ 

‘Yes, Doc.’ Brad rolled his eyes. Sometimes the Doctor treated him like a child, 
other times he was dumped in the middle of  things with no explanation. 
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Whichever way the Doctor treated him at a particular point in time, he always 
preferred the other way. ‘So this is the Party Pavilion, then?’ 

‘Oh, Bradley, please try to be careful with what you say. Capitalisation is 
considered gauche this far into the future, and I could hear you capitalising those 
words if  I was on the other side of  the galaxy! Just “party pavilion”, if  you 
please.’ 

‘That’s a bit la-di-dah, surely?’ 
‘You could say that. Of  course, that demonstrates your unfamiliarity with the 

social mores and aesthetics of  this time, which could prove potentially fatal here.’ 
Brad stopped in his tracks. ‘Fatal? What kind of  “gala social event” is this?’ 
‘This is the bi-annual social mixer of  the sector 787 miners’ guild. They get 

together twice a year to celebrate their successes and to ship out the products of  
their labours.’ 

‘So this is what… a party of  drunken miners?’ 
‘What you are envisaging isn’t quite true. Think drunken alien miners…’ 
‘Drunken alien miners who’ll kill me if  I talk funny?’ 
‘Now you’re getting it! Come on, no time to lounge around in corridors…’ 

* 
‘Bradley?’ 

Hearing his name, Brad turned his face in the other direction, his 
reminiscence interrupted. 

The Doctor stood in the open doorway leading out onto the 
pavilion’s veranda, a mildly worried expression on his face. 

‘I was wondering where you’d got to. You can’t be tired already, a 
young fella like you!’ 

‘Tired? Not really, but it’s not really my scene…’ 
‘Come back inside, Bradley. There’s something I want to show 

you.’ 
‘I’ve seen enough of  those lizard-things and their teeth, thanks 

very much.’ 
‘The Terileptils? Trust me, their bark is worse than their… hmm, 

on second thought, that’s probably not true.’ 
‘Whoever included the word “terror” in their name knew what he 

was talking about.’ 
‘I must admit they aren’t one of  the most placid of  races in the 

universe. Besides, it’s “teri” as in “territorial”. However,’ the Doctor 
said emphatically; meaning he was done with the etymology class, 
‘what I want to show you is an area of  the party pavilion that no one 
is using at the moment. Definitely no Terileptils. Come on.’ 

A little reluctantly, Brad took a final swig from his glass and 
followed the Doctor back inside the pavilion. The two skirted the 
party, which seemed even more in full swing that when Brad had left 
it. 
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‘But, but… where are the humans?’ Brad peered disbelievingly over the Doctor’s 
shoulder. 

‘Oh, come now, Bradley, it’s not like you’ve never… Hmm, you really haven’t 
met aliens before, have you?’ 

‘Only those tentacled TV-headed things we saw when we stopped off  briefly at 
that planet. And you, of  course.’ 

‘Are you trying to tell me, Bradley DeMars, that you haven’t dealt with scary 
audiences in your times as a performing musician? How is this different?’ 

‘Well… I’d usually have had a drink by now.’ 
‘Ah. This way to the bar, then.’ 
The Doctor led Brad around the perimeter of  the room to the rather gaudy 

bar, trimmed with tinsel and fairy-lights. As they walked, Brad kept looking out 
at the crowd. There were lizards the size of  men, standing upright, their scales 
brightly-coloured and distinctive. There were creatures that looked like Pan, except 
rather than having little horns and beards, their eyes were huge and saucer-like. 
Others had silver skins, some type of  crest on their heads, and flipper-like feet. 

He was still staring round when the Doctor placed a roughly spherical glass in 
his hand. It was filled almost to the brim of  its truncated top with a translucent 
fluid that looked like viscous mother of  pearl… 

‘Bottoms up, Brad!’ The Doctor clinked a similar vessel against Brad’s, and 
began to swallow his in one enormous gulp. 

‘Uh, cheers,’ Brad replied, and took a cautious sip. The liquid tasted of  
oranges, ozone and cinnamon, with the lightest aftertaste of  pepper. The alcohol 
content was high, unless his years of  personal experience were failing him. He 
took another sip from the glass. It wasn’t half-bad, not half-bad at all. 

‘You know, Doc, these guys don’t look so tough after all. Some of  them look 
like they’re wearing bad costumes.’ 

The Doctor’s beard twitched as a huge smiled formed behind it. ‘That’s the 
spirit! Now, I’m off  to play Blackjack. These coins will help keep you supplied 
with Dutch courage.’ 

After he watched the Doctor’s back disappear across the crowded room, he 
looked around again. Silver crests. Big eyes. Lizard scales. Flippered feet. Hairy 
legs. Sharp teeth. 

Not really anyone to start a conversation with. Oh, and they might kill him if  
he talked in a way they found odd… 

This whole thing would have been fun if  only he had the right company. The 
Doctor was fine when one of  his obsessions didn’t get in the way. Like card games. 
The Doctor always seemed to be looking to play some game or other. What was 
that about? If  only Jacen were here. He was always good with strange people and 
new situations. He’d make a joke out of  it. 

Jacen. 
He thought about the coffin being lowered into his grave… 
Spotting a door leading out of  the room, Brad used it. 
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Again, the Doctor and Brad made their way around the perimeter of  
the main party room. 

The Doctor pushed open a door that led into a large, dark room 
beyond. 

‘I don’t think this has been used for many years now. Their parties 
used to be much bigger, so they had these on hand… Where’s the 
light switch? Ah, here!’ 

A bright light filled the room. Brad shaded his eyes in the sudden 
glare. Staring around the room, he realised it was filled with 
instruments. Musical instruments, in cases and shrouded by dust 
sheets. 

As Brad wandered around the room, examining bassoons and 
xylophones, guitars and what looked suspiciously like some kind of  
dried-out over-sized seahorse, drilled with holes like a recorder. The 
Doctor headed over to one of  the walls and threw back heavy 
curtains. 

‘Natural light is always better when looking at fine craftsmanship, 
don’t you think, Bradley?’ He walked over and peered at the 
desiccated creature held gingerly in Brad’s hands. ‘Ah, yes. A 
thlondaarabaraan, sometimes called a Draconian hippocampus flute. 
Not really your kind of  thing, is it?’ He took it from Brad’s 
unresisting hands and returned it to the open case in front of  him. 
‘Electronic music is more your… um, “bag”, isn’t it, Bradley?’ The 
Doctor used the word carefully, and Brad rolled his eyes at the 
Doctor’s attempt to sound hip to the music scene. ‘Come over this 
way…’ 

Towards the far side of  the room, the Doctor was standing near a 
shrouded shape. Like a magician performing a trick, the Doctor 
unveiled the hidden instrument with a flourish. ‘Ta-dah!’ 

Brad looked at the battered cabinet before the Doctor, standing on 
four thin legs and coming up almost to his chest. Instead of  having a 
flat top, the top surface sloped down sharply, like a top corner edge 
had been removed. Two aerials, one pointing straight up and the 
other poking out horizontally, completed the object. 

It looked familiar. 
After a moment, Brad said, ‘That isn’t…?’ 
‘Oh, yes it is, my boy. Indeed it is!’ 
‘How the hell did a theremin get all this way away from Earth?’ 
‘Ours is not to reason why,’ said the Doctor. ‘Nevertheless, this 

fine model of  one of  Earth’s first electronic instruments has been 
included in this impressive collection. When these gatherings were 
rather better attended, musicians from all around this sector and 
beyond would come here to perform. I’ve seen this here before, but 
never anyone playing it.’ 
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‘I’ve always wanted to get my hands on one of  these…’ Brad 
breathed excitedly. 

‘You mean near one of  these, surely? As I’m sure you know, Lev 
Termen designed this instrument to work without being touched. 
Proximity of  the hand to the vertical antenna controls the pitch…’ 

‘… and to the horizontal controls the volume,’ interrupted Brad. 
‘Doc, you may know all about alien planets, but you don’t need to tell 
me about electronic music! Besides, the inventor was Leon Theremin, 
that’s how it gets the name.’ 

‘Lev Sergeyvich Termen changed his name to Leon Theremin later 
in his life. I’ve often wondered if  that was to avoid the KGB? In any 
case, I thought you’d like to see it.’ 

‘I’m not just going to see it,’ said Brad, thumbing the power switch 
just below the sloping surface. ‘I may never see an original theremin 
again, so let’s see if  I can play it!’ 

Brad placed his hands close to the two antennae, experimentally 
running the instruments first through a series of  scales and then, 
gaining confidence, tried a simple tune – ‘Twinkle, Twinkle, Little 
Star’ – doing a passable job. 

By this time, the Doctor had wandered off  in boredom, and stood 
looking out the window at the desolate planetscape beyond. He 
seemed deep in thought, although Brad was pleased to see him tap 
his foot to the nursery tune. 

Suddenly, the bearded chin lifted up and to the left. The Doctor 
appeared to have spotted something on the horizon. 

‘That’s just what we need,’ he muttered. He crossed the room, back 
to where Brad continued to experiment with the sounds that the 
theremin could produce. 

‘I need you to keep our hosts entertained for a while,’ said the 
Doctor. 

‘What? Entertain? What are you talking about?’ 
‘There are some spaceships coming in for a landing. They have 

Ogron symbols painted on them.’ Noting Brad’s blank look, he 
added, ‘Ogrons are like gorillas, only with ray guns and fewer brains. 
They’re probably here to steal the ore stockpiles. You can imagine 
how our mining hosts will respond. I can probably scare the Ogrons 
off, but I need you to keep our hosts distracted – if  they think there 
are ore raiders nearby, well…’ 

‘But how can I entertain…’ Brad’s eyes dropped to the theremin. 
‘You don’t mean play for them?’ 

‘Why not? You’ve played in public before.’ 
‘Yeah, but…’ 
‘The alternative is likely to be a small scale war with us in the 

middle. Not something either of  us needs right now. Okay?’ 
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‘I – I guess so. But what kind of  music do aliens like? I mean, I 
don’t want to play something that’ll end up with my head being bitten 
off  – literally!’ 

‘Keep it simple – out here, they don’t get exposed to anything too 
sophisticated, and simple music is more likely to have a wider appeal. 
Now, I have to go…!’ 

And the Doctor disappeared out the door, the thlondaarabaraan in 
his hand. 

Brad shuffled the theremin out into the main room, walking it on two 
of  its legs while he bore the majority of  the weight with his hands. 

Around the room, eyes turned to see what was happening. Eyes 
the size of  saucers; little piggy eyes peering out from under heavy 
scaly brows. The conversational buzz dropped in volume – they were 
obviously wondering what he was up to. 

Brad plugged a microphone into a socket in the wall and moved 
the stand so that he could sing into it while playing the theremin. 

‘Ah, hey,’ he said awkwardly. ‘I’d just like to play you some music by 
way of  thanking you for your hospitality today. I don’t know the kind 
of  things you would normally hear, but since I’m from a long way 
away, I thought you might like to hear some Earth songs.’ His lips 
twitched into a feeble smile. 

Some of  the alien crowd drew closer to him, and Brad felt sweat 
beading on his forehead. He rarely played solo except in front of  
people he knew well – and he didn’t even know this group’s various 
species, let alone any of  them personally. 

He closed his eyes. He wished Jacen was here. Jacen would know 
what to do – Jacen would know what to play! 

Jacen. If  Jacen were here, Brad would play him one of  his 
favourite kids’ songs. 

He held Jacen’s image in his mind, and started the song: 
‘Once a lonely caterpillar sat and cried 

To a sympathetic beetle by his side 
I’ve got nobody to hug 
I’m such an ug-i-ly bug 

Then a spider and a dragonfly replied 
If  you’re serious and want to win a bride 

Come along with us, to the glorious annual ugly bug ball 
Come on let’s crawl – gotta crawl, gotta crawl 
To the ugly bug ball – to the ball, to the ball 

And a happy time we’ll have there,  
one and all at the ugly bug ball!’ 

Brad opened his eyes once more, and saw that even more of  the 
miners had ceased whatever they were doing – drinking, gambling, 
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boasting – to listen to him sing. Some looked at him directly, others 
were swaying in time with the music. 

They obviously didn’t get much in the way of  entertainment out 
here, thought Brad self-deprecatingly. He could imagine Jacen 
lecturing him about having more pride in his musical talents. He 
smiled at the thought of  the exasperated tone his friend’s voice would 
have taken, and imagined the mock fight that would doubtless have 
followed such an exchange. 

Even in his absence, Brad felt Jacen prompting him to continue: 
‘While the crickets click their cricky melodies 
All the ants were fancy dancing with the fleas 

Then up from under the ground 
The worms came squirming around 

Oh they danced until their legs were nearly lame 
Every little crawling creature you could name 

Everyone was glad 
What a time they had 

They were so happy they came 
Come on let’s crawl – gotta crawl, gotta crawl 
To the ugly bug ball – to the ball, to the ball 

And a happy time we’ll have there,  
one and all at the ugly bug ball!’ 

As he continued singing and playing the theremin, a true sense of  
fun began to well in Brad’s breast. The song was pure nonsense, and 
probably meant nothing to any of  his audience. But, in truth, if  you 
can’t make music that pleases yourself, then there’s no real point in 
making it at all. 

Brad could feel his cheeks were starting to ache – he’d been 
smiling so much, and after such a long period when he thought he’d 
never really smile again. Performing, making music for himself  and 
for an audience, that was one of  the things that lifted Brad outside 
himself  and into a happier place. He couldn’t believe how much he’d 
missed it without actually realising it. 

He gave a whoop of  joy and powered into the happy ending of  the 
song: 

‘Then our caterpillar saw a pretty queen 
She was beautiful and yellow black and green 

He said would you care to dance 
Their dancing lead to romance 

Then she sat upon his caterpillar knee 
And he gave his caterpillar queen a squeeze 

Soon they’ll honeymoon 
Build a big cocoon 

Thanks to the ugly bug ball 
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Come on let’s crawl – gotta crawl, gotta crawl 
To the ugly bug ball – to the ball, to the ball 

And a happy time we’ll have there,  
one and all at the ugly bug ball!’ 

He ended the song with a big flourish and stepped back from the 
theremin. The crowd erupted with cheering, whistles and applause – 
and calls for more! 

Not knowing how long the Doctor would need, Brad immediately 
started up with the Beach Boys’ ‘Good Vibrations’, a song he 
associated with the theremin, as best he could without a whole band 
to back him up – and continued to receive the rapturous appreciation 
of  the crowd. 

Things got rather out of  control after that, as various miners 
liberated instruments from the storage room and joined him in a jam 
session. He saw one of  the terror-lizard things playing an oboe, one 
of  the silvery ones on the bongos, and many others on instruments 
he didn’t know the name of. As the evening progressed, a huge basso 
profundo element entered the jam session and he spied the Doctor 
on the other side of  the crowd, looking as though he was sharing a 
passionate kiss with the thlondaarabaraan. Taking this as a sign, Brad 
withdrew from the session and headed across the room to the bar. 

He was just starting on another of  the orange/ozone cocktails 
when the Doctor joined him. 

‘All taken care of?’ asked Brad. 
‘All taken care of,’ confirmed the Doctor. ‘A remarkable race, the 

Draconians. Ancient warrior traditions permeate all aspects of  their 
society, even music. You’d never know by looking at one, but the 
thlondaarabaraan is capable of  –’ 

‘Don’t tell me,’ interrupted Brad. ‘I was just thinking how music is 
a great force for peace; I don’t want to hear about how it can be used 
as a weapon!’ 

The Doctor shrugged. ‘Not really a weapon as such, but I take 
your point. Your performance went well, I see.’ 

Brad grinned. ‘Hey, some people’ve got the talent, some don’t. I 
definitely had it tonight!’ 

The Doctor smiled back. ‘Definitely. Playing with these amateurs 
didn’t upset your professional standing?’ 

‘Enthusiasm can make up for a lack of  practice, especially on an 
occasion like this. And what professional standing? I didn’t get paid, 
not even a rider at the bar!’ He took another slug of  his drink. ‘Your 
shout, I believe.’ 

‘Just the one more, I think. After all, we’ve got a big day 
tomorrow.’ 

‘Big day? Don’t tell me, some planet needs saving – again.’ 
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‘Oh, probably – but the thing about a time machine is you can 
always get back to that kind of  thing. No, I was thinking you 
deserved a treat – a chance to play with real musicians, something 
that couldn’t be arranged without a time machine. I was thinking, 
how about I arrange for you to meet Leon Theremin, Bob Moog and, 
oh, I don’t know – Delia Derbyshire?’ 

Later, Brad was a little embarrassed when he remembered the 
squeal of  delight he had uttered in response to this suggestion. But 
only a little. 
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Chapter Nine 
‘The Flames of  Chambrook’  

by AR Montacruz 

‘What did I tell you, Bradley?’ 
Even with the Doctor’s head sticking out of the TARDIS, Brad 

had no difficulty hearing the Doctor’s booming voice from the far 
end of the console. 

‘Something about my uncle’s name being “Bob”,’ Brad replied. 
‘And I said I haven’t got any uncles.’ 

‘Oh-ho, this is perfect,’ the Doctor went on. ‘Perfect! I knew the 
old girl wouldn’t fail me.’ 

‘Well…’ said Brad, grinning his reservations, ‘maybe not fail you… 
on the fourth try. But usually,’ he added under his breath, ‘it’s three 
strikes and you’re out.’ 

Brad left the console after it bleeped rather rudely, and walked to 
the door to confirm the Doctor’s declaration. 

‘Well,’ he said, ‘let me see.’ 
The Doctor shifted his bulky frame, but Brad refused to squeeze 

past. He tapped the Doctor’s shoulder and cleared his throat. ‘D’ya 
mind,’ said Brad. 

The Doctor stepped aside, and Brad could see the rosy hue of 
delight on the big fella’s cheeks. He wore an unapologetic smile and 
his eyes practically sparkled, once again making Brad forget the last 
few weeks of nearly non-stop terror and sadness. Brad felt a release 
from care and worries. He stuck his head out the door and met a 
crisp brush of air as he gazed upon a lush meadow with a wood in the 
distance, and the sky a gentle swirl of light blue and orange. The smell 
of early spring filled his lungs, and he was mesmerised. He stepped 
out of the TARDIS and lifted his hands, slightly, basking in simple 
pleasures. 

clip-clop clip-clop 
That sound. 
‘No,’ grunted Brad, sweeping round in sudden panic. 
The TARDIS doors opened and two white, long-faced creatures 

stepped out. Immediately, Brad’s fears subsided as two pairs of 
gentle, trusting eyes came into the light of day, followed by the 
Doctor. Brad stepped aside for the grand beasts, patting the taller 
one’s crest as it approached. He shook his silvery-grey mane and 
snorted in approval. 

‘I told you, Bradley,’ said the Doctor. ‘I said I’d find the perfect 
spot for our two friends, here.’ 

‘Yeah, but where’s here? It’s not Earth, not with that sky. You 
know, it kinda looks like sherbet up there.’ 
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‘“Where’s here?” I never heard such nonsense,’ said the Doctor. 
‘It’s here, obviously! And… it’s perfect.’ 

Brad smiled. Yes, this was a good, safe place for Casper and Bessie. 
Brad and the Doctor had re-christened the two white stallions that 
had saved them during the siege at Oviedo in the Spanish Civil War, 
discarding their war-like monikers for harbingers of a gentler future. 
What the Doctor had meant to be a calming and erudite sojourn to 
meet George Orwell had turned into a grisly skirmish with history, 
one that left Brad thinking some historical events could do with a 
little rewriting. He had never seen such suffering. And, he thought, 
such determination. 

‘I think you two will be very happy here,’ proclaimed the Doctor. 
He stroked Bessie’s muscular shoulder and smooth back. The mighty 
horse prodded the Doctor’s shoulder with her nose in gentle 
affection. ‘Stop it, now, stop it,’ the Doctor laughed. ‘It is the least I 
can do.’ 

‘Are you sure they’ll be safe here, Doc?’ said Brad. ‘We owe our 
lives to these guys, you know. I know they’re just horses, but… I just 
want them to be safe.’ 

‘Look around, Bradley,’ said the Doctor, waving his free arm at the 
expanse of pristine nature. ‘It’s glorious here! Grassy knolls, deep 
meadows, a green wood, miles of plain. I almost feel like throwing off 
my togs and running about here myself. In fact, I think I feel a 
neighing welling up.’ 

‘No! No, please don’t,’ said Brad. ‘I believe you. This’ll do just 
fine.’ 

Casper lowered his head as if to meet Brad’s gaze. 
Brad felt it was time to say goodbye. What he wanted to do was 

take one last long ride on Casper, explore this new world of theirs, 
just to make sure it would suit as a proper home for him and Bessie. 
But the last time he and the Doctor had ridden upon the two horses, 
it had been in a flight for their lives, and Casper had been shot: just a 
graze off his left haunch, something the healing properties of the 
Zero Room was easily able to manage, but an injury just the same, 
and from one human while trying to rescue another. The Doctor had 
arrived at the TARDIS first. Brad had been shocked to see him lead 
Bessie inside the tiny blue box instead of leaving her outside, but with 
a Nationalist squad on motorbikes close on his own heels, he had had 
no time to dismount and had ridden Casper at full gallop through the 
doors of the TARDIS, only just thinking to duck under the archway 
in the nick of time. After such a narrow rescue, Brad felt he couldn’t 
even ask for one last ride, no matter how serene it might be. 

As if reading his mind, the Doctor said, gently, ‘I think one last 
ride is just what these two fellows want most of all. Come on.’ 
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In minutes, the morning’s layer of ice on the surface of Mirror Lake 
would melt away, hundreds of Doggansili would gather upon the 
green shore, the Flames would reach their apogee, and the children 
would compete for their families’ honour and preservation. 

It was also the day the taunting would stop. 
Sora-Biw’s father swam to the entrance of his grotto and peered at 

his pride and joy. The mite had a rhythm going, leaning back on his 
dorsal while he scraped his beautiful ornate fluke with his two fins, 
fast and furious but with an artist’s eye, sparks springing to life for a 
brief moment underwater. His son’s concentration was absolute, and 
his skill was without question. And in him lay the hopes of the entire 
family. 

Pora-Biw gently bobbed his head, sending out a ripple that his son 
acknowledged by bringing his fluke-hammering to a dazzling 
crescendo. He let the final blow send his fluke into a blurring 
pirouette, kicking up a whirlwind of sand and seaweed. Sora-Biw 
stopped abruptly, perfectly arced, and faced his towering father. 
Father and son wrinkled their snub-noses at one another. The parent 
beamed, his pride showing through his long, bristling white beard and 
puffy coral headcrown, the pulsating heartstar in his chest glowing 
red. The mite expanded his blubbery chest to return the salute, but 
his coral headcrown refused to fully fan up from the back of his neck 
to the tip of his small head. 

Pora-Biw noticed a slight deflation in his son’s chest. 
He winked at his son. 
The mite smiled, nodded, and then followed his father out of the 

grotto and up toward the surface. 

A bronze-coloured harrow climbed the sky, high over the crest of 
trees, her figure reflected on the surface of Mirror Lake. She covered 
the three miles to the city within a minute, and spiralled over the 
Aoyoya Temples. Her rough, enormous wing-expanse acted as a 
roving canopy, shielding the brawny men trampling the hamlet’s 
streets to and fro. She spotted several anggy seeds spill out from a 
eunuch’s ornamental bowl. A twitch of her stubby tail feathers and an 
arc of her spotted wings, and she appeared motionless, suspended in 
mid-air, poised, majestic. Her beak clenched suddenly as she flapped 
her wings twice and then spilled out of the sky. 

Timing. Rhythm. Instinct. The grace of the harrows echoed the 
beauty of the Chambrook Wood, their habitat, a breath-taking 
spectacle that bestowed a sense of wonder and serenity on all who 
visited. 

She stretched out her bejewelled talons. 
The eunuch pounced on his anggy seeds, snatching up the giant 
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orange pearls in his meaty hands. 
A quick flutter of her wings, scattering a few leaves on the ground. 
The face of the startled eunuch. 
An on-coming transport. 
The harrow detoured sharply to her right. 
A great awning hindered her ascent. 
Shouts and arms thrust at her. 
She ducked between two passing eunuchs but came up suddenly 

upon the statue of The Great Doggans. 
She bounced off the massive stone, her wings splashing wildly in 

the fountain. 
More shouts. 
Her left wing was sprained. 
She careered off the main street and tumbled through the open 

doorway of a crowded café. 
More shouting. 
Then the smell of roasted harrow on slices of freshly baked bread 

with melting cheeses filled her beak. 
She began to panic and purred loudly, looking up into the smiling 

face of the cook as he reached down to grab her. 
‘Destiny, do you think?’ 
‘No, more like Fate, I’d say.’ 
‘Right, because we’ve only seen how the bird ended up in the café, 

but we do not yet know whether the café owner will set it free or 
usher it into the ovens.’ 

Steven and Ben held their ancient holy coffee mugs close under 
their respective noses and inhaled. 

‘The first eunuch, then,’ continued Steven. ‘Impetus?’ 
‘Mmm,’ replied Ben. ‘Negotiation, wouldn’t you say?’ 
‘“Negotiation”? Haven’t heard of that one. Which level are you 

doing?’ 
‘I’m in the Console Room now, with the Old Professor. “Pseudo-

irrelevance” is the text. There’s scarcely a moment of silence during 
lecture. Everyone’s just laughing his head off. Can’t concentrate or 
think the whole time. I think he does it deliberately. Makes one lose 
focus so as to gain a new perspective. Great stuff, really.’ 

‘I think I’m jealous,’ said Steven. 
‘Ah,’ said Ben, knowingly. ‘You’re with Adrikian, the Boyish 

Professor, then. Yes, that was nice and peevish. Very interesting in an 
uninteresting way, if I remember aright. Still, not too long before the 
Kaleidoscopic Professor –’ 

‘Oh, sorry,’ interrupted Steven. ‘We’d better be making a move. I 
want to wish Master Biw luck before the Flames arrive.’ 

‘S’pose we’d better get going then,’ said Ben, amiably. 
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‘Think I’ll just pop back inside the café and see if they have any 
fresh harrow sandwiches to hand. Love the smell of them. Goes great 
with the smell of coffee.’ 

‘Steven, really, what does it matter whether the Biws win or that 
ugly Kehl Doggansmite does? We would still be able to see each 
other since both families live in the same province.’ 

‘I just think it is fair, Ben. Master Biw has cared and provided for 
the both of us, even though you don’t belong to him yet. If his son 
wins, he will allow us to share a dwelling because he knows it is what 
I want. Pora-Kehl has never even called on either of us. I wouldn’t be 
surprised if he deliberately kept us apart until he needed us. He’s 
relying on his son’s performance tonight and is utterly –’ 

‘Sorry, sorry,’ interrupted Ben, soothingly. ‘Hey, look, I hope Sora-
Biw does win. Honestly. Right?’ 

The two men faced each other, smiles emerging on their rugged 
faces. The noise from the bustling street died away a little. They 
fidgeted with their robes for a moment before they embraced. Their 
bodies collided in a manly fashion, but they held onto one another 
and allowed the tension to slip away, their thick muscles easing, 
bodies relaxing into each other. Cheeks met and caressed in a slow 
rhythm, gently rubbing. They each moved their hands up and down 
the other’s back, finding new holds, exploring from their necks to 
their waists. Their breathing undulated together. Then they were still. 

‘You better see about those sarnies, Steven,’ said Ben, being the 
first to gently pull away. 

‘Yes,’ said Steven, cheerily. ‘Hmm, thanks for that. It was nice. 
You’re right, though. We better not loll about any longer.’ 

Ben remained outside the café, smelling the smells, looking as the 
first lights were lighted, thinking about the hug and how it had felt. 
He would recall it again the following day, just before the killings 
began. 

The diaphanous layer of ice splintered a million times as thousands of 
black snub-noses broke through the lake’s surface. As the blubbery 
Doggansili – black, grey, golden, white, mud and dun-coloured – slid 
onto the shore surrounding Mirror Lake, their thick skins became 
translucent, exposing the red, amber, or white heartstars that span 
and glowed in their chests. All but the sons shunted away from the 
perimeter, propelling themselves upon the grass with the iron-like 
edges on their fins. Families and neighbours grouped together and 
wished each other well, but each hoped their mite would light the sky 
the brightest and make it sing. Within an hour’s time, three families 
would secure their preservation and share the greatest portion of the 
year’s harvest. Most would have to make do with just enough… 
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almost. The remainder would live in fear of accidents, for they would 
have no means for repairs. 

Sora-Biw’s sister had made the trip to see her brother compete. 
Dora-Biw tried to wiggle her way out from under her mother’s warm 
and furry fin to get a better view of her brother, and so that he could 
see her loving smile, whether he won or not; but she was not well, 
and Mother kept her gently pinned at her side. Dora-Biw twitched 
her whiskers furiously, hoping to tickle her way clear of Mother, but 
while the female Doggans’ skin was warmer and covered in nesting 
fur under her flippers, they were still thick and tickle-resistant. 

‘Want to see your brother, don’t you, darling?’ 
The Biw family turned at the familiar voice. Steven approached 

them, his friend Ben in tow. The two stalwart men stood tall, smiling, 
their hair blowing in the gentle breeze. 

‘Hullo, Steven. Ben,’ greeted Pora-Biw. ‘What is the gossip in 
Aoyoya hamlet this year?’ 

‘You know, Master Biw,’ said Ben, ‘we believe young Biw will 
bring your family great honour here today. Still…’ 

‘Still…?’ 
‘Ben means there’s a lot of – you know, speculation, Master Biw,’ 

said Steven, secretly giving his friend a pinch. 
‘Let me see,’ said the kindly Doggans. ‘Pora-Kehl’s mite?’ 
‘Well…’ Ben responded, rather skittishly at first. ‘Many from 

Aoyoya have seen Sora-Kehl pitching his fluke, practising for today. 
They say he can pitch it as high as the granite outcropping there, and 
as far as the middle of the lake. Still…’ 

‘Still,’ interrupted Steven, this time giving Ben a jab with his elbow, 
‘we would happily see your son win the sky. His fluke is looking 
mighty and sure. I’ve never seen one so beautifully carved. And, of 
course, we’ve always appreciated your support, Master Biw.’ 

‘Yes,’ chimed in Ben. 
‘Well, good luck, Master Biw,’ said Steven, bowing slightly. ‘May 

the day belong to your son; and may we both belong to your family 
on the morrow.’ 

Steven winked at Dora-Biw. Then, Ben joined him in another bow 
before the two retired to the background, where others from the 
hamlet were gathering in anticipation of the Flames. 

‘Papa,’ squeaked Dora-Biw, ‘I like them. Especially Steven. He 
makes me laugh.’ 

‘Little one,’ said Pora-Biw, bending his long, heavy neck in order to 
look into his daughter’s face. He saw the paleness in her eyes and the 
red glow from her heartstar: red when it should be white and healthy. 
‘My dear, Steven and Ben are fine eunuchs, but do not become too 
attached. Concentrate on your brother. Let him see your smile.’ 
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And she did. 

‘Doh-pahg,’ swore Sora-Kehl. ‘You call that a fluke-kite? Ha! You 
couldn’t pitch that over my father’s head.’ 

Sora-Biw and Sora-Kehl were side by side, closer in proximity than 
was strictly safe. They reclined on their dorsals while stretching their 
flukes, distending their elastic tailbones. Sora-Kehl showed-off by 
hammering a nearby boulder with his unadorned fluke, sending 
sparks into the dimming sky. 

‘If you win anything,’ teased the ugly Doggans, ‘now that will be a 
fluke!’ 

Two years of this taunting, by this repulsive, dull-witted bully. This 
overfed thug and his mates, always up to mischief, showing their 
disregard for their elders and the eunuchs. Show-offs. Loud, abusive, 
ignorant berks. 

Sora-Biw remained silent, bringing to mind the words of his father, 
the instruction and the encouragement. Sora-Biw twirled his fluke 
and pitched it high into the air, bracing himself for the recoil. 

This, the shortest day of the year, was the day all of the taunting 
would end. He would bring honour to his family and save his beloved 
sister. He would make Sora-Kehl and the other bullies eat their 
words. And he would make the sky flash and sing. 

His day. No matter what. This was his day. 
He knew it. 
It had to be. 

‘No,’ said Brad, jumping up and down in the middle of the glade. 
‘Not Earth.’ Next, he popped a finger in his mouth then held it up in 
the air. ‘Nor Braxten-Zeta. Hmmm, could be…’ he said while doing a 
cartwheel, ‘Traken…?’ 

‘No,’ said the Doctor, having opened one eye to gaze into the sky. 
‘Not with a bronze bird like that in its sky. Looks a bit like a 
pheasant.’ 

‘More like an owl,’ said Brad. ‘There’s a huge flock of them over 
there. And over there, too. Like an exodus.’ 

‘Whichever they are,’ said the Doctor, ‘they’re spectacular. Are you 
wearing two different shoes, Bradley?’ 

Brad chuckled. ‘I couldn’t find my black sneakers. The TARDIS 
must’ve eaten them. Wearing matching socks, though.’ He pulled up 
his black denim trousers. 

‘Could we be back on Neblarmurran?’ continued the Doctor. ‘No, 
no, the sun’s setting too rapidly. What do you think? That is, if you’re 
through mimicking me.’ 

‘Doc, you do this shtick every time we land on a new planet. But if 
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it’s not Earth, then it’s Planet X to me.’ 
‘Planet X.’ The Doctor mulled this over. ‘Lots of accordion players 

on Planet X. Not great accompaniment for my recorder.’ 
‘You play an instrument?’ said Brad, very much interested. 
‘Oh, well, I used to,’ he replied. Then he laughed. ‘Was very good, 

too! Hmm, wonder if I have any musical talent this time around? 
That keyboard of yours looks rather inviting. Perhaps… perhaps the 
harp this time. What do you say, Bradley? You could carry it about 
for me.’ 

‘Do you smell that, Doc?’ asked Brad, ignoring the Doctor’s 
musical caprice. ‘Someone’s having a barbecue. Mmm-mm! That 
smells good. You sure this isn’t Earth? It sure feels like I’ve been here 
before.’ 

‘Could be a colony, possibly. Many of these trees bear a striking 
resemblance to some of your poplars and conifers. But this must be 
an artificial wood. Most of these species would never grow together 
in the same area. Why, there’s a ridiculously incongruous cluster of 
palm trees right over there. And I do believe those are arbutus trees 
next to them.’ 

Brad sat down next to the Doctor, resting his arms on his bended 
knees. He inhaled deeply, squinting at the memories that followed the 
smells. So familiar. Jacen laughing it up, in charge of the grill, urging 
Tobias to take another burger, to put some meat on his bones. 

‘Yes,’ said the Doctor, suddenly rising to his feet, ‘that is a most 
potent aroma. A gorgeous, delectable bouquet of grilled meats… 
mmm… engulfed in a rich mesquite… ah… Bradley! Get up. We 
must find our fellow epicureans and warn them of the dangers of 
spoiling the natural delicate flavours of –’ 

The Doctor’s voice faded the further Brad walked. He stuck his 
hands in his pockets and kicked a mossy stone in his path. It rolled 
away, bouncing into the air several times. He hadn’t realised he’d 
kicked it with such force. It continued to roll, even as the gradient 
inclined upward towards the trees. Brad cursed himself as he came to 
the conclusion that the stone wasn’t a stone at all, but rather some 
odd little animal he had just abused. He recalled that Jacen had kept 
several rabbits when they were kids, and Brad had accidentally kicked 
one once. Brad later convinced his dad to let him have one, but not a 
fortnight had passed before a bit of negligence provided the little 
bunny its means of escape. 

The stone animal disappeared in the shadows of the trees. 
Brad turned to see that the Doctor still looking into the sky, 

talking, not having noticed that Brad had left him. The big, fat man, 
dressed in his khaki shorts and boots, didn’t look out of place against 
the range of palm trees. And to be honest, Brad thought to himself, 
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he didn’t feel too out of place here either. 
‘Not any more here than Dryadsmeer, Luluszimbia, the Planet of 

Kerplunk or a dozen other places we’ve been to lately,’ he said aloud. 
‘No Construct bounty hunters or canary-sized Cyclopses – Cyclopi? 
Cyclopes? – well, none of those thugs flying after us. No friggin’ 
maze of hallways either to run up and down. Nothing but clean air, 
beautiful landscapes, indigenous Pet-rocks… and a couple of horses 
somewhere, having the time of their lives. Hmm, could work, Jacen. 
It might need a few bars though.’ 

He halted. 
Standing there, looking straight ahead, not seeing anything or 

anyone save for one particular face before him. Jacen. 
Slowly, inevitably, he began to move again, and the trees and grass 

returned to focus. As he ambled and darkness began to fall, the 
increasing piquant aroma wafting through the air piloted him back to 
all those barbecues with his friends back in Portland. Everyone in the 
band and their friends, and their friends. Jacen, wearing a big, stupid 
grin, filling Brad’s arms with bottles – plus one under the chin – from 
the local brewing company, well-iced from the cooler. Following suit, 
the pair of them going from cluster to cluster, proffering beers. 
Tobias making rude noises. Suddenly, Jacen and Tobias wrestling 
together, too close to one of the grills. Jacen winning out with a 
schoolyard pin, his knees on Tobias’s biceps, patting his friend’s 
laughing face. 

‘Good times, man,’ Brad said, softly.  
In recent times Brad had learned several tricks in dealing with his 

grief. His friend’s death had broken his world. The time anomaly that 
trailed close behind seemed appropriate to the occasion, or so he 
deemed once he found time to stop running from it. He approached 
a point, now, where he felt strengthened by his memories. He clung 
to them for joy, not for their sorrow. He celebrated his friendship 
with Jacen and refused to mourn it. 

‘What a friggin crock load of shit,’ he told himself once again, 
laughing at himself and running his hands through his spiked hair. He 
looked at his hands and seen he’d torn out a few purple hairs. He 
swore some more and then began to cry. But still laughing, too. 

Over time, feelings of isolation and anxiety gnawed their way into 
his dreams, and made his waking hours feel as if he’d spent the 
previous night tying one on with the gang back home. And so, the 
gnawing would begin again as he wondered what would remain of his 
home, of Portland, of Oregon, of his whole goddamn world… that 
is, if he ever got to see any of it again. Brad still hadn’t worked out 
whether or not he was fortunate to be travelling with the Doctor, 
save for the fact that dodging the occasional yet obligatory monster, 
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daemon, vampire, mad ruler and bounty hunter did have its way of 
distracting him temporarily. Until he would wonder if he should just 
take his chances with the time anomaly back home. There was always 
the possibility that both he and Jacen might exist in whatever 
alternative reality stabilised in the end, or so the Doctor had once let 
slip. Perhaps even in a reality where there was a cure for cancer, or 
where Jacen never got sick in the first place and… 

He was unprepared when the stone animal bounced into the air 
and struck him square in his stomach. He keeled over onto the grass, 
gasping for air. The little creature continued its bouncing and rolling 
towards the other end of the glade. Brad stayed on his knees and 
cursed the cock-eyed flora and fauna of the planet, and then 
remembered that he was never quite sure which was flora and which 
was fauna. 

‘Bradley!’ 
‘I’m all right, Doc,’ Brad hollered back between coughs. Gently 

rubbing his abdomen, feeling for an indentation, he finally looked up 
to see the Doctor pelting toward him at full tilt. Fear assaulted his 
senses. The rotund man was a remarkable sight: thick arms and legs 
pumping, those beefy hands clenched into giant fists, his avuncular 
countenance morphed into some Celt warrior’s grimace… albeit he 
was still in khaki shorts. 

Brad was suddenly aware that more, many more of those little 
stone creatures were crossing from one end of the glade to the other, 
all falling in behind the Doctor. 

‘Bradley,’ shouted the Doctor, his thunderous voice ringing in 
Brad’s ears even though he was still twenty yards away, ‘move!’ 

‘What the –’ 
Too many of those stone whats-its. Far, far too many. 
‘Run - now!’  
Brad snapped out of it, jumped to his feet, and began running 

towards the Doctor. 
‘Wrong,’ exclaimed the Doctor at the top of his lungs, ‘direction!’ 
Brad tried to come to a halt, but his foot slipped on the grass and 

he slipped and crashed onto his side, knocking the wind from him for 
the second time in as many minutes. He felt one of the creatures 
whip over his head, just missing him. 

‘Friggin flora,’ gasped Brad, ‘friggin fauna.’ 
He scrambled to his feet just as the Doctor closed the distance. 
‘Goddamn Pet-rocks!’ 
‘No time for that now,’ the Doctor reprimanded as he grabbed 

Brad by the back of his shirt, raising him up and then pushing Brad 
ahead of him, dodging the tiny menaces as they catapulted themselves 
across the sward. ‘Quick, into the wood!’ 
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‘Into the wood?’ 
‘Into the wood! We can hide behind the trees. Protection. Then 

back to the TARDIS! Go!’ 
The Doctor stopped with Brad as they reached the shelter of the 

trees. He turned to look behind him and nearly caught some fauna 
with his forehead. He pushed Brad against the lee of a gigantic 
redwood, its trunk large enough to shield them both. Brad gasped for 
air, but the Doctor seemed already recovered. 

‘Hmmm,’ he was saying, patting Brad on the shoulder while 
carefully trying to catch a glimpse of the blitzkrieg. ‘Rather like a 
cross between a gerbil and a turtle, I was thinking. But now, acting a 
bit more like lemmings or rabbits. Bradley, this is fascinating! Wonder 
what they’re called. Hmm, turtlemegers, I wouldn’t be surprised.’ 

‘What’s with the sudden stampede?’ asked Brad, not being at all 
familiar with gerbils or lemmings, nor having personally known any 
turtle in such a hurry as these things. ‘Are they running from 
something?’ 

‘No,’ said the Doctor, dismissively. ‘Perhaps the dusk drives them 
towards that cove below that granite outcropping we passed – you 
know, where we bade farewell to Casper and Bessie. They’ll probably 
enjoy thrusting themselves robustly off the cliff. Ha.’ 

The Doctor and Brad watched as the cudgel of creatures navigated 
their way speedily through the wood, only a few ricocheting against 
trees. Regardless, Brad found himself silently cheering each time one 
of them met some good solid trunk. 

The sound of thunder from behind told Brad that there was 
something else. The look on the Doctor’s face confirmed it. 

‘What now, Doc?’ 
‘Barbecue.’ 
Brad noticed that the Doctor was not salivating as he spoke the 

word, even though the smell of freshly cooked steaks and various 
seasoned meats practically engulfed them, along with smells of 
mesquite wood chips, burning. No, the Doctor’s face looked ashen 
and haunted. No, not haunted, exactly. More hunted, thought Brad. 

Steeling himself against memories of being smacked in the face by 
a fly ball in little league baseball, Brad eased round the tree. He saw 
exactly what he expected to see, and he reacted exactly as he expected 
to react. 

‘Shit me,’ croaked Brad. 
A raging tsunami of flames was devouring every tree in its path as 

it approached the far end of the glade. Thousands of those Pet-rocks 
came pouring out of the flames, trying to escape, but the tide of fire 
quickly gained on them in the middle of the sward, and consumed 
them. 
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‘Something’s not right here,’ said the Doctor, coming round and 
acting annoyingly curious. ‘Too perpendicular. Fires on most planets 
usually –’ 

‘I’m ready to piss myself,’ muttered Brad. 
‘Wouldn’t begin to douse that,’ the Doctor said, matter-of-factly. 
‘The TARDIS?’ 
‘The TARDIS.’ 
Brad and the Doctor began a mad dash through the wood, 

ducking, weaving and spinning round obstacles, amidst the unabated 
torrent of stone-animals. Brad was soon running out of breath again, 
his chest throbbing and burning from exhaustion and pain. Sweat 
stung his eyes. A creature cuffed him on his hip. Another bounced 
off his elbow. Gasping for air, he tripped, fell, and scored a mouthful 
of needles that scoured the forest floor. He spat them out and shook 
off the haze threatening to overwhelm his brain. He gulped some air, 
gritted his teeth, swore, and took off once more like a runner straight 
off the blocks. 

The encroaching wall of fire hunted after him. It was so close now.  
And in front of him, there was no longer any sign of the Doctor, 

anywhere. 

‘Yip yip yip!’ 
Twilight. 
The eunuchs clapped and roared. 
‘Yip yip yip!’ 
The early stars shone pale, glinting on the lake. 
The thunder approached. It always preceded the Flames. 
‘Yip yip yip!’ 
Families whistled and barked as the Doggansmites tensed, holding 

their flukes in arcs, waiting for the Flames. 
The smell of the Burning came next. That was the cue. The elders 

began their chant, beginning first on the far side of the lake and being 
picked up all along its perimeter. A long, low thrumming. The elders’ 
headcrowns shimmered in the glow of their pulsating red heartstars. 

‘Yeeeeeouuuuuuuuuuuu…’ 
The first plop. 
The first turlingstone had escaped everyone’s notice for the Flames 

still hadn’t lit the cliff side. It had plunged off the granite outcropping 
and splashed into the lake. Ripples appeared, and the stars above 
began to swirl and dance on its surface. 

Finally, the Flames were making their way through the Chambrook 
Wood. Their light rekindled the evening sky, slowly. Suddenly, all of 
the pinpricks of lights began their play upon the surface of the lake – 
bouncing into each other, coalescing, separating, spinning into black 
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holes and then popping back into existence – as the turlingstones 
began their annual casting, leaping from the Old Grandfather 
Outcropping high above, being chased once again by the Light of the 
Flames. They splashed into Mirror Lake and shook the universe with 
small and many ripples. 

‘Ohhhhhhhhh…’ The chanting continued. 
All at once, dozens of Doggansmites pitched their flukes into the 

night air. Some stretched further than others, but all sprang to life, 
some slicing the air while others span like twisters, all dancing in the 
sky like kites. But these were hardened fluke bones at the end of 
strong but elastic tails. The weight was enormous. Already, a few of 
the younger Doggansmites had crashed their flukes into the water 
and were nearly pulled in after them. The strong remained. Those 
who didn’t lose their concentration pitched and pitched again, as the 
turlingstones leapt into the sky like shadow fireworks against the 
yellow and orange blaze of the Light of Flames. 

Contact. 
Sparks. 
Some of the sparks ignited the moss-coverings of the turlingstones, 

releasing the scent of grilled meats into the air and making them hiss 
as they fell into the water and extinguished. 

But sparks weren’t enough. Hitting the outer shell, making pretty 
sparks, was not the object. Not this evening. 

Flukes waved throughout the sky over the lake. Several became 
dangerously entangled, their sharp edges able to slice through a 
distended tail section, their thickness weakened through all the 
stretching. 

Concentration. 
Turlingstones were smacked from one end of the lake to the other. 
Sparks in the night sky. 
Fluke kites becoming heavier. Now chopping through the air. 
Suddenly, along the far side of the lake, a dazzling pearl light burst 

open and slowly floated down toward the Doggansmite who had 
sliced it open like a clam. The creature within perished instantly, but it 
left behind a chiming melody that would linger until two more 
turlingstones completed the harmony. And the three families of the 
victors would secure positions on the Council and be rewarded with 
the life-healing properties of their chosen eunuchs. 

Now, only two Destiny Turlingstones remained. 
‘Doh-pahg,’ swore Sora-Kehl, his headcrown fully erect. 
Sora-Biw concentrated. He knew his sister had been smiling at 

him, even with his back to her. Now, he thought, she must be 
twitching her whiskers anxiously. And how would Father’s beard look 
now, with his red heartstar burning brighter than ever as he watched 
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his son? 
‘Well,’ shouted Sora-Kehl, ‘will still get mine, you doh-pahgy!’ 
Concentrate. 
Sora-Biw recoiled his tail and then pitched it closer towards the 

cliff. 
Was he showing desperation, he wondered to himself. 
Sparks. Sparks. More sparks. 
There was one. A perfect one. He would slice it open and make it 

sing. Make it sing for his sister and father. 
He manoeuvred his tail and allowed his fluke to swoop up towards 

the turlingstone. 
This would show Sora-Kehl, the fat bastard. 
No! Too low! 
His tail intertwined with another’s. His fluke merely patted the 

turlingstone. Not even a spark. 
‘Get off!’ shouted Sora-Nwahi, recoiling his tail too quickly and 

jerking Sora-Biw’s tail down with it. 
Concentrate. 
At any moment, Sora-Biw expected to feel the sharp edge of Sora-

Nwahi’s fluke severing his tail. A miracle. Their tails unravelled 
without incident. 

‘Ha!’ exclaimed Sora-Kehl. ‘Sabotaging even your friends, doh-
pahgy?’ 

Pitch it. Quickly. 
The Flames were reaching their apogee; they would reach the cliff’s 

edge soon. Don’t listen to that… 
No. Concentrate. 
Another dazzling pearl light burst open and slowly floated down 

somewhere on his right. Who? Who got it? 
‘I got mine, Kehlmeister!’ 
That was Sora-Gogoigne, one of Kehl’s thick-headed buddies. 
‘Last one’s mine, then,’ Sora-Kehl shouted back to his friend. ‘Got 

that, Biw doh-pahgy? You’re out!’ 
Concentrate. 
The harmonising was almost complete. But they needed one more. 

They were waiting for him. 
Sparks. 
Shouting. Someone shouting from above. 
Concentrate. 
‘All mine,’ shouted Sora-Kehl. 
The Flames came. 
The final turlingstones leapt from the cliff, chased by the Flames. 
Now. For honour. 
Now. 
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‘Change of plan, Bradley,’ the Doctor called out. ‘We follow the 
turtlemegers to the cove. We won’t reach the TARDIS in time. 
Bradley? Brad!’ 

The Doctor had already altered his course. Most of the stones were 
now ahead of him, so he stopped abruptly and looked back. Not a 
sign of his companion anywhere.  

He waited, daring to hope Brad was safe. 
He took a step back along the way he had come. 
‘Bradley,’ he whispered. 
There he was, chest heaving, his feet barely touching the ground as 

he dashed through the trees. He was fighting for his life, the fire 
snapping at his heels and snatching at his collar like claws. 

And then it was over. 
The solid wall of flames cracked open for a moment, and 

enveloped Brad DeMars into its inferno. 
‘Brad,’ the Doctor whispered. 
The flames carried on devouring everything in its path. 
‘Bradley!’ The Doctor shouted until voice was a rasping cry. 
The flames appeared to suddenly notice the Time Lord and altered 

course in order to seize him. 
The Doctor turned and lunged ahead. As he ran towards the 

granite outcropping, he thought he could hear Brad’s voice calling 
out to him from out of the flames.  

The flames bore down upon him just as he cleared the wood along 
with a few straggling stones. But the outcropping was shorter than he 
remembered and offered no real protection from the fire. 

Without breaking his stride, the Doctor raced up the gentle slope 
towards the cliff and launched himself off into space. 

Sora-Biw tapped the final turlingstone, tossing it back into the air, 
and swung his fluke like an upside-down pendulum. 

Contact. 
The sharp tip found the creature’s seam and began to slice and pry 

it open. 
A glint of pearl light emanated from within the turlingstone. 
But the chime was lost. 
For suddenly a small boulder with flailing limbs vaulted off the 

outcropping. It landed firmly on the flat of Sora-Biw’s fluke. The 
extra weight was too much for the mite’s exhausted tail, and his fluke 
tipped, sending the breached turlingstone flying through the air once 
more in a high steady arc. Meanwhile, the boulder was clutching at 
his unwieldy tail, which was already crashing back towards the surface 
of the lake. There was a terrific explosion of water as boulder and 
fluke plunged into it. 
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The strain was too much, too sudden. 
Sora-Biw tipped over his dorsal, his anchor, and was drawn 

screeching back into the lake. He caught a glimpse of his father and 
mother, but forever ingrained in his mind was the look of sheer 
horror and pity on his baby-sister’s face. In another second, he was 
being pulled under, and Mirror Lake closed in above him. 

The stars in the sky, sharing the same space as dozens of fluke 
kites waving through the air. 

The glint of pearl light coming back down. 
The boulder had loosened its grip. 
Sora-Biw recoiled his aching tail and prepared to pitch it through 

the firmaments, to finish what he had begun. 
A flat, unadorned fluke swept straight above him. 
Contact. 
The final dazzle of pearl light burst open and slowly floated down 

to the third victor. 
It was already too late. 
The chimes harmonised. 
He knew that fluke. That unadorned fluke. 
It was Sora-Kehl’s. 
The harmony joined with the chanting above, a perfect resonating 

echo, heard even from the bottom of the lake. 
But it wasn’t too late. 
That last turlingstone belonged to him. He had spiked it. It was his. 
His! 
Sora-Biw threw all his strength into a frenzied pitch, launching his 

fluke like a searing missile, slicing through water… 
… then sky 
… then blubbery flesh. 
Sora-Biw heard the commotion above begin, just as the boulder, 

which had cost him everything, began to rise miraculously towards 
the lake’s surface. At the same time, Sora-Kehl’s severed fluke hit the 
water and quickly sank, trundling down to him at the lake’s floor. 
Sora-Biw’s fluke returned to him. He panicked. But the commotion 
followed him as he swam away. 

Thereafter, the commotion would always follow him, in waking or 
dreaming. 

While Steven pulled the Doctor to shore, and Pora-Kehl shouted out 
directions at a group of eunuchs to carry his son to hospital and 
demanded retribution from the Biw family, Bradley Nathaniel 
DeMars walked amidst the Flames. 

He had already stopped crying and panting. In fact, his brain, which 
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could no longer assimilate any more of the impossibilities, had simply 
downshifted a gear in order to happily and amicably accept them all. 
After all, he reminded himself, the Doctor was fond of quoting Lewis 
Carroll: I try to believe seven impossible things before breakfast. 

‘Though it’s probably dinner time by now,’ he mumbled to 
himself. 

The flames surrounded him, fiery yellows and oranges and reds. 
He raised a bare arm before him. His shirt had burned away. No, 
more like flashed away. 

‘Foofed away,’ Brad decided aloud. Just as well, he thought, as it 
had begun to make him itch. He looked at the silver ring stud in his 
belly button, hoping it wouldn’t overheat and go foof itself, taking his 
belly button with it. Would serve him right for letting Jacen talk him 
into getting his navel pierced. Everything else was intact. 

He pondered this as he continued to make his way towards where 
he hoped the TARDIS lay. 

‘Could be dead,’ he posited. ‘But then why just the shirt going 
foof? Why not my jeans? My eyebrows? My friggin balls?’ 

Though covered in blazing hues, the trees, the ground, the 
boulders, the shrubs, all of it appeared unscathed, save for a few 
flashes of sparks here and there. And while there was some warmth 
that encompassed him, it was not uncomfortable in the slightest. 
Rather, it was soothing, relaxing, not even rising to the sweating heat 
of a sauna. 

Jacen… the sauna… Brad stealing a glance at his friend’s smooth, tight 
torso… 

The flames licked his body, whooshing up to the top of the tallest 
trees. 

‘Could be the time anomaly,’ he mumbled, not hiding his 
annoyance. But this was completely different from any manifestation 
of the anomaly he had witnessed thus far. He couldn’t see the point 
to this trick, if it was a trick, and if the Construct bounty hunters were 
somehow behind it. 

Brad tripped on an exposed root, reached out a hand to steady 
himself, and noticed another foof as his hand touched a tree. Under 
his hand, for a brief moment, Brad had felt a patch of moss growing 
on the side of the tree. With a few sparks and a flash, the moss went 
foof, and was gone. Then he recalled the Pet-rocks – what did the 
Doctor call them? Turtlemegers? – and how their mossy coverings all lit up 
as the flames caught up with them. But the turtlemegers had kept on 
with their bouncing and rolling. 

‘Hmm, my shirt must’ve been made out of a similar material, I 
guess,’ Brad guessed, correctly. ‘Lucky my boxers weren’t.’ 

He stopped and looked down inside his trousers. Yes, safe. 
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‘So this is all some kind of scary-ass cleaning system?’ He tried to 
sound incredulous, but his brain simply accepted this idea as fact and 
made him say, ‘Cool.’ 

Brad nodded his head in sudden and absolute appreciation, turning 
round as he did so, and therefore taken completely by surprise by a 
large tree root. He tripped backwards and fell over, getting a nasty 
crick in his neck, but he didn’t stop. He continued tumbling out of 
control along a steep angle, trees and boulders seemingly clearing a 
way for him, until finally the burning forest spat him out. 

The cool night air filled his lungs for one brief moment, and then 
was punched out of him again as he hit the ground, still rolling, 
tumbling, swearing. He tried putting out a hand to stop himself but 
the hill was too steep, and he continued his embarrassing flailing. He 
was even more embarrassed when he ran out of swear words and had 
to run through all the ones he knew over again. 

He was finally stopped by a red light. 
Brad looked up knowing the sense must have been knocked out of 

him as well. Towering above him was some huge, blubbery seal or 
walrus-type creature with a glowing red light embedded in its chest, 
hidden slightly by a white gossamer beard. Beside him stood a 
handsome lumberjack of a man with a quizzical look on his face. 

Feeling rather bruised and in no mood to answer, or even ask, a lot 
of stupid questions, or even intelligent questions, Brad’s brain 
acquiesced to the demands of his battered body and allowed the 
young man to pass out. 

Aoyoya Hospital boasted not only the greatest surgical talent in the 
field of organ transplants, Kora-Mwee, but also the biggest 
gossipmonger of all the neighbouring hamlets: Kora-Mwee, again. 
Both aspects brought great prestige to the hospital, a notoriety which 
would increase after it was officially clocked that Kora-Mwee was still 
in theatre working on the Kehl mite when the news had spread to 
Joshi Hamlet, on the other side of the planet, about the events at the 
Festival of Flames. 

The Doctor had returned, and with a new companion this time. He 
looked different – again: this time he was a stout, brown-bearded 
fellow with a deep rumbling, not to say deafening, voice. The Elders 
hoped that this New Doctor would add his imprint and knowledge to 
their existing library of interactive lectures, giving them a fourteenth 
replica of the adventurous Lord of Blue Boxes. 

As always, he had come crashing in, disrupting whatever it was that 
was going on. This time, however, it did not appear as if there was 
anything for him to sort out, to leave better than he would find, upon 
re-entering their lives at this point in their history. Of course, there 
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had been those rumours of a military build up on the Chambrook 
Home World, but no enemy had ever been detected within any of the 
neighbouring galaxies for centuries. And the Ministry’s making some 
sort of Home World security protocols seemed harmless enough, if it 
were true. Just making work for themselves, surely, as peace on the 
twin planets was most obliging. 

Unfortunately, the Doctor may have caused one clan, the Biw 
family, inexorable harm. 

While many accepted the theory that the Doctor was omniscient, 
and therefore some of his more outlandish practices, though 
appearing harmful if not outright treacherous, were really for the 
betterment of Doggans society, which only he could discern or know, 
many would be hard pressed to describe his actions at the Festival of 
Flames as beneficial to any.  

First, the Doctor attacked the Biw mite just as he was about to 
secure the means to heal his ailing sister; then, his companion 
attacked the mother, Mora-Biw, shocking her and sending her 
heartstar into arrest. At first, it was thought that the Doctor must be 
trying to stop the Biw family from gaining honour and preservation, 
perhaps because he knew they would become evil, rancorous 
neighbours of the community sometime in the future. Better to let 
the Kehl mite win the prize. But the next moment, the Doctor 
appeared to be in league with the Biw family after all and engineered 
the bloody severing of the Kehl mite’s fluke. 

Perhaps both families were up to no good, or would one day bring 
rack and ruin upon Aoyoya, perhaps upon the entire province. Dry 
up all of the lakes, as like as not. Force Doggansili to live on land, all 
of the time again. Reversing the – what was it the Doctor liked to call 
it? – the polarity of the neutron fluke, or some such, sending their 
race back to the Dark Ages. But in one fell swoop, the Doctor and 
his companion had used the one against the other, Biw cancelling out 
Kehl. The threat was defeated. 

Maybe. 
Most, if not all, Doggans in Aoyoya believed the Biw family quite 

honourable, and would have given of their own supplies to help 
support this family, even if Sora-Biw hadn’t made a turlingstone sing; 
while the greater majority were also tired of Pora-Kehl’s constant 
boasting and of his son’s ill-conceived japes. The Kehls believed their 
ancestry gave them the right of place and honour throughout 
Chambrook and the Home World. And it had been suggested that 
they had made no contributions to supporting the eunuchs, though 
they would gladly claim ownership of them all for their own 
harvesting. 

Thank the Great Doggans that could never happen again, not since 
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the first visit from the Doctor, him and that dear, sweet 
granddaughter of his. 

Yes, the Doctor surely knew what was best. After all, his wisdom 
was taught throughout both worlds, with each Doggans professor 
specialising in one aspect of the Doctor’s thirteen personae, in 
replicas of the different rooms found in the Doctor’s magic wardrobe 
thing. Even the gentle eunuchs found time amidst the myriads of 
stewardships to attend the occasional lecture. 

An undeniable phenomenon. 
Yes, the Doctor knew what was best. 

‘Outdoor surgery?’ 
‘Yes,’ said the Doctor, resting a big hand gently on his 

companion’s shoulder. ‘The Doggansili have evolved from a strictly 
terrain animal into some kind of hybrid. Their home now is really in 
the lakes, estuaries, and oceans on Chambrook, oh, and on their 
Home World, too. But their surgical techniques still rely heavily upon 
the Healing Berths, these mud swamps here, which connect to that 
inlet down there, by these, um, trenches.’ 

Brad reached out an arm. It was still a bit sore. He touched the 
impossibly huge and resilient mud bubble that covered the berth 
where Kora-Mwee worked on the injured Doggansmite. It seemed so 
thin and sheer, but the Doctor had assured him it was as tough as any 
hospital theatre’s walls. 

‘But how can the doctor work on a patient when the patient’s half 
drowning in the mud?’ 

‘Must have multiple properties, such as working as an anaesthetic, 
a sterilising agent, and a bio-regenerator of some sort.’ 

‘So I should stick to bottled water, is that what you’re telling me?’ 
‘Has to be a symbiotic bacterium existing in the mud. Don’t worry, 

I trust it’s salubrious if they use it for medical purposes.’ 
‘Hmm,’ he said. ‘Maybe I should rub some on my arms and 

bruises, huh?’’ 
When the Doctor removed his hand from his shoulder, Brad 

noticed that the soreness there had lessened greatly. 
‘Now, Bradley,’ boomed the Doctor, appearing rather giddy 

suddenly. ‘I want to go back to the Chambrook Wood and take some 
readings. According to you, there shouldn’t be a single scorch mark 
anywhere, and the leaves on the trees should be dancing a merry jig in 
this wind. Fascinating.’ 

‘Doctor, according to Steven, you’ve visited this planet over a 
dozen times already. You must know everything there is to know 
about this world.’ 

‘Worlds, Bradley,’ corrected the Doctor. ‘There’s this one and the 
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Home World. I daresay I must have paid closer scrutiny to the Home 
World on my other visits, though I can’t recall ever hearing the name 
Chambrook before. Could be future visits, I suppose.’ 

Brad rolled his eyes. 
‘I’m surprised there aren’t a million more anomalies chasing after 

you, Doctor.’ 
The Doctor’s manner suddenly changed, as if alert to another 

threat. 
‘Well, we don’t want to outstay our welcome,’ said the Doctor, 

rather brusquely. ‘Come along. I feel like hearing you play your 
keyboard tonight.’ 

‘Cool. Thanks, Doc. That’s something of a compliment. Hey, hold 
up, I wanna say thanks to Steven and Ben for lending me these robes. 
And I think you should thank them for feeding you. God, never 
knew there was more than one way to fry up a harrow, huh?’ 

‘Thank you,’ said the Doctor, ‘but I’ve already made my goodbyes. 
Now, come along. Don’t dawdle.’ 

‘Well, just give me a second, all right? Do you know where they 
are? I haven’t seen them since they made us breakfast, and that was 
hours ago.’ 

‘Bradley, I think we better go - now.’ 
‘It’ll just take a minute, Doc.’ 
‘Now.’ 
‘What the –’ 
Brad looked over the Doctor’s shoulder as Kora-Mwee finished 

surgery. The patient’s snub-nose poked out from the mud berth. 
Kora-Mwee dived into the mud and disappeared. A moment later, 
she emerged on the outside of the transparent mud bubble, which 
immediately shrunk to the size that covered the Doggansmite’s body. 

‘He’ll be right as rain, Pora-Kehl,’ Brad heard the surgeon say as 
she pulled herself out of the swamp and onto the springy green grass. 
‘We were able to use all of the replaceable parts from your eunuch. 
The prolapses of the anterior…’ 

The Doggans’ voice became indistinct as the excess mud from the 
collapsing surgery bubble streamed into the nearby trench, leaving the 
patient in a translucent cocoon. The mud-stream bubbled and flowed 
down the shallow trench. Thick plopping bubbles. 

The Doctor’s voice became distant as well, though he stood in 
front of Brad. 

The mud-stream continued carrying the excess away, the waste 
materials gurgling to the thick, mucky surface. 

Brad felt a gentle but firm grip on his arm trying to steer him away. 
He pulled free and walked past the Doctor, toward the gurgling 

mud-stream. 
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Excess. 
Waste. 
A giant mud bubble plopped open. 
Steven. 
His face… connected by his neck… to his torso… which had been 

ripped open and gutted, swamp mud spilling in and out of it as the 
corpse floated away downhill. The mud river connected to the inlet 
below, taking all of the waste, the excess, and Steven… with it. 

Brad bent over and was sick. 

‘You call this “working”?’ 
Two pickaxes and a shovel. 
‘I fixed the Chameleon Circuit, I told you. It is working perfectly. 

The TARDIS is supposed to blend in with its surroundings.’ 
Plush green hillocks, by the dozens, grassy dunes at the foothills 

below the Chambrook Wood. 
‘And the randomiser.’ 
‘Yes, Bradley, I did fix the randomiser.’ 
‘Well I don’t think you know your Chameleon Circuit from your 

randomiser. And wasn’t the TARDIS all Police Box shaped when we 
arrived? If you ask me, I don’t think you fixed it so…’ 

‘Bradley, will you please try to –’ 
‘Nah, Doctor! No more. Let’s just find the TARDIS and then you 

can get me off this crazy, screwed up planet!’ 
Swinging the pickaxe down. 
Soft ground. 
Moving on to the next hillock. 
‘Jeezus! Why the hell did you have to fix the damn thing anyway? It 

was so much easier to find before.’ 
‘Bradley, I know you’re upset, but please –’ 
‘Just dig, Doc. I’m not interested. The TARDIS has to be one of 

these knolls. It’s gotta be.’ 
Working away in silence, pickaxes striking soft earth until… 
‘I think I’ve found it, Bradley.’ 
‘You think?’ 
‘I’ve found it.’ 
‘Good.’ 

‘Bradley.’ 
‘I’m going to my room. Just shut the doors and fly us off this shit-

hole.’ 
‘Brad.’ 
‘What!’ 
‘I would really like to take a moment to gather some readings on 
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Chambrook Wood after the Flames. Do you mind waiting just a 
moment longer?’ 

Brad went pale with rage. 
‘You’ve been here before,’ he spat through gritted teeth. ‘You’ll 

come back many more times. Jeezus, Doctor,’ he suddenly exploded. 
‘I know you’re upset, but I think if you didn’t look upon the 

eunuchs as real people, then you might see just how remarkably 
clever and advanced the Doggans’ society really is.’ 

‘Yeah,’ Brad scoffed, ‘I bet. Thanks to you. Or thanks to one of 
you. Or all of you. You –’ 

‘Bradley,’ interrupted the Doctor, his voice echoing like a gong 
around the console room. Then, softly, ‘What do you want from me? 
What am I supposed to do?’ 

The two men stopped and stared at each other, exhausted. 
‘You know,’ said Brad quietly, breaking the deafening silence, ‘I 

think that is probably the first time you ever asked me that.’ 
‘What are you talking about?’ 
‘I– You– I don’t… I just don’t get you, Doctor,’ he managed to 

say at last. 
‘What, exactly, don’t you comprehend?’ 
‘I guess, why you do it? Any of it?’ 
‘Bradley –’ 
‘Stop that. Just stop it.’ 
Brad wandered back towards the still open double doors and 

looked out onto one of the prettiest worlds he had ever seen. And 
one of the ugliest. 

He sighed. 
‘Steven and Ben,’ he began. ‘One helped you, the other helped me. 

They even appeared to be some kind of… I don’t know… like a 
couple. They spoke to us; they shared their food with us; they told us 
of some of their hiking adventures, and what it’s like to swim with the 
Dogganses.’ 

‘Doggansili.’ 
Like swallowing a big dry pill that would do him no good at all. 

Still, Brad let it pass. 
‘It’s like every other world we’ve visited, Doctor. We see 

something bad, something evil, and we do next to nothing before we 
hightail it out of there and onto the next troubled world. I don’t 
understand the purpose of it all. You said you used to side with the 
underdogs, defeat despots, free the slaves, overturn clunky monsters 
and drive mad monks mad.’ 

‘Yes. Yes, that is true.’ The Doctor shook his head before 
continuing. ‘And I also told you how the Time Lords - my people! - 
put me on trial and exiled me to Earth.’ 
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‘Yes. And?’ 
‘And so don’t you think I have learnt my lesson,’ the Doctor 

responded, vehemently. ‘Ours has always been a policy of Strict Non-
interference. We should only observe–’ 

‘That’s such a cope out, Doc, and you know it!’ 
Silence again. 
‘Look at that time anomaly that created the construct of Portland, 

that spirited you away from the real Portland. That is an example of 
what can happen if one interferes.’ 

‘No, Doc, that’s the perfect example of what can happen if one 
doesn’t interfere. And you know that, too.’ 

Brad stepped back out onto Chambrook. He inhaled deeply. The 
air was so sweet he wanted to cry. Instead, Brad suddenly turned 
round and punched the TARDIS door, scraping his knuckles on the 
blue wood. 

The Doctor followed him outside. 
‘You said they’re not human? That they’re some type of clone?’ 
‘They aren’t human. Only their outer shell is in humanoid form. 

Apparently, once cloning techniques were perfected –’ 
‘Enter the Doctor.’ 
‘Yes, yes. I guess I must’ve had a hand in that, at least on some 

level. But once they began cloning Doggansili tissue for the purpose 
of harvesting the organs – and as the average Doggans requires some 
type of organ transplant once every decade, ever since they began 
living more in water – the practice became a sticky political and social 
issue. And so, someone – I don’t know who – but someone came up 
with the idea of continuing to clone the Doggansili organs, but to 
house them in inoffensive non-Doggans-shaped chambers, instead of 
growing the entire creature only to kill it for its organs. Some clever 
technician simply copied the shape of these storage units from my 
predecessors, from my companions, too, though at two or three 
times their original sizes, in order to hold a larger number of organs.  

‘There simply aren’t any humans in this part of space. But 
remember, Bradley, the organs inside each eunuch are all Doggansili 
organs. There’s nothing human about them save for their external 
appearance.’ 

‘And the way they talk. And smile. And touch each other.’ 
‘But they don’t even eat nor have any true human emotions. They 

all exist within detailed parameters set forth by the technicians. And 
there is total peace amongst the Doggansili and the eunuchs.’ 

‘You don’t say? I wonder what would happen if just one eunuch – 
what a word! – one day learned how to smell a simple cup of coffee 
instead of simply going through the motions, mechanically. And 
doesn’t it bother you to see your own past companions just 
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sacrificing their existence for these walrus freaks?’ 
‘Really, Bradley, there is nothing to fix here. I am sorry it disturbed 

you, seeing Steven like that. I should have prepared you. I just didn’t 
think.’ 

Yeah, thought Brad. 
‘All right,’ he said, quietly. ‘Okay. Fine. I understand now, Doctor. 

Thanks. Some things just can’t be fixed.’ 
Silence. Brad imagined the future on this planet, full of replicas of 

Casper and Bessie, trotting around the villages, eating grass in the 
meadows, and every so often, one of them being ripped open in the 
mud for their organs to be harvested to save another walrus-creature, 
just because it wanted to live both on land and sea. 

‘I think I just wanna… I don’t know. Take a nap, or something. 
My head’s killing me. Why don’t you go take those readings up in the 
forest.’ 

‘Really,’ said the Doctor, hopeful. ‘Are you sure you don’t mind?’ 
‘Nah, go ahead,’ said Brad rubbing the back of his head. ‘Knock 

yourself out. I’m just going to my room.’ 
‘I won’t take too long, Bradley. Just a few minutes. Thank you.’ 
Yeah, thought Brad. 

Twilight once again settled on Chambrook. 
Several hours had passed. Having lost track of the time, the 

Doctor stood on the lip of the wood, the same spot, unbeknownst to 
him, where Brad had tripped and fell the previous evening. He kept 
his head in his book, double-checking his figures, absorbed in his 
findings. Twigs snapped underfoot as he made his way instinctively 
back down towards the TARDIS. 

click 
Twig. 
pock 
Twigs. 
The lights hung low in the evening sky. Lower than normal. 
But the Doctor did not look up. 
He did not see the patches of crimson glowing in the sky, though 

he felt something like a storm approaching. 
He reached the TARDIS and entered it, missing another flash of 

crimson. 
The TARDIS vanished, and at the same moment so too vanished 

the Doggans Home World. 
A moment later, a brigade of tall, sturdy men, led by Captain Ben, 

charged over the remaining portion of the knoll where the TARDIS 
had once stood. Armed with laser-rifles and sonic depth grenades, the 
men began their counter-assault against the bloodthirsty Doggansili, 
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driving them back into the lake. 
A fluke discharged and sliced one of Ben’s men in half. The man’s 

human heart plopped onto the ground. 
Ben blew the fluke to pieces. 
Another flash of crimson light. 
Spindly, lanky creatures appeared as shadows in the explosions. 
Suddenly, Ben was a woman, streaks of mud covering her face like 

war paint. 
‘Kill the muthers!’ she shouted, encouraging her men. ‘You six 

men, round that way! Hit the lake! Hit the lake!’ 
A missile broke the surface of Mirror Lake. Amidst flashes of 

weapons discharged, hundreds of silhouettes of eunuchs and 
Doggansili in mortal combat filled the valley. 

Ben followed the fiery trail of the missile through the sky. She 
knew its target. 

‘Pray god, everyone evacuated in time,’ she muttered to herself, at 
the same time bringing her laser-rifle to bear on a Doggansmite’s 
glowing amber heartstar. It blew apart its host, a young female named 
Dora-Biw, sparks and blubbery bits thrust into the air. 

Ben took another look at the missile. It was raining down on the 
hamlet, on Aoyoya, her birthplace. 

Suddenly, dozens of missiles shot out of the lake. Several hit in 
Chambrook Wood, setting it ablaze. 

She turned at the sound of a gurgling cry. A huge male Doggans 
had thrown one of her men, Steven, off his white stallion, pinning 
both underneath its tremendous bulk. The creature raised its head 
and then plunged its large, charred tusks through the horse’s exposed 
side and into her lieutenant. The creature raised its head again, its 
tusks dripping with blood. 

The two creatures stared up at one another, both prepared to kill 
the other, both prepared to die in battle, and charged. 

Twilight settled on Chambrook. 
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Chapter Ten 
‘The Millennium People’  

by Christoph Lopez & Andy Frankham-Allen 

Brad flipped the CD case over idly, lying back on his bed, eyes closed, 
allowing Space Dementia to work its way through him. He wore the kilt 
again, sans boxers; a way of  dress he had found very relaxing, 
although he made a point of  never dressing in such a way outside his 
own private room; he didn’t want to accidently expose himself  to the 
Doctor. And with a brand new CD to listen to, he certainly felt very 
chilled. All he really needed was to roll himself  a joint, which he’d get 
to in good time. The green was hidden under his bed, secreted away 
from the Doctor. 

Hanging free, ready to smoke the green, and letting new music fill 
his very being, the driving bass echoing in his head; yeah, chilled to 
the max. It was nice of  the Doctor to take him to late 2001 so he 
could pick up Muse’s second album (as well as the cannabis – not that 
the Doctor was aware of  that, of  course!); he had been looking 
forward to the release of  Origin of  Symmetry, but the death of  Jacen 
had put much on hold. 

That had been a good four months ago now, and although he 
knew he’d never truly be over Jacen, Brad was at least able to deal 
with it. Forever he’d feel the loss, both of  his best friend and the 
chance to have his love requited, but he could move on. 

Perhaps the Doc thought that allowing Brad this down time would 
make up for his actions, or inactions, on Chambrook. Which kind of  
proved how little he knew Brad; it would take a lot more than a 
shopping trip for him to overcome his irritation at the Doc. 

He had been out for a long time, and had spent much of  that time 
involved in the so-called ‘gay culture’, but even then he’d never 
become of  those gays for whom a shopping spree was like some 
heal-all tonic. He just wasn’t that man. 

‘Jog on, Doc,’ he muttered to himself. 
The Doctor was probably in the console, planning their next trip, 

seeking some new way to impress Brad. Whatever; good luck with 
that. Brad had no intention of  returning to the console room until 
the CD was finished, and he had eight tracks to go yet. 

He opened his eyes and jumped off  the bed, reaching under it for 
his green tin. Eight tracks and a few joints, yeah, that would put him 
in the mood to talk to the Doc again. 

There, in a garden, on a world called Forum, worked a man who was 
not of  one mind. If  one were to watch closely, nothing untoward 
would be seen. Sun, soil, and simple tools. This is what the Forum 
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Boss Type Person loved to do on his off-hours. Lately, he had begun 
to spend more and more time away from his administrative duties and 
delegated extra authority upon the Moderators, those who kept order 
and stimulated the thought processes of  the other Millennium People 
of  Forum World. 

Boss Type had awakened that day not so subtly altered. He thought 
back as he methodically pulled weeds and replaced the slug traps by 
the lettuce… 

‘… And cobblers to the lot of  you!’ The Jester of  Forum concluded 
another one of  his infamous anecdotes, concerning an unlikely 
escape from a tentacled zooform and an intake pipe. 

‘But you’ve never been to Delta Magna III!’ said the Scholar of  
Forum. ‘Furthermore, as far as I know, you’ve never evidenced skill in 
engineering as it pertains to mining methane or any other substance.’ 

The Jester blew a raspberry at him. ‘Fa! I’ll just nip off  and take 
another Cobbler Reduction tablet while you go memorise a 
dictionary, eh?’ 

The Boss overheard this interaction and laughed, then continued 
puttering in his favourite garden. He soon stopped, however, when he 
chanced to overhear a most singular sound. 

‘What in the…? Who the hell is disturbing my hummingbird 
aviaries?’ He reached for his datacom with the intention of  
summoning a Moderator. He paused, realising that this was not quite 
the type of  disturbance to be readily moderated. 

‘And where did that extra tool shed come from, I wonder?’ He 
gingerly approached the unfamiliar structure. Its door swung open 
soundlessly. Odd since the next supply dropship wasn’t due for 
another fortnight and no door on Forum opened soundlessly. A 
sharp figure of  a man stepped out, clad in a sombre Draconian haute 
couture suit. 

He appeared to be in early middle age with a salt-and-pepper 
moustache and goatee. He beckoned to the Boss with a gloved hand 
and an easy smile. 

‘Hello in the garden!’ said the stranger. 
‘If  you’re the Supply Agent, the Periphery Control Board will be 

having words with you! You’re nearly two weeks early with the tool 
shipment!’ The Boss did not suffer fools or unexplained arrivals 
gladly. 

‘I’m afraid you’ve confused me with someone.’ The man 
approached while Boss Type stood, brushing the soil from his 
trousers. 
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‘Well then, who in the Hells might you be then? Look, if  you’ve 
got a legitimate concern needing to be addressed then I’ll be pleased 
to get you a Moderator. I’ve work to which I must attend, if  you don’t 
mind.’ He hated when his reveries in the gardens were disturbed. It 
was not to be construed that Forum’s Boss Type Person was muddle 
headed, he was simply and heavily interested in his peace of  mind 
and jealously protective of  his free time. 

The stranger made an odd gesture just then. 
The gall of  these offworlders! thought the Boss. 
‘I am the Master and you will attend to my wishes.’ 
An incredibly uncomfortable vibration swept through the 

immediate environs where the two men stood. The Master lost his 
goggle-eyed stance of  concentration and looked as if  he had been 
caught with the proverbial farmer’s daughter. The Boss quickly 
ducked under and behind the Master, slapping him on the top of  the 
head. 

‘I’ve heard quite enough out of  you already! We don’t subscribe to 
the notion of  masters here on Forum.’ He pressed the call button on 
his datacom. ‘Moderators are already on the way.’  

Then he too felt the sickening susurration of  ambient reality as it 
recoiled against paradox. What was it about paradox that the natural 
universe found seemingly so… unsanctified? 

As far as the Boss knew, he awoke the next morning in the colony’s 
clinic. A Moderation Unit had responded to his summons. Finding 
him alone and unconscious, they brought him in for observation. 

‘Where’s the offworlder?’ he asked. 
‘To whom are you referring?’ asked the Scholar, who was also one 

of  the key Moderators in the colony. 
‘There was a man there with some unreasonable request. I felt out 

of  sorts. Just a bit. There was…’ 
A painful jolt resounded in his mind. There was someone in there. 

Sensations of  dislocation resounded and… 
‘Actually, I think I spent too much time in the sun. There was no 

one other than myself  present. Thank you for tending to me. I am 
able to resume my duties,’ he finished in an altogether different tone. 

‘Please yourself. You’ve only to call if  there’s anything, as you 
know.’ The Scholar was sometimes redundant in his position, but this 
was understood by his friends. Unseen by the Boss, however, he 
made certain notations on his personal digital assistant which was 
secured to his belt behind his back. 

‘Indeed. I will return to my office now. Inform all Moderators that 
I am not to be disturbed until further notice.’ With that, the Boss 
strode from the building. 
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In a cottage somewhere near the middle of  a village, two voices had a 
peculiar exchange within the same mind. 

‘Who are you?’ tremulously queried the baritone. 
‘I have already explained. I am the Master,’ replied the bass. 
‘You haven’t explained a damned thing, my “friend”! Start over and 

do it now!’ One didn’t readily invade a god’s mind and play the game 
of  fast and loose condescension. ‘You’re trapped in my mind and you 
can’t get out, is that it? You can’t figure out how it happened and 
you’re afraid. Am I right?’ screamed the consciousness of  the Boss of  
Forum. 

‘No!’ The Master, for one of  the first times, had truly lost his 
composure, his cool, and his confidence. ‘It must be some rare form of  
temporal and spatial paradox. It can be rectified, but you must obey my 
instructions if  you wish to preserve your world!’ He was improvising and had 
no idea if  his statement was true. 

‘Ah. I see. Now we’re getting somewhere. Again I say, we of  
Forum do not subscribe to the concept of  masters and unless you 
desire extreme umbrage, I suggest you give me a name of  which I can 
call you.’ 

‘Very well.’ The words were spoken in pained tones. ‘You may call me 
Koschei; it is as good as any other name I have had.’ 

* 
‘Doctor, look! It’s Colonel Sanders!’ cried Brad, as he nonchalantly 
entered the console room, feeling as high as a kite. 

‘What are you on about now, Bradley?’ asked the Doctor. 
‘Him.’ Brad stated boldly. He pointed at the TARDIS scanner 

screen which was displaying the bemused and kindly face of  an old 
man with neatly combed white hair and beard. 

‘Doctor, attend to my message,’ said the inscrutable old face. 
Apparently the fellow was sitting in a wicker chair wherever he was 
transmitting from and enjoying a tumbler full of… something. 
Possibly a tasty something, but Brad couldn’t eyeball it for what it 
was. 

Brad licked his lips, mouth suddenly dry. He needed some water. 
While the Doctor gawked at the intrusion, the old stranger winked 

and vanished from the screen. 
‘Hi, Bradley. Good to see you again, Doctor.’ Whoever this was, he 

had manifested quite unexpectedly within the console room in the 
same wicker chair and still clutching a glass tumbler full of  a rich 
amber and tasty looking beverage.  

‘How do you know me?’ Brad asked, stepping forward. ‘Ah, 
whatever,’ he added, ‘as long as you’ve got another one of  those 
drinks on hand you’re more than welcome. Right, Doc?’ 
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It was now the Doctor’s turn for questions. Instinctively, he 
grabbed his old fur coat from the rack, as if  he expected to have to 
rush out and go parachuting any second and that coat would have to 
serve as said parachute. 

‘Bradley is quite right. How do you know us? My dear fellow, 
forgive me but I cannot recall our having met before. Are you… a 
Time Lord?’ 

The interloper smiled a kindly, grandfatherly smile. ‘No. That’s 
mighty funny you should say that, though. No, Doctor. We have met 
before, or rather, you will meet me in your future, if  this all works out 
as planned. To say anymore would be telling and you will understand 
intrinsically and on a cellular level that only harm would result from 
further disclosure of  those circumstances. I am the White Guardian.’ 

‘White Guardian? What the hell kind of  title is that? Some kind of  
race war going on out there, too?’ Brad scoffed. He knew he should 
shut up, but the green was working its way through his system and 
right know he just kind of  felt like saying whatever came to mind. 

The Doctor interjected sharply. ‘Bradley! Stop this instant! You 
don’t understand a single thing you speak of. It’s not a race war, it’s 
more analogous to a chess board, white and black, direct opposites. 
This “man” is one of  the most powerful beings in this universe 
and…’ 

‘I am Order,’ the White Guardian interjected. ‘I am the 
spontaneous island of  stability and geometric law that emerged from 
the Originating Chaos.’ He loomed ever larger in Brad’s mind’s eye. 
His eyes seeming to encompass nebulae and brightly pulsing quasars. 
Brad felt dizzy all of  a sudden, and definitely needed that glass of  water 
now. ‘But more importantly, I have a job to do that only this 
Gallifreyan can do for me. 

‘Now, if  you don’t mind? I’d like to get on with my message to you. 
Doctor?’ The Guardian proffered the suddenly full tumbler to the 
Doctor. 

‘Oh, why yes, please. Thank you.’ He quaffed the thick amber 
liquid in a few gulps. 

When he lowered the glass, the room contained only himself  and 
Brad. He shut his eyes tightly while his complexion shifted several 
shades towards the red side of  the spectrum. 

‘Doc? Are you all right? Come on, let me help you.’ Brad made it 
over to his girthy benefactor’s side, prepared to start the Heimlich 
manoeuvre, glad the Guardian hadn’t shared the drink with him after 
all. He looked around the console room. ‘And where did that old goat 
go?’ 
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‘Poor Bradley. Don’t you see? The drink was the message.’ The 
Doctor appeared completely hale and hearty now, more than ever, in 
fact. 

‘I feel you, man. Let’s hit it!’ Brad cringed inside. Let’s hit it? Maybe 
smoking the weed just before coming into the console room hadn’t 
been such a good idea. Although, he couldn’t be totally to blame, the 
Guardian played a part, too. Popping in and out like that! 

The Doctor began to orchestrate the console controls with a 
passionate aplomb. 

‘Very well. Get ready to disembark at Forum World.’ 
‘You mean we’re not going to a bar?’ asked the crestfallen Brad. 
‘Indeed not, Bradley. The message tells us to go to Forum. It was 

the will of  the White Guardian, so that is where we shall go.’ 
‘Erm, okay, Doc, but what about that randomiser thing? Aren’t we 

supposed to lying low for a while?’ 
The Doctor considered this for a moment, then shook his head. 

‘Not any more. I will simply have to override it again, or remove it 
completely.’ 

The Bloke had already been aware of  the fact that a non-Millennium 
Person was seeking to subvert the collectivity. He had been occupied 
in the act of  subverting the modesty rote of  one of  the subordinate 
Millennium People working under his directive when he knew the 
information. 

‘For the love of… One had better alert the rest while I bust a…’ 
The rest of  the thought remained sub vocally unfinished as he 
extended a portion of  his consciousness towards the Scholar, the 
Goddesses, and the Nakedman. 

Although no specific information was available, these notable 
individuals knew as if  they were the Bloke himself  that someone or 
something was afoot, attempting to get one over them all. 

‘Sod that. I say we shut down the orbital nav beacons, kick out the 
offworlders, find the intruder, and put the cats out for the night, like. 
You know what I mean?’ thought the Bloke to the rest. 

The gestalt mind of  an entity that humans would have called a god 
had set itself  into motion. Peculiar thing that it was, it long ago had 
split itself  up into one hundred twenty two partitions in the guise of  
humanoid colonists, archetypes of  humanity. It even had went so far 
as to encourage the impression and proceeded to set up trade and 
communication with other beings travelling to and fro in what was 
then known as the Earth Empire. But now that time had come to an 
end… 

Intrinsically the Forum knew it had to be ready. For great change 
was sweeping its way. 
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‘There you are!’ hissed the Master, crouching in a peculiar posture at 
the control console of  his TARDIS. 

He had tracked down his earlier self. A task not made easy by the 
altering universe. Reality constantly stretched, pulled out of  shape, 
only to spring back on itself  in new patterns. He had seen the result 
of  the Doctor’s recent trip to Chambrook; just the simple act of  the 
Doctor stepping foot on that world had sealed its fate. A new future 
was formed once the TARDIS had left. And thus finding his former 
self, the man who had not so long ago been Koschei, had proven 
difficult.  

The Master had been losing himself  ever since his final escape 
from the Cheetah Planet. As the Doctor had said, he was becoming 
an animal, and those base, carnal instincts were taking control, slowly 
overriding the intellect. His experiences since his violent regeneration 
on the war world were so far in his past that he sometimes had 
difficulty recalling them, and now with the Cheetah virus added on 
top, remembering things was even more difficult. On the periphery 
of  his memory was something called the Tempered Schism… but he 
could not hold on to it. Although he was certain it was just as 
important to his present situation as the war world and the Cheetah 
planet were. 

The console bleeped again, and the Master returned his attention 
to it. Finally he had located the artron signature of  his former self ’s 
TARDIS, only slightly variant from the signature of  the TARDIS he 
now crouched in.  

His younger self  was on Forum World. 
But not just him. There was a secondary artron build up, and the 

signature of  that source the Master knew all too well. 
Subverting the Doctor’s timeline had seemed like a good idea, but 

since leaving the Doctor’s past and future to collide, he had been out 
there and had seen what was happening to the universe. And worse; 
to himself. 

His own future was unravelling. 
‘I do it for… his future and my past.’ The lean and thirsting Time 

Lord sounded mournful. 
He growled, looking over at his Kitling, feasting as it was on the 

scraps of  meat the Master had deigned to leave it. The Doctor, a new 
incarnation, built by this emerging reality, was playing the role of  do-
gooder, writing wrongs, exploring, affecting lives. Reshaping the 
universe as he went. Soon there would be no future for the Master as 
he was. 

Deep inside, where the old Time Lord still resided, the Master did 
not mourn his own passing. He had once been a proud Time Lord, 
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elevated above the lesser men of  the Capitol, but now he was sliding 
into insanity. Barely a shadow of  the man he had once been. 

But if  he were to die, then he would not be the only one. 
The Doctor had arrived on Forum World. The last planet he would 

ever visit.  
‘I shall kill you for all time,’ the Master roared, shaking the console 

room with the reverberations. 

In the Inner Sanctum of  the Unknown Questions sat the Faceless 
One. Of  all the god-like gestalt of  the Forum, the Faceless One was 
the most unknown quality. All that was known was that he had no 
face, just big hands. He sat in the inner sanctum, thinking. Thinking 
over politics, in fact. When the sanctuary of  the inner sanctum was 
disturbed. 

The Faceless One looked up at the disturber. ‘Oh. It’s you.’ 
It was one of  the many nameless People. The Faceless One knew 

him, even though he had no name as yet. 
‘I need to speak to you.’ 
Faceless spread his arms. ‘Talk away.’ 
‘What shall the topic be?’ 
‘You came to me. You chose.’ 
The People stood there, mulling it over. ‘Erm.’ 
The two of  them remained in their respective positions for a 

matter of  hours, while the Faceless One awaited the topic from the 
People. Being something of  an existential entity, the People of  Forum 
didn’t feel the passage of  time as mortals did; several hours might 
have been several seconds for all it mattered to them. Just as the 
Faceless One was about to return to his thoughtful thinking, the 
People opened his mouth to speak. 

‘I need to ask you for some advice.’ 
‘Very well,’ said the Faceless One, trying his best to not be annoyed 

at the second disturbance. ‘Ask a–’ 
The Faceless One fell backwards, his body suddenly all tense. 
The People stamped his foot at the Faceless One. ‘This is 

unacceptable. I want your advice.’ There was no response. ‘Hello! I 
am talking to you. I said I want your –’ 

The Faceless One sat back up as quickly as he had fallen. ‘Oh, shut 
up. We have a big problem. Go and get the Boss.’ The People just 
stood there, his face still in the peak of  his tantrum. ‘Now!’ snapped 
the Faceless One. 

With the trumpeting of  a thousand elephants the TARDIS 
materialised on Forum. The door opened and a rather irate Brad 
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stepped out. ‘Come on, Doc, really? Is it so much to get a glass of  
water first?’ 

The Doctor stood in the doorway, wrapped in his big fur coat, 
hoping that Brad would move sometime soon so that he could get 
through the small doorway. ‘Yes, Bradley. We’ve been sent on a 
mission by the White Guardian, we don’t have time for water 
collecting. Perhaps you can find some en route?’ 

Clearly the Doctor had not smoked weed before. Dry mouth was 
not nice; it kind of  felt like he’d been chewing shit all day. Not that he 
knew what chewing shit tasted like, of  course. Brad shook his head. 
He had smoked those three joints way too quickly. 

Still, he thought with a sniff, the air was nice and fresh. 
Getting a bit restless in the doorway of  the TARDIS, the Doctor 

forced Brad out of  the way. ‘Come on, then, not every day you get 
sent on a mission by a god.’ 

Brad pulled the TARDIS door to, since the Doctor had failed to 
do so again. He jogged to keep up with the Doctor. ‘Chameleon 
circuit is acting up again.’ 

The Doctor glanced back, and smiled. ‘Not at all; default setting.’ 
‘A Police Box, as default? Not much blending in, though.’ 
‘Perhaps not, but it’s better than a pale featureless box. And 

besides,’ the Doctor added, placing his arm around Brad, ‘I like it like 
that. Don’t you?’ 

Brad tried to shrug, but the weight of  the Doctor’s arm prevented 
him from doing so. ‘I guess.’ 

‘Good, then be quiet, and enjoy the vista.’ 
Brad pulled himself  from the Doctor, not that the big man seemed 

to notice or care. He was too busy looking around as they stepped 
into a garden full of  the wildest looking flowers. Brad was no 
botanist, but he didn’t recognise a single flower. ‘So, is that Guardian 
dude really a god?’ 

The Doctor sighed. ‘Well, no, not strictly speaking. An entity; order 
given form.’ 

Brad baulked at this. ‘How can order be given form? That’s total 
existential crap. Tobias was into that kind of  New Agey shit, but me, 
I’m a realist. If  I can’t see it, I don’t believe it.’ 

The Doctor glanced at Brad, his eyes narrow. ‘Then I suggest you 
keep your eyes peeled. Forum World is an interesting place. I expect,’ 
he added as an afterthought. 

The Boss was sitting in his inflatable chair, seemingly talking to 
himself. Seemingly, because there were two voices. The Boss and 
Koschei were deep in conversation once again. 
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‘This is quite an odd feeling,’ Koschei said. ‘I have penetrated 
countless minds; back home I had become quite adept at it, by far 
surpassing the old fool who taught me, but this is the first time I ever 
shared another’s mind. Quite intoxicating.’ 

When the planar shift had first hit Forum World, forcing the two 
minds together, the Boss had been quite annoyed by it; being joined 
to some lesser being. But now… He had kind of  got used to it. 
Indeed it kind of  felt like having an old relative over for tea. 

‘I never considered it like that before,’ said Koschei, fully aware of  
the Boss’ thoughts. 

‘Well, it all comes down to perspective. The universe is not the 
friendliest place in existence. People make mistakes. Even your own 
people.’ The Boss paused, trying to ignore the odd sensation he was 
feeling. ‘Can you feel that?’ 

Koschei took advantage of  the Boss’ god-like senses. ‘Yes, I can. 
What is it?’ 

‘That is one of  the Forum trying to get in touch with me. Our 
joining must be affecting the gestalt.’ 

As if  to prove that, the door was flung open and a People entered. 
The Boss regarded the People with the tired look of  someone who 
really had better things to do. ‘Yes?’ 

The People looked down at the floor. ‘Um. The Faceless One 
needs to speak to you.’ 

‘Does he indeed? Well, that is why I have Moderators on Forum. 
Go and seek out one of  them. I am busy.’ 

The People looked around the room. ‘Busy? Erm, how?’ 
‘Never mind that. Go on, seek them out.’ 
‘That is…’ 
‘Unacceptable? Well, that’s too bad. Go on.’ The Boss shooed the 

People away. Once the People had gone, he turned back to Koschei. 
As it were. 

‘Where were we?’ Koschei asked politely. 

The Master gagged and wiped his mouth. He regarded his hand 
carefully. Blood. He sniffed it and snarled. The ghastly smell of  
Traken blood was unmistakable. Another reason to see the ultimate 
destruction of  the Doctor; it was supposed to be the Doctor’s body 
he had fused with, not some weak Traken body. 

He doubled over and yelled out in pain. Never in all his lives had 
he felt such a pain. Even merging his Time Lord body with a Traken 
body was less painful. The Master looked up and pulled back in 
horror. 

Standing before him, next to the inner door that led to the 
corridors of  his TARDIS, was a figure, almost like a mannequin.  It 
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stood there, dressed like some macabre mime, all black clothes and 
ashen face. The figure clapped its hands and pointed at the Master. 

‘Tick,’ it said. 

‘Tock,’ said Brad. 
The Doctor looked back at him. ‘Excuse me?’ 
Brad looked confused. ‘I don’t know. Just came out of  nowhere.’ 

The Doctor didn’t look too convinced, so Brad changed the subject. 
‘So, you want to tell me what this mission is yet?’ 

‘No, not yet, Bradley.’ The Doctor gave Brad a hearty slap on the 
back. ‘Almost there.’ 

The Scholar stormed into the sanctum and looked at the Faceless 
One. The People came up behind him, followed shortly by the other 
Moderators. The Faceless One remained sitting, keeping his 
composure. 

‘We have a problem,’ the Scholar said. 
The Bloke pushed his way through the two female Moderators, 

mumbling his apologies, and stood next to the Scholar. ‘What’s new?’ 
He looked at the People. ‘You can sod off  now.’ 

‘But, that is un…’ 
The Bloke shook his head. The Senior Goddess smiled softly and 

guided the People out of  the sanctum. When they were gone the 
Bloke turned back to the Faceless One. ‘So, what’s new?’ 

The Faceless One pointed with his big hands. ‘They are.’ 
The Moderators turned as one to the door of  the sanctum. Two 

figures were standing there. One was a rather large human in a fur 
coat, and the other was a smaller man with dark hair. The big man 
smiled. 

‘You must be the Forum?’ 
The Scholar stepped forward. ‘That would be correct.’ 
‘Hang on, Doc, I thought this world is the Forum?’ 
The bearded man looked down at the younger man. ‘It is.’ 
‘Yes, it is, and so are we,’ the Scholar added. ‘Welcome.’ He gave 

the young man an odd look, then turned back to the Doctor. ‘What 
are you doing here?’ 

‘I don’t know. I was told by the White Guardian to come here.’ 
The Moderators all nodded. 
The man frowned, and forced a smile. ‘Yes, anyway, I’m the 

Doctor, and this rather stoned young man is…’ 
‘I see,’ said the Goddess of  Dreamers, from behind the Doctor. ‘In 

that case we have been expecting you. Would you care to come with 
us?’ 
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The Doctor stated that he would be quite pleased to do so. Both 
he and the stoned man made a move but the Goddess held up her 
hand. 

‘Only the Doctor. You will stay with the Faceless One.’ 
‘Who?’  
The Moderators parted and pointed to the Faceless One. 
‘Oh. Faceless One. Clever.’ The young man walked through them 

and smiled at the Faceless One. ‘Hi. Hey,’ he said, glancing down, 
‘you know what they say about big hands.’ 

The Faceless One nodded. ‘Yes, I do. And not without reason.’ 
The Doctor smiled and addressed the Moderators. ‘Right then, 

Bradley seems like he will be quite happy here. What’s all this about?’ 
The Scholar led the way out of  the sanctum. ‘Come, and we will 

show you, Doctor.’ 

The creature approached the Master, in its eerie gliding way. Its legs 
and arms were at odd angles, looking for all the world as if  it was 
being manipulated by invisible string. The Master snarled. 

‘What are you?’ 
‘Tick,’ said the thing, a sickening smile on its face. ‘Tock!’ 
The Master stepped back, bearing his sharp canines. ‘Stay away 

from me! I created this reality. I am the Master!’ 
The commands did not halt the progress of  the strange 

mannequin. ‘Tick, tock!’ 
There was something deeply primeval about the white creature that 

caused the Master to feel the most basic sense of  fear. There was 
nothing else he could do but turn and run out of  the console room 
and onto Forum World. 

The hunter had become the hunted. 

The Doctor felt dizzy. This was a good reaction all things considered, 
after all not everyone could claim to have four gods sending images 
into one’s head. 

He could see a short man and a teenage girl, and they were in a 
TARDIS console room. It looked a little like his, but a bit too 
advanced. Which was hardly surprising; he immediately recognised 
his future self, but the girl he did not know. Although there was a 
name that went with the face. A- something or other.  

‘Her name is Ace… Well, that’s what she calls herself. They are 
hunting the Master.’ 

The Master? 
‘You would know him as Koschei. An old friend of  yours, Doctor.’ 
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The Doctor remembered the future Koschei from the borrowed 
memories; feral and quite insane. It still puzzled him that Koschei 
would become such a thing. And why take on a title like ‘the Master’?  

Oh, wait, another image. What’s this then? 
He is back in the woods; the future Koschei, the Master, was 

attacking two UNIT soldiers outside the TARDIS. And there on the 
ground… 

‘That is also you, Doctor. In your third incarnation. One that lasted 
less than a day.’ 

The Doctor knew all this, of  course, but to hear it brought home 
the reality. A day; that was not long, even for him. 

‘No, and there lies the problem. And why the White Guardian sent 
you to us. We are the gods of  this reality, Doctor. 

‘We are taking the place once occupied by the Time Lords; called 
into being as one entity, it split itself  into many and various minor 
entities, living under this facade of  relative normality. We were called 
into existence by the planar shift created by the Master. As time drifts 
backwards so the Time Lords as you know them will be wiped out of  
existence. Except for you and Koschei; caught in the eye of  the 
temporal storm, as it were.’ 

And this was because of  the Master? I mean, Koschei. 
‘No, Doctor. The Koschei you know still exists in this universe. He 

has not been totally perverted by the dark path. Almost, but we are 
preventing that even as we communicate here. No, the Master is so 
far removed from Koschei. He has been through all his regenerations, 
stolen other lives, too.’ 

In his own subconscious mind the Doctor nodded his 
subconscious head. Answers at last. So, what happened? 

It was not only the Doctor who was learning a few facts about his 
own life. Brad, too, was involved in a bizarre version of  This Was You 
Life. 

Brad just stared at the Faceless One for a few moments, his body 
feeling very limp and useless. 

‘Dead?’ 
This particular bit of  information was a little hard to digest. But 

then it would be, wouldn’t it? Being told that you are supposed to be 
dead. A sobering thought, stoned or not. 

‘That’s bullshit! Look, I am here now. So I am obviously not dead, 
dude.’ 

The Faceless One remained sitting but motioned Brad over with 
his big hands. Brad refused to move. ‘Bradley, you were supposed to 
have died when your car crashed. You were never meant to meet the 
Doctor, either.’ 
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‘So these past four months have been one long lie?’ 
‘Yes, if  you want to put it that way.’ 
‘Crap!’ Brad yelled. ‘I’m sorry, but no. The last four months have 

been tough, and, man, they’ve taught me so much. But they’ve been 
real.’ 

The Faceless One shook his head. ‘Actually, no, they haven’t.’ He 
motioned for Brad again. ‘Come here, and I will show you.’ 

Brad took a deep breath. He was stoned, so why not take a trip, 
too? Perhaps he’d wake up after and find himself  still lying on the 
bed in the kilt, the new Muse CD starting all over. Space dementia, 
right? Check. Okay, I’ll bite, he decided, and walked over to the 
Faceless One. 

The Master bumped into the tool shed and hit the ground with a 
rough slam! He looked up. That figure was coming closer. The closer 
it got, the more the Master was feeling the pain inside. 

He struggled to his feet and ran past the shed. There, in front of  
him, was a building. He ran straight into it and came to a stop. Lying 
on the floor before him was body he knew. Or not. The pain began 
to grow and the Master gripped his stomach. 

‘Argh!’ 
The door flew open behind him and the mannequin glided into the 

room. The Master turned to face the creature. ‘Leave! I am the 
Master of  this reality, and I command you to leave!’ 

‘I hate to be contrary, but you’re not.’ 
The Master span around. The previously unconscious man was 

awake. Now he came to think of  it, the Master didn’t know the body 
so much as the essence within it. ‘Who are you?’ 

Everything seemed to come to a stop within the room. The 
creature stood at the doorway, silently clapping its hands. ‘Tick tock,’ 
it whispered, and glanced over the Master’s shoulder. 

‘Your actions did indeed precipitate the planer shift, but you are 
not the master this reality. No one is. It is like a child let loose in a 
toyshop. A child with no discipline at all. Destroying everything in its 
path.’ The man smiled. ‘Incidentally, I do believe Koschei wants a 
word.’ 

The Master snarled. ‘Koschei! That name means nothing to me 
now!’ 

‘You are my future?’ came another voice from the man. The man 
shook his head. ‘No, he is what you would have become, had he not 
inadvertently destabilised reality.’ 

A screeching came from behind the Master, but before he could 
turn to see what it was, the creature was on him. The Master’s body 
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warped under the pressure, as the grotesque creature fed on the 
temporal paradox that was he. 

In those last moments countless thoughts ran through the mind of  
the Master, but one thought stayed with right him until the end.  

The Doctor is out there! I must kill him! 

‘Oh dear.’ 
The images stopped and the Doctor blinked. He was back in the 

garden with the Moderators. They all looked quite disturbed by 
something. 

‘What is it?’ 
The Scholar stepped towards the Doctor, while the Senior 

Goddess went off  in the opposite direction. ‘How do I put this? The 
Master is dead.’ 

‘Ah.’ The Doctor knew he ought to feel sad about that, since the 
Master had once been his old friend Koschei, but for some reason he 
felt nothing. After all, really, he never knew this Master, and never 
would. ‘And that is a problem?’ 

The Scholar nodded. ‘Very. We were going to direct you to him, so 
that you could restore reality and continue on the path destiny had 
planned for you.’ He looked back at the Bloke and the Goddess of  
Dreamers. They nodded. ‘But, now we cannot do that, Doctor.’ 

‘You mean this false universe will continue on? Destroying every 
last bit of  the real universe? Even Gallifrey itself ?’ 

‘Yes, Doctor. That is it exactly.’ 
‘Then I should return to Gallifrey, warn the Time Lords? Together 

perhaps you can work something out. After all, on a quantum level 
you are essentially the same people.’ 

The Scholar considered this. ‘It seems unlikely you would find 
Gallifrey in time. It’s out there, but even we cannot locate it. There 
seems little hope of  stopping the planar shift now; this will be the 
default reality.’ 

The Senior Goddess returned and took over from the Scholar. 
‘There is another way.’ 

‘Oh dear.’ 
Brad opened his eyes. The Faceless One still had one of  his big 

hands around Brad’s head, but the tone of  his voice did not 
encourage Brad one bit. 

‘What is it?’ he asked in a whisper. 
The Faceless One removed his hand, and turned away. ‘Your future 

is very dark indeed, Brad. You are beyond help.’ 
Brad shook his head. ‘Excuse me? I am supposed to be dead, and 

now my future is very dark?’ 
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‘Yes. If  you had died, then none of  this…’ The Faceless One 
shook his head and got to his feet. 

‘None of  this what? Hey, man, come on!’ Brad stood up. ‘I don’t 
get it.’ 

‘Of  course, now I understand.’ For the first time in forever, the 
Faceless One walked away. He turned his featureless head towards 
Brad. ‘You will, Bradley. You will, like I, understand. Completely.’ 
And, leaving those ominous words hanging in the air, he faded away 
into the shadows. 

The Boss looked down at the interstitial vortex left over from the 
Master’s remains. The Dommervoy had gone, as the Boss knew it 
would be. There was no way it could exist for long on Forum. No 
more than matter could exist with anti-matter. 

‘Time to set you free, Koschei. Go and live your life to its fullest. 
And don’t let it become what you saw just now.’ 

‘As a bodiless entity? You forget, I am a Time Lord, not one of  the 
Millennium People, I require form to express my will.’ 

The Boss shrugged. ‘We both know that is not strictly true. But 
don’t worry, when the planar shift hit this World I shunted your body 
somewhere safe,’ he said, ‘and once you have found your place, your 
body will be returned, too. All new, rejuvenated…’ 

‘Regenerated, you mean.’ 
The Boss shook his head. ‘No, a fresh start requires a fresh body. 

A whole new life cycle; you’ll be as young as you were when you and 
the Doctor played in the Medusa Cascade. All the potential sins gone; 
it will be like your past never was. Now go, make good.’ 

‘I will.’ 
The Boss knelt down and placed his hand into the vortex. The 

vortex bubbled around his hand, and the essence that was Koschei 
melted into it. 

‘Farewell.’ The Boss waited for the vortex to fade from existence. 
‘Make your future what you will,’ he whispered to the now departed 
Koschei. 

Sometime later the Moderators escorted the Doctor to the TARDIS. 
They found Brad waiting there. The Doctor did not fail to notice 
Brad’s dark look. The young man was obviously very distracted by 
something nasty; nasty enough to overcome the effects of  the 
cannabis the Doctor was not supposed to know about. Looks like he 
could do with some good news, then, the Doctor thought with a 
smile. 

‘Bradley, you will be glad to know that I have discovered why we 
exist. And I know how to solve it.’ He brandished the black rod he 
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was holding. ‘The Millennium People have given me this tracker. It 
will locate the paradoxes, until we find the key one that will restore 
everything.’ 

Brad nodded. ‘Nice. Mind if  I just go inside now?’ 
The Doctor frowned. ‘Um. Sure.’ He opened the door and Brad 

entered the TARDIS. 
The Doctor watched the open door for a while then turned to the 

Moderators. ‘Going to wish me luck?’ 
The Bloke stepped forward. ‘Why bother, Doctor? Luck ain’t what 

you need. But we will be watching, and will do what we can to guide 
you.’ 

The Doctor nodded. ‘Sounds good to me.’ He looked around. 
‘Well, um… goodbye, then.’ 

Once the flashing light on top of  the Police Box was barely a 
glimmer, the Moderators looked at each other.  

‘What do you mean the Faceless One has gone missing?’ they 
asked out loud. 

* 
The Doctor watched the time rotor rise and fall, secretly looking at 
Brad out of  the corner of  his eye. Something was bothering his 
friend, but he didn’t know what. 

‘Want to talk about it?’ he tried. 
Brad looked up, and the Doctor almost stepped back at the 

darkness he saw on Brad’s face. A second later is was gone. ‘No,’ Brad 
said. ‘Not really, Doc. So, what’s this mission?’ 
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Chapter Eleven 
‘Cutting the Threads’ by Niall Turner 

Brad looked at himself  in the glass. All around him the pizzazz, the joi 
de vivre, the sheer, unremitting tackiness of  the Univision Song 
Contest went on unabated. First shot had been good. Second had 
seemed a great idea. Third had been too much too fast and he’d felt 
suddenly hot. Plus sick. Which was nice. Fourth. Whoa, the fourth… 
He found himself  loving everyone in a strangely detached manner. 
Even the Doctor. Good old Doctor, blending in seamlessly with the 
fabulously popular Sapphire Bar and its array of  trans-temporal 
drinks – speciality, a personal cocktail for any birth date. Also good 
on screwing you up, really screwing you up. 

Brad blinked at the stage, where a naked blue-skinned man was 
introducing the entrant from Alpha Centauri, whilst somehow 
managing to cover his modesty with the microphone stand and a 
clipboard. 

‘Bradley!’ The Doctor was furiously polishing a glass at the bar 
while serving several customers at the same time. 

Brad made his way over. ‘What gives?’ he asked, trying not to 
sound hostile and wondering why he was bothering. The green was all 
gone, so he had to suck up his irritation with the Doctor for now, 
until he figured out what he wanted to do about everything. 

The Doctor leant forward conspiratorially. ‘This isn’t the place.’ 
‘No way,’ said Brad, managing to sound half  serious – he was so 

buzzed. Alcohol was a poor substitute for cannabis, but it was a start. 
‘Yes indeed,’ the Doctor confirmed, handing a tipsy Thal an IOU 

and a ball of  string. He grinned at the befuddled customer, pressing 
the string into his hand. ‘It’ll come in useful, believe me.’ He turned 
back to Brad. ‘At first I thought Alpha Centauri winning five years 
running had to be anomalous but I was wrong.’ 

‘Are you sure?’ Brad asked, shuddering at the music now coming 
from the stage. 

‘Oh yes. With the Rim Galaxies being voted out it’s just tactical 
voting from Mars and the Megallin Proletariat.’ He paused. ‘Silly of  
me, really. Anyway,’ he waved the tracker under Brad’s nose, ‘we 
should be going.’ 

Seconds later the fabulous Sapphire Bar and its esoteric array of  
drinks faded from view with an asthmatic trumpeting that went 
unnoticed as the audience of  the 5659 Univision Song Contest 
showed its unanimous appreciation for the entry from Alpha 
Centauri. 
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The smell of  death was in the air. Gas and poison and fear. Human 
bodies and machine creatures alike lay twisted and unmoving. The 
warehouse was dark, cold and still. With a subdued trumpeting a pair 
of  faded blue doors appeared on a far wall. 

Brad looked at the scanner as the Doctor operated controls. Bricks 
and mortar. He frowned, looking closer. Plus bodies. Lots of  bodies. 
‘Nice,’ he said with distaste. 

The Doctor looked up. ‘Feeling a little out of  sorts?’ 
‘Well you should know,’ Brad offered as a retort, thinking about the 

revelations a month earlier. 
‘Bradley,’ the Doctor wagged a finger, ‘you can’t go holding me 

responsible for your drinking habits.’ 
‘I don’t hold anyone responsible for my drinking habits,’ said Brad, 

belching loudly. ‘I drink, therefore I am.’ 
‘Bradley, Bradley.’ The Doctor was looking concerned. ‘Why so 

sad?’ 
Brad couldn’t believe he’d just asked him that. Was the Time Lord 

being deliberately stupid? The moment was gone anyway. 
The Doctor seemed to have noticed the huge Hawaiian shirt he 

was wearing for the first time. ‘Why am I wearing this?’ 
‘You won it on a scratch card at the Univision,’ said Brad. ‘You 

remember, when we were high on the sheer crushing pointlessness of  
existence?’ 

‘We were?’ The Doctor blinked at him. 
‘Something like that,’ said Brad. ‘Well… me, anyway.’ 
The Doctor laughed abruptly, a vital, healthy sound. ‘Life may be 

pointless but it is never meaningless!’ He nodded to himself  in 
appreciation. ‘Yes, I think so, very much indeed.’ 

Brad pouted at him. I’m trying to tell you something here, Doc, he 
thought, and you’re really not getting it. He frowned. Or not wanting to get it. 
Deliberately? 

‘Hello, who are they?’ 
Brad looked at the scanner. Two figures had appeared on the 

screen. He pulled a face. ‘Don’t fancy them much. They look 
psychotic.’ 

‘Yes,’ said the Doctor, operating controls again. ‘Let’s eavesdrop a 
little shall we?’ 

Unfamiliar voices filled the console room. 

The two men outside were arguing. The first, who was taller, had 
unkempt blond hair and a long scar running down his face over his 
right eye. He was dressed in combat fatigues and carried a lethal 
looking gun. The second was younger, his black hair cropped into a 
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severe crew cut. Like the first he was dressed in combat fatigues 
although his were black as opposed to blond’s khaki. 

The younger man frowned glumly. ‘So everyone’s dead again?’ 
‘Yes, Adric,’ his companion sighed. ‘Everyone is, as you so rightly 

say, dead again.’ 
‘Not me,’ said an unfamiliar voice. A dark haired stranger was 

levelling a gun at them. The blond man loosed off  a shot without 
even turning. The stranger’s head disappeared and the body fell 
backwards with a dull thud. 

‘You are now,’ said the blond man. 
‘Lytton,’ said Adric. ‘I forgot about him.’ 
‘He wasn’t particularly memorable,’ muttered his companion. 
‘Doctor,’ Adric looked up at him seriously. ‘Why does it always end 

this way?’ He paused, frowning. ‘I know the Mara taking possession 
of  you on Deva Loka hasn’t helped but…’ 

The Doctor’s eyes briefly glowed an incandescent red. He gave 
Adric a haunted look. ‘There was no other way. There’s never another 
way.’ 

Adric ploughed on regardless. ‘I know, but when Nyssa died you 
said…’ 

The Doctor’s voice was a strangled shriek. ‘I don’t wish to discuss 
Nyssa!’ 

Adric realised the Time Lord was pointing the gun at him. ‘Oh, 
fine. Why not kill me as well?’ 

The Doctor just stared at him, white-faced with anger. 

The silence in the console room was deafening. Brad had heard of  
pregnant pauses but this one was birthing octuplets at the very least. 
Somewhere he located his voice. 

‘It’s you,’ he heard himself  say quietly. 
‘It’s… me?’ said the Doctor, as though waking from a dream. He 

turned slowly. Brad didn’t think he’d ever seen the Doctor look quite 
so upset. The big man was now trembling with anger. ‘That is not 
me!’ He stepped towards Brad, repeating himself. ‘That isn’t me!’ 

Brad found himself  being lifted by the lapels and pressed back 
against one of  the roundelled walls. The Doctor was phenomenally 
strong. He couldn’t move to resist. 

The Doctor was shouting. ‘When I find whoever is responsible for 
this…!’ 

‘You’ll what?’ Brad raised his eyes to the scanner. ‘You sure that 
isn’t you?’ 

The Doctor’s mouth closed abruptly. He relaxed his grip and Brad 
slumped to the floor, heart pounding. The Doctor looked as though 
he’d been slapped. 
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‘Anyway, you know who is responsible for all this. The Master, you 
said. Dead now, of  course,’ Brad added, feeling relieved to have his 
feet back on the floor. If  these two Doctors were alike, he may need 
to make a quick getaway! 

‘Something’s wrong.’ The Doctor’s tone was hollow. ‘Something’s 
very wrong.’ 

No shit, Sherlock, thought Brad. Thing was, he thought he could 
begin to see how the picture needed changing. And this wasn’t fine 
detail. Oh no. This was in the broad stroke. New canvas, even. 
Replace Hieronymus Bosch with Norman Rockwell. He laughed 
painfully to himself. 

The Doctor looked down at him, eyes narrowing. 

Silence reigned once more in the warehouse. The Doctor slowly 
lowered the gun. ‘Something’s wrong.’ He looked about himself. 
‘Something’s very wrong.’ 

‘What?’ Adric looked alarmed and crouched by Lytton’s body. He 
stood up with the corpse’s gun and ammunition in hand. ‘More 
Daleks?’ 

‘Perhaps.’ The Doctor was scanning the shadows at the far end of  
the warehouse. ‘Those doors weren’t there before.’ 

‘I’m not sure.’ Adric was looking towards the stairs. Something 
seemed to move in the shadows. 

In the TARDIS, the tracker was going crazy, bleeping furiously to 
itself. The Doctor stared in fascination. 

Brad nodded at the scanner. ‘They’ve noticed us. Blond psycho 
Doctor is coming over.’ 

‘Good,’ said the Doctor. ‘I’ve got some things to say to myself.’ He 
operated the door controls. 

Adric bumped into the Doctor as two unfamiliar figures stepped out 
from behind the blue doors. One was bearded and heavily built, clad 
in a garish shirt. The other was slighter and more thoughtful-looking. 
He wore a black leather jacket over his casual attire. 

‘I could have hoped to meet myself  in happier circumstances,’ said 
the Doctor. Adric stared in amazement. 

The black leather guy gave an ironic wave. ‘Hey! How’s your non-
existence?’ 

‘My what?’ Adric stepped back as the bigger man advanced on the 
Doctor. He didn’t look in a good mood. 

‘Put that… that thing down!’ the bearded man bellowed. He 
knocked the Doctor’s gun flying to the far corner of  the warehouse. 
The big man was nose-to-nose with his counterpart, daring him to 
speak. 
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‘There’s no other way,’ said the Doctor, quietly, tiredly. He turned 
away. 

‘There’s always another way. Our choices make all kinds of  
futures,’ said the strange man to the freshly-turned back. 

‘Doctor, what’s happening?’ began Adric. 
‘I’m happening,’ said the Doctor with a tired nod to the big man. 

‘Seems I can’t leave myself  well enough alone.’ 
‘What happened to you? What choice did you make to become like 

this?’ The bearded stranger’s voice was a horrified whisper. 

In a darkened corner of  the warehouse, two forms appeared to pull 
themselves from out of  the shadows. And waited. 

Brad had been watching the exchange with interest. There was a 
subdued energy to this other Doctor, a dangerous undercurrent that 
his Doctor didn’t seem to have picked up on. Which was good. 
Maybe this Doctor would erase his other self  from the picture. And 
then Brad would be free from this quest, this predicted very dark 
future… 

Before the other Doctor could reply there was an alarmed shout 
from his young companion – Eric, or whatever he was called. 

‘Doctor! Daleks!’ These were his last words. A coruscating beam 
of  black/white light hit him full on. He twisted, screamed and 
dropped. Brad stared. 

A trio of  malignant five-foot metallic salt-shakers appeared to have 
materialised out of  thin air. One was gun-metal black, the others a 
dull grey. Acting on instinct, Brad ran for the stairs. Behind him he 
heard one of  the salt-shakers speak. 

‘Doctor!’ It paused, looking between the two. ‘Doctors! You are to 
be exterminated!’ 

There was a deafening explosion. Blond mercenary Doc had 
obviously got another gun. Brad turned and stumbled over a 
uniformed body, hideously burned. 

Harsh metallic cries echoed in the air. ‘Exterminate! Exterminate!’ 
Two further explosions followed. Brad struggled to his feet and 

abruptly backed away from the hideous, bone-thin figures hovering 
above him. As one they seemed to clap mantis hands in glee, black 
eyes shining maliciously. 

‘Tick,’ they mouthed, a soundless chorus, ‘tock.’ 
‘Tick,’ said Brad, ‘tock!’ 
His head felt like it was going to burst. 

The blond Doctor was holding a badly wounded arm, the destroyed 
remains of  his secondary gun lying on the floor before him. The 
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bearded Doctor was looking quickly from the Black Dalek to its 
remaining trooper. 

‘You idiot,’ said the blond Doctor, grimacing in pain. ‘You’ve killed 
us as well as Adric! Well done!’ He looked longingly at the gun his 
other self  had tossed away. 

The bearded Doctor shook his head. ‘This isn’t the way.’ 
‘Death is the only constant!’ chorused the Daleks. 
The bearded Doctor gaped. ‘Philosophical Daleks? Well, I’ll be…!’ 
The blond Doctor rolled his eyes. ‘So we can die happy now, eh?’ 

He faced the Daleks. ‘You’re not from the station. Where are you 
from?’ 

‘We are from a future interface of  the time corridor,’ grated the 
Black Dalek. ‘Your actions endanger the web of  time.’ The gun-sticks 
of  the Daleks wavered between the two Time Lords, unsure which 
one was responsible for the flux in time. ‘The future is no longer 
certain. You must be exterminated!’ 

‘Movement!’ The other Dalek swivelled abruptly, gun stick training 
on the area by the stairs.  

Brad was swaying from side to side, figures that seemed to be 
almost one with the shadows surrounding him. 

‘Bradley?’ The bearded Doctor took the tracker from his pocket 
and stared in fascination. 

‘Exterminate!’ ordered the Black Dalek. 
‘Brad!’ the Doctor shouted a warning. 
It was too late. 
Deadly radiation spat towards Brad; stopping inches in front of  

him, before rebounding back at the Daleks. Reality seemed to 
shimmer. The Daleks imploded and vanished. 

Slowly the two Doctors crossed the warehouse floor to where Brad 
had toppled over. There was no sign of  the other creatures now and 
the bearded Doctor’s tracking device had fallen stubbornly silent. 
Together they stared down at the unconscious Brad. 

‘Friend of  yours?’ asked the blond Doctor. 
‘Travelling companion,’ said the bearded Doctor.  
The blond Doctor frowned. ‘Interesting company you keep,’ he 

said, walking away to pick up his gun, glancing at the shattered 
remains of  the Daleks. 

‘What?’ The bearded Doctor stared. Brad’s unconscious form 
seemed to be fading then growing stronger again. At one point he 
was near translucent, the next, solid flesh again. ‘Oh, Bradley.’ He 
sighed heavily. ‘This isn’t right.’ 

‘Tell me about it,’ said the blond Doctor, looking at the gun in his 
hand. ‘Right hasn’t been on the agenda for a long time.’ 
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‘You can change that,’ said his other self. He indicated the stairs. 
‘There’s something I want you to see.’ 

At the turn of  the stairs, they stopped together and stared. There was 
nowhere else to go. Slowly, the stairwell was eroding to void, white 
substanceless and all encompassing. 

‘How can you show me this?’ asked the blond Doctor. A look 
passed between them. 

‘I have seen all kinds of  futures, and this one you’re living…’ 
‘Oh,’ the blond Doctor said, realisation smacking him full in the 

face. ‘You have got problems.’ He headed slowly back up the 
remaining stairs, before they disappeared. In the warehouse he turned 
to face the bearded Doctor. ‘Thank you.’ 

‘There’s always another way,’ said the big man quietly. He turned to 
the still unconscious Brad and hefted him over his shoulder in a 
fireman’s lift. 

‘What will you do?’ asked the blond Doctor. 
‘What we always do.’ The Doctor grinned. ‘Find a way. You could 

come with me, perhaps together we can fix…’ 
The blond Doctor shook his head. ‘No, I’ll find my own way.’ He 

smiled. ‘No surrender, right?’ 
‘No surrender.’ They shook hands. 
The blond Doctor didn’t look as his other self  carried Brad back 

to his TARDIS. He heard the soft hum as the doors closed then 
looked from the gun in his hand to the creeping void now spreading 
into the warehouse. 

He could easily make it back to his own TARDIS but somehow 
that just wasn’t an option. He understood now that his reality was 
false, just a passing thought in the influx of  possibilities. 

He crossed to where Adric lay and stood astride the body. A 
strange sense of  déjà vu seemed to turn within him. Slowly he raised 
the gun to his temple. As though realising his intention, figures began 
to form from the void. The blond Doctor smiled and shook his head. 

‘Oh no. Not this time. This time it’s going to be different,’ he said 
in a voice that at once was and was not his own. 

And pulled the trigger onto all kinds of  futures. 

The Doctor was silent as the scanner screen slowly closed. There was 
only void out there now. 

‘All kinds of  futures,’ he said to himself  quietly. ‘Yes, yes…’ A 
thought struck him and he left the console room in a rush. 

Half  a minute passed. Brad lay still on the floor. Abruptly he opened 
his eyes and sat up. 
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‘Oh no, Doc,’ he said with a grim smile. ‘Only one future that I can 
see.’ He breathed deeply, conscious of  a new power within him. His 
gaze travelled over the control panel, noting his featureless silhouette 
reflected in the time rotor, and coming to rest on the coordinate 
settings. He pressed one button, reset another. Portland, that was the 
place this all started for him. Time to head home. 

He had never operated the console before, but somehow, 
intrinsically, he just knew what to do. And, furthermore, he knew 
exactly where the main build up of  paradoxes were. 

Dark future be damned. He was tired of  all this hopping about the 
place; it was time to face this shit head on. Not just for him, but for 
the Doctor. The big man had been running too long, playing the fool; 
no more. Brad had been given a glimpse of  what the Doctor could 
be, and there was no way he intended to stick around if  that 
happened. 

‘Bradley!’ The Doctor was back, grinning an irrepressible bulldog 
grin. ‘You’re awake!’ He was carrying a tray laden with tea caddy and 
various other items. ‘Tea!’ he emphasised. ‘Very good for the brain – 
unclogs the synapses!’ He grinned his expectant grin. 

It would be just heartbreaking to see that grin wiped away forever, thought 
Brad, irritated as ever by the Doctor’s apparent disregard for the 
seriousness of  what they’d just experienced outside the TARDIS. 

‘Sure Doc,’ he said with a smile. ‘Tea would be great.’ 
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Chapter Twelve 
‘The Convocation’ by Christoph Lopez 

It was pretty cold the day Tobias was first responsible for closing up 
and securing the light fixture shop, Lux Veritas. It was a very 
expensive establishment in a chic little avenue in northwest Portland. 
Tobias had worked his way up from sales representative to assistant 
manager. It was a decent way to pay the bills. 

Ever since the band dissolved almost a year earlier, Tobias had 
wondered where, just exactly, he was taking his life. Bad choice of  
words, he commented to himself  as he thought about it yet again. His 
mind tended much more towards the active shying away from morbid 
thoughts. Death freaked him out. He felt he could never aptly explain 
how much it freaked him out. Another thing to make him feel guilty 
for not going to Jacen’s funeral. 

Tobias shut out all but the very front display lights, switched off  
the winking lime-green parlour pyramids, the delicate little vertical 
halogen track lights and the retro lava lamps. 

He locked the front and rear exits, or he thought he did, at least. 
He neglected to switch off  the circuit box, as per safety and 
conservation procedures given in his manual. 

As if  on purpose, at exactly the same moment that Tobias was out 
of  earshot of  the store, a great wheezing sound rent the confined 
hush of  the store’s small basement.  

‘It’s pretty cold out here, Doc.’ Brad had just stepped out of  the 
TARDIS. ‘Do you mind if  I make a glove run?’ he asked. 

‘Hold up, Bradley. We just need to take a general look around, no 
time like the present. And I beat you again at cribbage,’ the Doctor 
reminded his companion. ‘Looks like we’re in a commercial sort of  a 
basement. Lots of  ah, erm, packing cartons. Light fixtures and 
shades.’ He crossed over the cramped space and read from a bill of  
lading taped to a nearby box. ‘Lux Veritas. Oh, Bradley, I think we’re 
in Portland again.’ He sounded increasingly frustrated with each word 
he spoke. He gave Brad a suspicious look, which was duly ignored. ‘I 
didn’t think that I was still that poor a hand at steering the old girl.’ 
He looked over his shoulder at the large blue cardboard box behind 
them. 

Brad was wearing a black suede jacket over his Current 93 T-shirt. 
He fumbled to button it up against the chill of  the room. He felt 
warm inside, however, a small triumph that he had finally done 
something to direct his affairs. All right, back home. Maybe he could get 
things back together again, flying in the face of  paradox. The Doctor 
could figure out a way to take care of  his own business alone. 
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‘He is not the Opener of  the Way. He is the Spirit of  the Empty 
House. Unless he beats the bounds, this is no concern of  mine. I 
refuse.’ The voice flatly echoed against the walls as stone scraping 
slowly across stone. 

‘We cannot wait any longer,’ argued a tightly pinched and sinuous 
voice, which emanated from the red-robed figure in the corner. 

‘We must push this opportunity to open still other conduits to the 
higher dimensions.’ Though it was but one slender figure, it spoke 
with the voice of  a murmuring and susurrating crowd. 

‘I will not interfere unless my demesne is disturbed. Only then will 
I act,’ sighed the first speaker. This was the Terminus. His form was 
coloured a dusty grey. The Terminus was also masked in a way 
reminiscent of  an exaggerated Grecian theatre mask. He sat in a sort 
of  Lotus asana, cross-legged posture. 

At this juncture, a third voice spoke up. 
‘I, the Stark, see that further along the interstitial thread, you will 

participate. Perhaps when you see the ascension of  the Aesthetic you 
will agree again. Let us prepare, Bizarre.’ This voice belonged to a 
very tall and exceedingly thin figure draped in an indistinct, shapeless 
ensemble of  raiment. If  one were asked to remember exactly what 
type of  clothing the Stark wore, one would not be able to recall. At 
all. The Stark presented a blank white icon of  a mask 

The luminescent chamber where the Dommervoy Loci had 
convened fell dark once more as the living Horror of  Paradoxes 
withdrew back to the separate aspects of  the principles they 
represented. 

Tobias had just parked and locked up his car when he heard the 
skittering, skipping sound behind him. Sort of  like a… one of  those kid’s 
bouncing toys or something, he thought. It was so hard to think clearly as 
it was, especially after Tobias’ obligatory after work joint. Got to stop 
doing that so often, he chided himself  mildly. 

Slippery, vinyl fingers came down and lightly rested on the ex-
musician-turned-retail-manager’s head. The thin mouth-line of  the 
faceless owner of  the fingers seemed to vibrate and twitch, in a way 
that reminded Tobias of  one of  those briefly glimpsed things from 
that movie Jacob’s Ladder. Tobias’ consciousness abruptly was shaken 
apart as he was swept under the carpet of  reality forever. 

It was at the moment of  death that two of  the three newly awakened 
Dommervoy Loci were passing the car park near Tobias’ residence. 
The Stark and the Bizarre were on their way to extract more of  the 
powerful energies of  paradox that still lingered in Portland after the 
‘deletion’ previously engaged by the lesser Dommervoy. A strange 
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resonance passed between the Dommervoy Loci, atavistic concepts 
in humanoid form, and the needle-featured mannequin shapes that 
represented the Dommervoy: a resonance of  paradox and the 
subsurgence of  natural and synthetic compounds, vying for reaction. 

Nearby, sitting unseen, a homeless man who had a clear view of  
the scene, suddenly found himself  completely and literally blind. 

‘It would be so much easier to confine him if  Terminus had 
helped, don’t you think so, Stark? … Stark? Are you listening to me?’ 
The Bizarre was hover-walking in his red-robed, masked guise 
through a mobile hallucinatory landscape of  white plaster of  Paris 
with what looked like vaguely humanoid lumpy projections out of  the 
ground. 

The Bizarre’s form flickered off  its perceptual-motivationally-
induced effect over to another setting and continued his march with 
the Stark. The source of  the paradox and the power that was 
somehow modulating it had to be located and capitalised upon so 
that the Dommervoy Loci could breach their way to further the 
continuum forevermore. 

The two moved with celerity through the contracted 
neighbourhoods. In one misty and frosty avenue, all the dogs began 
to howl and whine in unison. There were some hardy crickets, 
possibly in a terrarium in some kid’s bedroom, which began to alter 
the pitch of  their chirping songs. 

‘I want to go back to a roof  somewhere to look at the clouds,’ 
stated the Stark in its soft, plaintive voice. 

‘Why do you have to swan about like that?’ replied his cohort. 
‘Soon enough we shall have range over the new continuum.’ The 
Bizarre was fond of  stating variations of  that. One was hard pressed 
to get the Stark to speak at all. 

‘So, we’re in Portland again, you say?’ 
‘Yes, Bradley, that is what I say.’ The Doctor was by now becoming 

well aware of  Brad’s increasing tone of  sarcasm. ‘I know that the 
coordinates were not set for Earth!’ he snapped. 

Brad didn’t react or give him the satisfaction of  seeing him flinch. 
He had too much to live for. There was so much to do and it seemed 
that there was little time to do it in. 

‘Since we’re here, I’m going on my own again. If  you don’t mind.’ 
By act of  will, Brad kept a stammer out of  his words. ‘I want to see 
what’s left. I want to rest for a while. I’ll meet back up with you.’ 

By the posture of  his shoulders and the small lines here and there 
on his face, the Doctor could tell that the young human was in a state 
of  extreme agitation. The Doctor was well aware that sometimes 
everyone had their own demons to deal with. He could not let Brad 
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go for long, the young man was too important to the solution, but 
Brad did need his space. ‘Very well… But let’s find a place to meet up 
again – a restaurant or a café. A bar, perhaps.’ 

They walked down what apparently was North West Glisan Street. 
The air was frigid and humid. The sidewalks were a bit on the 
slippery side. 

‘I remember this neighbourhood, Bradley. From the time when we 
first met. Would you be surprised to know that I rather thought that 
there would be nothing left of  the place?’ The Doctor managed a 
surprisingly embarrassed shrug and something of  a sheepish grin in 
his broad bearded countenance. 

‘Well, technically, there wasn’t, was there? Since that was a temporal 
construct of  Portland.’ 

The Doctor eyed Brad suspiciously, then beamed his most beatific 
smile. ‘Quite right, Bradley! Formed from the real Portland initially, 
and leaving behind in its wake…’ 

‘Something’s wrong anyhow,’ Brad said, interrupting the Doctor, 
and pointed. ‘See, look over there. To the east. There’s supposed to 
be a river and about a half  dozen bridges.’ 

They paused for a couple of  espressos at a corner café to mull 
things over and to try to finalise their acquaintance, if  that is what it 
was to come down to. 

The Doctor stroked his beard and dealt himself  two cards. Jack of  
Diamonds and Jack of  Spades. He became distracted, but noticed in 
time that the last card he had just dealt himself  for this session of  
Solitaire had been the King of  Hearts. He wondered, also, about the 
India ink stain on it. A marred deck of  cards wasn’t conducive to the 
art of  the play, he reflected. 

‘I’m so sorry, Bradley. I’m sorry that your time with me hasn’t been 
pleasant,’ the Doctor muttered in the most subdued tone he had so 
far used in his present body. 

‘Yeah, well… maybe, I think… uh. Hold on, let me steady my 
mind here.’ Brad just found it just plain difficult at times to word 
things, especially since his frame of  reference had changed 
astronomically. 

The Terminus slowly revolved in place as he levitated. He had not 
shifted in the slightest since the others had left his chamber beneath 
the recently spatial-temporally-truncated city. 

‘To everything there is a limit. To everything there is the potential 
to go beyond. The balance will be maintained,’ the Terminus said to 
no one in particular. His stony and theatrical features flickered in the 
light he had allowed to filter in his space. It was a personal 
embodiment, a pocket dimension directly adjacent to that of  the 
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basement. The Terminus made the lights in the fixture store switch 
on again. A cold white flare lamp shone down on the TARDIS’ 
battered oblong silhouette. Upstairs on the sales floor, lights of  every 
imaginable type of  lighting appurtenance blinked and flickered into 
life. It would have been quite disorienting to anyone who might have 
been there. 

A troop of  Dommervoy jerkily descended from the ceiling, out of  
nowhere it seemed, to converge upon the position of  the Terminus. 
As much as they tried, they could not delete the Terminus. For an 
equally enigmatic reason, the Terminus made no reaction to this 
incursion. 

The only response was a deepening in the throbbing pulse of  
nearly imperceptible anti-energy. Pure paradox flowing through an 
invisible vein or thread of  potential reality. In each major junction of  
any given continuum, such threads formed the weave of  relative 
dimensions, further cracking the realities of  possible futures. 

The Spirits of  the Empty House, as the dummy creatures were 
often called by the Loci, gave up their assault but found they could 
not withdraw back upon their invisible threads. They vanished. 

A dim spark flashed behind the eyes in the mask of  the Terminus. 
The bounds had been beat on Christmas Eve. 

‘I just need to clear my mind.’ Brad stopped and clutched his head. 
Pain. For a moment, he couldn’t see and his muscles all tightened in 
unison. 

The Doctor jumped from his seat. The younger man made a small, 
agonised sound in his throat as he pulled on his tangled hair, as if  to 
let the unexpected visit of  pain out. 

Just as suddenly, it stopped. Brad looked totally dizzy. ‘I need to 
pass out.’ And he did, face first into a plate of biscotti. 

Just for a moment, Brad was aware of  a vast steel-grey plain. The 
sheer sensation of  other engulfed him. It was a thing also 
intermingled with a kind of  kinship. In this surprising mind’s eye, he 
became also aware of  an icon or a kind of  stylised face regarding him 
from within the conceptual tableaux confronting him. 

An explosion of  light replaced the image. Light that was seemingly 
braided and flowing outward of  many brightly coloured holes. Like 
laces being undone almost, Brad’s reeling mind remarked. 

‘Bradley?’ The Doctor’s voice reached out from the miasma. Brad 
could see him peering down at him; his hand on his shoulder was 
firmly shaking him. 

The exact memory was beginning to flee, to compound matters 
further when Brad tried to explain what he saw. The perpetually 
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delirious synth player was spared having to explain after all, as he lost 
the Doctor’s attention just then. 

Overhead, in the dusky sky of  Portland’s winter, a multitude of  
tiny pinpricks lanced across the field of  vision. Like a thousand 
fireworks displays seeming to ignite all at once. 

In a way, the vortex’s visible effect resembled the sharp angles of  a 
vast sky borne crystal growing above the pair. 

Both the Doctor and Brad realised that they were alone. None of  
the hundreds of  people that were in the vicinity could be seen. The 
buildings and other structures seemed to be intact. 

The shuddering that accompanied the brief  but intense 
displacement of  the vortices opening was likely to have been a partial 
deletion of  a time line on the 2nd Scale, the Doctor mused absently 
even as he was coming to a decision. 

‘Are you up for a brisk jog to the TARDIS?’ said the rueful Doctor. 
Turning, he saw that Brad wasn’t there any longer. 

‘We shall range freely, feeding on the sub-natural wherever we want 
to! You know, Stark, it is such a pleasure to work with you!’ gushed 
the red caped pantomime that was the Bizarre. 

The two manifest-destiny obsessed Dommervoy Loci were rapt 
while they focused on the great volume of  power that was coursing 
through the myriad of  lambent gouges which covered the Portland 
sky. 

As usual, while they worked their skills, they did it in their own 
preferred style, hands down. The Dommervoy Loci, as consumers of  
paradox, could exist within personal pocket dimensions, or charged 
conceptual spaces. The terms were many, but the effect amounted to 
having a holographic space to the user’s specifications in an area 
separated from the rest of  the reality that the user was in, without 
having actually left that reality in the first place. 

It had plenty to do with why these particular expressions of  the 
Loci had such an atypical urge to extend their ‘one continuum at a 
time only’ limitations to other ‘real’ universes. 

To anyone looking upon the features that the Stark used to mask 
its secret nature of  equations and intangible qualities, they would see 
something nondescript. A mild countenance regarding a self-
generated landscape of  small grey pebbles. A thin bald man in grey 
coveralls. He looked as if  he could have been simply out for a walk 
along the coast. Perhaps the Stark was that. Maybe in some other 
Island Universe or another ‘turn of  the Wheel’, as plenty of  legend-
cycles might say. 

To anyone regarding the Bizarre in his self-generated landscape, 
they would see nothing but a layer of  masks, one enclosing yet 
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another. The robes were clothing yet other layers. Underneath all the 
semblance of  texture and depth was… nothing. A more rarefied 
specimen was this Bizarre of  the Dommervoy Loci. A quality of  
observation, that’s all. 

The Third party was not there, of  course, on that particular occasion. 
The Terminus made his own Loci, his own Place, deep inside the part 
of  Earth’s reality that was composed of  information. The Terminus 
was not pleased with what his other two parts were doing at that time. 

‘Do you know what it is that you have done?’ rumbled his stony 
tones. 

‘I don’t know what the hell you’re saying,’ interrupted Brad’s more 
growly, yet nasal voice. ‘Could you repeat that please? I can’t 
understand you. Speak up!’ he added. 

From where Brad stood, the Terminus looked no more than a 
great outcropping of  what looked like badly weathered granite. Or 
maybe basalt. No, not stone at all. Its surface slid about itself  like oil 
and the colours… 

The Terminus revealed his true face to Brad, then. Not the 
atavistic icon, which was as mutable as the patterns in dirt, or the 
shapes of  clouds. The direct communication of  the being’s intrinsic 
nature. He showed him the Big Picture. 

This exchange, however, was not of  a warm mentor and pupil 
relationship by any means. It was prickly and fierce, almost like rival 
members of  a canine pack. Confused referential images kept floating 
to Brad’s attention. For a while, he was nothing but the barest 
suggestion of  a presence to himself. A nearly complete state of  
selflessness engulfed him and he did not care for it one bit at all. No 
sir, Bradley Nathaniel DeMars did not like the sound of  what he was 
hearing, so to speak. But he’d think about it later. 

From the perspective of  the Terminus, he found that he could not 
keep Brad in his sight for very long. The man somehow wriggled 
from his grasp. 

Separately, each of  the Dommervoy Loci had re-manifested into their 
physical forms and once again travelled in Portland on foot. 

‘Well?’ asked the Stark. 
The Terminus barely spared the Stark a glance. ‘Soon. He is almost 

ready.’ 

‘Well, I mean, we’ve got to stop them, right?’ asked the very weary 
and leery Bradley DeMars. 

‘Where is all this sudden concern coming from then, hmm?’ asked 
the suspicious Doctor. 
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‘As much as I’d like to cut out of  here and be on my way, I see I 
can’t just do that. See what I’m saying is that my hands are tied, right? 
Those guys out there are ripping it up on the space Astroturf  vortex 
with their personal voids, right? And your job is to make them stop.’ 
Brad had hit upon the Doctor’s main point of  pride with that last bit. 

‘Somehow I get the feeling that when I get to the bottom of  things 
this time, I’m likely to get a larger surprise than what I bargained for.’ 
The Doctor spoke a bit more sharply than he intended but chose to 
let it ride. He cut off  further conversation by busying himself  with 
fine-tuning some of  the scanner controls on the TARDIS main 
console. 

‘How could I have been so blind?’ the Doctor shouted without 
warning. He ran over to an obscure looking observation device of  
some sort, regarded some printed material that was spilling out from 
a port, and looked up gravely. 

‘The vortices that opened up just then have penetrated a nearby 
alternate dimension and there is nothing I can do to stop the breach.’ 
The big man looked completely devastated. ‘The damage is 
irreversible. Only the natural elasticity of  the plenum surrounding the 
breaches, or the regenerative ability of  the universe, will matter now.’ 

‘Time heals all,’ Brad muttered flatly. 
With the flourish only the Doctor’s meaty finger could deliver, the 

scanner screen lit up to reveal the interior of  the basement of  Lux 
Veritas. 

‘So we left and came right back again? Nice work. Think I will take 
a hike after all. I’ll just be grabbing my coat now. Nothing personal, 
you know. I’ll give you a call or something. When I’m back on my 
feet.’ Brad tripped over himself  to get to the handle with the palm-
sized red knob that opened the door. 

* 
The White Guardian sat at ease in his imaginary wicker chair with his 
imaginary drink glass. From where he imagined himself  to be sitting, 
he could see the chaotic trail by which the Dommervoy Loci exited 
Earth’s continuum. 

‘You don’t come back, you hear?’ muttered the white suited White 
Guardian. 

Even the Guardian knew he was being hopeful. Things were 
running away with themselves. 

He settled back into his chair and sipped his drink, thinking of  a 
few more things he’d need to have the Doctor attend to before the 
curtain closed on this particular act. 

A frown creased his head, as he peered briefly into one of  those 
dimensional portals. Within it he saw an army of  silver giants. ‘Oh 
dear,’ he muttered, then out of  the corner of  his mind he saw a band 
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of  humans dressed in combat fatigues. ‘Good, the Doctor will leave 
Earth protected. One day, against his better judgement.’ 

‘Bradley! Wait, will you?’ The Doctor got Brad to pause just long 
enough for him to engage a small toggle switch on the console. ‘I just 
need to turn on the dampening field and flush out something here.’ 

Brad sulked out the doors and into the basement. There was the 
sound of  movement behind him and he spun about only to be met 
by what felt like a sledge hammers blow. 

Back on the ground, but at least this time he could see what was 
coming. It looked like the stony grey guy wasn’t doing so well 
anymore. 

A decently sized gaggle of  Dommervoy, much like the ones he had 
encountered in that London warehouse, was mulling about 
animatedly around the TARDIS, which, Brad noticed, had returned 
to its old police box ‘disguise’. Special emphasis, apparently, was being 
paid attention to the Terminus’ presence. 

‘What do you want from us?’ screamed the scrawny human. 
The Terminus didn’t quite register that as an appropriate question 

and snarled wordlessly. His sense of  balance had been rendered into a 
sorry mess. Now his opportunity, as well, to leave the paradigm was 
lost with the inevitable closure of  the rifts. They would remain open 
for a while yet, on the other hand. 

Instead of  feeling another blind panic rise in his craw, Brad felt a 
blind… something like a full-on berserk explode inside his middle. 
Oh shit, I’m going to have a heart attack, his mind squawked at itself. 
But then his hand found the chainsaw that was lying innocently on a 
nearby workbench. 

He pulled the ripcord and the saw buzzed into life. Noisy, noisy 
life, which had the machine leaping to and fro in Brad’s numb fingers. 
A funny cheese-eating grin consumed his face. 

The Terminus rose up to his full height and looked like he might 
simply fall face-first onto Brad and crush him.  

He was in a near mindless state of  fervour as he struck into the 
corporeal frame of  the Terminus. Sparks flew in every direction, but 
they had odd copper tinges. Then Terminus struck Brad again, who 
squeezed the chainsaw grip tighter and ran up the basement steps and 
into the main sales floor of  Lux Veritas. 

Every light in the house was on. A blazing cacophony of  lighting 
tones, textures, flavours, accents, and modes rendered Lux Veritas 
into an unbearable place for humans and Time Lords alike. 

The Terminus shifted his body, contracted his flesh, and followed 
Brad up the stairs. Some other force was blocking the main array of  
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his abilities. He grabbed the other chainsaw and met his opponent’s 
unspoken challenge. 

Meanwhile, within the TARDIS, the Doctor had done another thing 
he regretfully chided himself  over, which was to jam the door 
control. Helplessly, he found himself  in the position of  having to 
watch his companion fight like an animal in an enclosed space full of  
fragile electrical appliances… with a chainsaw. 

Blow for blow, so far Brad and the Terminus had managed to parry 
each other’s attempts to saw through to their respective victories over 
a nebulous matter of  quantum resonances. Unfortunately the sparks 
from the chainsaws (and the fact that the Terminus had cut through 
quite a few live electrical wires) had ignited a vigorous blaze in front 
of  the cash register. With sulphury rubber stenches and billowing 
clouds of  insulation, Lux Veritas had become an inferno. Popping of  
electricity and roaring power tools filled the small Portland 
neighbourhood with an uncommon din. 

The intensity of  the heat finally snapped Brad out of  his berserker 
state. His enemy’s saw barely nicked Brad’s bicep and he winced back. 
Blood wept from the wound and he dropped his improvised weapon. 
The flames became steadily more violent and at that moment, a high 
volume of  ceiling tiles and other materials fell down. Terminus was 
nowhere to be seen, presumably struck by the debris. The 
conflagration continued as Brad made his way through the broken 
front door. The alarm finally sounded faintly from within for a 
moment before the intense heat melted the mechanism. 

Sooty, bloody, and sick from adrenaline, Brad was appropriately 
stunned to hear the familiar whomping noise of  the TARDIS engines 
nearby. 

‘Under the circumstances, I think you might want to come with me 
for just a bit longer,’ the Doctor called out. 

Brad shrugged and said: ‘What the hell. All right, but you have to 
drop me off  somewhere sane when this is over.’ 

* 
As if  on cue, the corner of  North West Glisan Street became full of  
people again; coffee-drinkers, a gothic girl smoking a clove, casually 
dressed and upwardly mobile types, a traveller on his way to the 
hostel on the other corner next to the parking lot. Each one of  them 
looked awfully distraught. 

Elsewhere in Portland a rip in the fabric of  reality continued to 
extend, as creatures from one possible reality entered the new 
universe.  

The first metal foot stepped on Earth… 
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Ignit natura renovatur integra. 
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Chapter Thirteen 
‘Nova Mondas’ by Andy Frankham-Allen 

Now. 
It was like being in some gigantic beehive. Everywhere you went 

there were cocoons. Each containing a body; the remnants of  
humanity. More machine than human now, though. 

Occasionally he came across a half  machine being from some 
other planet; a selection of  beings conquered and converted 
throughout the galaxy. 

Brad pulled up short and his mouth dropped open. ‘Shit!’ he hissed 
softly. 

Standing before him in one of  the cocoons was the unmistakable 
figure of  the Scholar of  the Millennium People. Organic liquid metal 
was working its way across his body slowly, altering the god-being’s 
DNA on a cellular level. 

Brad swallowed. There was nothing he could do, but he had to try 
something. The Doctor needed some help, and Brad knew that he 
was no longer any good for that. Maybe once, but no more, too much 
was going on with him. 

Brad stepped towards the cocoon and the Scholar’s eyes snapped 
open. Brad jumped back in surprise. The Scholar’s eyes were opaque, 
iris and pupil gone completely white. It was clear the Scholar was 
blind. 

‘It is you.’ The Scholar coughed loudly, and liquid metal seeped out 
of  his mouth. ‘That’s why the Faceless One has gone.’ 

‘What did I do?’ Brad responded, his voice laced with anger at the 
mere mention of  the Faceless One. He was about to argue the point 
further, but a metal hand clamped itself  on his shoulder. Brad 
squealed in pain, a sound that soon caught in his throat the moment 
he was flung against the Scholar. The Scholar shook on impact, and 
an electrical charge surged through the two men. And yes! - they were 
both men. Brad looked up from his position on the cold floor. The 
face of  the once god-like being softened, all arrogance gone. The 
Scholar smiled weakly. 

‘They won’t be able to use me now, will they? Temporal flux is 
subsiding.’ 

Brad glanced down at his arms; the hair was standing on end, static 
left over from the electrical charge that had passed between them. He 
shook his head, unsure of  what had happened. He looked back up at 
the Scholar, something niggling in the back of  his mind. An answer 
he had only considered in his darkest and most secret of  moments. 
Again the Scholar coughed, and looked over Brad’s shoulder.  
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‘That is of  no consequence. There will always be more. And this 
one is but another animal for our cyber army.’ 

The voice was deep, but there was no emotion behind the words, 
just simple fact. Brad turned around slowly and found himself  facing 
two of  them. 

And it had all began so well, Brad thought… 

Then. 
The Bloke brushed his hair back with his hands and tied it into a 

ponytail. He turned around to face the Scholar. ‘What do you reckon, 
then?’ 

The Scholar raised an eyebrow, and looked the Bloke’s chosen 
form up and down. It was essentially the same as the one he used to 
wear, but now the blond hair was longer, the features on his face 
more defined. ‘You should be able to pass as human.’ 

The Bloke laughed. ‘Yeah, well, if  we are not successful then 
passing as human won’t be an issue, will it?’ 

The Scholar shrugged into his long leather coat but said nothing. ‘I 
guess we will have to succeed then, won’t we?’ he said eventually. 
‘First stop, Nova Mondas.’ 

With a grumble the Bloke joined the Scholar on the pad. ‘Yeah, 
circa 2101; the base planet of  the most powerful Cyber army ever to 
exist. And a strange place for the temporal flux to start to stabilise, I 
might add.’ 

The Scholar hit a button on his digital unit. ‘Not really, not if  you 
consider the temporal wave of  the planar shift, and how it hit 
Portland in 2001. Something happened at the end of  that year that 
seriously altered the shift, something that took a hundred years to 
settle. My theory is…’ he continued as the two of  them faded away 
with a wheezing groaning. 

‘Yes, oh yes! This is the big one!’ 
And that was the phrase Brad walked into the console room on. 

He could have hoped for a better entry – possibly one where the 
Doctor noticed him entering would have been nice. For at the 
moment Brad was very much of  one mind, and that mind was telling 
him that it was time to move on. His meeting with the Terminus had 
shown him that, and something else. 

His future was dark, that much he had learned on Forum World, 
but in Portland he had come to realise that if  the Doctor had his own 
way it would be non-existent. Plus, there was something that the 
Terminus had been trying to show him, something just beyond his 
understanding. Brad had spent days trying to work it out, but was still 
no nearer to the truth. 
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‘Um, Doc…’ 
The Doctor span around, his round face set into a large smile. ‘Yes, 

Bradley! This is the one. Look!’ He pointed violently at the tracker. 
The little rod thing was hovering in the air above the central column 
of  the console. Flashing wildly. ‘I think it has found the centre of  the 
temporal paradox!’ 

Brad sighed. ‘Oh joy,’ he muttered, and walked back out of  the 
console room, deeper into the TARDIS, feeling a dead weight in his 
heart.  

The Doctor may have been happy about solving this universe-
altering problem, but for Brad finding the centre of  the paradox 
could only mean bad things were coming his way. Even more bad 
things. 

The Bloke staggered around the corner, holding his side. He let out a 
gasp and lifted his hand. Actual blood! What the hell had happened? 

His body was only a facsimile, a construct of  the human form. It 
wasn’t real. 

The sound of  heavy footfalls came nearer. The Bloke looked 
around in frantic fervour, hoping to find a shadow to hide in. How 
could there possibly be no shadows on this bloody planet? It was 
constantly in a state of  darkness, lit only by the odd luminescence 
from the storm raging above. 

He coughed, and looked down at his other hand in horror. More 
blood, this time from his mouth. He fell against the wall, the world 
suddenly beginning to spin around him. 

‘You will remain where you are.’ 
The Bloke looked up. Cybermen. Four of  them. No chance of  

escape then. They were tall, at least eight feet in height. Their bodies 
were made of  a sturdy metal, their shoulders wide and strong. The 
hydraulic muscles of  the Cybermen were not something that the 
Bloke wanted to experience. The expressionless face of  the Leader 
looked down at the Bloke, and the other three Cybermen hefted their 
huge guns into a firing stance. 

‘Wait!’ the Bloke yelled. 
The Leader tilted his head. ‘Why? Your weak body is damaged. 

Therefore your life is of  no use. You will be destroyed; your remains 
will serve as spare parts.’ 

‘But…’ 
The three Cybermen aimed their guns. And then a few odd, but 

for the Bloke, brilliant, things happened. 
With a wheezing groaning the blue shape of  the Doctor’s TARDIS 

materialised behind the Cybermen, and as if  in answer to the arrival 
of  the time ship, the electrical storm above increased in ferocity, 
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electrical charges zigzagging out of  the sky. They hit the TARDIS, 
shaking the blue shape like a cocktail! Moments later the charges 
bounded off  the TARDIS and shot through the three Cybermen, 
tearing them to shreds. 

Silence reigned. 
The Bloke took a deep breath as a door opened and the Doctor 

stepped out. The Bloke tried to call out, but his throat was all choked 
up with blood. The Leader stepped forward and pointed its gun at 
the Doctor. 

‘You are the Doctor, your appearance is unanticipated.’ 
The Doctor smiled. ‘A Cyberman. At last, something familiar. 

Perhaps there is hope for this reality after all.’ He looked around. 
‘Have I finally arrived on Mondas? Hmm, must have, this certainly 
isn’t Telos. But, wait, no, these Cybermen are all wrong…’ He poked 
his head back into the TARDIS and called out to Brad. Moments 
later Brad stepped out. ‘Look, this is a Cyberman. One of  my most 
deadly enemies,’ he added, almost like a child showing off. 

‘Hey, better than those salt-shakers, eh, Doc?’ Brad said, sounding 
bored. ‘Tough looking things…’ He stopped speaking as the 
Cyberman exploded. He looked down at his hand, and the finger that 
had been pointing in the direction of  the Cyberman. He turned to 
the Doctor. 

The Doctor blinked. ‘Did you do that, Bradley?’ 
‘I…’ 
‘Tick.’ A lanky bone like figure appeared next to Brad and tapped 

him on the head. ‘Tock!’ 
Brad’s eyes glazed over and for a few moments nothing further 

happened. The strange creature and Brad stood looking in each 
other’s eyes. The Doctor and the Bloke looked on, quite perplexed, 
and then, without any warning, Brad cried out and ran. The creature 
had gone, too. 

The Doctor was about to give chase, but he noticed the Bloke lying 
against the wall, looking as pale and as close to death as possible 
without actually dying. 

The Doctor straightened up and looked at the dressing. ‘Yes, that 
should do the trick. Now,’ he pulled up a chair and sat down, ‘tell me. 
What are you doing on this planet? Shouldn’t you be at the Forum, 
doing your Lords of  Time bit?’ 

The Bloke struggled into a better position on the couch. If  this 
pain was part of  being human, then the humans could keep it. 
‘Things have moved on a bit since we last saw you, Doctor. I 
shouldn’t be on this planet, anyway. I should be elsewhere, looking 
for the Faceless One.’ 
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‘Oh?’ 
‘Let me explain.’ 
‘Oh, please do.’ The Doctor sat forward and the Bloke opened his 

mouth to speak. The Doctor raised a finger. ‘No, wait. I get the 
feeling this is going to be a long tale. I’ll need some kind of  
refreshment. Would you like anything?’ The Bloke shook his head. 
‘Fair enough, won’t be a jiffy!’ With that the Doctor got up and left 
the room. 

The Bloke waited. And while he waited he became aware of  the 
pain subsiding. The temporal flux was still active here, then. The 
universe couldn’t quite decide if  he should become human or remain 
a god. 

The Doctor returned with a tray of  drinks. Three of  them. The 
Doctor eyed the drinks, then frowned at the Bloke. ‘Are you sure you 
don’t want one?’ 

‘Positive, Doctor.’ 
‘Rightio. Then either I’ll have two or…’ The Doctor looked 

around the room and blinked. He shook his head, then placed the 
tray next to the chair and sat back down. ‘Continue.’ 

‘As you know, Doctor, the universe has been recreated by the 
actions of  the Master. At the present it is like an unborn child, 
developing inside the mother’s womb. Taking shape and form. And it 
is fast nearing completion. I can’t go into more detail, because I don’t 
know how. For that you’d need someone like the Scholar. He’s much 
better at explanations than me.’ 

‘You’re doing quite well.’ 
‘Cheers.’ 
‘You’re welcome.’ 
The Bloke couldn’t help but smile. ‘The Forum has been 

diminished, Doctor. The Faceless One has vanished, and I have been 
sent to find him. Or try. You must understand that the Forum has 
never been incomplete before. Never.’  

‘Ah, but never is not that long for Forum, not really, is it?’ the 
Doctor pointed out. ‘After all, you’ve only existed since the planar 
shift first occurred and…’ 

‘Well, yeah, if  you’re gonna talk technicalities. But it feels like 
forever for us.’ The Bloke paused, waiting for some kind of  response 
from the Doctor. None was forthcoming. ‘So…’ 

The Doctor interrupted. ‘So, the Faceless One is on this planet?’ 
‘No, Doctor. We have no idea where he is. He vanished after his 

meeting with your friend.’ The Doctor frowned at this, and 
momentarily looked as if  he had lost something, glancing down at the 
two glasses on the tray. The moment passed, and the Doctor sipped 
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his drink, so the Bloke continued. ‘But all the Millennium People are 
connected, so I trust that I shall find him.’ 

The Doctor nodded. ‘Then why are you on this planet?’ 
‘When this universe was re-created a lot of  elemental forces were 

thrown out of  synch. As a result the Millennium People were created 
– god-like beings who had the ability and power to keep watch over 
the birth of  this universe. We became the literal Lords of  Time. But 
now that the temporal shift is stabilising things are changing for us.’ 
The Bloke indicated his wounds. ‘We seem to be becoming human. 
The Boss called an emergency Forum meeting and we discovered the 
flux is becoming stable on Nova Mondas at this point in time. The 
stabilisation effect is moving backwards and forwards in time from 
right here. On this forsaken planet of  the Cybermen!  

‘And we need to find out why! How can we possibly live as 
humans? We have never known anything other than godhood!’ 

The Doctor raised an eyebrow. ‘You’ll just have to get used to it, 
won’t you? Billions have managed before you. You’re not the first 
god-like beings to become human.’ He cleared his throat. ‘I am a little 
confused about a lot of  things, I can tell you, although that seems to 
be a constant since I left Earth in 1972. Since when did the 
Cybermen have a planet called Nova Mondas anyway? Mondas was 
destroyed in 1986 – I was there. They came to rest for a while on 
Telos, and I’ve been there, too. But Nova Mondas? Ah well, new 
universes are bound to have differences I suppose.’ He let out a sigh 
and stood. 

He wandered around the little TARDIS room for a while, deep in 
thought. The Bloke just watched him. There was something about 
this Doctor. Something very… disconnected. 

The Doctor stopped, turned, and pointed an accusing finger at the 
Bloke. The Moderator nearly squirmed under the glare. Something he 
never would have done when he was a god. 

‘You say you shouldn’t be here, you should be out looking for the 
Faceless One. Yet you imply that you have been sent here to find out 
why the temporal flux is stabilising. Contradictions?’ 

‘No. I should be looking for the Faceless One, the Scholar was sent 
here to help you. But we arrived too early, Doctor. Ten years too 
early, as it happens. Since then we have been…’ 

The Doctor shrugged. ‘Well, I am sorry, but you should have told 
me. I have been a little busy, though, if  you care to remember.’ He 
removed the tracker from his coat. ‘And, this thing only pointed me 
to Nova Mondas a short while ago. There is a major paradox here.’ 

The Bloke shook his head. ‘No, Doctor. There cannot be. If  this is 
the first stabilised portion of  the new universe, then there is no 
paradox.’ 
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The Doctor slammed his fist into the wall. ‘Of  course there is!’ he 
bellowed, no longer bothering to hold back his frustration. ‘I have 
had to come to terms with a lot of  things since my last regeneration. 
And poor Brad…’ The Doctor stopped abruptly. He looked around. 
‘Where is Bradley?’ 

Now it was the Bloke’s turn to frown. ‘Um, he ran, remember? 
After he destroyed the Cyberman.’ 

‘Bradley destroyed a Cyberman?’ The Doctor shook his head. 
‘Wait, I knew this, I was there, wasn’t I?’ The Bloke nodded slowly. 
‘How did I forget that? Right!’ He grabbed his coat. ‘You fit?’ 

The Bloke stood up. ‘I suppose so.’ 
‘Good, then we need to find Bradley.’ The Doctor pocketed the 

tracker, his mood now over. ‘Come on, let’s go and find this paradox. 
Perhaps we can sort out your problem, too.’ He walked to the door 
and waited for the Bloke to join him. ‘So, where is the Scholar 
anyway?’ 

He was going mad. But then again, if  he knew he was going mad, was 
that really so? Brad shook his head and looked up at the electrified 
sky. 

‘Oh, I don’t know!’ he yelled, at the top of  his lungs. 
The sound of  movement! 
Brad looked around at the metal buildings but could see nothing 

moving. Yep, mad for sure. He took a deep breath and continued on 
his way, barely aware of  the shadowy movement behind him. 

Brad’s thoughts continued apace with his walking. It was the same 
old story, really, he realised. How many times had he been forced to 
‘out’ himself  back in Portland? He had lost count. In High School he 
had first known he was gay, and he had to make a point of  getting 
people to realise that he was not straight. It had continued in college, 
too. And now? Here he was on some distant planet years from his 
home, and he could not escape the feeling that he was being ‘outted’ 
again – only this time it was magnified in a major way. 

If  only he knew what it was. 
For the first four months he had been glad to travel with the 

Doctor. The big man accepted Brad as he was, did not care one bit 
about Brad’s sexuality. But things had changed in the past month or 
so. Changed way too quickly for Brad’s liking. It had all started on 
Chambrook; it had taken him a while to work through his grief  over 
Jacen, but once he’d come through it he started to see the Doctor for 
what he was. Flighty, irresponsible and selfish. And then they’d 
arrived on Forum. They had both learned things that did not sit well 
with them.  
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Brad had to confess he was angry; the Doctor was so caught in his 
new quest that he hadn’t once stopped to consider how things were 
affecting Brad. Strange things were going on with him; those 
creatures, the Dommervoy, had done odd things to him, both in 
London and Portland. How the hell was he supposed to cope with all 
this? 

A sense of  dark foreboding swept over Brad’s entire being and he 
came to a halt. Standing before him was the thin figure of  a 
Dommervoy. Only this one looked a little different. More human. 
Still the pale face, the inane smile. But definitely more human. 

The Dommervoy glided over to Brad and waved a lanky hand in 
front of  his face. Brad blinked and swayed on his feet. 

In his mind’s eye he could see an image of  an old man sitting in a 
deserted alley. The man was homeless, you could tell by the rags he 
wore. Yet his face looked familiar. The man looked at Brad and 
shrank back in horror. 

Brad blinked and swayed on his feet. The features on the 
Dommervoy’s face – they were similar to the tramp’s. The 
Dommervoy’s smile broadened and it nodded slowly. ‘That’s right,’ 
the Terminus said and covered his face with a mask. 

Brad clamped a hand over his mouth. No! No, that cannot be! 
The Dommervoy Loci pointed behind Brad, so he turned around 

obediently. Standing behind him was some… animal. It reminded 
Brad of  a dog, although what breed he could not possibly tell. The 
creature was a mixture of  the organic and the metallic. A cyborg dog. 
It reared its head and looked at Brad with intelligent eyes. 

Brad span around in time to see the three figures step around the 
corner of  the nearest building. Those things the Doctor had called 
Cybermen. They all had weapons, and they were aimed at Brad. One 
of  them spoke. 

‘You will become like us.’ 
‘No!’ yelled Brad, ‘No! I will not…’ He closed his eyes, hoping to 

hell that the Cybermen and their pet dog would just leave him alone. 
The ground shook beneath him, and he was knocked off  his feet by 
the sound of  multiple explosions. 

Rubbing his hide, Brad opened his eyes slowly and saw the 
shredded remains of  the Cybermen. He looked to the left. The dog 
was still standing there, staring at him. The dog tilted its head to one 
side, then began running towards Brad. 

He looked around for the Terminus, but the Dommervoy Loci was 
gone. Brad was on his own. ‘Oh crap!’ he hissed, scrambled to his 
feet, and ran. 
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A Cyberman entered the throne room and stopped before the 
Controller. After a hundred years the Controller was but a shell of  his 
former self. The high dome of  his head was cracked, and his body 
wounded. His left arm was totally immobile. Despite the obvious 
weaknesses the Controller refused to allow his body to be repaired. 

‘Exo 295 have returned from the Earth year 1988, Controller,’ said 
the Cyberman. 

The Controller closed his right fist. ‘Excellent.’ Their mission to 
the past was one of  the last orders that the Controller would ever 
issue in his present body, and it was the most important. ‘Soon the 
Cyber race will be truly unstoppable. Is the vessel prepared?’ 

The Cyberman nodded and walked over to a nearby console. He 
activated the console and a holographic image appeared in the centre 
of  the throne room. The hologram showed the inside of  one of  the 
thousands of  conversion factories all over Nova Mondas. In this 
particular factory stood the vessel that would become the new body 
of  the Cyber Controller. 

‘The vessel is still showing traces of  sub-natural substances in its 
body, Controller.’ 

‘What the organics would call magic. Yes, that is a problem. Can it 
be removed?’ 

‘Yes, Controller. Our scientists have devised a way to transfer the 
validium onto the vessel, to make them both one.’ The hologram 
changed, to show a computer-generated image of  the vessel. As the 
Cyberman spoke, the computer image showed how the validium 
would merge with the vessel. ‘As you can see, Controller, the head of  
the vessel will remain untouched. Until you have been downloaded 
into the organic contents of  the vessel’s skull. Once that is done, it 
will be a simple matter for the validium to transform that organic 
brain into the Cyber brain you will require.’ 

‘Excellent. And there is no possibility that the validium can then be 
removed?’ 

‘No, Controller. It will become an intricate part of  your being. You 
will become the supreme Controller of  the entire history of  the 
Cybermen.’ 

‘Oh no,’ the Doctor sighed. He was looking up at the sky, but he did 
not seem impressed by the electrical storm raging above. 

‘It’s not that bad, is it, Doctor?’ 
The Doctor looked at the Bloke as if  he were crazy. ‘Not that bad? 

Not that bad! It’s awful!’ He pointed up at the sky. ‘Look, through 
that storm there. Do you recognise that constellation?’ 

The Bloke had to admit he did not. ‘If  you had asked me this a few 
years ago I would have said yes. I would have been able to tell you 
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exactly how long it has existed, too. But as it is, I am becoming more 
human and such knowledge is fading away rapidly.’ He looked at the 
ground and kicked the metal pavement. ‘Thanks for reminding me,’ 
he mumbled. 

‘Oh never mind about that. What year is it?’ 
‘2101, December 23rd to be exact. The day you were supposed to 

have arrived on Nova Mondas. And the day that we were supposed to 
have arrived, too.’ 

‘But that can’t be right.’ The Doctor’s voice was shaking. The Bloke 
looked at him, totally blown away by the look of  disbelief  on the 
Doctor’s face. The Doctor pointed at the sky. ‘That is Cassiopeia. 
And that view of  it can only be seen from Earth.’ He staggered onto 
the pavement and shook his head. ‘No. No, no, no! This is the Earth!’ 

* 
Completely unaware that he was running across the twisted landscape 
of  his home planet, Brad came to a stop and his mouth dropped 
open. The term ‘that is a big one’ sprang immediately to mind. 

Standing before him was just one of  the thousands of  Cyber 
Factories. And just like all the others, this one was huge. Even the 
Grand Canyon would be dwarfed by the silver building. 

Brad shook his head. He had been trying to get back to the 
TARDIS. For now he had managed to give the cyberdog the slip, but 
he knew it wouldn’t last. He’d be safe in the TARDIS, as much as he 
hated to admit it. But now, seeing the edifice of  the factory before 
him, all thoughts of  the TARDIS left his mind. 

Brad could not shake the feeling that there was something in that 
Factory calling out to him. Completely against his better judgement 
Brad found himself  walking towards the silver building, drawn by 
some unknown force. 

The cyberdog emerged from behind a small outcropping of  rock, 
and stopped. It watched as the human approached the factory and 
relayed the information to its masters. 
The Stark stood next to one of  the many entrances, looking out to 
Brad. Watching the young man as he walked towards the building.  

‘Tick,’ he said softly, echoing the words of  his more basic familiars. 
Things were on schedule, and just as the Terminus said, Brad was 
almost ready.  

The Bloke looked at the darkness behind the electrical storm – at the 
constellation of  Cassiopeia. It was an incredible sight. In all his life 
the Bloke had seen nothing like it. And yet he had. He had known 
constellations since the beginning, since he was first formed when 
this universe was born. But he had never seen a constellation through 
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the eyes of  a human body. It was amazing. Just looking up made him 
feel all tiny and insignificant. 

He turned to the Doctor. The Time Lord was still on his knees, 
slamming his fists on to the metal pavement below him. And he was 
crying. 

‘Doctor?’ 
The Doctor looked up. ‘You do not understand do you?’ He 

sniffed. 
‘Well no, Doctor. Planets come and go. The Earth is still here, just 

under a new name. I really do not see the problem. It is one planet 
among millions. The universe will go on, with or without humans.’ 

‘Oh, yes. It will go on…’ The Doctor threw his head up to the 
night sky. ‘But it is wrong!’ He looked back at the Bloke and slowly 
got to his feet. ‘You really do not understand, do you? No life form in 
the universe has had the same influence as Homo sapiens. They are 
indomitable. They spread out through space, seeding other planets, 
affecting the course of  development and evolution until the big 
crunch. Until the universe ends.’ The Doctor waved his arms around. 
‘But look! No humans. The Cybermen own the Earth now. 2101? 
The Earth should be on the verge of  making contact with Alpha 
Centauri and the rest of  the Inner Planets. Setting up things that 
would last for thousands of  years. But now? What will become of  the 
universe now?’ 

The Bloke shrugged. ‘But this is the universe now. Everything has 
changed. I have no more idea of  how things will be than you do.’ He 
frowned. ‘Although I should.’ 

‘No.’ The Doctor took a deep breath. When he next spoke his 
voice was full of  determination and resolve. ‘No. This universe is 
wrong. It was never meant to be. There is at least one more paradox 
out there, on this planet somewhere, and I have a feeling I know 
what… who it is. It’s about time I found a way to put the universe 
back the way it should be.’ A shadow seemed to fall over his eyes, and 
behind that shadow he could see Brad. The companion he had 
known for such a short time. The Doctor continued in a whisper. 
‘I’m sorry, Bradley. We all have sacrifices to make for the sake of  
reality.’ He turned away from the Bloke and headed off  deeper into 
the surrounding city. 

‘First we shall find Bradley and then rescue the Scholar from the 
Cybermen. And then…’ The Doctor looked back, smiling. But it was 
not a nice smile. ‘Then it’s show time!’ 

The Bloke swallowed hard. So this was the Doctor he had heard so 
much about. 
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The scientists of  the Cybermen, living within their spacious lab, 
turned as one to watch the big screen that filled up the entire wall. 
The Coordinator – which was little more than a Cyber brain sloshing 
in the organic juices of  life within a hovering glass case – spoke. 
‘Show me Hive 9-A.’ 

All around them the image moved. Within moments it settled on a 
single man. His hair was black, short and sweaty. 

‘Activate the incision tubes.’ 
A Cyberman pressed a palm pad. 
On the screen tubes moved, coming out of  the cocoon-like 

compartment around the man. He was barely conscious, but even he 
could not help but notice as the tubes punctured his skin. His face 
contorted in pain. 

‘You see how even a creature the organics call a god feels pain. We 
shall eliminate all such weaknesses from this galaxy.’ The Coordinator 
sent a thought impulse to another Cyberman. ‘Activate the validium.’ 

Pain! 
The Scholar bit into his lip so hard that he drew blood. 
Pain and blood! 
He looked about him, but there was no escape. He knew that. All 

around him other people were cocooned, being converted into 
Cybermen. Some of  them were more Cyberman than human, others 
the opposite. Either way it was unavoidable. The Cybermen were 
going to triumph, and their army would grow. 

The Scholar yelled out. Some kind of  foreign substance was 
entering his body. He looked at the tubes that were sticking into him. 
A glowing substance was travelling through the tubes. He closed his 
eyes, doing his best to block out the pain. 

Behind his eyelids he could see images of  the Doctor – not only 
the Doctor he knew but also others. At the very least eleven versions 
of  him. It was the substance being pumped into him. It was alive. 
And it knew the Doctor. 

The Scholar concentrated. He was a god, and he would make 
contact with this new substance. The Cybermen would not use him 
like they were doing with the poor unfortunates around him. 
‘Coordinator, we have a problem. The vessel is making contact with 
the validium.’ 

The Coordinator glided over to the image on the screen. Very 
impressive, if  futile. It would indeed make the perfect body for the 
Controller. ‘Lacerate the flesh.’ 
A sharp rod came out of  the wall and shot into the Scholar’s back. 
His body arched in pain, and his contact with the validium was 
severed. 
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The Scholar slumped forward, letting out deep breaths, opening 
his eyes. There was nothing before him but blackness. He was blind. 

Sightless he might have been, but he was still one of  the 
Millennium People, he did not need eyes with which to see the 
universe.  

Liquid metal began to force its way out of  his body, working its 
way up from his feet. He closed his eyes, trying to re-establish 
contact, but it was too late. 

‘Shit!’ 
A human standing before him. It took him a few moments before 

he recognised the human as Brad – the Doctor’s companion. Without 
even meaning to, the Scholar used what was left of  his power to 
reach out to the human’s mind. But what he saw in there made him 
reel back. 

Paradox! 
‘It is you.’ The Scholar coughed up some of  the liquid metal, which 

then contacted with the validium already on his chest. ‘That’s why the 
Faceless One has gone.’ 

‘What did I do?’ 
The Scholar ignored Brad, feeling the two Cybermen approaching 

Brad from behind. He smiled, realising how futile everything was. 
Resistance was useless. One of  the Cybermen threw Brad into the 
Scholar. As they made contact the Scholar felt the last vestige of  his 
godhood leave his body – soaked up by Brad. 

It was then that the Scholar realised that things had worked out 
just as they were meant to. 

‘They won’t be able to use me now, will they?’ Again the Scholar 
coughed. ‘Temporal flux is subsiding.’ He was delirious and he knew 
it, but he no longer cared. He had lost. 

‘That is of  no consequence. There will always be more. And this 
one is but another animal for our cyber army.’ The Cybermen 
advanced on Brad. 

The Doctor approached the factory, and looked up at the gigantic 
metallic edifice. Knowing what was going on in there filled him with 
dread. Somewhere in one of  these was the Scholar, and as for Brad… 
The Doctor did not know. 

The Bloke finally caught up with him. ‘Doctor, could you possibly 
try moving a little slower?’ 

The Doctor looked back at him. ‘Well, as it happens, no. We really 
do not have time for…’ 

Whatever he was about to finish with was cut off  abruptly by the 
explosion that ripped a giant sized hole in the side of  the conversion 
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factory. The blast sent both men reeling through the air. They landed 
some distance away, and debris fell on them. 

The Bloke was the first one to his feet. He started to brush himself  
down, then stopped. His brow creased and he looked up at the sky. 
‘Oh no.’ 

The Doctor removed the scrape of  metal that had embedded itself  
in his cheek. He looked at the blood, then at the Bloke. ‘What is it?’ 

The Bloke’s eyes were vacant. ‘The Forum is gone. Gone.’ 
The Doctor stood up, pressing his hand against his wound. ‘Yes, I 

can feel it too. The universe has stabilised.’ He looked around him. 
‘This is the universe now. I’m too late.’ 

‘What do we do now?’ 
The Doctor shrugged. ‘I have no idea. But I will think of  

something. In the meantime someone has provided us with a nice 
way in to rescue the Scholar.’ 

The Bloke shook his head. ‘No need. The Scholar is dead.’ 
‘What?’ 
‘I felt his life end just as the Forum vanished.’ 
The Doctor put a hand on the Bloke’s shoulder. ‘I’m sorry.’ 
The Bloke took a deep breath. ‘Looks like we have both lost, 

Doctor. At least we can find your friend, right?’ 
‘Yes.’ The Doctor looked around him. ‘But where should we…’ 

His eyes came to rest on the rubble before them. ‘Oh no.’ Lying there 
was a human form. ‘Bradley,’ he breathed and rushed over. 

He stopped just before Brad. ‘Temporal energy, I can feel it 
everywhere.’ He looked at the hole in the factory. ‘That’s what caused 
this, and it came from…’ He fell to his knees and grabbed hold of  his 
companion. ‘Bradley, I’m so sorry,’ the Doctor muttered. 

The Bloke joined him. The body of  the young man was covered in 
blood, with a large piece of  metal sticking out of  his neck. The 
Doctor called his name softly. Brad opened his one good eye, but the 
Doctor could tell that Brad was seeing nothing. 

‘Doctor?’ 
‘Yes, Bradley. It is me.’ 
Brad coughed, and blood came out of  his mouth. ‘It…’ He winced 

in pain. ‘Sorry, Doc. But I tried to… It was me.’ He closed his eyes. 
‘I know, Bradley, you were the source of  the paradox. Your whole 

being was at the heart of  the planar shift; it was calling you here, and 
the tracker knew…’ Brad’s eyes fluttered, and the Doctor shook his 
companion softly. ‘Come on, Bradley. Stay with me.’ 

There was no response. 
The Bloke sniffed. For some reason knowing that he was not the 

only person to have lost something did not make him feel better. He 
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looked up from the Doctor just in time to notice the Cybermen 
approaching from inside the factory. ‘Doctor, we have to go.’ 

The Doctor looked up. ‘Help me with him.’ 
A beam of  energy struck the ground next to the Doctor. He 

glanced at the Cybermen angrily. ‘You!’ he yelled. ‘Look what you’ve 
done!’ 

The Bloke grabbed the Doctor by the arm. ‘Come on, we need to 
go now!’ 

The Doctor looked down at Brad’s body. ‘No. I am not leaving 
Brad here,’ he said and violently shook off  the Bloke’s grip. ‘Even 
dead the Cybermen can use his body. I won’t allow it!’ 

The Bloke pulled him again. ‘Doctor, we have no choice! Let’s go!’ 
‘No!’ he shouted back, and for his troubles received a punch in the 

jaw from the Bloke. 
Suitably dazed, he could barely struggle as the Bloke dragged him 

away.  

The Cybermen stopped around Brad’s body, guarding their prize. 
One of  them crouched down and went to grab the body, but never 
got any further. Like his fellows the Cybermen exploded into dust. 

The Dommervoy had arrived. 
They stood there, looking down at the lifeless shell. The ultimate 

feast. As one the Dommervoy gave into their base desire, and 
pounced on the body that was once Bradley Nathaniel DeMars. 

It was the last thing they ever did. One by one each Dommervoy 
fizzled out of  existence, their mouths open in silent screams. 
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Chapter Fourteen 
‘Sacrifice’ by Niall Turner 

‘Things are changing.’ 
‘Things have already changed too much.’ 
The first speaker stood, casting an ungainly shadow on the 

luminescent wall. ‘Should this concern us?’ 
‘The boy’s power interests me.’ 
‘You mean you want it.’ A new voice. 
‘Kade, glad you could make it,’ said the second speaker. 
‘Martura, Orestes,’ acknowledged the newcomer. Dressed in severe 

black, Kade regarded his associates. ‘As Orestes says, should this 
concern us? The attendant risks may be huge.’ 

Martura got to her feet, smooth and precise. The ceaseless motion 
of  the ceiling crystals played strange patterns across her shaved head 
and ebony skin. ‘We ain’t playing no stock market, boys.’ She grinned, 
purring the words at them and walked slowly behind Kade. Figure 
lithe and taut in close fitting leather she played long fingers up and 
down his arm. 

Kade looked away disinterestedly. 
Martura roared laughter. 
‘This isn’t a joke.’ Kade’s tone was quiet. 
‘The boy’s power may have grown since Anotyne and 

Bartholomew encountered them,’ added Orestes. 
‘Yes, where are those two idiots?’ asked Martura. 
‘Maybe they know when to lie low,’ suggested Kade. 
‘Don’t be scared, baby,’ whispered Martura. Now she spoke with 

angry emphasis. ‘This may have started out as a side project. Reality 
bomb here, contract there, but that fool Time Lord bit off  more than 
he could chew. Tried to change his own time line and turned the 
damn universe on its head.’ She cleared her throat loudly. ‘Master, 
indeed!’ 

‘Planar shift,’ said Kade. 
‘Exactly,’ confirmed Martura. ‘Not good news when you’re the 

Causality Family Robinson. Time of  the month it was not.’ 
‘Literally,’ said Kade. 
‘So what do we want with the boy?’ asked Orestes. 
Martura turned to face him. ‘All I want, is for him and that other 

Time Lord,’ she spat the name distastefully, ‘out of  the picture.’ She 
held his gaze. ‘We don’t want that fool Doctor to try and put things 
to rights again.’ She traced a razor finger down Orestes’ cheek, 
drawing negative static. ‘That I really cannot be doing with.’ 

Orestes pulled a face. ‘Let’s take them then. What’s the plan?’ 
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‘Way ahead of  you, baby, and no need to worry about Anotyne and 
Bartholomew. Probably setting up another franchise someplace. Let 
them. This is what we’re going to do. First thing that fool Time Lord 
will do is try and backtrack.’ 

Kade smiled a sickly smile. ‘Paradox trap?’ 
‘Exactly!’ Martura grinned with delight. ‘Any past the brother tries 
to change is his future! We are so ahead of him!’ 
‘Will there be killing?’ asked Orestes. 
Martura’s grin deepened. ‘Sure, honey. And pain and terror and 

despair before bedtime.’ 

…eventually the Doctor spoke. ‘No one else should have to die.’ The 
words sounded hollow. They hung in the air, lifeless and 
disconnected. 

The Bloke cleared his throat. ‘Everything dies…’ He felt hot under 
the Doctor’s sudden, sharp gaze and tried again. ‘I mean… I don’t 
know why I care… I do care,’ he finished in a puzzled tone. New 
sensations were stirring within him. ‘Feelings?’ he wondered out loud. 
‘Emotions? These I can do without!’ 

‘That’ll be anger,’ observed the Doctor. He sighed and turned to 
the TARDIS console, flipping switches and examining readouts. 

‘Don’t like it,’ continued the Bloke. ‘Don’t like any of  this – ow!’ 
He clutched at his side, healed but still raw. ‘Seems like I’m stabilising 
in vulnerable mode.’ 

The Doctor gave him a grim smile. ‘This is real life.’ 
‘You’re telling me.’ The Bloke winced. He looked more closely at 

the Doctor’s operation of  the console in an attempt to distract 
himself. ‘What are you doing?’ 

The Doctor bit his lip, eyes shrewd and thoughtful. 
‘Backtracking… I think I may have missed something.’ 

The TARDIS console gave a tiny electronic burble. 
The Doctor grinned, although the Bloke saw no pleasure in the 

expression. Those eyes of  his, they were beyond soulless, they were… 
The Bloke shivered. He didn’t want to go there. Fear. Nice one. 

‘Sixela Capricornn!’ The Doctor snapped his fingers. ‘We were on 
Ossobos; it was soon after I’d met Brad…’ He tailed off. 

The Bloke watched his fists clench and unclench. ‘Ossobos?’ he 
ventured, after the silence threatened to become painful. 

‘Fourth Ossoban Republic, the end of  2500 by Earth’s calendar,’ 
said the Doctor, staring intently at the console. 

The scanner hummed into life and a small mauve planet appeared 
on the screen. 

‘One of  the founding races of  the Galactic Federation, according 
to the rewritten TARDIS data banks. Another huge change from the 
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reality I know. In that one Ossobos was one of  the last planets to join 
the Galactic Federation,’ said the Doctor. ‘Highly advanced, close 
cultural and genealogical ties with Alpha Centauri.’ Abruptly he 
thumped the console then winced in pain. ‘I don’t remember! I don’t 
remember what happened!’ 

‘But you think we should go there?’ ventured the Bloke. ‘Find this 
Sixela Capricornn?’ 

There was another pause. 
The Bloke frowned. Was he doing something wrong? This 
conversation thing was a real effort, all these meaningful silences. 
Eventually the Doctor nodded. He flipped further switches and 

pulled a lever. ‘If  I can just backtrack by a few days.’ He studied the 
readouts intently. ‘Yes, yes, thank you old girl!’ He patted the console 
in gentle delight. 

The Bloke found himself  smiling without knowing why. He much 
preferred this childish, wonderstruck Doctor. 

‘We were there in the forty first segment of  the second season,’ 
continued the Doctor. ‘She was on a holotour, so…’ He nodded in 
satisfaction. ‘That should give us a few days grace.’ The sound of  
materialisation filled the console room. The Doctor gazed at the 
ceiling. ‘Capital, absolutely capital!’ he boomed, as though addressing 
a packed auditorium. 

The Bloke decided to chance his arm. There was stuff  he needed 
to know if  he was going to be of  any real help. ‘Can you backtrack a 
bit for me, Doctor, if  I’m going to help…’ 

Before the Doctor could reply, a deep, sonorous tone began to 
echo through the TARDIS, coinciding with the gentle thud of  full 
materialisation. 

‘What?’ 
‘Cloister Bell,’ said the Doctor. 
‘Not good?’ 
The Doctor held his gaze. ‘Only happens in the gravest 

emergencies.’ He turned to the inner door. ‘Stay here, I need to talk 
with her.’ With that he was gone. 

The Bloke swallowed. This fear thing was no fun at all. 

Rahlena Sagathnai looked round the apartment for the final time. 
Falex stirred sleepily in her arms. She gently stroked his head, 
whispering reassurance. The door to the bedroom was open and she 
could clearly see Garrick, comatose and snoring loudly as she crept 
past. 

He moved suddenly, turning on his side. Sagathnai froze, her 
backpack and Falex a combined deadweight. 

The snoring resumed. 
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With a last, sad glance back Sagathnai pressed the main door exit 
panel and left the apartment they had shared for the last five years. 

Enough was finally, really enough. She’d had enough of  Garrick’s 
excuses to last a lifetime. Goddess knew she’d tried to make it work 
but when he’d blown that last contract, the credits gone on drugs and 
the attendant med tech fees… 

… Sagathnai came to her senses with a start. She’d got no further 
than the landing, lost in thought. Garrick could have appeared at any 
time. Did she really want to do this? Yes. 

There was Falex to think of  too, now. He deserved a future, a place 
in the Institute back on Taureas II. No self  obsessed idiot of  a 
husband was going to screw that up.  

If  it wasn’t too late for Falex, of  course. 
Except the voice inside, the voice she’d had since childhood… It 

kept telling her this was wrong in some way. Not wrong to do it but 
each action brought its attendant consequences. She looked at Falex, 
still asleep and realised she was crying. She would never do anything 
to hurt him. Even unintentionally and she’d never forgive herself. 

Sagathnai shook her head. Time was passing and time was 
precious. 

The grav-tube was out of  service as usual, the Ossoban’s paid scant 
attention to the problems of  their colony blocks. Tiredly, Rahlena 
Sagathnai began to make her way down the first of  many stairs. 

In the hov-cab she stared blankly at her features in the mirrored 
panel above the comp pilot, whirring and humming quietly to itself. 
The city flashed by outside. She ignored it, lost within her own world. 
Something bad was coming, she knew it. It was the same feeling she’d 
had on the landing. She’d been gifted with the sight since childhood, a 
fact the Thought Trawlers often remarked upon. She could never see 
clearly, she just got feelings, instincts about people or places. Strong 
feelings. She hadn’t needed the sight to know she had to make the 
break from Garrick but this new fear she was feeling daily… She 
couldn’t explain it. Something bad. Coming soon and coming fast. 
The hov-cab touched down gently at the Sky Rail station, her comp-
chip card clicking to ACCOUNT NEGATIVE. 

Sagathnai shrugged, struggling out of  the cab with Falex then 
reaching back for her pack. She had all they’d need for now, account 
be damned. She’d let it stay negative, find new work and a new 
account in one of  the Great West settlement zones. No way for 
Garrick to trace her then. 

The great entrance plaza of  the Sky Rail loomed before her, 
vaulted columns of  patterned marble and white metal. Embarkation 
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chip in hand, Sagathnai and Falex made their way to the departures 
platform. 

The TARDIS scanner showed a blank metal wall with a blank metal 
door. 

‘Oh look, metal!’ The Doctor grinned. 
The Bloke jumped, not realising he had come back. The Cloister 

Bell had been silent for some time. ‘Yeah, right. What did the 
TARDIS have to say?’ 

‘Oh, nothing to worry about.’ The Doctor waved away the 
question. 

The Bloke frowned. This wasn’t like the Doctor, in as much as he 
could tell it wasn’t like the Doctor. He noticed the Doctor was now 
dressed in pale khaki shorts and jacket, the ensemble completed by a 
pith helmet and sturdy walking boots. He was carrying a similar pile 
of  clothing which he now proffered to the Bloke. 

‘You have got to be joking,’ he said. 
‘It’s going to be hot,’ the Doctor warned. 
‘Right.’ The Bloke took the gear and headed for the inner door to 

change. ‘Fashion victims of  the cosmos unite!’ 
‘Yes, yes, exactly right I’m sure,’ said the Doctor, not hearing a 

word. 
They emerged into some sort of  luggage van or baggage car, 
guestimated the Bloke. Packing crates of  various shapes and sizes 
were stacked side to side, sealed with high tech security devices. 
Speaking of  which, a wall panel began to bleep in alarm. The Doctor 
reached out and casually input random data to the comp-chip. 

The panel blipped in futile objection and fell silent. 
‘Good, good,’ the Doctor ruminated. He gestured for the Bloke to 

follow him, examining the tracking device. ‘Just checking we’ve made 
the right connection.’ 

He opened another metal door at the far end of  the carriage and 
the Bloke saw they were in a stretch of  connecting corridor. A 
smoked glass door dead ahead led into some sort of  passenger 
carriage. There was a great deal of  activity from within. Between the 
passenger carriage and an outer door they now stood beside was a 
walled off  section of  carriage with a door outlined in neon red. 

‘What’s that?’ asked the Bloke. 
The Doctor looked. ‘Escape carriage. Standard Ossoban design.’ 
‘Wow, space train lifeboat,’ said the Bloke then winced at the 

analogy. ‘Nifty.’ 
‘Yes, yes, you’re very probably right,’ said the Doctor, clearly not 

listening again. He abruptly punched a button and the outer door slid 
open with a pneumatic hiss. 
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‘Strewth!’ The Bloke put a hand over his eyes. ‘Need to find myself  
some shades!’ 

They stepped down on to an immense platform. The most 
immense, bullet nosed, sleekly futuristic train he had ever seen sat 
humming idly in an equally immense alien station of  white stone and 
metal. Familiar and unfamiliar shapes moved all about him. A party 
of  noblemen from Draconia here, Alpha Centaurian tourists and 
Ossoban officials there. Even a few human looking colonists, laden 
with baggage and children, looking lost amid the heat haze. The 
Bloke knew the feeling. 

‘Thomas the Tank Engine it ain’t,’ he said softly. Damn, was this 
humanisation process cross referencing some obscure rubbish? 

‘Quite, and no doubt you’re wondering as to your sudden pop-
culture referencing?’ Before the Bloke could ask the Doctor how he 
knew that, the Doctor carried on. ‘The TARDIS is helping you out, 
acclimatising you to your new-found humanity, with all she’s learned 
from the humans that have travelled within her since I left Gallifrey. 
Now,’ he added after a brief  pause, pointing at the train, ‘that’s an 
Ossoban Mono-Cruiser, Sky Rail Class Five.’ He indicated the far end 
of  the platform where the sleek line of  the monorail disappeared into 
mountainous distance against a hazy purple sky. 

‘It’s a big one,’ said the Bloke. 
‘Yes, it is rather enormous if  I do say so myself,’ the Doctor 

agreed. 
They exchanged a look. 
The Doctor harrumphed. 
The Bloke looked at his feet, fanning himself  with his pith helmet. 

He knew one or both of  them had just said something embarrassing 
but he couldn’t quite put his finger on it. Wait a minute… This was 
innuendo! Sorted! Or maybe not. 

‘Yes, well, maybe the TARDIS is a little too efficient…’ The 
Doctor was pointing to the last carriage, gleaming in the alien 
sunlight. ‘Still, she’s done a really excellent job this time, if  I do say so 
myself.’ 

The Bloke looked. If  you really tried you could see the last carriage 
was a darker shade of  tungsten blue to the other carriages but it 
barely noticed. He fanned himself  again with the pith helmet. ‘So 
what’s the plan?’ 

The Doctor was off, striding towards the huge, marbled sweep of  
the ticket hall. ‘Sunglasses you say?’ he called back. 

‘Oh yeah, right.’ The Bloke hurried after him. This was… The 
words came to him unbidden. Being a tourist, that was it. That 
explained his sense of  anticipation. Perhaps he could find a travel 
guide, or a little straw squid head. 
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As usual the standard carriages were the last to be opened for 
embarkation. Sagathnai had kept her back to the shade, away from 
the imposing bulk of  the Mono-Cruiser. Alien dignitaries and 
officials of  differing Ossoban castes made their way on board the 
Premier and Luxury carriages. One group in particular caught 
Sagathnai’s eye. They were clearly offworlders but it was more than 
that, they were different somehow. Sagathnai stared and held Falex 
closer to her as she swept passed a black woman and two men. One 
of  the men was clad in black leather and cloak, seemingly oblivious to 
the heat. The other was more powerfully built, clad in some sort of  
light weight metallic body armour, face hard and uncompromising. 
The woman dwarfed them both in terms of  stature, easily over six 
feet and moving with feline grace. 

As one they stopped then turned to face Sagathnai. She felt Falex’s 
fear, mirroring her own. 

‘A child,’ said the man in black, his voice oddly echoed. His eyes 
were mournful, raven black. 

‘You must be very proud.’ The woman grinned. Her eyes were 
liquid silver. 

‘Martura, Kade, we don’t have time for this,’ the second man 
interjected. 

The woman’s eyes seemed to flash with a brighter intensity but she 
turned and made her way towards the Luxury carriages. ‘Catch you 
later!’ she called back, shouting harsh laughter. 

The man in black remained for a minute, staring fixatedly at Falex, 
then he too was gone. 

Sagathnai drew breath. What had just happened? 
Falex stared after the group, hypnotised. 

The Bloke was reading his travel guide. It was a good guide, with 
appendices and footnotes and everything. The whole caboodle; the 
real deal. It was The Backpacker’s Guide to Ossobos and he’d been 
through it more times than he cared to remember. 

Good of  the Doctor to book them on a week’s length Standard 
Class Mono Cruise. And things weren’t going too well. 

The Doctor’s attempts to get into the Luxury section of  the 
cruiser, or more particularly, Professor Sixela Capricornn’s 
compartments had so far met with no success. Zilch. The last time he 
had seen the Doctor he had seemed quite concerned, muttering 
about outside technology barring the way. 

The Bloke shifted position, trying to turn in time with the 
movement of  the Mono-Cruiser and only succeeded in twisting his 
neck. Again. 

‘Life’s a bitch, huh?’ said a voice from his elbow. 
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The Bloke paused before turning. Didn’t want to put his neck out 
anymore. The Unkolboogan Mountains were just coming into view. 
Someone elbowed him in the ribs. He looked. It was a dark skinned 
kid with big, seriously big, hair. 

‘You listening to me?’ enquired the kid. You could have called him 
cherubic but the eyes told a different story. Seeing the Bloke stare the 
kid donned a ridiculously oversize pair of  sun goggles. He offered the 
Bloke a hand. ‘I’m Anotyne. Pleased to meet ya!’ 

‘Right.’ The Bloke shook uncertainly. Where the hell was the 
Doctor? He seemed to have got permanently delayed in the buffet 
car. There was an alarmingly loud crackling from right next to his ear. 
Twisting abruptly he saw the kid, Anotyne, was now kneeling on the 
adjacent seat with his tongue poked out. A lurid red crystal deposit 
was crackling and bouncing on said tongue. Thankfully it was 
retracted. The Bloke blinked. 

‘Spacedust!’ Anotyne gave a brilliant, raspberry white grin. He 
proffered a packet. ‘Wanna try? It’s totally ‘70s, man!’ 

‘Think I’ll pass on that,’ said the Bloke, wondering where this was 
going while at the same instant realising who Anotyne was. His heart 
raced and he found himself  grinning inanely. 

‘Oh you should try it!’ 
Anotyne raised a hand for a high five and without knowing why 

the Bloke responded. 
‘Yeah,’ continued Anotyne, ‘me and Bartholomew had a 

newsagent. Great days.’ 
‘Mmm, right.’ The Bloke tried to look interested while wondering 

about the semiotic thickness of  his travel guide in relation to 
unexpected connection with Anotyne’s skull. Nah, as attack plans 
went it wasn’t up to much. All that big hair would get in the way for a 
start. He realised the kid was looking at him in expectation. 

‘You gonna do it then?’ 
‘Going to do what?’ asked the Bloke. 
‘Y’know, jump me. Make your move.’ Anotyne grinned even wider, 

shadow boxing inanely. 
‘Thought never crossed my mind,’ said the Bloke, rolling his eyes. 

A shadow fell across their table and he looked up with palpable relief. 
It wasn’t the Doctor. 
Bartholomew looked down at him with eyes that shifted from 

turquoise to slate blue and back again. ‘We have to go.’ 
The Bloke smiled. ‘I’m not going anywhere with you two psychos.’ 
Bartholomew sighed tiredly. ‘Au contraire.’ 
‘That’s a really big gun,’ said the Bloke. Everyone else in the 

carriage seemed to be discretely not paying attention. ‘Great,’ he 
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struggled to his feet as Anotyne made way for him. ‘I’ve always said 
abduction and violence broaden the mind.’ 

‘… and grilled air squid with salt crab dressing for –’ The Doctor 
stared at the empty seats and the Bloke’s backpack, sitting forlornly 
alone. ‘Oh, you’re not here.’ He frowned to himself  and turned an 
awkward circle in the cramped aisle of  the carriage. ‘I wasn’t that 
long, surely?’ 

‘They took him away.’ 
‘I’m sorry?’ The Doctor turned and saw a Taurean woman in the 

adjacent seats, young child clinging to her shoulder. She gently 
stroked the boy’s hair as she looked at him. ‘Who took him away?’ 
prompted the Doctor. 

She shook her head. ‘Didn’t want to ask too many questions, from 
the look of  their weaponry. Goddess knows how they got that on 
board.’ 

‘Please, this is important.’ The Doctor knelt between the tables, 
looking at her seriously. 

She regarded him for a moment. 
The Doctor realised she was eyeing the sandwiches. He proffered 

them. 
She didn’t have a problem accepting them and spoke quickly as she 

unwrapped the food. ‘Old man and a boy, they took him towards the 
back.’ 

‘An old man and a boy…’ The Doctor got to his feet, watching as 
she stuffed the food hungrily into her mouth, breaking off  pieces for 
the child. The Doctor snapped his fingers. ‘Anotyne and 
Bartholomew!’ His gaze darkened. ‘They’d have been well advised to 
leave us alone.’ He saw the child was looking at him a little fearfully 
and tried to grin a reassuring grin. ‘I’m sorry. Thank you for your 
help…?’ He looked at the woman in expectation. 

She swallowed and gave a brief, tired smile, her orange eyes almost 
seeming dead against the green tattoo that covered half  her face. 
‘Don’t mention it. I’m Rahlena Sagathnai, this is Falex.’ She hugged 
the child proudly. 

‘Thank you, thank you both.’ The Doctor leant to pick up the 
Bloke’s back pack and headed for the rear of  the train. 

‘Don’t mention it,’ repeated Sagathnai, wiping a crumb from her 
lip. Falex looked at her, his usually thin orange eyes now wide. She 
turned and stared after the Doctor’s departing figure. 

Why did she have such a bad feeling in her guts? There was a 
familiar pounding at her temples and Falex gripped her arm tighter as 
he always did when she was seeing. Sagathnai gasped, struggling to 
hold the boy safely. She fell back against the cushioned head rest. 
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They were going to die! 
She looked wildly about the carriage as the train dipped and turned 

into the Unkolboogan Valley. Everyone on board was going to die. 
Except… Her thoughts turned to the strangers, their faces rising 
unbidden in her mind. 

‘Now this,’ said Anotyne, with little irony, ‘should be the last carriage.’ 
He paused and gave that familiar annoying grin. ‘But… oh look.’ 
Weaving between packing crates he turned and presented another, 
metallic blue door at the back of  the carriage. ‘Looks like we’ve got 
ourselves an extra carriage.’ 

The Bloke sighed. ‘Yes, it’s the TARDIS, and yes I can get you in 
there if  you want.’ He fingered his TARDIS key gingerly, wondering 
whether to make a break for it. Thing was, he really didn’t want to 
exit the picture heroically shouting a warning while the Doctor picked 
up the main thread. 

Bartholomew prodded him in the back with the gun. ‘We’re all on 
the same side you know.’ 

‘Yeah, right. You’ve totally convinced me,’ said the Bloke. 
‘We need to convince you, man,’ said Anotyne, pointing a serious, 

if  diminutive finger. ‘Game plan’s changed. Big changes.’ 
‘But if  we can convince you,’ said Bartholomew. 
‘And you can convince the Doctor,’ added Anotyne. 
‘You might have a cellophane duck’s chance in hell of  getting out 

of  this!’ they finished in unison, grinning lunatically at each other. 
‘What drugs are you on?’ asked the Bloke. ‘‘Cos I could really do 

with some of  them.’ 
‘Hey, man, be cool.’ Anotyne moved to one of  the packing crates 

and flipped the lid open. Titanium screws and joints sprung and 
bounced across the carriage floor. ‘Know what this is?’ he asked, 
beckoning to the Bloke. 

The Bloke looked and nodded in resignation. ‘It’s a bomb.’ He 
paused. ‘Correction. It’s a bloody big bomb.’ 

‘Too right my friend.’ Anotyne had an almost admiring look on his 
face. ‘You just gotta dig the technology.’ 

‘Whose technology?’ the Bloke asked. 
‘That, my friend,’ said Bartholomew from behind him, ‘is a 

Construct Existential Incendiary Device. With Reality Fuse and 
coded time flip switches.’ 

‘State of  the art,’ said Anotyne. 
‘Right,’ said the Bloke who was suddenly feeling incredibly pissed 

off. Plus scared witless. ‘You’ll have to bring me up to speed on the 
art of  mass murder and destruction.’ 
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‘Hey,’ said Anotyne seriously. ‘Remember what you were saying 
about abduction and violence?’ 

‘Just give me the damn drugs,’ said the Bloke. 
‘There won’t be any need for that,’ said a familiar voice. 
They turned as one to see the Doctor in the doorway to the 

carriage, face like thunder. 
‘Doctor!’ The Bloke stepped forward and felt Bartholomew’s 

restraining hand on his shoulder. 
‘We need to talk,’ said Bartholomew. 
‘What is this, Bob-bloody-Hoskins?’ the Bloke wondered out loud. 

Bartholomew’s grip tightened and he winced in pain. 
‘What’s to talk about?’ The Doctor stepped into the carriage. 
‘That for a start.’ Bartholomew released the Bloke and indicated 

the Reality Bomb, humming quietly to itself  in the packing crate. 
The Doctor stared in horror. ‘What in Rassilon’s name have you 

done?’ He frowned. ‘Who did I say?’ 
‘Ow!’ The Bloke clutched at his head. That… What had the 

Doctor said? Felt like someone had just stuck a fair few volts through 
his head. Reality seemed to blur momentarily then refocused. 

Anotyne and Bartholomew exchanged a sly grin. 
‘Seems like your future’s catching up with you,’ said Anotyne, 

redirecting everyone’s attention to the bomb. 
‘You’re saying this isn’t your work?’ asked the Doctor. 
Anotyne pulled a face. ‘Don’t insult us, man. This is heavy handed. 

We practically wrote the rulebook for the Armageddon Conven– ow!’ 
He looked resentfully at Bartholomew who was standing on his foot. 

Both the Doctor and the Bloke were clutching at their heads again. 
‘Guess I must have taken something after all,’ muttered the Bloke. 

‘Great trip it’s turning out to be, too.’ 
‘We don’t have time for this,’ said Bartholomew abruptly. ‘As my 

associate said, your future’s catching up with you, Doctor.’ He 
indicated the bomb. ‘The only way you can defuse this is with your 
TARDIS.’ 

The Doctor stared. ‘Link it with the time vector coordinates and 
generate a triple alpha wave buffer zone?’ 

‘That’ll do,’ said Bartholomew. 
‘Why’s the train stopping?’ wondered the Bloke. Nobody appeared 

to notice or answer so he walked back towards the last passenger 
carriage for a look outside. 

The Doctor was still locked in his staring match with 
Bartholomew. ‘Why would you help me?’ 

‘Let’s just say we like to hedge our bets,’ said Bartholomew with an 
uncompromising smile. 
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Anotyne snorted. ‘Man, you are so down with the mercenary 
thing!’ 

Bartholomew ignored him and indicated the door to the TARDIS, 
flipping the switch on his hand gun. ‘Shall we?’ 

The Doctor gave a short sigh. ‘Very well.’ 

Martura sat up abruptly in the soft illumination of  a Luxury 
Compartment. Professor Sixela Capricornn’s Luxury Compartment if  
truth be told. Except the professor had once again ceased to exist. 
Scant days before a Construct Reality Bomb would have ensured she 
ceased to exist in any case. 

Martura grinned her killer cat grin. ‘Tying up loose ends, don’t you 
just love it?’ She frowned and her eyes glowed fiercely. 

Orestes and Kade looked to her expectantly. 
‘Damn you!’ Martura had a surprised look on her face. ‘It’s 

Anotyne and Bartholomew! How come the homeboys have gone and 
got themselves a conscience?’ 

‘That’s nice for them,’ said Kade in a detached tone. 
‘Never mind that!’ hissed Martura.’ We are taking Michael Jackson 

and his funky uncle out of  the picture now!’ She looked at them 
both. ‘Well what are you waiting for? Make like an unstoppable killing 
machine!’ 

The Bloke was staring out of  the passenger carriage windows. The 
smoked glass still afforded a good view of  the broad sweep of  the 
Unkolboogan Mountains and the ragged trough of  the valley which 
the monorail was poised to descend into. Except it wasn’t descending. 
Wasn’t going anywhere at all at present. Other passengers had noticed 
and a low murmur of  curious conversation had broken out. The 
Bloke leaned closer to the glass partition, wishing the drop below 
them wasn’t quite so sheer. 

He squinted. The track appeared to divide here, continuing down 
into the valley and the first of  the Great West settlements by the 
shores of  Lake Ulchooba or splitting off  to the west where it ran 
onto some kind of  viaduct. Pretty immense viaduct too, damn thing 
must have been at least a thousand feet high and – 

The Bloke blinked. 
‘They never finished it,’ said an elderly voice from his elbow. 

Looking, he saw a Draconian nobleman, who flashed a shark’s tooth 
smile. 

The Bloke nodded. ‘I guess they didn’t.’ 
‘No, the damn fools ran out of  money. Could have told them that 

before they started. The Sky Rail, that’s what they were going to call 
it.’ The nobleman chuckled throatily to himself. 
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‘Right,’ said the Bloke. ‘Is it normal to stop right at the junction 
with a discontinued line?’ 

‘Line’s still perfectly serviceable. I heard they ran a freighter on to 
it at seven thousand over maximum as an impact test.’ 

‘They what?’ The Bloke clutched at a nearby seat head as the 
monorail seemed to lurch unnervingly. As though the bloody points 
had changed, he thought. 

‘No cause to panic, my friend,’ hissed the Draconian. ‘There’s an 
energy barrier so strong at the end of  that line you’d need an anti-
matter mine to even crack it. The freighter never even touched it.’ 

‘An anti-matter mine, or maybe a Construct Reality Bomb?’ 
ventured the Bloke. 

The Draconian shrugged, seeming to tire of  the subject. ‘Well, if  
you wanted to take half  of  Ossobos with you as well.’ 

‘Shite,’ said the Bloke. ‘In fact, double shite with shite on top.’ He 
stared out of  the window towards the distant viaduct. 

With perfect timing, a new voice at his shoulder said; ‘We’re all 
going to die.’ 

The Bloke physically jumped. 
It was a Taurean woman, thin faced and tired, her tattoo glowing 

livid lime against her pale skin. She was holding a child at her breast. 
The child looked as wide-eyed and frightened as the Bloke was now 
feeling. He shook his head, took a step back. Did he know these two? 
No but… They’d been sitting opposite him. 

‘What do you mean?’ he managed eventually. 
‘We don’t have time for this,’ the woman brushed past him. ‘I don’t 

know who you people are or what your problem is,’ and here she 
looked back at him fiercely, ‘but nobody is hurting my boy. Now take 
me to your friends.’ 

Thick coils of  industrial strength cable ran from the now open door 
of  the TARDIS to the bomb, a low hum of  power channelled 
between them. Anotyne was sat on a packing crate watching the 
Doctor, whose face was lost in shadow, studying the illuminated 
display panel on the bomb. 

‘Just under twenty minutes,’ said the Doctor quietly. He looked 
fiercely at Anotyne. ‘It may not be enough.’ 

‘Sure it will be!’ Anotyne seemed blithely confident. 
‘I imagine it makes very little difference to you either way.’ 
‘Then why are we here in the first place?’ 
‘As your friend said, hedging your bets.’ The Doctor scowled. He 

rose to his feet. ‘Where is he by the way?’ 
‘Here.’ Bartholomew stepped from the door of  the TARDIS. ‘It’ll 

put her central systems under a lot of  stress but I think she’ll take it.’ 
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‘I hope so,’ said the Doctor. ‘Nobody else should have to die.’ 
There was a brief  silence. 

Anotyne broke it. ‘Man, but if  that ain’t emotional!’ He sighed a 
contented sigh. ‘To think I have been by the good Doctor’s side as he 
fought the good fight.’ 

‘Anotyne,’ said Bartholomew reasonably. ‘Shut up.’ 
‘Damn no, man.’ Anotyne closed his eyes and scrunched up his 

face. ‘You just got to go with it.’ He looked seriously at the Doctor. 
‘Do it again, man. Rhapsodise some goodness for me!’ 

The Doctor just stared. 
‘Whoops,’ said Anotyne. ‘Guess I overstepped some good guy 

boundary there.’ 
‘Doctor!’ It was the Bloke. ‘Our problems just got worse.’ 
‘What’s happened? Sagathnai?’ 
Sagathnai stepped tiredly into the carriage. Placing Falex into the 

surprised arms of  the Bloke she looked from face to face. And settled 
on Anotyne and Bartholomew. ‘It’s you,’ she said simply. 

‘Come again, sister?’ prompted Anotyne. He tossed the Bloke a 
packet of  Spacedust, who just managed to catch it one handed. 
‘Orange, can’t stand the stuff.’ 

‘Cheers, mate,’ said the Bloke. ‘That’s a big help.’ 
‘It’s you but not you,’ continued the woman. ‘The woman with 

silver eyes, she is here. She’ll kill us all.’ 
Anotyne looked at Bartholomew. ‘Cat with silver eyes. Sounds like 

Martura.’ 
Bartholomew nodded. ‘Must have rumbled us.’ 
‘Bad break,’ said Anotyne. ‘Looks like we’ve taken this altruism gig 

as far as we can take it.’ 
Bartholomew appeared to be adjusting a dial on the side of  his 

gun. ‘I’m sorry, Doctor, but we’ve done as much as we can.’ He 
disappeared. 

The Doctor’s eyes bulged. ‘You’re abandoning these people?’ He 
realised he was addressing empty space and turned his gaze to 
Anotyne. 

Anotyne shrugged. ‘Must have triggered an alarm opening the 
crate. Typical Martura tactic. She’ll be on board some place.’ He 
flashed a grin. ‘Look out for Orestes and Kade. They’ll have your 
sorry asses!’ He disappeared. 

Falex began to cry. 
Anotyne abruptly reappeared. He was holding one of  the lethal 

looking handguns which he handed to the Bloke, who struggled to 
hold it along with Falex and the Spacedust. Anotyne indicated the dial 
on the side. ‘Disruptor Gun, it’s got three settings. Time, Gravity and 
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Cellular.’ He grinned again. ‘Basic model but it might do you for 
some action. Throw some macho shapes for me.’ He was gone again. 

‘Great,’ said the Bloke after the ensuing silence had become almost 
unbearable. He passed the crying Falex back to Sagathnai who 
attempted to soothe him. ‘So now we’re caught between a big 
explosion, a big drop or hey, even better, both!’ He stepped angrily up 
to the Doctor. ‘Aren’t we? Plus we’ve got further psycho nut jobs on 
board!’ 

The Doctor sighed. 
Sagathnai stared at him strangely. ‘You are old,’ she said. ‘Older 

than you look or should be. I cannot see your future.’ 
The Bloke bit his lip, regretting his outburst. ‘Look, all I’m saying 

is –’ 
‘That thing will kill them,’ said the Doctor quietly. He took the 

Disruptor Gun from the Bloke and examined it briefly. ‘Much more 
than just hedging their bets I’d say. Twenty charges.’ He handed it 
back. 

The Bloke continued to examine the gun uncertainly. 
‘It’s one of  the most powerful weapons in existence,’ continued the 

Doctor. ‘It will kill them,’ he repeated. 
‘Is that all it comes down to at the end of  the day?’ said the Bloke. 

‘Kill or be killed, survival of  the fittest?’ 
‘Perhaps,’ said the Doctor although he sounded far from 

convinced. ‘If  they want my death they can have it. But nobody else 
dies!’ 

As if  on cue, the illuminated communication screen above the 
carriage entrance blurted into life. 

An all too clear image appeared on the screen, a shaven headed 
black woman with silver eyes and teeth that were laughing tablets of  
perfect ivory. ‘Calling all anomalies!’ She paused, waiting until she was 
sure she had their attention. ‘Hi, how are y’all?’ She giggled like a 
mischievous child. ‘Just to let you know that the crew have been 
brutally murdered and we will shortly be setting off  again.’ She 
paused. There was the sound of  confused cries and questions from 
the other carriages. ‘All right then,’ continued the woman, Martura, 
assumed the Bloke. ‘Buffet service and random acts of  senseless 
violence will be along shortly. Be sure to have your tickets ready for 
inspection.’ She paused again, smirking. ‘And, Doctor, you have been 
a naughty boy. Doing our dirty work for us and letting young Bradley 
die like that.’ At this point she completely lost it and began to laugh 
uncontrollably. ‘Have a nice day!’ The screen went blank. 

‘What the hell?’ The Bloke turned to the Doctor. In the distance 
there was the sound of  high tech weaponry being discharged, 
followed by screams. 
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Abruptly the monorail jerked into life and began to move again. 
The Bloke turned to the Doctor. ‘We can get them out of  here! 

Take them in the TARDIS!’ 
‘I can’t!’ The Doctor shook his head. He pointed to the still open 

TARDIS door. ‘I could never make the disconnections in time, 
besides which I’ll most likely blow us all to perdition!’ 

‘Well we’ve got less than fifteen bloody minutes anyway!’ shouted 
the Bloke with a look at the bomb’s display panel. 

The gunfire and screaming were coming closer. At the same time 
the motion of  the monorail was becoming rocky and unsteady. 

‘Please,’ Sagathnai stepped towards them. ‘Help us!’ She looked 
imploringly at them. ‘He hasn’t done anything.’ 

They all stared at Falex who stared back, wide eyed. 
The monorail tilted alarmingly, picking up speed as it turned in to 

the bend towards the uncompleted viaduct. 
‘Please.’ 
The Doctor appeared to come to a decision. ‘We’ll save him.’ He 

looked at the Bloke. ‘It’s got to be you.’ 
‘What do you mean?’ 
‘You’ve got to hold them off  while I defuse this obscenity!’ He 

glared at the bomb. ‘Get them to use the escape carriage!’ 
The Bloke drew a deep breath. He felt like he was dreaming and 

almost in slow motion heard himself  say: ‘I’ll hold them off.’ Even 
more incredibly he found himself  walking towards the next carriage. 
The gunfire was very close now. 

The elderly Draconian looked up from where he was crouched 
behind his seat in the cramped baggage space. ‘Please, what is 
happening? That announcement –’ 

‘Bad joke,’ said the Bloke. ‘Really, really bad joke. You have got to 
listen to me, mate. I mean really listen.’ He looked about the carriage 
and raised his voice. ‘You’ve got to take the escape carriage, it’s your 
only chance!’ There were cries of  disbelief  and objection. From the 
sound of  it, the other members of  the Construct were now in the 
next carriage but one at most. ‘Just listen!’ shouted the Bloke. ‘These 
people are not going to be stopped and they will kill you. Plus Lake-
bloody-Ulchooba, that settlement down there and probably this half  
of  Ossobos!’ 

‘What do you mean?’ The Draconian had struggled to his feet, a 
look of  uncomprehending shock on his face. 

‘I wasn’t joking about the Reality Bomb,’ said the Bloke, loud 
enough for everyone to hear.  

Most of  the occupants of  this carriage, natives and offworlders 
alike seemed to have got the message. There was a general rush 
towards the escape carriage. The Bloke tried to steady himself  against 
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the increasing momentum of  the Mono-Cruiser. He realised the 
Draconian was still with him. 

‘What is it?’ 
The Draconian was wielding a lethal looking ceremonial blade. ‘If  

we are to die I shall be honoured to die by your side.’ 
The Bloke stared. ‘Look, no one else is going to die –’ 
Too late. 
‘Hello,’ said a voice from behind them. 
‘Damn,’ said the Bloke. 

Sagathnai watched the Doctor work. Unfamiliar symbols were playing 
over the display panel of  the bomb, ever faster. The Doctor seemed 
to slump, holding his head in hands. 

‘I can’t do it. I can’t do it.’ 
Sagathnai leant towards him, placed a hand on his shoulder. ‘You 

can do it. You are a good man.’ 
‘Am I?’ The Doctor stared at, through and beyond her. ‘Am I a 

good man?’ He shook his head despairingly. ‘People have died here 
today. All because of  my stupidity… I tried to fight back, to find a 
way back… Walked straight into their trap. There is no way back.’ He 
sighed heavily. ‘I don’t know if  there’s a place for me in this universe!’ 

Sagathnai slapped him. ‘Men!’ 
The Doctor seemed momentarily stung then galvanised into 

action. He headed for the TARDIS door. ‘There might be a way, I 
don’t know, I just need to check the fluid links, reroute the 
mercury…’ 

‘You do that,’ called Sagathnai. ‘But if  Falex dies, I’ll kill you 
myself.’ 

The Doctor stared. ‘I believe you.’ Then he was gone. 
Sagathnai hugged Falex closer to him. She needed the Doctor to 

believe her but that last bit had been a lie. It was very close now. She 
was scared but not for herself. The voices had told her. The only 
people who could save her son were the Doctor and his friend. 

The Bloke looked up. The black woman, Martura, was standing at the 
far end of  the carriage. Framed in the entrance behind her were a 
brutal looking white guy with similar shaven hairstyle and a guy with a 
bowl haircut who looked like he was auditioning for some sort of  
futuristic anti-pope. They all held similar guns to his own. 

Martura grinned, indicating first crew cut, then bowl head. ‘My 
good friends Orestes and Kade.’ 

‘Nice gear,’ said the Bloke. ‘Where do you shop? World of  
Leather?’ 
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‘Shut up insect!’ Martura’s eyes narrowed to slits of  hate filled 
mercury. ‘Where did you get that?’ 

‘What this?’ The Bloke raised the Disruptor Gun casually upwards 
and without consciously thinking what he was doing, pulled the 
trigger. There was a tremendous explosion and sudden, jarring pain 
as the Bloke was thrown backwards by the force of  the discharge. Air 
rushed inwards from the symmetrical hole he had blown in the 
carriage roof. 

‘Cellular!’ shrieked Martura. 
Similar holes were punched in the wall behind the Bloke. He 

struggled to a kneeling position, the monorail moving at terrifying 
speed now, the abrupt depressurisation not helping at all. He was 
pleased to see the Construct were having similar problems at the far 
end of  the carriage. Desperately he turned the dial on the gun. 

‘Drop it or we kill him!’ Martura was screaming to be heard above 
the wind. Orestes had the Draconian in a neck lock and was holding a 
gun to his head, stone faced. Kade looked on, grinning a sickening 
grin. 

The monorail tilted abruptly as the escape carriage ejected. The 
Bloke took his chance. 

It was a good call. Orestes lost his balance and the Bloke loosed 
off  two shots on the TIME setting. At first, nothing appeared to 
happen. Then the air seemed to shimmer and ripple, transparent 
treacle in front of  the Construct. 

The escape carriage sailed past in slow motion outside, retro jets 
cutting in as it dipped towards Lake Ulchooba. 

The Bloke drew a painful breath and got to his feet. 
They were still there, Martura screaming abuse but soundlessly, cut 

off. 
The monorail continued its suicidal downhill journey. 
‘Please!’ 
He turned. It was Sagathnai, in the doorway to the last carriage, 

carrying a terrified Falex. 
‘Why the hell weren’t you on the escape carriage?’ screamed the 

Bloke. Come to think of  it, why wasn’t he? 
She wasn’t listening. ‘Something’s gone wrong, I don’t understand, 

please you must come now!’ 
The Bloke’s heart pounded. He was ragged and dog tired. This 

really was the limit. He stared. The Doctor was just visible, lost in a 
haze of  strange static as he knelt over the bomb. The doorway to the 
TARDIS seemed to have completely disappeared. 

The Bloke looked up, hearing the familiar deep booming of  the 
Cloister Bell. Great, that’s reassuring. 
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‘I can’t contain it!’ The Doctor’s voice was very faint beneath the 
bell, as though coming through a poorly tuned radio. ‘Use the gun! 
Use the gun!’ He flared briefly then was lost in the encroaching static. 

An ear splitting shriek began to pierce the other sounds of  chaos 
and confusion. The Bloke turned desperately to Sagathnai. What had 
the Doctor meant? He flipped the setting back to CELLUAR. Was 
there really no way out? Surely the Doctor didn’t mean… He flipped 
the setting again. 

‘Do something!’ Sagathnai was openly crying now. She stared at 
him, red faced. ‘I promised him! I promised!’ Abruptly, she folded 
and dropped, an astonished look on her face. The Bloke held her 
gaze all the way to the floor. 

Orestes stepped forward from the next carriage. ‘Oh, for shame.’ 
He stared curiously as the diminutive Falex attempted to detach 
himself  from his unmoving mother. ‘Life, death.’ He smiled at the 
Bloke while picking up the wailing Falex in one hand. ‘What does it 
all mean?’ He gave a sudden school girl giggle. This turned to a shriek 
of  outraged agony as the Draconian nobleman’s sword split him 
straight down the middle. 

A look of  astonishment fell in diametrically opposite directions 
then burst and faded in negative static. 

Falex fell with a wail. 
‘Dishonourable scum,’ spat the Draconian then fell in turn. 
Martura and Kade were right there. The high pitched screeching 

was getting ever louder. 
The Bloke fired, grabbing for Falex with all his remaining strength 

in the same instant. Martura and Kade disappeared towards the hole 
in the roof  with a collective cry of  outrage. Kade was lost from view 
outside. Martura remained, spread-eagled against the hole like a 
malignant spider. 

Falex was a dead weight in his hand but the Bloke barely noticed. 
‘Gravity weapon?’ Martura spat down at him. ‘Who’s given you the 

keys to the toy box?’ 
‘Tell you what,’ shouted the Bloke, changing the setting again. ‘Just 

for you I’ll do this the old fashioned way.’ 
‘No!’ Martura struggled to free herself  against the pressure. 
The Bloke fired. 
Pieces of  Martura fell in separate directions. 
‘I could’ve told you,’ said the Bloke. ‘Guns suck.’ And, he thought 

to himself, I am not an insect. I am one of  the Millennium People. ‘A 
god,’ he mumbled to himself, ‘one day, hopefully.’ 

Pulling Falex close to him he turned back to the carriage. 
No one else was left alive. They’d killed everyone in the forward 

carriages, the senseless bastards. 
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The Doctor was gone too. There was no way through to the final 
carriage. There were only the external doors in the connecting 
corridor. He almost lost his footing as the monorail entered its final 
descent. Use the gun, the Doctor had said. Use the gun… The 
external doors would never just open, he’d need one shot for that and 
then… The Goddess only knew. 

An image of  Sagathnai rose unbidden in his mind. He looked 
down at her unmoving body, Falex following his gaze, silent and 
solemn. ‘I’ll save him,’ he said quietly, ‘I’ll save him.’ 

Holding Falex as close as he dared without hurting him he turned 
to the external doors and fired. The hand of  an invisible giant 
plucked him and the boy outside. 

* 

The Doctor was moving through static. His back hurt and his lungs 
were aching, hearts pumping to maximum capacity. This was direct 
time seepage, straight from the vortex. He was impervious to the 
motion of  the cruiser, reality was falling away all around him as the 
last seconds ticked away to detonation. There was only one way out 
and he knew it. 

Let the TARDIS systems take the blast. Reality Ram. He stumbled 
and fell to his knees, fingers searching for controls that no longer 
existed, arms sinking into a sludge of  hungry static. Desperately he 
focused, going through the motions anyway. 

No one else should have to die. What was he saying? Did he really 
believe that? Was he insane? The Doctor felt himself  twist and fall. 
Then nothing. Nothing at all. 
Falling and tumbling against the slipstream the Bloke fumbled with 
the gun. Somehow he managed to change the setting and not lose 
hold of  Falex. Where to aim? 

Cart wheeling crazily he decided it didn’t matter and aimed for a 
foot. Waves of  thudding pain shot up his legs and torso, an anvil 
hammering in his chest. Goddess knew what it was doing to the 
boy… But they weren’t in freefall anymore. Gritting his teeth the 
Bloke kept the trigger depressed. The ground was still a long way off. 

Above and away to the west there was a searing flash of  indigo 
light and a strangulated, resounding echo, like some huge dubbed 
orchestral take on the TARDIS’s materialisation. 

The Bloke blinked as he and Falex careened slowly towards the 
ground. The viaduct was gone, monorail too. Doctor as well, he 
guessed. They were headed for the shores of  Lake Ulchooba if  he 
remembered his travel guide correctly. 
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The ground came closer still and he realised with a start that the 
gun’s power pack was running low. Although it wasn’t really his style, 
the Bloke closed his eyes and made a wish. 

The power pack ran out four Ossoban feet above the ground and a 
good twenty from Lake Ulchooba. 

Falex landed with a surprised cry. The Bloke succeeded in 
spraining his ankle after nearly a thousand foot free fall. Which wasn’t 
bad, all things considered, he thought. 

He stared. 
Away to the right was his back pack. 
A little further was a familiar, if  unconscious figure. 
In the distance beyond it was the still smoking shape of  the escape 

carriage, survivors wandering in confused groups by the shore of  the 
lake. 

‘Doctor?’ The Bloke moved cautiously closer to the still figure. 
The Doctor sat up abruptly and grinned a delighted grin. ‘Very 

excellent to see you, too.’ 
‘Granted,’ said the Bloke. ‘What did you do?’ 
‘I contained the explosion,’ said the Doctor, watching Falex walk 

unsteadily towards the lake shore. He ran to lift the child who giggled 
in delight. ‘At the expense of  the TARDIS,’ he finished. 

‘What?’ said the Bloke, rubbing his ankle dejectedly. 
‘It was that or lose half  the planet,’ said the Doctor simply. 
The Bloke sighed. ‘So gone means gone.’ 
‘Gone means gone,’ repeated the Doctor, hefting Falex skywards. 

For a moment he remained as he was, his chunky fingers tickling 
Falex absently, his eyes taking on a haunted look. The Bloke looked 
to the water. They had both lost so much lately. 

He let out a sigh. ‘I’m sorry, Doctor.’ 
‘Yes,’ the Doctor said solemnly. ‘I shall miss the old girl.’ 
The Doctor held Falex closer and smiled. ‘Still, there are futures to 

be made. We need to get this young fellow some medical attention.’ 
Falex burbled delightedly and slapped ineffectually at the Doctor’s 
face. 

‘This is good,’ said the Bloke. ‘But how the hell did you survive?’ 
A confused look crossed the Doctor’s face. ‘The TARDIS… she 

saved me. Extrapolated the Extreme Emergency option one final 
time. Catapulted me out of  harm’s way as it were.’ Feeling in his 
pocket he withdrew the tracker and stared at it distractedly. ‘Oh that’s 
interesting. Yes indeed, we need to follow these coordinates. Alpha 
Centauri, eh?’ 

He handed Falex to the Bloke. ‘There shouldn’t be… but there is. 
One more paradox out there,’ he muttered to himself. 
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‘Doctor,’ said the Bloke. ‘A lot of  people died today. This kid’s 
mum included.’ 

They stared at one another over the sand. 
‘Yes,’ agreed the Doctor eventually. ‘And a lot of  people lived.’ He 

looked towards the distant escape carriage. The lights of  rescue craft 
were appearing on the horizon. 

‘So what are you saying?’ asked the Bloke. ‘We balanced the 
books?’ 

‘No.’ The Doctor shook his head. ‘I’m saying we did the best we 
could. In the end that’s all that matters. One good, solid hope is 
worth a…’ The strangest look crossed his face. 

He turned away, looking out over the lake. 
The Bloke wasn’t sure but he thought he heard the Doctor say 

Brad’s name. The moment passed. 
The Doctor looked hopefully over the Bloke’s shoulder to the back 

pack. ‘You’ve not got anything to eat in there?’ 
The Bloke rummaged in his pocket. ‘Spacedust?’ 
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Chapter Fifteen 
‘Paradox’ by Niall Turner  
& Andy Frankham-Allen 

‘I really need to go.’ 
‘Yes, well try and hold it in, eh?’ 
The Bloke looked at the Doctor sceptically. Falex pulled at one of  

his eyebrows with serious intent. The Bloke pushed him gently away. 
The rescue cruiser dipped into the Ahtrahraze Canyon, easiest route 
through the Unkolboogan Mountains for an off  land vehicle. 

‘A rescue ship with no bog, I just don’t believe it,’ the Bloke said 
forlornly. 

‘Yes, well, hand me that.’ The Doctor leaned past him for the 
backpack. ‘Let’s take a quick inventory eh?’ 

They inventoried as the Bloke tried to hold it all in. 
‘One toothbrush, pink. Mine.’ The Doctor stowed said item away 

in a pocket. 
‘Hey!’ The Bloke grabbed for the credit chip. ‘That’s all the cash 

we’ve got, you know!’ 
‘I already bought you some sunglasses. Besides,’ the Doctor was 

looking at Falex, recumbent in the Bloke’s arms, ‘we’ll need at least 
four thousand to buy this young chap a stasis bubble.’ 

‘Fine, fine,’ grumbled the Bloke. Spying a crumpled twenty-narg 
note at the bottom of  the pack, he hastily grabbed it before the 
Doctor noticed. He stared. ‘A lava lamp. I thought this thing was 
heavy. We’ve got a blue lava lamp…’ 

‘Capital!’ blasted the Doctor. 
‘… with no plug,’ finished the Bloke. 
‘Details, details.’ The Doctor was peering deeper into the bag. ‘My 

cards! Splendid!’ He stared. ‘Ooh, now that could come in very 
useful.’ 

‘What is it?’ asked the Bloke. The Doctor was holding something 
that could best be compared to a translucent bath plug, minus chain. 

‘Venusian Reality Bung,’ grinned the Doctor. 
‘Great,’ said the Bloke, feeling the beginnings of  a headache 

coming on. ‘What do I do? Bung it in your mouth in the event of  
your talking complete rubbish?’ 

The Doctor gave him a reproachful look. ‘We’ve both been 
through a lot.’ He plucked a stimulant from a passing auto dispenser 
and sucked thoughtfully. Eyes boggling he drained the foil pack whilst 
nodding slowly to himself. At the point of  going cross-eyed he tossed 
the pack down a disposal chute and grinned a mad grin. ‘We two, we 
happy two, must be up to the challenges ahead.’ He stared at the 
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tracker, buzzing away to itself  on the seat in between them. ‘And 
there will be many.’ 

‘Well,’ said the Bloke, ‘to further aid us in our heroic struggle we 
have one pack of  Spacedust, orange, unused.’ He tossed it aside. The 
Doctor surreptitiously slipped it back in one of  the Bloke’s pockets. 
‘Disruptor Gun, no charge,’ continued the Bloke. ‘One pair of  
shades, my travel guide, a Rubik’s cube and… What the hell is this?’ 

‘Automatic pineapple,’ said the Doctor. 
‘An automatic what?’ 
‘Automatic pineapple,’ repeated the Doctor, giving the fruit a fond 

look. 
‘As opposed to a manual pineapple I suppose?’ 
‘Exactly! Yes, I really must remember to take you to Ijulfriid’s 

Bazaar of  the Unusually Pointless.’ 
The Bloke leaned back in his seat. Falex dribbled. ‘Well that’s 

sorted then.’ He stared out of  the window at the ragged mountains to 
either side of  them. ‘Bring ‘em on! Your Cybermen, your Construct, 
whoever. We can take ‘em all!’ 

‘We can?’ The Doctor’s eyes were alive with interest. 
‘Well obviously,’ said the Bloke. ‘Who would dare face the power 

of  the automatic bloody pineapple?’ 

Eventually they arrived at Embarkation Zone Six, major point of  
departures for Ossobos’ great west settlements. The Bloke lost the 
Doctor and Falex for a while as the Time Lord went in search of  this 
mysterious ‘stasis bubble’. The Bloke distracted himself  in the various 
shopping arcades and Rec Bars. The bustle of  the place, the ceaseless 
movement was strangely soothing. The events on the monorail had 
been too much, he still wasn’t able to mentally file them, let alone 
access and make sense of  it all.  

So many dead. 
Leaning over the rail of  a viewing gallery, he stared down at the 

movement of  the spaceport far below. Merchantmen, pleasure 
cruisers and the occasional military clipper docked side by side. He 
wasn’t sure what the Doctor was aiming for, transport wise, but it 
certainly wasn’t going to be too comfortable if  most of  their dosh 
was going on keeping the kid happy. 

He froze abruptly, feeling simultaneously hot and cold. Two 
depressingly familiar figures were on the grav-ramp immediately to 
his right. Kade and Orestes. 

Orestes was still in his body armour get-up. Kade had gone to a 
new sartorial dimension entirely, modelling some sort of  backless 
black gown, peacock styling resplendent about neck and shoulders. 
They stepped from the grav-ramp and glided towards him. 
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‘Turned out nice again, hasn’t it?’ ventured the Bloke. 
They turned their heads on one side in a symmetrical movement. 
‘The insect,’ said Kade, his voice hollow and oddly echoed. 
‘Now look,’ began the Bloke. 
‘Shut up,’ said Orestes. 
‘Oh very witty,’ said the Bloke, fumbling for the Disruptor Gun in 

the backpack. He found himself  pointing the lava lamp at them. 
‘Arse.’ To his amazement they glided back a few feet. Ossoban 
officials were hovering in the background. 

Kade was frowning. ‘Weapon type unknown.’ 
‘It is an arse,’ observed Orestes. 
‘Discharge potential and range unknown,’ concluded Kade. He 

stared at the Bloke, eyes unreadable blackness. ‘You would not dare 
use it, insect.’ 

‘You come any closer and you’ll find out exactly what my… erm, 
my arse can do!’ said the Bloke. 

‘Oh do put it away.’ The Doctor was beside him, Falex giggling in 
delight by his shoulder, floating in midair, surrounded by a ball of  
turquoise energy. The Doctor looked to Kade and Orestes. ‘It’s not a 
weapon and we have no further quarrel with you.’ 

‘Nor we you.’ Kade was staring at Falex in fascination. ‘The child. 
His potential for corruption is quite beautiful.’ 

Orestes stepped forward, brutal and uncompromising. ‘Forgive my 
brother, he is something of  a philosopher at heart.’ 

‘Oh really? And what do you have to say?’ asked the Doctor. 
Orestes grinned, the expression full of  ugly cruelty. 
‘I bet you pulled the wings off  flies as a kid,’ said the Bloke. 
Orestes ignored him, staring at, through and beyond the Doctor. 

The Time Lord seemed to shiver. ‘There are some things in this 
universe that must be fought,’ he sneered. ‘Things that stand against 
everything we believe in.’ 

‘And you call me the philosopher,’ murmured Kade. ‘I say kill all 
liberals, do-gooders and bleeding hearts. Crush them to dirt and dust, 
put them in the ground where they belong.’ 

‘Yes, yes, all very interesting.’ The Doctor seemed to have regained 
his composure. ‘Was there actually something you wanted to say or 
are you just enjoying the sound of  your own bigotry?’ 

‘We have no quarrel with you. It was Martura’s call, her mistake. 
She paid the price.’ Here Orestes stared directly at the Bloke. The 
Bloke stared directly back. ‘But any further truck with Anotyne and 
Bartholomew and we take the child.’ Orestes gave the floating Falex a 
long, cold look. ‘Your spirit is broken already, Doctor, cross us again 
and we shall have you pleading for insanity.’ With that they were gone, 
gliding slowly away over the concourse. 
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The Bloke leaned back against the railings. ‘What was all that 
about?’ 

‘Oh, just trying to make a point. I think we dented their self  
image.’ The Doctor tossed him a small remote control. ‘For the stasis 
bubble. It’s on automatic at the moment but it might come in useful.’ 
He turned in a circle, inhaling deeply. ‘Well, time to go.’ 

The merchantman was all angles and crude functionality. For a 
species so advanced the Arcturan’s technology was curiously low tech, 
thought the Bloke. 

‘Yes, refreshingly primitive isn’t it?’ said the Doctor, strapping 
himself  in beside him. 

‘Positively dungeonesque,’ said the Bloke. ‘Not even a viewing 
port.’ 

An Arcturan life support system glided asthmatically up the central 
gangway, checking off  embarkation chips. The Doctor passed theirs 
over. 

‘Your credit is good.’ The disembodied starfish head swivelled to 
look at them briefly, its voice a carbonated rasp. Seeming satisfied it 
moved off  again. 

‘I bet there’s no in-flight movie either,’ grumbled the Bloke. 
‘Yes, yes, it won’t be long,’ said the Doctor. 
‘How long? An hour? A day?’ 
‘No time at all. First they seal the passenger compartment for 

hyperspace…’ 
‘Hey!’ The Bloke interrupted, staring at the white gas rising from 

the grated floor. 
‘… then they render us unconscious for the journey,’ finished the 

Doctor. 
‘Great!’ The Bloke’s eyes were streaming and there was an acrid 

smell in his nostrils. Next thing he knew… 

Sometime in the Doctor’s relative future, the figure that represented 
his potential seventh incarnation consulted one of  the small screens 
on the central console. He frowned and looked up at Ace. ‘My 
suspicions were right, then.’ 

Ace cleared her throat. ‘The Master’s gone?’ 
‘Yes. Gone. Erased from existence.’ 
‘Nice one. The universe will be better off  without him.’ 
The Doctor gave her a dark look, but continued on. ‘There is a 

faint trace, but the quantum reading is all wrong.’ 
A small, translucent cube fell onto the console, and everything in 

the room ceased all movement. Including Ace and the central 
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column. The Doctor turned slowly, almost overwhelmed by the 
sensation of  power from the object he held in his hand. 

The White Guardian was standing on the other side of  the 
console. 

‘Oh, it’s you.’ The Doctor looked at him shrewdly, rolled his hat 
down his arm and back up again, then bowed ironically. ‘It must be 
something very important, for you to just drop in like this.’ He tossed 
the cube back to the Guardian who caught and pocketed it. 

‘You are correct, Doctor.’ The Guardian’s tone was avuncular but 
dangerously precise. Now he was holding a goblet of  some unknown, 
golden liquid. He proffered it to the Doctor. 

‘I don’t drink,’ chided the Doctor. ‘Well, only when time’s running 
backwards on the first Tuesday of  the month.’ 

‘I am not asking you to drink, Doctor, I am asking you to think.’ 
‘Oh all right then.’ The Doctor took the glass and drained it at a 

gulp. He hiccoughed and exhaled. Slowly he raised his gaze to meet 
the Guardian’s. ‘You’re only just ahead of  it.’ 

The Guardian nodded. ‘I only just reached you in time, yes. Your 
fifth self  bought us some time by breaking the time wave but this 
reality is diminishing second by second.’ 

The Doctor scowled a grin as further seconds failed to pass under 
the influence of  the cube. 

The Guardian stepped closer. ‘I want you to engineer a meeting. 
Events must be set back on their true course.’ 

The Doctor pursed his lips. ‘True course? That’s rather totalitarian 
isn’t it?’ he said, relishing his Rs. 

‘There is no other way!’ 
‘Yes, well…’ The Doctor smiled. ‘I’ve heard that one before, too.’ 

He frowned. Was that actually fear he could see in the Guardian’s 
eyes. ‘Very well. Give me the coordinates.’ 

… they were being transferred to a descent shuttle as the 
merchantman remained in geostationary orbit above them. Now 
there were viewing ports. Which was good. 

‘Magnificent isn’t it?’ said the Doctor. 
‘Just a touch,’ said the Bloke. 
Alpha Centauri was huge, a colossus of  aquamarines and 

turquoise, with four sets of  gyroscopically crossed rings, brilliant 
bands of  blue silver in a midnight sky. 

‘Oh my god, that is big.’ 
‘Five times the mass of  Jupiter,’ said the Doctor. ‘Largest body in 

Federation space.’ 
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‘That is bloody beautiful,’ continued the Bloke. He reached for one 
of  the overhead hand rails as the shuttle began its descent. Falex 
hung oblivious in the stasis bubble, happily sleeping. 

The shuttle abruptly dropped into freefall. The Bloke screamed 
something unrepeatable, put in mind of  another recent sky diving 
excursion, as his stomach hovered somewhere above his ears. 

The Doctor laughed out loud as they continued to plummet into 
the planet’s atmosphere, a look of  pure abandonment on his face. 

Puzzled Alpha Centaurians looked on. ‘Humanoids,’ piped one to 
another. ‘A most disagreeably noisy species.’ 

The Bloke continued screaming until his throat was raw and he 
grew accustomed to their rate of  descent. This fear thing was getting 
ridiculous! They were passing through a thick bank of  sapphire cloud 
and he’d just about regained his composure when they were abruptly 
underwater and powering downwards at a new angle. The deep thrum 
of  a new propulsion system cut in. The Bloke swallowed, his ears 
popping. 

The Doctor clapped him on the back. ‘Exhilarating isn’t it?’ 
The Bloke inhaled deeply, his legs turning to proverbial jelly. 

‘Consider me exhilarated.’ 
An ovoid vessel skimmed soundlessly past outside, sleek and 

metallic blue. It dipped and turned towards a great city visible on the 
seabed. The Bloke had time to take in something of the architecture. 
They were big on spherical styling and spires, then the shuttle was 
inside some sort of vast disembarkation area. Slowly it taxied towards 
a space in a line of newly arrived ships. 

A subdued amber lighting filled the craft and a computer voice 
announced, ‘AUTOMATIC PRESSURE EQUALISATION IN 
PROGRESS – ALL OXYGEN TYPES PLEASE DON CIRCLETS 
NOW – PLEASE DON CIRCLETS NOW.’ 

‘Eh?’ The Bloke looked round in confusion. The Doctor was 
locking a small band of  silver metal in place around his neck and 
handed one over. ‘Oh, right.’ The Bloke followed suit. It was 
lightweight; you hardly noticed it was there. Briefly his pulse raced 
and he felt nauseous. The Doctor was taking exaggeratedly deep 
breaths, so the Bloke copied him. He felt even worse. 

‘Oh good grief, no!’ The Doctor was looking at him in concern. 
‘Different biology, remember?’ 

‘Oh yeah, forgive my mortality,’ said the Bloke weakly. He blinked. 
There was water. Up to his knees and rising. 

‘What the hell?’ 
‘Don’t worry, it’s highly oxygenated, tailor able to species-specific 

requirements. They’re very visitor friendly.’ 
‘What about Falex?’ 
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‘The stasis bubble will take care of  him.’ 
A hexapod eye blinked slowly beside them. ‘You are visitors here. 

We can show you to the Hall of  Registers and Information 
Dissemination if  you require.’ 

The Doctor grinned. ‘Such a civilised people, you and your 
Ossoban cousins.’ He gestured. ‘Please lead on!’ 

The water rose above their heads. 
‘This is surreal,’ said the Bloke, watching a trail of  silvery bubbles 

spew from his mouth. He clicked the auto control and the still 
sleeping Falex glided after them. ‘Hey! Why aren’t we wet?’ 

‘Trans-atmospheric buffering I should expect,’ said the Doctor. 
‘That is correct,’ trilled their Alpha Centaurian guide from ahead 

of  them. 
‘Oh of  course, should have thought of  that really,’ said the Bloke. 

* 
Ace blew another stream of  bubbles then proceeded to pop them in 
delight. Some drifted out of  her reach, spiralling upwards in the 
warm currents of  the Great Plaza. ‘This is wicked, Professor. Are all 
their cities underwater?’ 

‘Yes, yes, wicked,’ said the Doctor, looking distracted. ‘And no, 
they’re not. Predominantly underwater but not exclusively. The Alpha 
Centaurians are amphibious. The capital is a floating island three 
miles above the surface. Strangely, this reality’s Galactic Federation 
was formed almost nine hundred years earlier than in the reality to 
which we belong. Maybe due to the lack of  the Earth Empire that 
was supposed to precede it. You see, Ace, one species’ destiny is 
removed and the whole universe is altered in irrevocable ways.’ He 
turned quizzically. ‘The Healers are this way I think.’ 

‘Right.’ Ace followed him through a gently curving archway, still 
trying to resist the temptation to swim as opposed to just walk 
through the water. And the not getting wet bit! That was well weird. 
Cool but weird. Robed Alpha Centaurians glided gently past them 
and she found herself  following the Doctor into a great vaulted 
chamber, about twice the size of  the inside of  St Paul’s, she reckoned. 

The Doctor was speaking with an official at a desk. He turned, 
seeming pleased. ‘Yes, yes, he’s here.’ He gave Ace a sombre look. 
‘This should be interesting.’ 

‘Who’s here? This guy we’re here to meet?’ 
‘Yes.’ The Doctor watched the Alpha Centaurian depart, steepling 

his fingers and looking thoughtfully upwards. 
Ace shivered. The water seemed to be growing colder around 

them. The Doctor was smiling to himself  but Ace saw no humour in 
those blue grey eyes. Suddenly she was afraid. ‘Professor, what’s 
happening?’ 
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‘A rendezvous,’ said the Doctor, annoyingly cryptic. 
‘That’s no answer!’ 
‘No it isn’t, is it?’ The Doctor turned on his heel, umbrella stuck 

carelessly in his jacket pocket. ‘Now why do I feel like there’s a storm 
coming?’ 

Ace stepped closer. ‘Professor, tell me!’ 
‘Somebody,’ said the Doctor, slowly and deliberately, ‘has 

miscalculated.’ 

The Bloke struggled to keep up with the Doctor. He still wasn’t used 
to moving through this underwater environment. They had dropped 
Falex off  with a body calling itself  the City Elders. The Doctor 
assured him the boy would be quite safe there. Ahead of  him the 
Doctor was emerging onto an expanse of  open plaza. The tracker 
was buzzing away to itself  in his hand, like oddly amplified sonar. 

‘So what are we doing now?’ asked the Bloke. He really ought to 
get some sort of  financial remuneration for asking all these questions. 

The Doctor was studying the tracker. ‘We wait.’ He looked at the 
Bloke with concern. ‘Something strange is happening.’ 

The Bloke missed a beat. ‘Really? Whatever gave you that idea?’ 
‘No, no, no.’ The Doctor waved, irritated. ‘Sarcasm, very silly, 

doesn’t suit you. No, it’s the paradox, it’s moving, coming to us… 
except…’ He sat abruptly on a great round dais of  stone. The Bloke 
joined him. 

‘Except what?’ 
‘The reading’s hard to unscramble.’ The Doctor looked at him with 

dawning realisation. ‘Unless we’re part of  it!’ 
‘What?’ 

The man in the bottle-green velvet coat stared at, through and 
beyond them. ‘Who are you?’ he asked again. 

‘I’m Ace and this is the Doctor,’ said Ace. 
‘You were expecting to find this humanoid here?’ asked the Alpha 

Centaurian official. It looked at the three of  them, its skin rippling a 
gentle lime green. 

The Doctor nodded. ‘A mutual friend told me we’d find him here.’ 
‘It is very strange,’ continued the official. ‘We have no record of  his 

arrival on planet. From the tests we have conducted, I fear his 
memory is impaired.’ 

‘Yes, yes, very strange,’ the Doctor was steering the man by the 
arm. ‘Thank you for all your help.’ He was heading for the exit. 

‘You will return him to the healing pools by the fifth segment?’ 
reminded the official. 

There was an unintelligible reply. 
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Ace shrugged. ‘Sorry, mate, erm, missus… whatever. We’ll have 
him back on time!’ She turned and headed after the Doctor. 

The man was still babbling in the corridor. ‘A hundred years is a 
very long time… I was out of  time and now I really think I must be 
inside time…’ His voice had a gentle, lilting quality. 

‘Nothing more than a pawn, very nice,’ said the Doctor darkly. ‘He 
really must be desperate.’ 

‘Professor,’ Ace implored. ‘Who?’ 
‘Professor? No, no I don’t think so… I knew a Doctor once…’ 

The younger man trailed off  uncertainly. 
Ace was feeling seriously disgruntled. ‘What’s going on, Professor? 

Last thing I remember is being at that concert in Portland, and 
then…’ 

‘Ace!’ The Doctor’s expression was unreadable. 
‘Who yanked your chain?’ 
The younger man gave her a heart breaking smile. ‘Chains, yes 

they’re good for yanking aren’t they?’ 
Ace sighed. ‘Come on, mate.’ Together they followed the Doctor 

back towards the upper levels. 
* 

‘Is it me or is it getting colder?’ asked the Bloke. He passed a hand 
through the gently undulating waters. 

The Doctor was staring at the tracker intently. ‘They’re here.’ 
‘They are.’ 
The Bloke jumped. A strangely familiar guy in a cream suit was 

sitting beside him on the dais. ‘You have done well, Doctor,’ 
continued the newcomer. 

‘It is getting colder, you know,’ said the Bloke, deciding to play the 
unimpressed card. 

Another group had appeared on the far side of  the plaza. A short 
man, a girl and… some loony in a bottle-green coat who was running 
helter-skelter towards them, arms akimbo. 

‘Pass the absinthe, vicar,’ said the Bloke, ‘the sky just fell on my 
head.’ 

The manic guy had arrived. ‘I know you!’ He stared at the Doctor 
then the Bloke. ‘Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes!’ Bubbles span in all directions, 
rainbow hued and dancing. 

The short man and the girl approached closer. The Doctor got to 
his feet, greeting the short man’s sad eyes with an equally sad smile. 
Almost imperceptibly the newcomer shook his head. 

‘Fitz! That’s your name! Fitz!’ The manic guy was stamping a foot 
in delight. ‘It fits! It all fits!’ 

‘Well that’s great,’ said the Bloke. ‘Anyone want an ice cream?’ 
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‘This is wrong! You shouldn’t be here!’ The Bloke saw the Doctor 
backing away, the tracker falling out of  his hand, to float off  
unnoticed. 

The White Guardian was on his feet as well. ‘You’ve done well, 
Doctors…’ 

‘Doctors?’ The young girl looked up with renewed interest. 
‘… Paradox upon paradox. I shall force the universe back upon its 

true course.’ 
The little man stepped forward and the Bloke felt himself  

physically recoil at the sense of  power he got from him. ‘You’ve 
never been more wrong, Guardian,’ he said acidly. ‘There are no 
absolutes anymore. Our time is gone.’ 

‘Doctor?’ The girl was looking scared. Defiant but definitely 
scared. 

The Bloke stared. ‘The Doctor? He’s the Doctor?’ Something else 
fell into place. He began to back away from them, eyes on the young 
guy. ‘What is this? A bloody convention?’ 

‘No, no, I don’t think so,’ said the young man seriously. 
Without warning, a tracery of  purple light cut through the water 

around them. Component molecules arced and split, fizzing and 
crackling across the plaza. Several Alpha Centaurians winked out of  
existence. The Bloke instinctively ducked. 

‘What have you done? What have you done?’ The Doctor, his 
Doctor, was approaching the guy in front of  the Guardian. All the 
while the tracery of  light curled and grew stronger around them. ‘You 
can’t put the pieces back together!’ The Doctor was white faced. ‘I 
should have realised on Ossobos!’ 

‘Doctor, there is no time for this.’ The white haired old man drew a 
cube from his jacket pocket that proceeded to vanish soundlessly. The 
light show grew stronger still. From the look on the old guy’s face the 
Bloke didn’t think he’d expected that to happen. 

‘No,’ said a new, cold voice from above them. ‘There is no time at 
all.’ 
Time warped around the rather large planet of  Alpha Centauri, as the 
old universe fought with the new. Ultimately only one could survive. 
The outcome was uncertain, but the paradox was not. 

And across the gulf  of  time and space, through the miniscule 
threads that bound one reality to another, they came en masse. 

* 
They all looked up at the figure floating in the water above them. It 
was humanoid in form, with white lightning crackling all around it. 
The figure appeared to be naked, although there were no signs of  
gender anywhere to be seen. Nor hair. 
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The figured pointed a big finger at the Bloke, and a voice boomed 
out like a canon. ‘I see you have found your own level in this 
universe.’ 

The Bloke was puzzled, but for mere moments only. He 
recognised that voice. And more importantly, he recognised the 
essence within that body. ‘What are you implying, you cheeky 
bugger?’ 

The Doctor looked at the Bloke, his face still a mask of  
puzzlement. ‘You know this being?’ 

The Bloke laughed. ‘Course I do. It’s the Faceless One.’ 
The Doctor nodded in understanding. ‘Ah.’ He looked up at the 

newly transfigured Faceless One. ‘My, but you’ve changed. What 
happened?’ 

‘Questions later,’ the Faceless One boomed. ‘Time is up.’ He 
turned his attention to the Guardian and his guests. ‘You are obsolete 
in the new order of  things.’ With a wave of  a big hand, the Faceless 
One sent a stream of  energy down at the White Guardian. 

Like the sea of  reeds thousands of  year before, the water parted 
around the Guardian. The old man stood back and raised a hand. 

‘No!’ he yelled. ‘This is all wrong. There must be order, and this 
universe is not it!’ The stream of  energy engulfed the Guardian. 

The Faceless One blinked his white eyes. ‘Yes it is. Your style of  
order has passed away. Be gone!’ Once again he waved a giant hand. 

The White Guardian fought inside the ball of  energy, but to no 
avail. Around the ball strange creatures appeared, grotesque 
mannequins. The Dommervoy had arrived to feast. The Doctor and 
the Bloke watched on. The ball imploded sending the Guardian, in 
his purest form, into the waiting arms of  the Dommervoy.  

The results were unexpected. 
All around them water erupted into activity, washing them all over 

the plaza. The Doctor and the Bloke reached for the stone edifice on 
top of  the dais, while the other three found themselves elsewhere. 

The small Doctor in the hat was forced into a nearby stall and the 
girl quickly followed. He started hitting her with his hat, trying to get 
her arm out of  the way so that he could see what was going on. 

The Doctor in the velvet coat was washed upwards, to be rammed 
into the glass dome that served as the ceiling of  the plaza. Against the 
raging torrent the Faceless One waded his crackling way over the 
velvet coated Doctor. 

‘You really shouldn’t be here… your time is up, too.’ The Faceless 
One reached out a large hand and the lightning transferred itself  over 
to the Doctor. 

Below, the Doctor and the Bloke watched in horrified fascination. 
Unable to do anything as the Dommervoy converged on the future 
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Doctor. He looked down at them, as the creatures of  causality 
literally tore chunks off  him. His eyes betrayed the serenity of  his 
face. The fear was palpable. The Doctor closed his eyes and looked 
away, the Bloke did not. 

He noticed the small Doctor watching the scene above. That 
Doctor’s face was set into an intense scowl. There was anger there, 
and the Bloke knew where it was directed. 

‘Stop!’ the Bloke found himself  yelling at the Faceless One. 
Once the velvet coated Doctor was no more the Faceless One held 

his hand up, keeping the Dommervoy at bay, while he floated down 
to the Bloke. ‘Stop? Are you insane?’ He waited for an answer. 

The Bloke thought madly. There had to be something that would 
convince his old friend. ‘Yes, stop. You can’t go around erasing 
people from existence. We are Millennium People; we do not do that. 
Hang on… how can you do that, anyway?’ 

‘Poor you. You have no idea what has been happening since you 
have been travelling with him, have you?’ The Faceless One placed a 
hand on the Bloke’s head. ‘Go and find out. Go home.’ 

The Bloke vanished. 

The Doctor, who by this time had his eyes open again, blinked. ‘What 
have you done? He was not a paradox. And just why are you 
destroying paradoxes?’ 

‘You have no idea, Doctor? Come; use your intelligence, man.’ The 
Faceless One turned away. ‘Now, you two. Come on, my little 
pretties!’ He opened his hands out and the small Doctor and Ace 
found themselves being propelled towards him. ‘Embrace your 
destiny, Doctor!’ 

The Dommervoy rushed the small Doctor, making short work of  
him. Ace was held aloft by the lightning coming from the Faceless 
One, forced to watch as her Doctor was killed. 

‘Professor!’ she yelled, unable to hold back the tears of  anger. 
‘Doctor!’ 

And then it was over. The water calmed and a deeply distraught 
Ace floated softly to the floor of  the plaza. She fell to her knees, 
sobbing in pain and grief. 

The Doctor remained sitting on the dais, watching, not daring 
himself  to speak. The Dommervoy blinked away, leaving only the 
Faceless One, who turned to the big Time Lord. 

‘Why?’ the Doctor asked. ‘Why not take Ace, too? Not that I want 
you to, you understand!’ he added quickly. 

The Faceless One looked back at the young woman, still kneeling 
in her grief. ‘She has a role to play yet, Doctor. Not that she will 
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realise it for a long time, of  course. She will remember nothing of  
this. The only human on Alpha Centauri, and she will find her place. 

We all have our roles to play, Doctor, after all. You and I included.’ 
The Doctor shook his head and made to walk over to Ace, but the 

Faceless One stood in his way. 
 ‘Sorry. But it had to be done…’ The Faceless One turned away. 

‘As I was saying, we all have our roles to play,’ he continued, his voice 
changing. He looked back. ‘Don’t we, Doc?’ 

The Doctor pushed himself  back up against the stone edifice. The 
body before him had not changed, but the face had. Bald it may have 
been, but there was no mistaking the square jaw, or the intelligence in 
those brown eyes. And the voice… The Doctor remembered that 
Portland accent well. 

‘Bradley,’ the Doctor breathed… 
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Chapter Sixteen 
‘Parting Gift’ by Andy Frankham-Allen 

(with Greg Miller) 

Brad smiled and bowed. ‘That’s right, Doc. The one and only,’ he said 
with an edge of  arrogance the Doctor was not keen on. For one of  
the very few times in his long life, he was dumbstruck. After 
everything that had just happened… 

Brad walked up to the Doctor and whispered in his ear. ‘Well, that 
is not strictly true. Nothing one and only about me anymore.’  

The Doctor didn’t answer, he merely stared at Brad, his mouth on 
O of  shock. Brad pulled back. ‘What?’ he glanced down at his naked, 
androgynous body. ‘Ah, hang on, I can fix that.’ With a blink Brad 
was exactly as the Doctor had last seen him; casual clothes and black 
leather jacket to standard. ‘How’s that?’ 

The Doctor swallowed. Did Bradley honestly not get why he was 
so speechless? He cleared his throat. ‘You were the paradox,’ he 
began. 

‘Well, no, actually it was you. The convergence of  the you that is 
now, and the two potential futures that the White Guardian saw fit to 
bring here. So I was merely the resolution of  that paradox.’ Brad 
offered the Doctor a smile, and placed his palm against the Doctor’s 
forehead. ‘Come on, we haven’t got much time.’ 

‘Oh look, Doc, someone’s dead.’ 
The Doctor opened his eyes. He knew this place; after all he had 

been here before. More importantly, he had not only been here 
before he had been here now. The battered green Volkswagen Sirocco 
in front of  him was a bit of  a give-away. 

‘Why are we here?’ He turned to face Brad. ‘Don’t you realise the 
paradox you can cause?’ 

To that Brad just laughed. ‘Paradox! Don’t tell me about paradox, 
Doc. I know all about that, believe me.’ There was something very 
dark about the look Brad gave the Doctor. The two men stood there, 
eyeing each other. One big and incensed, the other short and looking 
younger and more vibrant than ever. ‘Anyway,’ Brad continued, ‘you 
ain’t here this time around.’ 

‘I’m not? Then where am I?’ 
‘In England, 1972, exiled by the Time Lords, still enjoying your 

third incarnation.’ Brad waved it away. ‘Point is I am here, Doc. Look.’ 
The Doctor walked over to the green car. What he saw made him 

gasp. Brad was in the car, his body leaning over the steering wheel, his 
neck twisted at an impossible angle. Despite the fact that it was Brad 
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dead in the car the Doctor felt strangely detached. He turned on the 
living Brad. 

‘What is this?’ 
‘This, Doc, is the reality you were trying to restore.’ Brad blinked 

away, but his voice continued. ‘A reality in which I am dead and you 
are exiled on Earth back in the ‘70s.’  

The Doctor followed the voice. The dead Brad’s eyes opened. 
‘Why did you want to restore things, Doc?’ asked the corpse. 

The Doctor turned away. Behind him he could hear Brad tutting, 
followed by the unmistakeable sound of  bones cracking.  

A hand landed gently on the Doctor’s shoulder. ‘Come on, Doc,’ 
Brad said and walked around the big man so the Doctor could see 
him. Brad’s head was still at an impossible tilt, blood dripping down 
his face from a wound still fresh. ‘What’s the problem? Not like you 
haven’t seen me dead before.’ 

That hit him like a spear between his hearts. ‘I’m sorry, Bradley,’ 
the Doctor said in a whisper. ‘I should have paid more attention to 
what you were going through. I could have prevented your death.’ 

‘No, Doc, you couldn’t. No matter how you played it I would have 
died. Besides, those first four months were great, riding your 
whirlwind, lost in my grief. Oh yeah,’ he added with a huge dollop of  
sarcasm, ‘good times.’ 

The Doctor looked Brad square in the eyes. ‘So, does this mean 
you are going to haunt me? To make me feel more guilty than I 
already feel?’ He sighed and stroked his beard. ‘Go ahead. You might 
as well. I could have helped you, but I didn’t.’ 

‘Ah, Doc, you kinda did, a little.’ Brad started to glow as he 
reverted back to his naked form. ‘There is more. Come on.’ 

Bradley Nathaniel DeMars 
Sept 27th 1977 – May 12th 2001 
‘Ignit Natura Renovatur Integra’ 

The Doctor looked down at the tombstone, oblivious to the storm 
raging around him. ‘I’m sorry, Bradley…’ he mumbled. 

Untouched by the storm, Brad walked up to the tombstone. ‘Yeah, 
I know you are, Doc. Odd feeling looking at your own tombstone.’ 
He knelt on the wet grass. ‘But, you know, the body underneath the 
ground is just that. A body.’ 

The Doctor shook his head. ‘No, Bradley. It is all that remains of  
you in this reality. The real reality.’ He bit his lip and sniffed. ‘I am so 
sorry.’ 

‘Yeah, you’ve said.’ Brad waved his hand over the tombstone and 
the date changed. ‘What about this, then, Doc? Is this better for you?’ 
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The Doctor read the inscription. ‘December 23rd 2101.’ His eyes 
glazed over. ‘Stop this. You can’t make me feel any guiltier than I 
make myself  feel. Katarina, Sara. You.’ He dropped to his knees. ‘My 
fault. Always my fault.’ 

Brad reached for the Doctor, but the big man pulled back. Brad 
sighed. ‘Doc, you’re missing the point.’ 

‘No.’ The Doctor looked up, his face contorted in anger. ‘No, you 
are missing the point. It is my fault. For hundreds of  years I have 
been travelling through time and space. Picking up companions. 
Taking them from their lives, their homes. And why? I like to think it 
is to help them see the bigger picture. Broaden their horizons. But I 
am fooling myself. It is because I want to show off. “Look at me, 
look how clever I am”. And it costs them.’ 

‘But, Doc, it didn’t cost me. I should have died back on Earth. But 
I didn’t. The Master set things in motion. Both of  our paths were 
altered. Reality was altered, and it adapted us to help the universe 
survive.’ He took the Doctor’s hands in his own. ‘I was meant to go 
with you. But, either way, I was to die. On Earth in 2001, or on Nova 
Mondas in 2101. It was meant to be.’ 

‘No!’ the Doctor yelled and pulled away from Brad. He got to his 
feet and shouted even louder. ‘No!’ 

‘Doc…’ 
‘No, Bradley,’ the Doctor said in a softer tone. ‘“It was meant to 

be” is no excuse. I paid no attention to you beyond my own showing 
off. I was so caught up in my own problems that I didn’t see yours. If  
I had, I could have prevented them. I could have prevented your 
death.’ 

‘How?’ 
One word, and it contained all the questions one life could ever 

ask. The Doctor’s answer was equally as simple and as complex. 
‘Because I am the Doctor.’ 

‘Who was it that said “all the galaxy’s a stage”?’ Brad asked. 
‘William Shakespeare. Although you will find he said “world” and 

not “galaxy”.’ 
Brad smiled. For a moment the smile reminded the Doctor of  

something else, but then it was gone. Brad was speaking. ‘Actually I 
was thinking of  Q, Doc. From Star Trek. But he was wrong, at least 
in my case he was. In my case all the universe is a stage.’ He waved his 
hand around. ‘One big stage for me. Full of  anomalies, paradoxes, 
and quantum irregularities… all my stage.’ 

The Doctor looked out at Brad’s stage, and cleared his throat. He 
had to admit it was quite a breathtaking sight to behold. The universe 
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was laid out before them like a patchwork blanket. Each patch a 
different galaxy. The Doctor looked at Brad. 

‘What has happened to you?’ 
‘I’ll show you.’ Brad reached out and pulled the universe towards 

them. He reached out with his free hand and grabbed the Doctor’s. 
‘Come on!’ 

They jumped… 

The Doctor glanced around. They were in Burnside St, Portland. 
Again. Along the street the same old battered green Volkswagen 
Sirocco, smashed against a fire hydrant. And in the driver’s seat, head 
torn open due to violently smashing against the steering wheel was a 
younger Brad. The Doctor’s face crumpled. 

‘Bradley, you have all ready shown me this. I don’t need to see it 
again.’ 

‘Ah, but this time it will be different.’ Brad walked over to the car. 
‘Last time you saw what would have happened, had the universe not 
been altered. This time see what has happened. What has really 
happened…’ Brad clicked his fingers and things started to happen. 

The Sirocco was no longer against the fire hydrant; instead it had 
stopped a few centimetres before it. The younger Brad was still in the 
car, this time rubbing a nasty bruise that had appeared on his head. 
Surrounding the car was a group of  Dommervoy. The mannequin 
like figures converged on the car; one of  them sat on the same seat as 
Brad. 

The Doctor frowned, quite horrified by the site of  one of  those 
scavengers sharing the same quantum space as Bradley. He addressed 
the glowing Brad. ‘I really do not…’ 

‘Hush. And pay attention.’ 
So the Doctor did. 
It was quite bizarre. The Dommervoy started moving Brad like a 

puppet. Out of  the car, a quick glance back, and they were off. To 
meet me, the Doctor realised. 

The glowing Brad was next to the Doctor. ‘You getting it yet, 
Doc?’ 

‘I am beginning to, yes. Where to next then?’ 
Brad put a finger to his mouth while he thought about it. ‘How 

about… Forum? Yes, let’s go forward by four months.’ 

A large hall. Shadows dancing around the edges. A pool of  light 
shone on two people in the middle of  the room. Brad and the 
Faceless One. They were in some kind of  communion, the Faceless 
One resting his hands on Brad’s head. Both had their eyes closed, 
concentrating. 
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‘This is what happened when I was in conference with the 
Millennium People?’ the Doctor asked. He looked at Brad and 
blinked. ‘Changed again?’ 

Brad looked down at his own person. His naked body had become 
thin and even more featureless than before. He ran his hands over his 
face and sighed in relief. ‘At least I still have my own face.’ 

The Doctor peered at said face, as if  to make sure. Yes, it was 
Brad’s face. Sharp bone structure, muscular. But the grin Brad wore 
was not his own. The Doctor had seen it before, though. 

‘As I said, Doc, we haven’t much time. Look and learn.’ Brad 
pointed at the two figures in the light. 

Once again the Dommervoy was occupying the same space as the 
other Brad. The Faceless One released Brad’s head and spoke. The 
Doctor could not hear the words, but that did not seem to be too 
important. What was happening held much more importance to the 
Doctor. 

The Faceless One stood up and it became clear that a Dommervoy 
was also sharing his space. A few sharp words passed between the 
Faceless One and Brad. The Dommervoy turned the Faceless One 
away, and as one they walked into the shadows. Brad and his 
Dommervoy remained sitting. The Doctor turned to his Brad. 

‘I don’t get it. Why are the Dommervoy…?’ His voice tailed off. 
‘Oh dear.’ He looked over at the other Brad and put his hand over his 
mouth. ‘Oh dear. The Dommervoy have possessed you and the 
Faceless One.’ 

Brad shook his head, his eyes turning into pinpricks of  blackness. 
‘No, Doc. The Faceless One and I are the Dommervoy.’ 

The Doctor blinked. Brad’s grin. A Dommervoy grin. ‘How?’ 

Dank. The clang of  metallic echoes all around them. Slowly the 
Doctor’s eyes adjusted to the low light. Part of  him wished they 
hadn’t. 

Human corpses lined the corridor as far as the eye could see. But, 
upon closer inspection, the Doctor could see that most of  the 
corpses had metallic elements grafted onto their very bodies. He 
looked around, but there was no sign of  Brad. 

Something deep inside him warned the Doctor against calling out 
to Brad, so, instead, he walked down the corridor until he came to a 
juncture. It branched off  into a further six corridors, each of  these 
lined with partly cybernised corpses also. The Doctor swallowed. 

‘Over here,’ a voice whispered from one of  the corridors. The 
Doctor followed the voice and found Brad. The young man (former 
young man!) was looking even more Dommervoy-like now. His 
movements were slow and exaggerated. The Doctor was reminded of  
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a very creepy ballet dancer. His face was losing the features distinctive 
to Brad. All that remained was the scar above the left eye. The 
Doctor shuddered. 

‘Time almost up?’ he asked. 
Brad nodded, the grin never leaving his lips. ‘Yes. Almost. This is 

why we must hurry, Doctor.’ Brad moved off, and the Doctor could 
not help but notice that his old companion was gliding a few inches 
off  the floor. Repressing the urge to shiver the Doctor followed him. 

Brad led the Doctor into another corridor. That in itself  came as 
no surprise to the Doctor, but what he saw in that corridor did. 

Two Cybermen were looming over the human Brad, who was 
struggling to his feet. Behind Brad stood a partly cybernised man. In 
all his travels the Doctor had got used to seeing cybernised people, he 
didn’t like it, but he had got used to it. But seeing someone he knew 
in that state had a different effect on him. 

‘Get away from them!’ he bellowed. 
No one paid him any heed. 
Brad tapped him on the shoulder. The Doctor turned to his old 

companion to see a slowly wagging finger in his line of  vision. ‘They 
do not know we are here, Doctor. We cannot interfere.’ 

‘Then why bring me here?’ The Doctor turned away angrily, 
impotent with rage. 

‘To observe.’ 
The Doctor snorted. 
The human Brad looked from the Cybermen up at the Scholar. He 

closed his eyes and the Cybermen began to wobble. Not in the sense 
that they shook, but they seemed to fluctuate, as if  unsure whether 
they existed anymore. The Scholar yelled out in pain and the validium 
around him bubbled. It was as if  reality was being distorted. 

The Dommervoy that shadowed Brad helped the young man to his 
feet and forced him to run. The Doctor and the other Brad watched. 

‘So, can we do anything yet?’ the Doctor asked, tartly. 
Brad did not look away from the scene in front of  them. The 

Cybermen stabilised and after checking to make sure that the 
Controller’s new body was okay, gave pursuit. Brad nodded his head 
slowly. 

‘Now we follow…’ 

The Cybermen fired their weapons at Brad’s retreating form. The 
energy beams missed him, but continued on. They made contact with 
the energy barrier protecting the outer wall of  the Factory. Brad was 
too busy looking at the floor as he ran to notice the build up of  
mixed energy in front of  him. 
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A mighty explosion ripped through the corridor, throwing Brad 
high into the air. 

‘The Dommervoy Loci,’ Brad said, as they appeared outside of  the 
Factory. 

Before them the three Dommervoy Loci were standing over the 
dead body of  Bradley DeMars. They were talking, but the Doctor 
could not understand what they were saying. All he could hear was 
‘tick’ and ‘tock’. He placed a hand over his left heart and let out a 
deep sigh. 

‘Do you have any idea how hard it is for me to see you like this 
again?’ 

Brad nodded. ‘Yes, I do, Doctor. I remember the pain in your eyes 
when you tried to reach me before I transferred.’ 

‘Transferred?’ 
‘Yes, Doctor. You see that explosion destroyed the body that was 

Bradley DeMars. But Brad himself  had died on Earth in 2001, as he 
was supposed to have done. Since then the Dommervoy had been 
using his body, to seek out the paradoxes.’ 

‘You mean I had been travelling with the Dommervoy all that 
time?’ 

The air shimmered around them, and once again they were 
standing before the universal stage. The Dommervoy that the Doctor 
had known as Brad continued. ‘Yes. To all intents and purposes the 
Dommervoy knew itself  to be Brad. The memories, the personality. 
Everything. But it was never really Brad. We needed your TARDIS to 
seek out the paradoxes while we grew our own strength. And we 
needed to show you what the new universe was. And what your place 
in it is.’ The once human creature shrugged. ‘It was my plan, one the 
Stark and the Bizarre were not fond of, but the Terminus agreed, and 
it was he who came to me when we were last in Portland. He started 
the process that woke me up once again.’ 

The Doctor was silent for a moment. Then he shook his head 
sadly. ‘But I still do not know my place.’ 

The Dommervoy nodded. ‘Then I shall tell you. There are dark 
times ahead for the Federation in the Twenty-Sixth century, and you 
are the key player in bringing about the lasting peace. I cannot tell you 
how.’ 

‘I know. I must find that out for myself.’ The Doctor took a deep 
breath. ‘Tell me, then, what are the Dommervoy?’ 

‘We are Order, Doctor. Like in any reality Chaos and Order exists. 
Once, in the old reality it was represented by the Guardians, but as 
you now know their time has passed. The Dommervoy sort out the 
paradoxes, the anomalies. We bring order out of  the chaos of  the 
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newborn reality. Like the Faceless One. He was part of  Chaos 
incarnate. You know it as the Millennium People.’ 

‘What? But they are the Gods of  this universe. The Lords of  
Time.’ 

‘No, they are Chaos, although they have yet to learn that. We put a 
shard of  me in there at the beginning, in the hope that we could 
bring Order from within, but it was not to be. Releasing that shard, 
though, that freed two others.’ 

‘Yes, the Bloke and the Scholar.’ The Doctor looked at the 
Dommervoy sharply. ‘But the Scholar is dead. One of  the Cybermen. 
Not what I would call free.’ 

‘Perhaps not, Doctor. But, for all their faults, the Cybermen do 
know order. They call it logic.’ 

Again the Doctor snorted. ‘Well, obviously we shall differ on that 
opinion.’ The Dommervoy nodded. ‘But, what about the Bloke?’ the 
Doctor continued, ‘you sent him back home.’ 

‘He shall be returned to you, Doctor. He has seen Chaos, and you 
have seen Order. Together you shall bring about peace.’ The 
Dommervoy turned away, and the Doctor frowned. ‘The time has 
come for you to return to your new home, Doctor.’ 

‘Alpha Centauri?’ 
The Dommervoy nodded and turned back to the Time Lord. ‘Yes. 

But before you go there are two things you must know. You were 
right about your preoccupation with your own problems. If  that is 
not put aside you and Nick will never be able to succeed. Nick is 
becoming more and more human, and he will need your help, your 
guidance, and your concern.’ 

‘Nick? That is the Bloke’s name?’ 
Again the Dommervoy nodded. ‘It will be. A name he shall receive 

from Falex.’ 
‘The child? He is with the Elders, they’ll return him to his people 

on Taureas II.’ 
The Dommervoy shook his head. ‘No, Rahlena Falex must remain 

with you and Nick. He, too, has a role to play one day, and it begins 
with you.’ 

‘Well,’ the Doctor said with a smile, ‘it’s been a long time since I 
raised a child.’ 

‘The second thing is, Doctor, that if  we ever meet again you will 
not know who I was. You will understand who the Dommervoy are, 
but you will never know that I was Brad, you will only know me as 
the Static, one of  the Dommervoy Loci.’ 

The Doctor’s face became solemn. ‘So, Brad is dead?’ 
‘Do not be sad, Doctor. Brad lives on in your memories. His death 

weighs heavily on your conscience; it informs your every action. You 
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need a free heart if  you’re to make a difference in the coming war, 
and so this is my gift to you…’ 

‘Come along, Bradley,’ the Doctor said as he strode back to the TARDIS. His 
confident stride faltered, and the Doctor turned towards the silence behind him. 

‘Bradley?’ 
Brad stood, hands thrust firmly in his pockets, a stern expression on his face. 

‘I’m not coming with you, Doc.’ 
The two friends stared at each other across the space between them. It was 

Brad who broke the silence. 
‘I don’t know how well you’ve understood me, Doctor. I don’t even know if  you 

truly can, since you are an outsider by choice.’ He sighed. ‘When you’re gay in the 
society I’m from, you seem to be up against things from the start. Their families 
and friends teach kids that there is something wrong with being gay. We have to 
fight against this all our lives, to come out of  the closet. Because so many people 
assume that no one they know is gay, you have to keep doing it.’ 

Seeing the look on the Doctor’s face, Brad quickly added; ‘I’m not talking 
about you, obviously!’ He laughed, nervously. ‘Travelling with you, Doc, is like 
being in the biggest closet of  them all. Being in the TARDIS is a safe place to be. 
And every time we land somewhere, I have to decide about the need to out myself  
all over again.’ 

Another sigh, and Brad’s head dropped. ‘So the temptation is there – to go 
into that safe closet and never come out as a gay man again. Just to be a traveller. 
And if  I do that, all the stupid homophobes have won. I’ll be hidden away and 
none of  them will ever need acknowledge my difference again. I won’t let them win, 
I will not be beaten by people whose minds and souls are so withered. So I need to 
get out of  the TARDIS, out of  the closet, and live a life where I am not just 
passing through, where I can make a real difference to other people who have to 
hide their differences. If  I don’t, then it’s my mind, my soul that will wither.’ He 
looked the Doctor straight in the eye. ‘It’s time for me to go. Thank you for giving 
me a place to be safe enough to realise what I need to do to be myself.’ 

A smile on his face, the Doctor closed the distance between them with a few 
long strides and grasped Brad’s hand warmly. Impulsively, Brad leaned forward 
and pecked the Doctor’s bearded cheek. Both stepped back, looking slightly 
embarrassed. 

‘You seem to have your future well in hand, young Bradley,’ beamed the 
Doctor, ‘whereas mine will continue to fall as it may.’ 

‘You’ll be all right?’ the young man asked, suddenly feeling cold. 
‘If  I’m ever only “all right”, we’ll both have something to worry about.’ The 

Doctor stepped further back, drawing the TARDIS key from his pocket. ‘I’d best 
go before one of  us changes their mind…’ 

Brad DeMars stood looking at the spot where the TARDIS had been for a 
full fifteen minutes after the dematerialisation sound faded. Then he rubbed his 
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eyes, tossed the hair out of  his face, and laughed. And walked off  towards his 
apartment, to live the rest of  his life. 

The Doctor opened his eyes and looked around him. He was sitting 
on the base of  the stone edifice; all around him the plaza was a mess. 
Alpha Centaurians and other races floating around, wondering what 
had happened. 

The Doctor rubbed his head. Now that was something he could 
understand. He wasn’t too sure what had happened himself. He had a 
sense of  what had happened but no details. For absolutely no reason 
that he could fathom the Doctor let out a loud bellowing laugh. 

A little distance ahead of  him a young woman turned and looked 
at him oddly. 

‘What’s so funny, mate?’ she asked. 
The Doctor shook his head. ‘Oh nothing. Just realised how 

wonderful life is, and the simple realisation of  that made me laugh.’ 
He reached out his hand. ‘I’m the Doctor, by the way,’ he said, 
realising he had not introduced himself  before. 

She accepted the hand. ‘All right. I’m…’ She stopped and rubbed 
her temples. ‘I… I ain’t got a clue. Who I am? Do you know?’ 

The Doctor wanted to answer, and although she seemed familiar 
to him, he honestly did not know who she was. They had met before, 
though, of  that he was certain. It would come back to him. 
Eventually. 

A voice called out to him. He turned and found the Bloke walking 
towards him. His companion looked a little troubled. ‘Oh, it is so 
good to see you!’ The Doctor grabbed his companion in a big bear 
hug. 

‘Nice to see you, too, Doctor!’ Once the Doctor had let him go the 
Bloke smoothed his clothes back down and straightened his 
sunglasses. ‘Have you any idea where I have been? I have never seen 
anything like it. Just pure chaos.’ 

The Doctor smiled. ‘Quite so. Chaos indeed.’ He placed a hand 
over his companion’s shoulder. ‘Well, we have things to do. First off  
we must pick up Falex, then we need to find a base of  operations.’ 

‘We do?’ 
‘Oh yes. If  I am to be stranded in one time for a while then I 

intend to make use of  it. And a place to operate from would be a 
good start. Somewhere from where we can conduct our business, live 
and eat, and start work on a new time machine.’ The two of  them 
made their way through the underwater plaza. ‘We have lots to do. 
And I for one intend to be ready.’ 

The Bloke looked back at the young woman, who was floating off  
in the opposite direction. There was something familiar about her. He 
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shook his head, and turned back to the Doctor. ‘Thought the Elders 
were going to take Falex home?’ 

The Doctor smiled at the Bloke. ‘Well, they could, but I think the 
boy would benefit more from being with us for a while. And you’ll 
definitely benefit from having a… what? A little brother?’ 

The Bloke liked that idea. He was settling nicely into this whole 
human thing; he knew that humanity seemed to thrive on its 
interpersonal relationships. The family ties. Falex had lost his mother, 
and, it seemed, had gained a surrogate father in the Doctor. Sure, the 
Bloke decided, he could play the role of  uncle. 

‘Does that make me your son, then?’ he asked. 
The Doctor laughed. ‘Why not?’ 
And so laughing, the two men floated off  into their future. 
 

To be continued… 
 

 


